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The purpose of this study is to investigate, analyze and classify the lexical, cultural and 
grammatical problems encountered by senior Palestinian EFL university learners in their 
English-Arabic translations and to find out any gender differences regarding their 
translation problems. The translation test used in this empirical study consisted of 18 
texts covering three types: descriptive, argumentative and instructional. These texts were 
translated by 28 students chosen randomly from the Department of English at the Islamic 
University of Gaza. The students also responded to a questionnaire regarding the level of 
difficulty of each translated text. The analysis of students’ translations was based on the 
linguistic judgments of a group of Arabic specialists including the researcher’s 
assessment, a rater’s assessment, the target readership assessment and the work of a 
professional translator. The results showed that Palestinian EFL student translators 
committed errors on three levels: lexical, cultural and grammatical. The most frequent 
errors were grammatical errors, followed by lexical errors and cultural errors. 
Grammatical errors were mainly attributed to linguistic differences between English and 
Arabic as well as students’ lack of linguistic competence. Lexical errors were mainly 
attributed to students’ tendency to adopt literal translation and their total dependence on 
existing bilingual dictionaries. Cultural errors on the other hand resulted from students’ 
unfamiliarity with the source language culture and lack of knowledge of the target 
culture. The study also revealed that male students committed more errors than female 
students at lexical and grammatical levels. However, male students committed fewer 
errors than female students at the cultural level. The results of the questionnaire showed 
that argumentative texts were regarded by students as the most difficult, followed by 
instructional and finally descriptive texts.
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Chapter One: Introduction
1.1. Introduction and background
Translation from one language to another frequently causes errors which result in 
miscommunication of the original text. Errors often result from language transfer which 
assumes a one-to-one correspondence of literal meaning between two languages (Wallmach 
& Kruger, 1999). Language transfer creates negative effects in translation by introducing 
unnatural sentences which may often be incomprehensible or inadequate to the readers of 
the target language. This phenomenon, called “translationese” by Nida (1964), is created by 
a translator’s excessive fidelity toward the source language and is now viewed as one of the 
main problems in translation.
In translating from English into Arabic the translator is dealing with two languages that are 
unrelated both linguistically and culturally. Dickins et al (2002: 29) state: “translating 
involves not two languages, but a transfer from one culture to another”. The same view is 
shared by Mailhac (1995: 1) who maintains that effective communication can be achieved if 
translation is capable of bridging the gap not only between languages but also between 
cultures. In translating into Arabic the translator may face linguistic and cultural difficulties 
that would lead to the distortion of the work to be translated or would affect the readers’ 
response in the target language. For example, in Arabic the word has many negative 
connotations and is always seen as a symbol of bad luck, while in English, ‘owl’ has 
positive and favourable associations, and is seen as a symbol of wisdom and grace. 
According to Nida (1964), there is no semantic unit that has exactly the same meaning in 
two different utterances; there are no complete synonyms within a language; and there is no 
exact correspondence between related words in different languages. Thus, a word-for-word 
translation that closely follows the form of the source language is of little or no value to the 
readers of the target language. For example, to translate the English expressions: ‘He is as 
wise as an owl’ or ‘He is a wise old owl’ into Arabic as j* would be unacceptable
because of the negative connotations of V #  in Arabic.
One means of assessing whether translation problems have been overcome is by deciding 
the extent to which the translated target text effectively fulfills its intended role in the target 
language and culture rather than just evaluating it in terms of an accurate rendering of the 
source text. In this light, a ‘good’ translation is one which is acceptable, ‘adequate’, or
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‘functionally appropriate’ to the native speakers of the target language, as Schaffner (1998) 
noted. The judgment of qualified target language experts of the translated material is one of 
the most significant criteria to determine the quality of the translation.
English is now a major international language, and the demand for translation from other 
languages into English has steadily increased. With the expansion of international 
interactions, an increasing number of materials have been translated from English to Arabic 
and vice versa. In Palestine the demand for translation has increased very rapidly. 
According to El Fagawi (2000), this is due to the Palestinians’ belief that English has 
become the language of international negotiation through which they can tell the world 
about their problem. This motivational interest in English and especially in translation 
increased after the Oslo Agreement between the Palestinians and the Israelis. As a result, 
Gaza and the West Bank have become a major focus of international media attention, with 
large numbers of journalists from all over the world visiting the area to cover the political 
situation. These journalists are willing to listen to all Palestinians, including ordinary people 
in the street. At the same time, the Palestinian people have shown much interest in talking 
with these journalists about their painful experiences with the occupation. In most cases, the 
journalistic delegations hire local interpreters in order to facilitate their communication with 
ordinary people.
Despite the importance of English as a major international language, relatively little is 
known about what interferes with and distorts communication between Arabic and English. 
In other words, Arab translators into English/Arabic are confronted with linguistic and 
cultural difficulties that can have a negative effect on their translations. Thus, it would be 
useful to investigate various types of lexical, cultural, and grammatical translation problems 
faced by senior Palestinian EFL learners and view them in terms of the judgment of 
qualified experts in Arabic.
1.2. Statement of the problem
This study investigates lexical, cultural and grammatical problems faced by senior 
Palestinian EFL (English as a Foreign Language) learners and views them in terms of 
acceptability as judged by a panel of qualified experts in Arabic. This linguistic judgment by 
qualified experts in Arabic should be effective in identifying, analyzing and classifying 
lexical, cultural and grammatical problems. EFL learners are defined as those who learn
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English as a foreign language. The EFL learners selected for this study were twenty-eight 
students chosen randomly from a total population of 500 students in the Department of 
English, Islamic University of Gaza (henceforth IUG), in the academic year 2007-2008. 
They were asked to translate 18 texts covering three types of texts: descriptive, 
argumentative and instructional (cf. Section 2.10. The Text Typological Model). The 
analysis of these texts will provide the researcher with empirical evidence of the lexical, 
cultural and grammatical problems most frequently encountered by senior Palestinian EFL 
learners.
The qualified experts in Arabic are a native speaker of Arabic, who has long experience in 
teaching Arabic at university, an Arab professional translator, who has both professional 
and teaching experience and a native speaker of English, who is a professor of Arabic at the 
University of Salford and the supervisor of the author of this study. The variables examined 
in this study are types of lexical, cultural and grammatical problems faced by senior 
Palestinian EFL learners in English-Arabic translation and the acceptability of the translated 
texts when assessed by a panel of qualified experts in Arabic. Acceptability is defined as:
A term used by Toury (1980, 1995) to denote one of the two tendencies in translated 
texts, According to Toury, any translated text occupies a position between the two 
poles of adequacy: adherence to the linguistic and textual norms of the source system 
and acceptability or adherence to those of the target system. Translations which lean 
towards acceptability can thus be thought of as fulfilling the requirement of reading as 
an original written in the TL than that of reading as the original, and consequently 
generally have a more natural feel (Shuttleworth, M. and Cowie M. 1997: 2-3).
1.3. Research questions
This study aims at identifying, analyzing, and classifying types of lexical, cultural and 
grammatical problems in Palestinian EFL university students’ English-Arabic translation 
and viewing them in terms of acceptability as judged by a group of qualified experts in 
Arabic. Specifically, the study addresses the following questions:
1. What types of lexical errors are most frequently committed by senior Palestinian EFL 
learners?
2. What types of cultural errors are most frequently committed by senior Palestinian EFL 
learners?
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3. What types of grammatical errors are most frequently committed by senior Palestinian 
EFL learners?
4. Is there any gender difference regarding the translation errors committed by the subjects 
of this study?
1.4. Research hypotheses
Since English and Arabic have different cultural and linguistic backgrounds, i.e. English is 
an Indo-European language, whereas Arabic belongs to the Semitic languages, senior 
Palestinian EFL learners are expected to experience different translation problems. The first 
hypothesis is that students at the IUG are expected to encounter lexical problems due to 
differences in the lexical systems of the two languages. Lexical issues such as synonymy, 
denotation, connotation, collocations, polysemy and idioms are expected to cause problems 
for Palestinian learners. The second hypothesis is that students are expected to face cultural 
difficulties due to the cultural differences between English and Arabic. The third hypothesis 
is that Palestinian EFL learners are expected to face grammatical problems due to the 
difference in the linguistic systems of the two languages. Grammatical issues such as word 
order, passive, articles, punctuation, and conjunctions are expected to cause problems for 
Palestinian learners. The fourth hypothesis is that students at the Department of English, 
1UG are expected to show gender differences regarding lexical, cultural and grammatical 
problems.
1.5. Need for the research
English is now a major international language and the demand for translation has steadily 
increased. Moreover, English is the language of instruction at local and international 
universities, which means that a large number of materials are translated into English as 
well as other languages including Arabic. However, the lack of qualified translators and the 
absence of effective and systematic training in translation theory have led to erroneous 
translations. In this regard, Masoud (1988: 10) is right when she says:
More often than not, new translators dive into translation work thinking that because 
they speak two languages, they are qualified for the task.
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Masoud’s statement makes it clear that translators depend on their language experience to 
practise translation, a view which is also shared by Baker (1992: 4), who states:
Translators need to develop an ability to stand back and reflect on what they do and 
how they do it. Like doctors and engineers, they have to prove to themselves as well 
as others that they are in control of what they do; that they do not just translate well 
because they have a ‘flair’ for translation, but rather because, like other professionals, 
they made a conscious effort to understand various aspects of their work (ibid: 4).
In the Department of English, IUG (where the author of this study worked as a lecturer of 
English for 10 years), the two translation modules which are a major requirement of the 
degree of BA in English Language and Literature are taught by specialists in EFL and 
linguistics; none of them has a qualification in translation. Given this situation, the 
graduates of the departments of English will join the profession of translation dependent on 
their intuition and experience, without possessing the training and theoretical tools needed 
for this job.
This study investigates lexical, cultural and grammatical problems encountered by 
Palestinian EFL learners in English-Arabic translation. The findings of this study are 
intended to draw the attention of those specialists in the field of translation training and 
syllabus design to the actual translation problems encountered by Palestinian students. The 
outcomes of this study will contribute to developing the teaching of translation in 
Palestinian universities in particular and in Arab universities in general.
Research in translation problems remains ongoing while students continue to commit a wide 
range of translation errors. A number of studies have discussed translation problems 
encountered by Arab translators. Some of these have discussed one aspect of the most 
common translation problems between English and Arabic, e.g. Bahumaid (2006), A1 Jabr 
(2006), Abu Ssaydeh (2004), Zughoul and Abdul-Fattah (2003), Saraireh (2001). (cf. 
Literature Review: section 2.9.1 and section 2.9.3). Others have discussed different types of 
English-Arabic translation problems such as A1 Kenai (1985), Ghazala (1995), A1 Ghussain 
(2003), Deeb (2005) and Abbadi (2007) (cf. Literature Review: section 2.9,2). Unlike 
previous studies, the present study will focus on the 1 exical, cultural and grammatical 
problems encountered by senior Palestinian EFL learners and view them in terms of their 
acceptability to qualified experts in Arabic. This linguistic judgment of qualified experts in 
Arabic will be important in identifying, analyzing and classifying types of lexical, cultural 
and grammatical problems in the Palestinian EFL students’ English-Arabic translations. The
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study will provide a detailed analysis of the translation strategies employed by the student 
translators in dealing with various lexical, cultural and grammatical problems. Based on the 
analysis of three types of texts, namely descriptive, argumentative and instructional, this 
study will acquaint Arab translators in general and Palestinian translation students in 
particular with the most challenging translation problems that they might encounter when 
translating these types of texts.
1.6. Thesis Structure
This study consists of seven chapters organized as follows:
Chapter One presents the statement of the problem, the general research questions, the 
hypotheses, the need for the research and the structure of the thesis.
Chapter Two is a review of the literature, and is divided into six sections. The first section 
deals with the relation between language and translation. The second section focuses on the 
concept of equivalence in translation and the difference between equivalence and adequacy. 
The third section discusses the two concepts of translation competence and performance in 
addition to TQA models, namely equivalence-based approaches, functional approaches and 
Nord’s model of functionality and loyalty. The fourth section discusses definitions and types 
of translation errors and problems in addition to TQA criteria. The fifth section reviews 
some previous studies carried out in translation problems, particularly translation problems 
encountered by Arab translators. The sixth section discusses the Text Typological Model in 
translation.
Chapter Three discusses lexical, cultural and grammatical symmetries and asymmetries in 
English and Arabic. Lexical issues such as denotation, connotation, synonymy, 
homonymy and polysemy, collocation, idioms, neologisms and oligosemy are illustrated 
in both English and Arabic. The cultural issues in English and Arabic discussed are 
kinship, gender, mythology, ecology, politics, and colour. The chapter also focuses on the 
problems that may arise in translating cultural references as well as the procedures and 
strategies used in the translation of culture with particular reference to the strategies 
employed by Ivir (1987), Newmark (1988) and Mailhac (1995). Grammatical issues 
including word order, passive voice, conditional sentences, adjectival construction and 
syntactic ambiguity are compared with illustrative examples.
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Chapter Four outlines the methodology used in this study. Specifically, the chapter focuses 
on the type of research, the context of the study (i.e. the 1UG English Department and 
translation courses), the subjects of the research, the translation texts and the selection 
criteria, instruments of data collection (e.g. including a translation test, a researcher’s 
assessment, a rater’s assessment, a target readership assessment, a professional translator’s 
model translation and a student questionnaire), research design and the procedure.
Chapter Five presents the findings reached in the analysis of students’ translations and 
provides both a qualitative and quantitative analysis of the lexical and cultural problems 
faced by senior Palestinian EFL learners.
Chapter Six presents the findings reached in the analysis of students’ translations and 
provides both a qualitative and quantitative analysis of the grammatical problems faced by 
senior Palestinian EFL learners.
Chapter Seven discusses the findings of the study and compares them with previous studies 
on translation problems with specific reference to English-Arabic translation problems. It 
also presents the limitations of this study and provides some recommendations for further 
studies in the field.
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Chapter Two: Literature Review
2.1. Introduction
This chapter is a review of the literature, and is divided into six sections. The first section 
deals with the relation between language and translation. The second section focuses on the 
concept of equivalence in translation and the difference between equivalence and adequacy. 
The third section discusses the two concepts of translation competence and performance in 
addition to TQA models, namely equivalence-based approaches, functional approaches and 
Nord’s model of functionality and loyalty. The fourth section discusses definitions and types 
of translation errors and problems in addition to TQA criteria. The fifth section reviews 
some previous studies carried out in translation problems, particularly translation problems 
encountered by Arab translators. The sixth section discusses the Text Typological Model in 
translation.
2.2. Language and translation
It is axiomatic that there is a strong relation between language and translation, both of which 
benefit from the other, to the point that any development in the study of one of them 
requires a development in the study of the other. In the preface to his book Linguistic 
Theory o f Translation, Catford (1965) summarises the mutual influence between language 
and translation as follows:
Since translation has to do with language, the analysis and description of translation 
processes must make considerable use of categories set up for the description of 
languages. It must, in other words, draw upon a theory of language- a general 
linguistic theory.
Historically, a number of linguistic schools have paid significant attention to translation 
problems, trying to formulate translation procedures from different perspectives. Scholars, 
such as de Beaugrande and Dressier (1981), Wilss (1982), and Reiss (1978 and 1981) Hatim 
and Mason (1990, 1997) called for a theory of translating associated with rigorous methods 
that the translator could employ to arrive at precise and systematic results. In addition, many 
translation theorists such as Catford, Nida, Hartmann, are linguists.
Despite this influence and the strong relation between language and translation studies,
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linguists differ in their point of view concerning translation and whether linguistics is the 
only factor to be considered in addressing the translation problems facing the translator. On 
the one hand, a scholar such as Bell (1991: xv) claims that translation theorists and linguists 
are going their own separate ways. Pergnier (Quoted in Fawcett, 1997: 2) warns that there 
are some translation theorists who would like to liberate translation completely from 
linguistics despite the developments in linguistics that have brought the discipline much 
closer to their concerns. On the other hand, some linguists have assumed that translation 
problems can be dealt with using certain language procedures. For example, Nida (1969) 
suggests that Chomsky’s transformational generative grammar be used in dealing with 
translation problems. His approach to translation can be summarized as follows:
1. Reduce the source text to its structurally simplest and most semantically evident kernels 
using the four categories o f ‘object’, ‘event’, ‘abstraction’, and ‘relation’.
2. Transfer the meaning from source language to receptor language at a structurally simple 
level.
3. Generate the stylistically and semantically equivalent expression in the receptor language.
Nida devised a back-transformation model, consisting of the procedures of analysis, deep 
structure, transfer, and restructuring, identifying model kernel sentences as the transitional 
stage between SL and TL structures to explain the process of translation.
In addition, the ‘theory of meaning’ forms the bulk of works by Nida (1975), Newmark 
(1988), and Bell (1991), among others. Concepts such as denotation, connotation, semantic 
fields, presupposition and entailment have been the focus of many translation theorists. For 
example, Bassnett (1980: 21-30) provides a semantic-based comparison between the Italian 
and English words for ‘butter’, (cf. 3.3.1. Translation and culture). According to Fawcett 
(1998: 122), such cultural incompatibilities between languages are the bread and butter of 
many works on linguistics and translation, stating that translation has benefited from text 
linguistic approaches such as register analysis (tenor, mode, and domain), discourse analysis 
(thematic structure, coherence and cohesion) and pragmatic analysis (speech acts, Gricean 
principles, language and text functions) (ibid: 123-4).
From a linguistic point of view, Catford’s linguistic theory of translation (1965) remains one 
of the very few truly original attempts to give a systematic description of translation despite 
its main weakness of not going beyond the sentence to incorporate the text as a unit of
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meaning (ibid: 121). Catford was influenced by Halliday’s grammatical rank scale, 
supporting and improving Halliday’s distinction between language levels. His main 
contribution in the field of translation theory is the introduction of the concepts of types and 
shifts of translation. Catford (1965: 73-80) divides translation shifts into two types: level 
shifts, where the SL item at one linguistic level (e.g. grammar) has a TL equivalent at a 
different level (e.g. lexis), and category shifts, which he divides into four types:
1. Structure-shifts, which involve a grammatical change between the structure of the ST and 
that of the TT;
2. Class-shifts, when a SL item is translated with a TL item which belongs to a different 
grammatical class, e.g. a verb may be translated with a noun;
3. Unit-shifts, which involve changes in rank; and
4. Intra-system shifts, which occur when the SL and TL possess systems which 
approximately correspond formally in their constitution, but which involve the selection of a 
non-corresponding term in the TL system, for instance, when the SL singular becomes a TL 
plural.
Catford classifies types of translation in accordance with three factors: extent, level of 
language, and rank.
1. In terms of the extent of translation, Catford distinguishes between full translation and 
partial translation. In full translation the entire text is submitted to the translation process: 
‘‘every part of the SL text is replaced by TL text material” (ibid: 21). In partial translation 
“some part or parts of the SL text are left untranslated” (ibid).
2. In terms of the levels of language involved in translation, a distinction is drawn between 
total translation and restricted translation. Total translation is a translation in which all 
levels of the SL text (phonology, graphology, grammar and lexis) are replaced by TL 
material. Equivalence in this type is in practice only achieved at the level of grammar and 
lexis. Catford, therefore, defines total translation as “the replacement of SL grammar and 
lexis by equivalent TL grammar and lexis with consequential replacement of SL 
phonology/graphology by (non-equivalent) TL phonology/graphology” (ibid: 22). 
Restricted translation involves “the replacement of SL textual material by equivalent TL 
textual material at only one level” (ibid: 22). Translation can be performed at the
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phonological or at the graphological level, or at only one of the two levels of grammar and 
lexis. Catford believes that restricted translation at only the grammatical level or a lexical 
level is difficult if not impossible because of the interdependence of grammar and lexis. He 
also stresses that there can be no restricted translation at the inter-level of context because 
“there is no way in which we can replace SL “contextual units” by equivalent TL 
“contextual units” without simultaneously replacing SL grammatical/lexical units by 
equivalent TL grammatical/lexical unit” (ibid: 22).
3. In terms of the grammatical or phonological rank at which translation equivalence is 
established, Catford distinguishes between rank-bound translation and unbounded 
translation. In rank-bound translation, there is a deliberate attempt to consistently select TL 
equivalents at the same rank in the hierarchy of grammatical units, for example at the rank 
of morpheme, word, group, clause or sentence (ibid: 24). Unbounded translation involves 
equivalences which shift freely up and down the rank scale, “but tend to be at the higher 
ranks - sometimes between larger units than the sentence” (ibid: 25). Catford says that the 
distinction between bound and unbounded translation partly correlates with the popular 
terms: free, literal, and word-for-word translation. A free translation is always unbound. 
Word-for-word translation generally means what it says, i.e. it is essentially rank-bound at 
word-rank, but it may include some morpheme-morpheme equivalences. Literal translation 
lies between these two extremes; it may start from a word-for-word translation, but makes 
changes in conformity with TL grammar. These changes include inserting additional words, 
changing structures at any rank, etc. The following examples are adapted from Catford 
(1965: 24) to illustrate this correlation.
Type of translation SL text TL text
1. Word -for- word 
translation
It’s raining cats and 
dogs.
2. Literal translation It’s raining cats and 
dogs.
Ufclai j Jbaj
3. A relatively free 
translation (Functional 
equivalence)
It’s raining cats and 
dogs.
Aj ' j h  j !m3 
u  jilt »Ijil£
Table 1: Examples of free, literal, and word-for-word translation
As the three examples demonstrate, the translator in the first translation handles the sentence 
word by word. Such a method of translation can be useful in throwing light on the nature of 
the SL lexis and grammar, since it slavishly follows the SL grammatical structure. However, 
word-for-word translation is a bad general translation technique because it uses TL
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equivalents which are not appropriate to their location in the TL text, and which are not 
justified by the interchangeability of SL and TL texts in one and the same situation (ibid: 
25). In the second type the translation is also word oriented, but the translator adopts the TL 
grammar. In the third type, using a relatively free translation, the reader is given as clearly 
as possible the intended meaning of the source message in the target language 
communicative act as well as the correct structure of the Arabic sentence.
It can be added that Catford’s two types of word-for-word translation and literal translation 
correspond roughly to Nida’s formal correspondence and dynamic equivalence, respectively 
(cf. Equivalence, section 2.3.3).
2.3. The notion of equivalence
Historically, equivalence has represented one of the essential problems facing translation 
theory, since translation deals with two languages, each of which has its own characteristic 
features at the levels of phonetics, phonology, grammar, semantics, culture, etc. Catford 
believes that the nature and conditions of translation equivalence is the central problem of 
translation theory, while Fawcett (1997) more skeptically describes equivalence as “a 
concept that has probably cost the lives of more trees than any other in translation studies” 
(ibid: 53).
Most definitions of translation mention the concept of equivalence as a key factor in the 
process of rendering a text from one language into another. For example, Hartmann and 
Stork (1972: 173) define translation as “the replacement of a representation of a text in one 
language by the representation of an equivalent text in a second language”. Catford (1965: 
20) defines translation as “the replacement of textual material in one language (SL) by an 
equivalent textual material in another language (TL)”. According to Nida and Taber (1969), 
“translating consists in reproducing in the receptor language the closest natural equivalent of 
the source-language message, first in terms of meaning and secondly in terms of style” 
(ibid: 12).
It is noticeable that these definitions of translation focus on one particular goal: the 
obtaining of equivalence from language or textual material A to language or textual material
B. However, one has to wonder to what extent, when translation theorists talk about the 
concept of equivalence, they mean the same thing.
The notion of equivalence has caused a lot of controversy in translation studies, and many
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different theories have emerged regarding equivalence. Some innovative theorists such as 
Vinay and Darbelnet (1995), Jakobson (1966), Nida (1964) Nida and Taber (1969/1982), 
Catford (1965), House (1977/1981), Hatim and Mason (1990), Reiss (1978, 1981) Roller 
(1995), Bassnett (1980/2004), and Baker (1992) have studied equivalence in relation to the 
translation process, using different approaches, and have provided fruitful ideas for further 
study on this topic. These scholars may be divided into two main groups. The first group 
includes some scholars who are in favour of a linguistic approach to translation and who 
sometimes seem to forget that translation is not just a matter of linguistics or linguistic 
matching and that there are other factors which affect translation work. The second group 
regard translation equivalence as being essentially a transfer of the message from the source 
culture to the target culture and adopt a pragmatic/semantic or functionally oriented 
approach to translation. They state that when a message is translated from the source 
language to the target language, the translator is also dealing with two different cultures at 
the same time. This group of theorists believes that not only linguistics but also culture 
determine the type of equivalence to be achieved.
The following section aims at investigating these various views regarding the concept of 
equivalence in order to establish a definition which can be applied to the subsequent 
sections of the study.
2.3.1. Vinay and Darbelnet
Vinay and Darbelnet (1995) use the term ‘equivalence’ in a restricted sense to refer to cases 
where languages describe the same situation by different stylistic or structural means. In her 
article ‘Equivalence in Translation: Between Myth and Reality’, Leonardi (2000) maintains 
that Vinay and Darbelnet view equivalence-oriented translation as a procedure which 
involves repeating the same image or situation as in the source language, while using 
completely different wording. They suggest that if this procedure is applied during the 
translation process, it can maintain the stylistic impact of the SL text in the TL text. 
According to Vinay and Darbelnet, equivalence is therefore the ideal method when the 
translator has to deal with proverbs, idioms, clichés, nominal or adjectival phrases and the 
onomatopoeia of animal sounds.
With regard to equivalent expressions between language pairs, Vinay and Darbelnet (ibid: 
255) claim that they are acceptable as long as they are listed in a bilingual dictionary as ‘full
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equivalents’. However, they note that glossaries and collections of idiomatic expressions 
‘can never be exhaustive’ (ibid: 266). They conclude that “the need for creating 
equivalences arises from the situation, and it is in the situation of the SL text that translators 
have to look for a solution” (ibid: 255). They argue that even if the semantic equivalent of 
an expression in the SL text is quoted in a dictionary or a glossary, it is not enough, and it 
does not guarantee a successful translation. They provide a number of examples to support 
their theory. They argue, for example, that ‘Take one’ is a fixed expression which may have 
as an equivalent French translation ‘Prenez-en un’. However, if the expression appeared as a 
notice next to a basket of free samples in a large store, the translator would have to look for 
an equivalent term in a similar situation and use the expression ‘Échantillon gratuit’ (ibid: 
255-256).
It seems that what Vinay and Darbelnet call equivalence is roughly similar to what Hervey 
and Higgins (1992) call communicative translation, “where in a given situation, the ST uses 
an SL expression standard for that situation, and that the TT uses a TL expression standard 
for an equivalent target culture situation” (ibid: 21).
2.3.2. Jakobson’s study of equivalence
Jakobson’s study of equivalence gave new impetus to the theoretical analysis of translation. 
In his semiotic approach to language, Jakobson (1966: 233) suggests three kinds of 
translation:
1. Intralingual translation or ‘rewording’. This is an interpretation of verbal signs by means 
of other signs of the same language. Translation of a word in this case uses either another, 
more or less synonymous word, or resorts to a circumlocution.
2. Interlingual translation or ‘translation proper’. This is an interpretation of verbal signs by 
means of some other language. There is ordinarily no full equivalence between code-units, 
although messages may serve as adequate interpretations of alien code units or message. 
This kind of translation is a form of reported speech in that it involves two equivalent 
messages in two different codes.
3. Intersemiotic translation or ‘transmutation’. This is an interpretation of verbal signs by 
means of signs of a nonverbal sign system. No linguistic specimen may be interpreted by 
the science of language without a translation of its signs into other signs of the same system 
or into signs of another system.
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Jakobson believes that the concept of equivalence seems problematic between words 
belonging to different languages. He thinks that there is ordinarily no semantic equivalence 
and particularly denotative equivalence between code-units of two languages. For example, 
the English word ‘cheese ’is not identical to the Russian ‘syr\ the Spanish ‘queso’, or the 
German ‘Kaese’ due to the different code unit. The Russian word ‘syr’ does not include the 
concept o f ‘cottage cheese’ .The Russian word for ‘cottage cheese’ is ‘tvarok’ and not ‘syr’. 
However, Jakobson believes that translation is not impossible even with languages that are 
grammatically different. In other words, the translator may face the problem of not finding 
a translation equivalent. He acknowledges that “whenever there is a deficiency, terminology 
may be qualified and amplified by loanwords or loan-translations, neologisms or semantic 
shifts and, finally, by circumlocutions” (ibid: 234).
It can be concluded that both Vinay and Darbelnet’s and Jakobson’s theories of translation 
stress the fact that, whenever simple linguistic transfer involving TL words and phrases in 
their standard senses is no longer suitable to carry out a translation, the translator can rely on 
other procedures such as loan-translations, neologisms and the like. Both theories recognize 
the limitations of a linguistic theory and argue that a translation can never be impossible 
since there are several methods that the translator can choose to go beyond the standard 
resources of the TL (Leonardi 2000).
2.3.3. Nida and Taber: Formal and dynamic equivalence
Nida and Taber (1969, 1982) distinguish between two types of equivalence: formal 
equivalence (or formal correspondence) and dynamic equivalence (or functional 
equivalence). According to Nida (1964: 159), “Formal correspondence focuses attention on 
the message itself, in both form and content”. In such a translation “one is concerned with 
such correspondences as poetry to poetry, sentence to sentence, and concept to concept” 
(ibid: 159). Nida calls this translation a ‘gloss translation’, which aims to allow the reader to 
understand as much of the SL context as possible (ibid: 159). In formal equivalence, the 
translator also attempts to reproduce as literally and meaningfully as possible the form and 
content of the original. In doing so, a formally equivalent translation attempts to reproduce 
several formal elements, including: (1) grammatical units, (2) consistency in word usage, 
and (3) meanings in terms of the source context.
Unlike formal equivalence, dynamic equivalence is based upon ‘the principle of equivalent
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effect’, i.e. that the relationship between TL receiver and TL message should aim at being 
the same as that between the original receivers and the SL message, (ibid: 159). Nida and 
Taber define a dynamic equivalent as “the closest natural equivalent to the source-language 
message” (ibid: 166). According to them, this definition contains three essential terms: (1) 
equivalent, which points towards the source language message, (2) natural, which points 
towards the receptor language, and (3) closest, which binds the two orientations together on 
the basis of the highest degree of approximation (ibid: 166). A well-known example 
provided by Nida is his rendering of the Biblical greet one another with a holy kiss as give 
one another a hearty handshake all around, of which Nida says the latter “quite naturally 
translates” the former (1964: 166).
Nida’s dynamic equivalence has come in for criticism. For instance, Bassnett (1980) 
believes that “translation involves more than replacement of lexical and grammatical items 
between languages... . Once the translator moves away from close linguistic equivalence, 
the problems of determining the exact nature of the level of equivalence aimed for begin to 
emerge”. She adds that “the principle of equivalent effect which has enjoyed great 
popularity in certain cultures at certain times involves us in areas of speculation and at times 
can lead to very dubious conclusions” (ibid: 32-33). Another criticism comes from Dickins 
et al (2002: 19) who believe that dynamic equivalence gives student translators with 
exceptional mother-tongue facility freedom to write more or less anything as long as it 
sounds good, which will reflect negatively on the ST message content. In Bassnett’s view, 
“equivalence in translation, then, should not be approached as a search for sameness, since 
sameness cannot even exist between two TL versions of the same text, let alone between the 
SL and the TL version” (Bassnett, 1980: 36).
2.3.4. Catford’s approach to translation equivalence
Applying a more linguistic-based approach to translation, Catford’s approach to translation 
equivalence (1965) took another direction from that of Nida and Taber.' Influenced by the 
linguistic work of Firth and Halliday, he refined Halliday’s grammatical ‘rank-scale’ 
approach to develop the hypothesis that equivalence in translation depends upon the 
availability of formal correspondence between linguistic items at different structural levels 
and ranks, particularly at the sentence level. Catford’s main contribution in the field of 
translation theory is the introduction of the concepts of types and shifts of translation
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(cf. Section 2.2. Language and translation).
One of the problems with Catford’s formal correspondence, despite its being a useful tool 
for comparative linguistics, is that it is not really relevant in terms of assessing translation 
equivalence between ST and TT. This pushed theorists to turn to Catford’s other dimension 
of correspondence, namely textual equivalence, which he defines as “any TL text or portion 
of text which is observed to be the equivalent of a given SL text or portion of text" (ibid: 
27). Catford goes on to state that textual equivalence is achieved when the source and target 
items are “interchangeable in a given situation...” (ibid: 49). This happens, according to 
Catford, when “an SL and a TL text or item are relatable to (at least some of) the same 
features of substance” (ibid: 50). For this purpose, Catford used a process of commutation, 
whereby a competent bilingual informant or translator is consulted on the translation of 
various sentences whose ST items are changed in order to observe “what changes if any 
occur in the TL text as a consequence” (ibid: 28).
Catford has faced scathing criticism for his linguistic theory of translation. For example, 
Snell-Hornby (1988) argues that Catford’s definition of textual equivalence is ‘circular’, and 
his reliance on bilingual informants is ‘hopelessly inadequate’. In addition, his example 
sentences are ‘isolated and even absurdly simplistic’ (ibid 19-20). She considers the concept 
of equivalence to be an illusion. Snell-Homby does not believe that linguistics is the only 
discipline which enables people to carry out a translation, since translating involves 
different cultures and different situations which do not always correlate. Bassnett (1980) 
also criticized Catford’s theory of translation describing it as restricted since it implies a 
narrow theory of meaning (ibid: 16-17). Fawcett (1997) believes that Catford’s definition 
of equivalence, despite having a façade of scientific respectability, hides a notorious 
vagueness and a suspect methodology, adding that much of his text on restricted translation 
seems to be motivated by a desire for theoretical completeness, which is out of touch with 
what most translators have to do (ibid: 56).
2.3.5. Newmark’s communicative and semantic translation
Newmark (1981) introduced communicative and semantic translation as a replacement for 
old terms, such as free and literal, faithful and beautiful, and exact and natural translation. 
He (1981) defines communicative and semantic translation as follows:
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Communicative translation attempts to produce on its readers an effect as close as 
possible to that obtained on the readers of the original. Semantic translation attempts 
to render, as closely as the semantic and syntactic structures of the second language 
allow, the exact contextual meaning of the original (ibid: 39).
Newmark’s notion of communicative translation resembles Nida’s dynamic equivalence in 
the effect it is trying to create on the TT reader, while semantic translation has similarities to 
Nida's formal equivalence. However, Newmark distances himself from the full principle of 
equivalent effect, saying that effect ‘is inoperant if the text is out of TL space and time’ 
(ibid: 69). According to Newmark (1988) ‘equivalent effect’ in translation is “the desirable 
result, rather than the aim of any translation.” He points out that effect is unlikely in two 
cases: (a) if the purpose of the SL text is to affect and the TL translation is to inform (or vice 
versa); (b) if there is a pronounced cultural gap between the SL the TL text (ibid: 48). 
Regarding the distinction between communicative and semantic translation, Newmark 
(1981: 42) says “In communicative translation one has the right to correct or improve the 
logic; to replace clumsy with elegant, or at least functional, syntactic structures; to remove 
obscurities; to eliminate repetition and tautology; to exclude the less likely interpretations of 
an ambiguity ... Further, one has the right to correct mistakes of fact and slips, normally 
stating what one has done in a footnote ...all such corrections and improvements are usually 
inadmissible in semantic translation (ibid: 42). Another difference is that communicative 
translation emphasizes the force or the effect, while semantic translation focuses on the 
content of the message. Newmark recommends communicative translation, because it tends 
to be smoother, simpler, clearer, and more direct. A semantic translation, however, tends to 
be more complex, more detailed, more concentrated, and pursues the thought-process rather 
than the intention of the transmitter (ibid: 39). The following example adapted from 
Newmark’s (1981) illustrates the main difference between communicative and semantic 
translation:
(SL)
Semantic translation: Walking on the turf is forbidden. /It is forbidden to walk on the turf. 
Communicative translation: Keep off the grass.
This example shows that semantic translation only concentrates on the content of the 
message of the text, while communicative translation emphasizes the force or effect of the 
message. Newmark adds that in certain contexts communicative translation is mandatory,
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particularly where semantic translation would be more informative but less effective (ibid: 
39).
In brief, the semantic approach to translation which is based on text analysis and syntactic 
structures or as Catford (1965) puts it “formal correspondence” is inferior to the 
communicative approach which examines the text in its relevant contexts as an act of 
communication with the purpose of maintaining its pragmatic force through extra-sentential 
features that can achieve discourse coherence.
2.3.6. Hatim and Mason
Hatim and Mason (1990: 8) state that complete equivalence in terms of a formally or 
dynamically equivalent target-language version of a source-language text cannot be 
achieved in translation, particularly between languages which are culturally remote, such 
as Arabic and English. Alternatively, they suggest that ‘adequacy’ is an appropriate notion 
that can be judged in terms of specifications of the particular translation task to be 
performed and in terms of the users’ needs.
2.3.7. Baker’s approach of Equivalence
Baker (1992) studies equivalence at different levels, including all different aspects of 
translation. Combining the linguistic and the communicative approach, Baker distinguishes 
between equivalence that can appear at word level and above word level, when translating 
from one language into another. She believes that the translator has to look at the word as a 
single unit in order to find a direct equivalent term in the TL. However, words may have 
different meanings and might consist of a number of morphemes. Translators also have to 
pay attention to a number of factors when considering a single word, such as number, 
gender and tense (ibid: 11-12).
In respect of grammatical equivalence Baker says that each language has its own grammar 
or structure which differs from that of other languages. This property may pose problems in 
terms of finding a direct correspondence in the TL. Baker points out that such differences 
may force the translator either to add or to omit information in the TL, because of the lack 
of particular grammatical categories in the TL itself. Baker focuses on number, tense, voice, 
person and gender as grammatical categories which may cause problems in translation
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(ibid: 82). In textual equivalence the translator looks at equivalence in terms of information 
and cohesion. The importance of texture in translation comes from the notion that it works 
as a guideline for the comprehension and analysis of the ST, which may help the translator 
in producing a cohesive and coherent TT. In respect of this type of translation, Baker 
believes that three factors should be taken into account: the target audience, the purpose of 
the translation and the text type (ibid: 119). Finally, Baker’s pragmatic equivalence refers to 
implicatures and strategies of avoidance during the translation process. The role of 
translators is to indicate what is behind the words or to work out implied meanings in order 
to get the ST message across in the TT. In her words, “the role of the translator is to recreate 
the author’s intention in another culture to help the TC readers to understand it clearly” 
(ibid: 217).
2.3.8. Koller’s linguistic-oriented approach
Using a linguistic-oriented approach, Koller (1995: 196-7) states that there should be an 
equivalence relation between the source-language text and target-language text. To 
investigate this relation he suggests the following equivalence frameworks:
1. Denotative equivalence. This is related to the extra linguistic circumstances conveyed by 
the source text.
2. Connotative equivalence. This is related to lexical choices, especially between near­
synonyms. The connotative values are conveyed by the source text via the mode of 
verbalization.
3. Text-normative equivalence. This is related to parallel texts in the target language. In 
other words, it aims at following the norms and patterns required by each text or by each 
language in a variety of communicative situations.
4. Pragmatic equivalence. This is oriented towards the receiver of the text or message, and 
tries to create a given effect on the TL receiver in the same way the sourc'e language does on 
the source language receiver. This resembles Nida’s dynamic equivalence.
5. Formal equivalence. Unlike Nida’s formal equivalence this type of equivalence is related 
to the form and aesthetics of the text including word plays and the individual stylistic 
features of the ST. This is achieved by creating an analogous form in the TL, using the 
possibilities of the target language in relation to its norms or even creating new ones.
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Despite its importance in translation, Koller believes that equivalence is relative. It is 
determined by a series of linguistic-textual and extra-linguistic factors and conditions which 
are partly contradictory and frequently difficult to reconcile with one another. He adds that 
the equivalence-oriented approach seems to be of little importance to historical translation 
studies, and it is used in the analysis of contemporary translations with some cases of text 
reproduction and text production presenting difficulties for systematization.
2.3.9. Dickins et al’s textual matrices model
Dickins et al (2002: 19) summarize the different definitions of equivalence under two main 
categories: descriptive and prescriptive. “Descriptively, equivalence denotes the relationship 
between ST features and TT features that are seen as directly corresponding to one another, 
regardless of the quality of the TT. Prescriptively, equivalence denotes the relationship 
between an SL expression and the canonic TL rendering of it as required, for example, by a 
teacher” (ibid: 19). They add that “to think of equivalence to imply sameness is a problem in 
translation because that cannot be particularly achieved in translation”. As an alternative 
they suggest the aim should be ‘to minimize difference’ between the ST and the TT rather 
than ‘to maximize sameness’; the former implies what one might save from the ST, rather 
than what is to be put into the TT, while the latter implies complete sameness between the 
ST and the TT (ibid: 20).
In their analysis of equivalence, Dickins et al (ibid: 5) adopt a schema consisting of five 
textual matrices:
1. Genre matrix: This matrix deals with different textual variables such as literary (short 
story, etc.), religious (Quranic commentary, etc.), philosophical (essays on good and evil, 
etc.), empirical (scientific paper, balance sheet, etc.), persuasive (law, advertisement, etc.), 
hybrid (sermon, parody, job contract, etc.) and oral vs. written (dialogue, song, subtitles, 
etc.).
2. Cultural matrix: This matrix deals with some cultural options in translation, such as 
exoticism (wholesale foreignness), caique (idiom translated literally, etc.), cultural 
borrowing (name of historical movement, etc.), communicative translation (public notices, 
proverbs, etc.) and cultural transplantation (Romeo recast as , etc.).
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3. Semantic matrix: This matrix deals with denotative meaning (synonyms, etc.), attitudinal 
meaning (e.g. hostile attitude to referent), associative meaning (e.g. gender stereotyping of 
referent), affective meaning (e.g. offensive attitude to addressee), allusive meaning (e.g. 
echo of proverb ), collocative meaning (e.g. collocative clash), reflected meaning (e.g. play 
on words) and metaphorical meaning (e.g. original metaphor).
4. Formal matrix: This matrix deals with issues relating to the phonic/ graphic level 
(e.g. alliteration, onomatopoeia), prosodic level (e.g.vocal pitch, rhythm), grammatical 
level: morphology, lexis, (archaism,overtones, etc.) and syntax (simple vs. complex 
clauses etc.), sentential level (e.g. intonation, subordination), discourse level (e.g. cohesion 
markers) and intertextual level (e.g. pastiche, Quranic allusion).
5. Varietal matrix: This matrix deals with tonal register (e.g. ingratiating tone), social 
register (e.g. Islamist intellectual), sociolect (e.g. urban working class) and dialect (e.g. 
Egyptianisms).
2.3.10. Emery: A pragmatic approach to equivalence
Basing his definition on the insights of pragmatic theory, Emery (2004) defines an 
equivalent text as: “any TL text which purports to be a rendering of a particular SL text’s 
pragmatic meaning” (ibid: 149). He distinguishes between two aspects of pragmatic 
meaning: conversational implicatures and conventional implicatures. Conversational 
implicatures are those implicatures inferenced through the receiver’s world experiential 
knowledge and include locutions, illocutions, implicatures, indirect illocutions, perlocutions 
and presuppositions. On the other hand, conventional implicatures cover a wide range of 
textual and linguistic conventions and include referential (reference, intertextual allusions, 
and deixis), language code discourse conventions (cohesion: including repetition, naming 
conventions, conventional structures and tropic conventions) and informational (information 
loading, thematizing and ordering strategies) (ibid: 151-2).
The following figure outlines Emery’s pragmatic model of translation
Interpreting
SL code text referential/expressive meaning rendering TL code text
(on the basis > o o <  conversational implicatures > o o <  (in line with TL
conventional implicatures expectancy norms)
of experiential /world 
knowledge)
><>o<=negotiation Table 2: Emery’s pragmatic model of translation
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As the figure shows, the translator should be aware of both conversational and conventional 
implicatures in order to negotiate the pragmatic meaning of the ST and establish its 
coherence as well as to re-negotiate this meaning into a TL code ‘in line with TL 
expectancy norms’ (ibid: 152).
2.3.11. Lotfipour-Saedi
Lotfipour-Saedi (1990) develops a discourse-based model that intends to bring about 
translation equivalence (henceforth TE). His model hinges on seven discoursal factors, 
namely vocabulary, structure, texture, sentence meaning vs. utterance meaning, language 
varieties, cognitive effect and aesthetic effect. At the vocabulary level Lotfipour-Saedi 
distinguishes between six types of meaning: denotative, connotative, collocative, contrastive 
(paradigmatic), stylistic, and implicative. At the structural level he argues that the structural 
resources available to different languages for conveying meanings are not always parallel 
and identical. For example, not all languages have case-endings to show case relations. 
Even the structural resources and elements which are considered to be identical across 
languages may vary in terms of their function and communicative value. At the text level 
textual features including thematization strategies, textual cohesion, schematic structures 
and paralinguistic features should be taken into account in the translation process. At the 
pragmatic level Lotfipour-Saedi distinguishes between sentence meaning and utterance 
meaning; the former derives from the pure linguistic elements contained in the sentence, and 
the latter is realized through an interaction between linguistic and extra-linguistic factors. At 
the level of language variety stylistic variation constitutes a part of the wider scope of 
meaning which has an effect on the message. Lotfipour-Saedi also refers to the cognitive 
effect that the text may have on the cognitive processes of its recipient, e.g. the degree of 
comprehensibility and recallability. Finally, the aesthetic effect of the text refers to a set of 
phonological (e.g. rhyming, poetic meters, alliteration), structural (structural parallelism) 
and semantic (e.g. symbols, metaphors, irony, etc) patterns imposed upon'the linguistic code 
which add a new dimension of meaning, especially in literary texts. Lotfipour-Saedi asserts 
that TE should be characterized in terms of a negotiatory interaction of all these factors, as 
these factors interact with one another for the materialization of the communicative value of 
a text and the surface text acts as the embodiment of this interactive process. He stresses the
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interactive nature of these factors, saying that “these conditions do not act in isolation from 
one another; but they rather interact with one another for establishing the TE" (ibid: 390).
2.4. Equivalence and adequacy
Distinguishing between equivalence and adequacy, Reiss (1983: 301) defines adequacy as 
follows:
Adequacy is simply appropriateness. Appropriateness is nothing in itself: it has to be 
seen in relation to an action... Adequacy is thus a relation between means and 
purpose, and is thereby process-oriented. On the other hand, she defines equivalence 
as a relation between two products, the source and the receptor texts.
She sees adequacy as the decisive factor in the translation process, while equivalence is the 
relationship between a source and target text which have similar communicative functions 
in different cultures.
Quoted in (Sanchez-Ortiz, 1999) Reiss and Vermeer describe the relationship between 
adequacy and equivalence as a relation between two things which are different. They define 
equivalence as a term which “embraces relationships not just between separate units but also 
between whole texts. Equivalence on the level of units does not necessarily imply 
equivalence on the level of texts, and vice versa. Besides, equivalence of texts goes beyond 
their linguistic manifestation into cultural dimension. Adequacy, on the other hand, refers to 
the correspondence of linguistic units in the source text with linguistic units in the target 
text, and is therefore taken to be the basic parameter of the translation process" (ibid: 94). 
Quoted in Nord (1997: 35-6), Reiss (1983/1989) refers to adequacy as “a dynamic concept 
related to the process of translation action and referring to the goal-oriented selection of 
signs that are considered appropriate for the communicative purpose defined in the 
translation assignment... Equivalence, on the other hand, is a static, result-oriented concept 
describing a relationship of equal communicative value between two texts or, on lower 
ranks, between words, phrases, sentences, syntactic structures and so on”.'
For Komissarov (Sanchez-Ortiz, ibid: 95) the concepts of equivalence and adequacy are 
different but closely related. He defines ‘equivalent translation’ as “the correspondence of 
two linguistic units that can be equivalent with one another” and ‘adequate translation’ as 
the broader term of the two, [...] often used as a synonym for ‘good translation’, a
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translation that has achieved the required optimal level of interlanguage communication 
under certain given conditions.
2.5. Conclusion
The previous discussion on equivalence has focused on two major approaches to 
equivalence:
1. ‘Individual level’ approaches to equivalence. These approaches look at equivalence from 
the perspective of different individual levels. Thus Roller, for example, identifies 
denotative, connotative, text-normative, pragmatic, and formal equivalence. Dickins et al’s 
‘textual matrices’ model implies that they identify phonic/graphic equivalence, prosodic 
equivalence, grammatical equivalence, sentential equivalence, discourse equivalence, 
intertextual equivalence (all of these within the formal matrix), generic equivalence, 
semantic equivalence (denotative and connotative), varietal equivalence, and cultural 
equivalence.
2. ‘Composite level’ approaches to equivalence. These approaches look at equivalence from 
the perspective of the grouping together of levels, and focus on different ‘grouped levels’ of 
equivalence. A good example is Nida and Taber’s formal equivalence vs. dynamic 
equivalence. Formal equivalence prioritises equivalence at ‘lower’ levels of analysis: 
phonological, grammatical and denotative levels. Dynamic equivalence prioritises 
equivalence at ‘higher’ levels of analysis: denotative level, connotative level, genre, culture, 
etc. Newmark’s semantic vs. communicative translation is another example of a composite 
level approach. Semantic translation concentrates on the content of the message of the text, 
while communicative translation emphasizes the force or effect of the message.
The notion of ‘composite level’ presupposes the notion of individual levels: we can only 
talk about dynamic equivalence, for example, if we are able to identify the various 
individual levels which dynamic equivalence involves.
3. In addition to equivalence, the section has also dealt with the ndtion of adequacy. 
Equivalence can be regarded as a descriptive notion (although, as noted, it is not, in fact, 
always regarded in this way), i.e. in describing an ST and a TT as equivalent to one another 
in certain ways, we are simply saying that they are significantly similar to one another at 
certain levels, phonological level, grammatical level, etc. Adequacy, by contrast, has an 
intrinsically prescriptive aspect. In saying that a TT is an adequate translation of an ST, one
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is saying that the TT is as it ought to be: we should choose adequate translations rather than 
inadequate ones. Thus, adequacy deals with how acceptable or appropriate a translation is to 
its context of occurrence.
In conclusion, the three notions: (1) individual level equivalence, (2) composite-level 
equivalence, and (3) adequacy together provide the model which will be used in the 
practical analysis chapters of this thesis (cf. Chapter Six and Chapter Seven). Together with 
these three notions the current thesis will make use of Dickins et al’s textual matrices 
model. For example, in analysing any individual translation decision, this model will allow 
us to say at what individual level or levels there is equivalence and whether this is more 
oriented towards 'formal equivalence’ or ‘dynamic equivalence’. More importantly, in 
looking at a section of text (e.g. a paragraph), or even a whole text, we can say whether the 
general orientation is towards formal or dynamic equivalence.
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2.6. Translation quality assessment (TQA)
“A Translator is severely criticized if he makes a 
mistake, but only faintly praised when he succeeds” 
(Nida 1964: 155).
2.6.1. Introduction
Research in translation has shown that the concepts of translating have changed over time. 
As part of the translation process, the field of TQA has also witnessed considerable changes. 
In the pre-linguistic era of translation studies, for example, reference was often made to 
such vague concepts as the spirit and flavour of the ST as opposed to the natural flow of the 
TT. This traditional paradox can best be summed up in the words of Cicero:, “a translation 
should be free ... a translation should be literal” (House 1981: 2).
In addition, studies in translation quality assessment (House 1977; Wilss 1982; Hatim and 
Mason 1990, and Baker 1992) have ventured to introduce objectivity instead of subjective 
impressionism in judging translation quality. To this end, attempts have been made to 
develop an elaborate set of parameters, procedures and well-defined metlanguage in order to 
construct a model for translation assessment. However, this approach is not without its 
drawbacks. According to House (1981: 64), “it seems unlikely that translation quality 
assessment can ever be objectified in the manner of natural science.” Sager (1989) also 
maintains that “there are no absolute standards of translation quality but only more or less 
appropriate translations for the purpose for which they are intended” (ibid: 91).
In the following sections the main issues in TQA including translation competence, 
translation performance, criteria for TQA, existing models of TQA, errors and problems in 
translation and text typology will be discussed.
2.6.2. Translation competence
The translator’s competence plays a key role in translation as Hatim and Mason (1990) 
state, “To study translations in isolation from the factors affecting their production is 
consequently to miss out an important dimension of the phenomenon” (ibid: 13). Therefore, 
the translator should be equipped with the expertise and knowledge that enable him/her to 
assess the quality of translations appropriately and effectively.
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The translator’s competence is of direct relevance to translation quality assessment. 
According to Campbell (1998), the quality of the translated text is a reflection of the 
translator’s competence (ibid: 8). This view is shared by Honig (1998), who states that 
“only with this knowledge can a translator produce a TT that is appropriately structured and 
formulated in order to effectively fulfil its intended purpose for its addressees” (Quoted in 
Schaffner 1998: 3). Quoted in Campbell (1998: 11), Wilss (1976) defines translation 
competence as:
The ability to reproduce technical, common language and literary texts adequately in 
the target language which constitutes the overriding learning target on which all 
curricular components are focused.
In addition, Pym’s (1992: 281) definition of translation competence is based on:
(l)The ability to generate a target-text series of more than one viable term (target text 
i, target text 2, target text n etc.) for a source text, and (2) The ability to select only one 
target text from this series, quickly and with justified confidence, and to propose this 
target text as a replacement of source text for a specific purpose and reader.
Both definitions show that the translator’s skills and knowledge are integral parts in 
producing an effective TT.
The translator’s competence has also attracted the concern of translation theorists such as 
Toury (1984), Bell (1991), Hatim and Mason (1997), etc. Toury (1984), for example, 
suggests that bilinguals have an ‘innate translation competence comprising bilingual and 
interlingual ability’, as well as ‘transfer competence’ (ibid 189-90). Bell (1991: 36-42) 
proposes three ways in which translator competence might be achieved. First, is an ‘ideal 
bilingual competence', which would conceive of the translator as “an idealized, flawlessly 
performing system”. Second is “to characterize translator competence as an ‘expert system’ 
containing a knowledge base and an inference mechanism”. Finally, there is communicative 
competence, which is subdivided into: grammatical, sociolinguistic, discourse and strategic 
competence (ibid: 38-41). Hatim and Mason’s (1997: 205) model of translator abilities 
consists of three categories: source text processing, target text processing and transfer skills. 
Their analysis is comparable to Bachman’s (1990) analysis of communicative language 
ability, which he defines under three broad categories of knowledge and skills, namely, 
organizational competence (including grammatical competence and textual competence); 
pragmatic competence (including illocutionary competence and sociolinguistic competence,
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e. g register, dialect); strategic competence (including judging relevance, effectiveness and 
efficiency; forming plans for the achievement of communicative goals). Nord, in Dollerup 
and Loddegaard (1992: 47), lists the essential competences required of a translator as: 
competence of text reception and analysis, research competence, transfer competence, 
competence of text production, competence of translation quality assessment, and, of 
course, linguistic and cultural competence both on the source and the target side, which is 
the main prerequisite of translation activity.
2.6.3. Translation performance
Another important element of translation quality assessment is translation performance, 
which Shuttleworth and Cowie (1997: 124) define as:
Following Chomsky’s (1965) dichotomy, Toury uses the term performance to describe 
instances of actual translation (i.e. existing TTs) as opposed to the system of 
translational possibilities which exist between any potential SL and TL (known as 
translation competence). The term applies specifically to the type of interlingual 
communication known as translation.
In this study students’ performance (translation product) will be judged in terms of 
acceptability by a group of qualified specialists in Arabic. This linguistic judgment of 
Arabic specialists will be essential in identifying, analyzing and classifying types of lexical, 
cultural and grammatical problems.
2.6.4 Translation quality assessment models
Lauscher, who (2000: 162) defines TQA as a situation in which:
an evaluating person compares an actual target text to a more or less explicit, ‘ideal’ 
version of the target text, in terms of which the actual target text is rated and judged...,
divides TQA approaches into equivalence-based approaches and functional approaches.
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2.6.4.1. Equivalence-based approaches
According to Lauscher (2000: 151), “equivalence-based translation theories view translation 
as the attempt to reproduce the source text as closely as possible” Nord, in Dollerup and 
Loddegaard (1992: 40) states that in an equivalence-based approach to translation “the 
target text is subordinate to the source text”. For example, Nida and Taber (1969) 
distinguish between formal and dynamic equivalence (cf. section 2.3.3 Formal and dynamic 
equivalence) and Roller's (1995) equivalence list includes denotative, connotative, 
pragmatic, textual and formal-aesthetic equivalence (cf. section 2.3.8. Roller’s linguistic- 
oriented approach). Nida’s (1964:159) ‘dynamic equivalence principle’ states that “the 
manner in which receptors of the translation text respond to the translation text must be 
equivalent to the manner in which the receptors of the source text respond to the source 
text”. However, the question is whether this criterion can be tested empirically to produce 
objective quality statements: otherwise, it will remain “mentalistic and needs further 
definition” (Newmark 1974: 64). Later studies by Nida and Taber (1969: 168-173) 
suggested the use of cloze tests (i.e. asking recipients to fill gaps representing words deleted 
in the TT) to measure the degree of comprehensibility and predictability without reference 
to the ST. In other instances, recipients were given alternative TT versions for comparison. 
Yet, in the absence of an ST and the lack of an objective yardstick for translation, quality is 
likely to be subject to impressions and personal background. This is particularly true for 
many TT readers who have no knowledge of metalanguage terms to use in describing their 
reaction.
Roller’s (1974) linguistic model of translation quality assessment involves three stages: (1) 
source text criticism with a view to transferability into the target language; (2) translation 
comparison in which the particular methods of translation used in the production of the 
given translation text are described; and (3) evaluation of the translation according to new 
criteria such as ‘adequate’ or ‘not adequate’. Yet Roller’s model did not go beyond a very 
general outline with no suggestions for operationalization (House 1981: 22).
Quoted in (Lauscher 2000: 151), Reiss believes that a translation is deemed good if it 
achieves optimum equivalence, that is if “considering the linguistic and situational context, 
the linguistic and stylistic level and the intention of the author, target text and target text 
units have the same value as the text unit in the source language”. She uses three categories
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to assess optimum equivalence: (1) text type, (2) linguistic instructions, and (3) 
extralinguistic determinants (ibid: 151).
Despite being a comprehensive, systematic model of text analysis for translation and 
translation evaluation, Reiss’s model suffers from the vagueness of ‘optimum equivalence’ 
as the yardstick for good translations. Her notion of ‘optimum equivalence’ offers a 
somewhat circular definition of equivalence in terms of texts and text elements being of 
equal value. In addition, Reiss’s model cannot be applied to all texts. She herself points out 
that her approach is not applicable to translations that serve other functions than providing 
an equivalent reproduction of the source text, or to translations that address a different 
audience in the target culture (Nord 1997: 152).
House’s (1977/198 land 1997) model of translation quality assessment is based on pragmatic 
theories of language use, specifically speech act theory, and functional and contextual views 
of language, and textual considerations. Her functional equivalence serves as the yardstick 
for a ‘good’, or ‘appropriate translation’, which is achieved through two parameters: genre 
and register (House 1997: 31-32). Following Halliday, House subdivides register into field, 
tenor and mode and correlates it with lexical, syntactic and textual elements (ibid 42). Her 
evaluation procedure consists of: (1) establishing a source text profile along the operational- 
enabling parameters against which the target text is measured; (2) establishing the function 
of the source text; (3) comparing source text profile with target text; and (4) providing a 
statement of quality that lists, in addition to errors, the matches and mismatches along the 
parameters of genre and register, and comments on the translation strategy (ibid: 42).
In evaluating the relative match between ST and TT, House makes a distinction between 
dimensional mismatches or covertly erroneous errors, and non-dimensional mismatches or 
overtly erroneous errors, the latter type of errors comprising both mismatches of the 
denotative meanings of ST and TT elements and breaches of the target language system.
On the basis of the results of her study, House distinguishes between overt translation and 
covert translation. An overt translation is called for whenever an ST is source-culture linked 
and has independent status in the source language community. A covert translation on the 
other hand is called for whenever an ST is not source-culture linked, and does not have 
independent status in the source language community; a covert translation is not marked 
pragmatically as a TT of an ST, but might equally well have been created in its own right 
(House 1981, 189-194). In cases where functional equivalence cannot be achieved, House 
suggests a second level function to be posited as a criterion for adequate translation.
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However, Lauscher, (2000), quoting van Dijik and Kintsch, states that House’s functional 
equivalence seems problematic because interpretation of texts is not only linguistic but is 
also subject to influences which are cultural, social and individual, and lie outside the text 
(ibid: 154).
2.6.4.2. Functional approaches
“Functional approaches to translation evaluation see translation as a process of text 
production on the basis of a source text, and the target text is considered as a text in its own 
right” (ibid: 156). According to Schaffner (1998: 9-10), most functional approaches to 
evaluation are based on Vermeer’s Skopos Theory where purpose (Skopos) of translation 
can no longer be deduced from the source text but depends on the expectations and needs 
of the target readers. Quoted in Lauscher (2000) Ammann (1990), whose model of the 
evaluation of literary translations is based on skopos theory, maintains that a good 
translation is one that allows the target reader to reach a coherent interpretation of the 
target text. Using the scenes-and-frames approach, Ammann proposes an evaluation 
procedure in which the critic first determines the function and coherence of the target text, 
as well as the function and coherence of the source text, before proceeding to compare 
coherence between source text and target text. Skopos theory has been criticised for 
advocating arbitrariness and discarding the value of the source text. However, Schaffner 
(ibid: 10) states that Skopos Theory never maintains that the purpose of a text should 
always be changed in translation, particularly in literary translations of Western cultures 
where a literary text remains embedded in the source culture.
2.6.4.3. Nord’s model of functionality and loyalty
Nord’s (1992) model represents an intermediate position between an equivalence-based 
approach and a functionalist approach. The model is based on the concept of functionality 
and loyalty in which the translator has to take account of both the source text-in-situation 
and the translation skopos (functional purpose). The model takes account of both the 
intratextual and the extratextual factors of communication, two integral factors in 
pragmatic text theory. Extratextual factors refer to the communicative situation and include 
seven factors: the author or the sender of the text, the sender’s intention, the addressee or
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recipient the text is directed at, the medium or channel the text is communicated by, the 
place and the time of text production or reception and the motive for communication. 
Intratextual factors on the other hand refer to the text itself and include information about 
the subject matter the text deals with, the information or content presented in the text, the 
knowledge presuppositions made by the author, the composition of the text, the non- 
linguistic or paralinguistic elements accompanying the text, the lexical and linguistic 
characteristics found in the text and the suprasegmental features of intonation and prosody. 
Nord also points out that assessment is a matter of grading errors, and she suggests a 
hierarchy of errors dependent on text function, with extratextual (pragmatic and cultural) 
errors generally being given more weight than intratextual (linguistic) ones.
Based on the intrinsic interdependence of extratextual and intratextual factors, the 
description of one should provide valuable information about the other which will enable 
“the translator to decide whether and in what respect the source-text material has to be 
adapted to the target situation and what procedures of adaptation will produce an adequate 
target text” (ibid: 45). However, Nord’s model has been criticized for failing to satisfy the 
requirements of practicality for evaluation and for equating adequacy with near perfection 
(McAlester, 2000: 233).
2.7. Criteria for translation quality assessment
Lauscher (2000) asserts the importance of establishing a list of criteria for a good translation 
applicable to all translations, adding that by such criteria it should be possible to make 
prescriptive judgements about individual translations being ‘good’ or ‘bad’ (ibid: 150). 
Hatim and Mason (1990: 5) also assert that “A common set of categories or parameters is 
needed and a set of terms for referring to them, a metalanguage for translation studies".
It is worth noting that TQA criteria are different, depending on the purpose of the 
assessment and on the theoretical framework used by the assessors. In the words of House 
(1997: I) “Evaluating the quality of a translation presupposes a theory of'translation”. Thus 
different views of translation lead to different concepts of translational quality, and hence 
different ways of assessing it” (ibid: 1). Sager (1989: 91-101), for example, divides 
translation quality criteria into: major criteria and marginal criteria. Major criteria include 
appropriateness (which includes accuracy, intelligibility, functional adequacy and formal 
representation), dependent texts or derived texts, and considerations of time and effort.
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Marginal criteria include disponibility (speed and availability of translators for less common 
languages and highly specialized subjects) and storing translation versus repeating a 
translation when the need arises. Masoud (1988: 19-24) lists eight criteria for a good 
translation:
1. A good translation is easily understood.
2. A good translation is fluent and smooth.
3. A good translation is idiomatic.
4. A good translation conveys, to some extent, the literary subtleties of the original.
5. A good translation distinguishes between the metaphorical and the literal.
6. A good translation reconstructs the cultural/historical context of the original.
7. A good translation makes explicit what is implicit in abbreviations, and in allusions to 
sayings, songs, and all nursery rhymes.
8. Above all, a good translation will convey as much as possible the meaning of the 
original.
Masoud’s criteria assert one important fact that every judgement has a subjective 
component but at the same time they deny the idea of having one right translation for every 
text. In addition, her criteria can be used as major criteria to distinguish between an 
acceptable and an unacceptable translation.
Larson’s definition of translation (1998) presupposes that a good translation is one that 
communicates to the target language speakers the same meaning as is understood by the 
speakers of the source language, and evokes the same response the source text attempts to 
evoke. The same view is shared by Newmark (1993), who describes a good translation as 
one that produces “an equivalent pragmatic effect on the reader rather than a denotatively 
equivalent version” (ibid: 128). He (1991) adds that “a translation has to be as accurate as 
possible, as economical as possible, in denotation and connotation, referentially and 
pragmatically” (ibid: 111). Brunette (2000) asserts that assessment criteria or parameters 
should be easy to understand, practical, limited in number, and verifiable, i.e. based on 
successful use of an assessment procedure. Her four criteria include logic, purpose, context 
and language norms (ibid: 174-180).
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2.8. Errors and problems in translation
2. 8.1. Translation errors: Definitions and classifications
When assessing students’ translations a large number of errors are observed. In general, 
errors have their own effect on the intended meaning of the translated texts, preventing them 
from functioning adequately. However, errors are now also looked at as a device that 
learners use and from which they can learn (Corder, 1967); they supply means by which 
teachers can assess learning and teaching and determine priorities for future effort (Richards 
& Sampson, 1974).
In translation studies, errors have been referred to as mistranslations (Newmark 1991, 
Lauscher 2000), defects (Pym 1992), mismatches or breaches (House 1981, Hatim and 
Mason 1997), deficiencies (Kussmaul 1995) and an offence against norms (Wilss 1982, 
Kupsch-Losereit 1985). Newmark, who (1993: 128) defines an error in translation as:
a case where a back translation or a segment of the translator’s version would 
indisputably produce a segment of a text differing from the original segment,
attributed errors to the translator’s ignorance or incompetence, the translator’s concept of 
translation, and the translator placing more emphasis on readability or raciness than on 
accuracy (ibid: 118).
From a functional point of view, Kupsch-Losereit in (Nord 1997) defines a translation error 
as an offence against:
1. the function of the translation,
2. the coherence of the text,
3. the text type or the text form,
4. linguistic conventions,
5. culture-and situation-specific conventions and conditions and
6. the language system” (ibid: 73).
This view is shared by Nord (1997: 74), who states that:
“If the purpose of a translation is to achieve a particular function for the target 
addressee, anything that obstructs the achievement of this purpose is a translation 
error,”
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However, Nord (ibid) believes that fewer linguistic and translation errors are likely to be 
made if the original linguistic and cultural setting is correctly analyzed and a translation 
brief defining the intended function of the target text is given.
For Pym (1992: 281) a translation error or defect occurs if any of the two components of 
translation competence is violated:
(l)The ability to generate a target-text series of more than one viable term (target text 
i, target text 2, target text n etc.) for a source text, and (2) The ability to select only one 
target text from this series, quickly and with justified confidence, and to propose this 
target text as a replacement of source text for a specific purpose and reader.
However, Pym also attributes errors to other factors such as lack of comprehension, 
inappropriateness to readership, and misuse of time. He also believes that errors can also be 
located on numerous levels: language, pragmatic, culture, etc. Pym (1993) makes a 
distinction between errors and mistakes. A mistake “is where a particular choice is wrong 
when it should have been right, and there are no shades in between, there are no dines”. A 
mistake is “binary since it only involves a choice between a right and a wrong possibility” 
(ibid: 102). On the other hand, translational errors are non-binary: “they result from 
situations where there is no-clear-cut separation of right from wrong”. “In translational 
errors there is always a “but”. “And this “but” can lead to another possible translation, 
which might be almost right “but”, and so on.” (ibid: 102). In English language teaching 
Corder (1967) and James (1998) use the se 1 f-correctabiIity criterion to distinguish between 
errors and mistakes. An error cannot be self-corrected because of the learner’s insufficient 
knowledge in the target language, but a mistake can be. An error is thus frequent or 
systematic and therefore more serious than a mistake. However, mistakes can become true 
translational problems if they are not corrected very quickly (Pym, 1993: 102).
Newmark (1993) has a different view concerning the errors-m¡stakes distinction. He divides 
mistakes into misleading and nuanced mistakes. Misleading mistakes can be (a) referential, 
i.e. misstatements of facts, and (b) linguistic. Nuanced mistakes are (a) stylistic, i.e. 
mistakes of usage or of register, where inappropriate language is used for a particular topic 
or occasion, and (b) lexical, where an unnecessary synonym or paraphrase is used. He 
regards nuanced mistakes as errors which could become mistakes in authoritative and 
expressive texts (Ibid: 30). Newmark summarizes the main difference between mistakes and 
errors as follows:
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Errors relate to ‘meaning’; ‘mistakes’ relate to message; errors may be personal, 
harmless, make little difference either way (not to the author, not to the reader), are 
sometimes in the taste area (ibid: 30).
In English language teaching a distinction is often made between interlingual and 
intralingual errors. Interlingual errors or interference errors occur when the systems or 
subsystems of two languages are different. In other words, when the structure of the first 
language is different from that of the second language, it interferes or prevents the learner 
from acquiring the second language (Corder, 1971). Intralingual errors are errors that have 
nothing to do with the student’s first language. This kind of error involves generalizations 
from the second language because of partial exposure to the target language or insufficient 
learning, complexity of the target language structure, absence of motivation, etc. In 
addition, the learner might develop uses that correspond neither to the mother tongue nor 
to the target language (Richards, 1971).
In classifying translation errors most classifications of errors adopt a two-way distinction 
of error categorization. For example, Pym (1992) divides errors into: binary and non­
binary errors. A binary error “opposes a wrong answer to the right answer”, while a non­
binary error “requires that the target text actually selected be opposed to at least one 
further target text2 , which could also have been selected, and then to possible wrong 
answers” (ibid: 282).
A similar distinction to Pym’s dichotomy is Honig’s (1998) therapeutic and diagnostic 
errors. A therapeutic evaluative error is regarded as symptomatic of the student’s surmised 
transfer competence, which in turn affects his translational competence. A diagnostic 
evaluative error on the other hand focuses on the effect a translated text has on its 
addressees. In other words, if the error cannot be perceived by a relevant user of the 
translation, it is not considered an error (Quoted in Schaffner 1998: 4-26).
House (1981) makes a distinction between overtly erroneous errors and covertly erroneous 
errors. Overtly erroneous errors result either from a mismatch of the denotative meaning of 
ST and TT elements, or from a breach of the target language system. Covertly erroneous 
errors on the other hand are those mismatches which result from the translator’s failure to 
fulfil the requirements of a dimensional and a functional match in the TT. Overtly erroneous 
errors include (a) cases of overtly erroneous breaches of the denotative meaning (which 
include omission, additions and substituting: consisting of either wrong selections or wrong 
combinations of elements) and (b) cases of overtly erroneous breaches of the target
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language system (which include cases of ungrammatically and cases of dubious 
acceptability).
Hatim and Mason (1997) divide errors into language errors and text level errors, the first 
comprising errors in grammar, vocabulary and spelling and the second including register 
errors (e. g formality vs. informality of a text), pragmatic errors (contextual factors 
governing a text) and semiotic errors (mishandling discourse, text and genre). While 
language errors may be attributed to the translator’s language competence, text errors may 
be ascribed to problems in textual competence (ibid: 164). Sager’s (1989) list of language 
errors includes errors caused by inadequate knowledge of the vocabulary, orthography, 
morphology or syntax of the target language, while his list of text errors includes errors 
resulting from the misinterpretation of the text or inadequate expression.
Bastin (2000: 236) also adopts a two-way distinction approach, dividing errors into 
meaning-based errors and language-based errors. The first can be attributed to faulty 
analysis of the source text, while the second may be attributed to inadequate mastery of the 
target language.
On the other hand, Nord (1997: 75-6) divides errors into four types, namely pragmatic 
translation errors (caused by inadequate solutions to pragmatic translation problems such as 
a lack of receiver orientation), cultural translation errors (due to an inadequate decision with 
regard to reproduction or adaptation of culture-specific conventions), linguistic translation 
errors (caused by an inadequate translation when the focus is on language structures) and 
text-specific translation errors (related to a text-specific translation problem).
Although the present study adopts the two-way distinction of error categorization, namely 
errors relating to language and those relating to the text, the hybrid nature of errors makes 
different types of errors “perpetually mixed and numerous cases straddled the presupposed 
distinctions” (Pym: 1992: 282).
2.8.2. Translation Problems: Definitions and classifications
Problems in translation studies have been referred to as obstacles and difficulty (Ghazala 
1995, Jabak 2007), difficulties and problems (Newmark, 1981, 1993), and difficulties (Nord 
1997). Nord differentiates between translation problems and translation difficulties. 
Translation problems are objective or at least intersubjective, while translation difficulties 
are subjective, i.e. they refer to the subjective difficulties facing a particular translator or
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trainee in a translation process because of his/her deficient linguistic, cultural or 
translational competence (ibid: 64).
Nord (1992 and 1997) divides translation problems into four types: pragmatic translation 
problems (which arise from the particular transfer situation with its specific contrast of 
source language vs. target language recipients, source language vs. target language medium, 
source language vs. target language function, etc.); cultural translation problems (which are 
a result of the differences in culture-specific habits, expectations, norms and conventions 
concerning verbal and other behaviour, such as text-type conventions, general norms of 
style, norms of measuring, forma! conventions of making certain elements in a text, etc.); 
linguistic translation problems (which are due to the structural differences between two 
languages, e.g. in lexis, sentence structure and suprasegmental features; cognates or false 
friends, one-to-many or one-to-zero ecjuivalences, markers of indirect speech are examples 
of linguistic problems) and text-specific translation problems (which belong to specific 
translation problems whose occurrence in a particular text is a special case; figures of 
speech, metaphors, individual word creations or puns are examples o f such problems).
One of the persistent problems of translation is the problem of interference, which is 
relevant to a one-to-one correspondence of literal meaning between two languages 
(Wallmach and Kruger, 1999). In translation, the lexical items and grammatical forms o f the 
source language may in practice greatly influence the choice of lexical items and 
grammatical forms in the target language. The result will be forms that seem to be strange 
and foreign to the readers of the target language. Newmark (1981) categorizes several 
features of interference: “(a) collocations with similar forms in source language and target 
language but different meanings; (b) source language syntactic structures that are 
superimposed on the target language; (c) source language word order that is inappropriately 
reproduced; (d) primary meaning of a word interfering with appropriate contextual meaning; 
(e) stylistic predilections of the translator; and (f> the translator’s idiolect” (ibid: 123).
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2.9. Empirical studies in English-Arabic translation problems
In addition to the previous theoretical studies, a number of empirical studies have been 
carried out identifying, analysing and classifying different translation problems, particularly 
English-Arabic translation problems. These empirical studies were divided into three 
categories:
2.9.1. MA theses
Here, 1 review a number of recent MA theses. The coverage is not intended to be 
exhaustive, but to give an idea of the orientation in current research. All the recent MA 
studies on English-Arabic translation considered have focused on one single type of 
translation problem, e.g. cultural, lexical or syntactic. For example, Al Tal’s (2007) study 
focused on some lexical and cultural problems involved in the translation of an Arabic 
dialectal text into English. Lexical problems included synonyms, homonyms, and lexical 
repetition, while culture-specific problems focused on cultural issues such as food, clothes 
and dress, proverbs and sayings and religious expressions. Al Tal concluded that an Arabic 
dialectal text can be translated into English if translators pay attention to the form and 
function of the SL dialect and select the appropriate strategies to preserve the function of the 
ST dialect.
Almubarak (2007) discussed the problems of cultural references in the English translation of 
Mahfouz’s novel Middaq Alley. In analyzing these cultural references the researcher used 
Ivir’s strategies, namely cultural borrowing, definition, substitution, lexical creation, literal 
translation, omission and addition. She also made use of Venuti’s concepts of foreignization 
and domestication along with explanation and generalization. The study showed that some 
culture-bound words, especially those pertaining to Quranic and other religious expressions, 
idioms, metaphors and common expressions were very hard to translate. The researcher 
attributed this difficulty to the idiosyncrasy of Arabic cultural references which are derived 
from the Islamic culture. Almubarak came to the conclusion that literary translators should 
have both the theoretical knowledge and the practical skills to give a proper translation with 
the maximum cultural information.
Al-Samaraaie (2007) studied some stylistic and textual problems that were encountered by 
two groups of Arab students of translation when they translated Arabic literary texts into
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English. The stylistic problems included literal translation, inexact translation (under- 
translation and over-translation), and LI interference. The textual problems included 
compounding, wordiness, and fragmentation. The researcher attributed these problems to 
the linguistic differences between English and Arabic, the complexity of the target language 
and the influence of the subjects’ mother tongue, calling upon departments of English and 
translation in the Arab world to seriously consider training programmes aimed at improving 
students’ command of the English language.
Laib (2005) discussed cultural problems in literary translation by analyzing the English 
translation of Yasmina Khadra’s ‘Wolf Dreams'. The researcher pointed out that literary 
texts present particular challenges to the translator, since he/she is dealing with two different 
cultures, concluding that a translator must become a good negotiator between source and 
target cultures in order to accomplish this task most appropriately.
Bartlett (2005) analyzed linguistic and cultural equivalence in the English translation of the 
Spanish novel Como Agua Para Chocolate. Bartlett found that linguistic equivalence can be 
achieved at a number of lexical and syntactic levels, while cultural equivalence is not easy 
to achieve due to the inherent differences between Spanish and English cultures. She added 
that a translator’s decision in this respect should be made between foreignization and 
domestication and called for more studies to be done on other subcategories of equivalence. 
Mehrach (1985) divides the translation problems encountered by a Moroccan trainee 
translator into semantic, syntactic and textual problems. Semantic problems are sub-divided 
into word concepts, redundancy, metaphor, clichés, and vogue word. Syntactic problems 
include word order, articles, prepositions, number, tense and voice (passive vs. active). 
Textual problems are subdivided into text type (expository vs. argumentative), cohesion 
(conjunction, lexical cohesion) and divisibility, i.e. the restructuring of either a sentence or a 
paragraph. Though the study discussed some translation problems relating to a political 
discourse text, more problems could have been discussed if more texts and more subjects 
had been involved. As Campbell (1998:19) says, “Studies based on a large corpus of 
literature would give better results”.
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2.9.2. PhD theses
After an extensive survey in the University Library and British libraries, the researcher 
came up with five dissertations dealing with English-Arabic translation problems. These 
studies will be discussed with reference to their significant findings.
One of the earliest attempts to study translation problems among Arab learners of English 
was carried out by A1 Kenai (1985). In his thesis, Some Linguistic and Cultural Problems o f 
English-Arabic Translation and their Implications for a Strategy o f Arabization, A1 Kenai 
embarked on a discussion of the history of Arabic and the factors that led to the decline of 
the language and its culture. According to A1 Kenai, this deterioration can be attributed to 
the following causes:
Firstly, the recurrent invasions of Muslim lands by East-Asiatic hordes in the 11th century.
The Seljuks, a Turkish-speaking people, encouraged Persian as the language of state and 
literature.
Secondly, the barbaric attacks of the Mongol hordes on the Eastern parts of the Muslim 
world during the 13th century. These attacks culminated in the ravaging of Baghdad and the 
burning of its central library in 1258.
Thirdly, during the four centuries of the Turkish reign of the Arab World, Arabic was 
supplanted by Turkish in administration and was no longer the only language of Islam.
Fourthly, with the advent of European colonization in the late nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries, English and French became the dominant languages, while Arabic was relegated 
to a marginal position and was driven back to the domain of the sacred.
Fifthly, the emergence of Modem Standard Arabic (henceforth MSA), as a new form of 
Arabic combining both classical Arabic (henceforth CA) and colloquial Arabic (henceforth 
COA), has had a negative impact on the structure of the language as a whole. MSA uses 
syntactic, lexical and stylistic features that are considered to be linguistic departures from 
the traditions of CA. At the syntactic level, for example, the use of declension or case- 
endings has been minimized, and the basic Arabic word order has come closer to English 
SVO, and instead of the analytic (inflectional) nature of C A, MSA is becoming synthetic. 
According to A1 Kenai, this period of stagnation and hibernation has resulted in lexical 
deficiency that has prevented Arabic from coping with new advances in the world, leaving it 
as a mere container of foreign knowledge and technology. Arab translators and Arabic 
Language Academies have had to develop new methods to cope with this shortcoming in
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lexical terminology. Using semantic extension, derivation by analogy, compounding and 
improvisation, a large number of new terms have been generated. However, these newly 
created terms have not met the demands created by the rapidly developing sciences and 
growing terminologies in the west. This can be blamed, according to A1 Kenai, on the lack 
of agreement between the various Arabic-speaking countries and the existence of different 
dialects in different Arab countries. He identified several other factors including the so- 
called rigidity of CA, the lack of qualified Arabic-speaking teachers, inappropriate Arabic 
text books and instructional materials and incompetent translators, which have led to the 
existence of spectroglossia, a situation in the Arab world, where colloquial dialects are used 
along with the most highly codified, superposed CA.
Another part of the study was devoted to discussing the processes of assimilation and 
transliteration of loan words. In this regard, A1 Kenai referred to two opposing schools. The 
first school were the conservatives who opposed assimilation on the grounds that it could 
lead to an excess of foreign words that might ultimately cause harm to the spirit of the 
language, insisting that the method of derivation from Arabic roots was the most secure way 
to safeguard the purity and integrity of the language. The second school were the modernists 
who encouraged the use of foreign words, claiming that this procedure has the advantage of 
guaranteeing the preservation of their intended meanings. In dealing with borrowed words 
the modernists have two alternatives:
1. Direct borrowing by means of phonological and graphological adaptations of the foreign 
forms (transliteration).
2. Indirect borrowing or loan-translations, i.e. words modeled more or less closely on 
foreign ones, though consisting of native speech-material. The extent of borrowed word by 
means of either alternative is determined by:
a. The degree of difference between Arabic and the source language.
b. The extent of cultural contact and the degree of scientific or artistic achievement of the 
source language, e.g. Italian as the language of music and plastic arts, French as the
language of fashion and diplomacy, and English and German of engineering and modem 
sciences.
c. The degree of lexical deficiency: Generally, colloquial dialects are more flexible than 
MSA in accepting loanwords. The dialects are primarily spoken, and there is no insistence 
by any body or authority that they should be kept pure.
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Regarding the attitude of the Egyptian Academy, Al Kenai says that the academy has 
adopted a moderate attitude, permitting the adoption of foreign words if they follow the 
early Arabs’ methods. However, the Academy has realized that total elimination of 
loanwords cannot be achieved since the validity of any proposed equivalent is not 
determined by a single decision.
Another relevant issue in the study is literal translation or caiques. Al Kenai, among many 
other Arab researchers, believes that literal translation is one of the major problems facing 
Arab translators and has become common in journalistic writing. Quoted in Al Kenai (169), 
Ibrahim Al Yaziji (1856-1889) maintains that media language contains hundreds of 
semantic and stylistic irregularities employed by journals and newspapers. For example, 
there is a tendency among journalists to use the conditional u) and the temporal 'a' with the 
meaning o f ‘whether’ or ‘i f ,  e.g.
. »j 'j ^  jlS lij jliil ‘See if Ali is at home’.
Another stylistic peculiarity is the excessive use of the relative pronoun ‘who’ or 
‘which’ and the frequent use of -a*» ‘there is’ , which Jurji Zaydan (quoted in Al Kenai) 
refers to as a new development in MSA. For example, the addition of ‘there is’ in the 
sentence .JW*. ^  ^  ‘There are several mountains in Hijaz.’ is a straight
translation of English, and therefore it can be deleted without causing any harm to the 
structure or meaning of the Arabic sentence.
The following table contains some of the most common literally translated terms in media, 
as shown in this study (ibid: 169-171).
English political term Literal Arabic equivalent 1
play a role
under the auspices of * 4 * -  j  C u k i
the relations deteriorated C A E U i l  C i j j k i î
a stumbling block i j k .  j »  a
to protest against
well-informed sources j j I u m
final touches *
kill time C i j l l  J j i |
envoy extraordinary • j U l l  j j i  J p M
behind the scenes ( j a j l l jS l I  * l j j  j *
Table 3: Most common literally translated terms in media
Al Kenai believes that it is virtually futile to try to replace these expressions with other 
equivalents since most of them have become an essential part of everyday language.
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With regard to transliteration, he believes that Arab translators can have recourse to 
transliteration if a word has no equivalent in Arabic, or when such an equivalent is opaque 
or not popular enough. He attributes the difficulty of transliteration to the numerous 
phonological and graphological differences between English, an Indo- European language, 
and Arabic, a Semitic language.
In discussing the cultural problems that can often result in cultural unintelligibility in 
English-Arabic translation, A1 Kenai considers cultural terminology pertaining to food and 
cooking, articles of clothing, building, seating, transport, kinship systems, religious terms, 
politics, weather and temperature, colour terms, idiomatic expressions, collocations and 
proverbs. He believes that the key to solving these problems lies in the ability of translators 
to understand what the people of the source culture mean by these terms; bilingual 
dictionaries usually fall short of providing the contextual and the connotative meaning of 
these cultural terms.
Regarding stylistic incompatibilities A1 Kenai refers to two main problems; textual 
incompatibilities and translation shifts. The former result from the frequent use of 
conjunctions such as j  ‘and’, >•' m5'* t> or ^  ‘on the other hand’, ^  ‘also, and
^  ‘as for’, the unsystematic use of punctuation marks and the lack of adherence to 
paragraph division. In addition, journalists working in English-Arabic translation often 
avoid translating English cohesive elements by their possible Arabic equivalents. This will 
lead to repeating the same lexical item or items making the translated text much longer than 
the source text. On the other hand translation shift results when English informal style is 
rendered into standard Arabic. A1 Kenai gives two reasons for a style shift. The first is 
cultural style shift, which may occur when the translator is required to replace a certain type 
of style by another in order to readjust his translation to the general frame of the TL culture. 
The second reason is related to the diglossic nature of the Arabic language, where a formal 
style is used in all Arabic translations. A1 Kenai criticized Arab translators for replacing 
English informal style by Arabic formal style, calling upon them and language specialists to 
narrow the gap resulting from such a shift by incorporating both the formality of MSA and 
the informality of colloquial Arabic in their Arabic translations.
A1 Kenai s study concentrated on some linguistic and cultural problems with the general 
aim of investigating their implications for the formulation of a workable strategy of 
Arabization. In particular, the study focused on spectroglossia and its effects on Arabization 
and the state of hibernation the Arabic language has come through. The study also focused
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on evaluating programmes of teaching foreign languages (TFL) in the Arab World and their 
role in upgrading the level of translations. In addition, the study drew the Arab speaker’s 
attention to the possibility of using Arabic not only as a medium of elegant expression 
which is employed primarily to talk about abstract topics of religion and morality, but also 
as a language which can communicate straightforward facts and yet can be used informally 
outside the classroom. According to A1 Kenai, this can be achieved by:
First, changing the Arab speakers’ attitude towards their language, i.e. before Arab students 
can be persuaded that Arabic is an adequate replacement for foreign languages, it will be 
necessary to show them that Arabic can give them access to material of the same quality as 
that available through these languages.
Second, the provision of attractive and appealing material in Arabic which suits the taste of 
the general public.
A1 Kenai also supported the view that Arabization, production of Arabic texts, and 
improving the techniques of teaching the Arabic language should proceed simultaneously 
with the strengthening of teaching foreign languages, so that Arab scholars may be kept 
abreast of developments in their fields.
Ghazala (1995) was the next scholar to study translation problems among Arab learners and 
suggested solutions to solve these problems. He classified translation problems into 
grammatical, lexical, stylistic and phonological problems. The following is a list of the 























Polysemy and monosemy 
Collocation
Special fixed phrase: idioms 
and proverbs 
Figurative language: 














Complex vs. simple style 
Short sentences 
Long sentences 
Passive vs. active 
Repetition and variation 
I Redundancy 






Table 4: Translation errors detected in Ghazala’s study
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As shown below the examples used by Ghazala are isolated and decontextualized. Most of 
the problems involved in his study are basic grammatical errors that novice translators might 
make.
1. 1 am a student. *( yu* oj£l Ul) (p. 28).
2. She is kind. *( uj*2 t**) (p. 28).
3. The food was eaten. *( fbJoll Jsl jl£) (p. 30).
4. The diplomat left for London. *( (p. 49).
Another important study discussing English-Arabic translation problems was conducted by 
A1 Ghussain (2003). She discussed the linguistic and cultural problems encountered by 
senior students in the English Department at A1 Azhar University, Palestine. The researcher 
used a translation sample consisting of seven female students who were asked to translate 
twenty-six texts representing different aspects of Western culture. The translation sample 
consisted of ten political texts, ten social texts and six religious texts. The study indicated 
that students’ linguistic problems included word order, connectors, active and passive, 
emphatic particles, tenses, transliteration and loan words, proper noun equivalents, singular 
and plural, classifiers, punctuation, definiteness and indefiniteness, acronyms, metaphors, 
puns, collocation, polysemy, adverbs, grammatical errors, and use of colloquial Arabic. 
Translation problems at the cultural level showed that certain political, social and religious 
culture-bound expressions constituted the greatest challenges for the student translators due 
to differences in the source and target cultures. According to A1 Ghussain, the linguistic 
difficulties were attributed to the differences between the English and Arabic linguistic 
systems and students’ tendency towards literal translation. For instance, in translating the 10 
political texts, the researcher found that 71% of the total of 203 sentences was translated by 
nominal sentences, and 29% were translated by verbal sentences. This, according to A1 
Ghussain, is an indication of the students’ tendency towards literal translation. This 
tendency will also be investigated in the translation sample of the present study. The cultural 
problems on the other hand were attributed to the students’ lack of familiarity with Western 
social life in addition to differences between the source and target cultures.
Though the study discussed the cultural and linguistic problems encountered by A1 Azhar 
University students, other problems of idioms, lexical inconsistency and its effect on the 
process of standardization in Arabic, repetition and parallelism, problems relating to 
structural levels across the two languages and text type, problems of cohesion and
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coherence, etc. were not included. In her assessment of students’ erroneous translations, A1 
Ghussain depended on her intuition and experience in identifying and analyzing the 
translated texts. In other words, she did not make explicit use of native speakers of Arabic to 
determine the acceptability of the translated texts. Unlike her study the present study will 
indicate that the linguistic judgments of translated texts as decided by qualified specialists of 
Arabic are one of the most significant criteria in determining the quality of the translation 
through identifying, analyzing and classifying lexical, cultural and grammatical problems.
In addition, most of the texts used in A1 Ghussain’s translation test sample dealt with one 
type of genre: expository texts, e. g. political, social and religious texts. However, more 
translation problems could have been identified if other types of texts, e.g. argumentative, 
descriptive, and narrative had been included. The translation problems resulting from these 
different types of texts will reflect the greatest challenges that Palestinian EFL learners face 
in English-Arabic translation. Identifying, analyzing and classifying these translation 
problems and the appropriate strategies for dealing with them will provide a solid 
foundation for a translation syllabus based on the findings of this empirical study. In terms 
of the population sample, A1 Ghussain used a small number of participants; only seven 
female students participated in the test sample. None of their male colleagues took part in 
the study, preventing the researcher from looking at the translation problems encountered by 
both sexes. Although students in Gaza universities study on two separate campuses, a 
sample including both male and female senior students would give more reliability to the 
research findings. In the present study the gender issue will be investigated by looking at the 
translations carried out by 28 male and female students chosen randomly from a total 
population of 500 students at the IUG English Department. The inclusion of both male and 
female students will provide corroborating evidence regarding one of the four hypotheses of 
the study, i.e. the existence of gender differences regarding translation problems. The 
strategies used by the researcher to analyze cultural references were confined to addition, 
omission and cultural transplantation. Other strategies such as borrowing, defining the 
elements of culture, substitution, and lexical creation (cf. 3.3.3. Procedures and strategies 
for the translation of culture) were not used.
One of the most extensive studies investigating translation problems in translating from 
English into Arabic was carried out by Deeb (2005). Motivated by the desire to discuss the 
practical problems confronted by students of translation and the lack of a detailed 
classification of problems of translation, Deeb provided a taxonomy of problems
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encountered by Arab students translating from English into Arabic. The taxonomy was a 
result of two studies: the researcher’s case study and the multi-subject main study. The aim 
of the first study was to generate a provisional taxonomy of translation problems that could 
be used as a hypothetical model to be tested in the second multi-subject study. To do this, 
the researcher adopted the self-experiment method in which she played the role of the 
subject by translating nineteen texts from Duffs book Translation (1989). The aim of the 
second study was to test the translation problems provisionally identified in the pre-study 
against a multi-category group of subjects: Seventy-four undergraduate and post-graduate 
students studying English and translation at the Academy of Graduate Studies at A1 Fateh 
University, Libya translated the same collection of texts used in the first study. However, 
not all her subjects translated the same number of texts. The final taxonomy of problems 
based on the analysis of data in the two studies is shown below.
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Table 5: Translation errors detected in Deeb’s study
With regard to the results, the study showed that vocabulary errors came first with a total 
score of 8.32% followed by errors in grammar with a total score of 3.5% .While lexical 
errors are attributed to the fact that vocabulary items represent the core element around 
which the whole text revolves and students’ tendency to translate over-literally, grammatical 
errors are blamed on students’ tendency to follow the ST grammatical system, the difficulty 
of ST grammar and the complex system of Arabic grammar. Other findings of the study can 
be summarized as follows:
1. With reference to the relation between translating experience and subjects’ translation 
problems, the study revealed that postgraduates performed much better than their 
undergraduate counterparts. In Deeb’s view this is mainly because postgraduates are more 
advanced in SL comprehension, more experienced in handling language issues, and more 
efficient in using translation strategies.
2. Despite such terms being limited in number, Deeb found that students were inconsistent 
in translating technical terms. Sometimes they tended to Arabicize the loan word, and 
sometimes they transliterated it. This inconsistency, attributed by most Arab translation 
specialists to the ongoing conflict between purists and innovators and the lack of 
coordination between the several Arabic Language Academies with regard to the 
standardization of the terms used, correlates with Saraireh’s (2001) findings.
3. Students’ translations reflected a tendency towards explicitness rather than implicitness, 
which Deeb, among others, attributed to the fact that Arabic is an explicative language 
while English is more implicative. Being too explicit can lead translators to include 
information that does not exist and is not intended to be inferred in the SL text.
4. Concerning ranking the difficulty of problems, the study showed that text-level errors are 
more severe than individual language errors, and accordingly are more difficult to solve, as 
they jeopardize the comprehension of the TT. The study also showed that the availability of 
an equivalent proved to be a crucial criterion in identifying the difficulty in translation. 
However, the availability of an equivalent is of no use if the student is not aware of its 
existence or lacks the skill to search for it.
Despite being one of the most comprehensive studies of English-Arabic translation, the 
translation problems investigated in the study were restricted by the text types in Duffs 
book Translation (1989). These texts were characterised by their brevity and minimal 
surrounding contexts. In her evaluation of the translation teaching material used in
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translation training programmes in Libya, the researcher criticised the texts for being quite 
short and for adopting either too “micro” or too “macro” an approach, adding that students 
need experience with longer texts” (ibid: 348). In addition, the texts used in the study were 
mainly selected to test general features of English rather than features related to specific 
text-types (ibid: 273). In her discussion of cultural references Deeb acknowledged that 
cultural references represented a small proportion of the overall range of possible cultural 
references (ibid: 299). In the present study cultural problems will be discussed in detail with 
reference to the strategies of Ivir, Newmark and Mailhac. The study will investigate the 
most common strategies adopted by Palestinian EFL students in translating cultural 
references. The linguistic context of the participants as Palestinians who have been living 
under the Israeli occupation for five decades may generate some specific lexical, cultural 
and grammatical problems. Finally, working in accordance with Deeb’s recommendations 
to carry out further translation studies, particularly among Arab translators, this study will 
investigate gender difference regarding common translation problems, a variable that has 
not been investigated in previous studies.
Abbadi (2007) investigated translation problems encountered by professional translators in 
Jordan. She collected her data from the translations of 100 argumentative political texts 
translated by 100 certified professional translators in Jordan. Using a corpus-based analysis 
Abbadi divided the translation problems found in her study into three main categories: 

































Table 6: Translation errors detected in Abbadi's study
Though Abbadi’s study has contributed significantly to the field of English-Arabic 
translation, particularly in relation to translation problems encountered by Arab professional 
translators, the use of corpus analysis in her study has its own shortcomings. In this regard, 
Abbadi (2007) quotes Baker and McEnery as saying “having a wider view may mean that 
subtleties of language are overlooked” and they further add that “any data retrieved from 
such an analysis is not self explanatory” (ibid: 83). Abbadi also acknowledged the 
limitations of the corpus analysis in her study on the fact that it did not offer 100% accuracy 
and that it only identified omissions (ibid: 245).
2.9.3. Academic articles
Following a thorough investigation of the most recent articles on English-Arabic translation, 
the researcher came up with a considerable number of articles which discuss one aspect of 
the most common translation problems between English and Arabic. Bahumaid (2006)
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investigated problems of collocations in English-Arabic and Arabic-English translation and 
the procedures employed by translators in rendering them. The data were collected from 
four informants who had practised translation for different periods of time. They were asked 
to translate 30 sentences that contained 15 English collocations and 11 Arabic ones in 
addition to four Arabic phrases which have certain English collocations as their equivalents.
The results showed the informants’ below average performance in translating collocation 
from English to Arabic and vice versa. The researcher attributed this to (1) the lack of a 
precise specification of what constitutes a collocation in English lexical studies; (2) the fact 
that collocations are very difficult to render from English into Arabic and vice versa even 
for qualified and experienced translators; (3) the non-existence of Arabic-English 
collocational dictionaries; and (4) the lack of proper training in handling collocations at 
translator training institutions in the Arab world. He called upon Arab institutes and colleges 
of translation to include in their study plan a compulsory course on collocations.
Al Jabr (2006) studied the problems syntactically-compiex sentences pose for Arab 
translation students and prescribed some strategies that may help learners overcome them.
Ten students majoring in English and translation at the Faculty of Foreign Languages and 
Translation, Ajman University, UAE were asked to translate ten multi-clausal sentences 
representing five distinct genres, namely fictional narrative, journalistic, commercial, legal 
and academic. The students were divided into two groups: a control and an experimental 
group, each consisting of five students. The control group students were asked to translate 
the ten sentences without any prior explanation of the above strategies. On the other hand, 
the experimental group students had an hour and a half session in which the sentences were 
analyzed and explained to them using three strategies: sentence analysis, questions 
formation and sentence division. The results showed that the experimental group students 
found the given sentences in both languages much easier to interpret and translate. 
However, both groups found the English sentences much more difficult to translate than 
their Arabic counterparts. This, according to A1-•Jabr, may be due to the fact that English 
favours subordination, while Arabic generally prefers coordination. In other words, in 
Arabic sentences, subjects are rarely separated by intervening clauses or phrases from their 
verbs. In terms o f genre, legal discourse posited the greatest challenge, next came academic, 
narrative, journalistic and commercial respectively- In respect of the Arabic sentences, on 
the other hand, both groups found fictional narrative sentences the easiest, next came 
journalistic, commercial, academic and legal respectively. The researcher recommended that
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teachers of translation and authors should pay due attention to the problems of syntactically 
complex sentences and encourage their students to choose the appropriate strategies that 
may help them overcome them.
Abu-Ssaydeh (2004) examined the strategies employed by Arab translators when rendering 
English idioms into Arabic. The sample consisted of two hundred and fifty-three idioms 
randomly collected from several issues of the Arabic version of Newsweek, a weekly 
publication of the Kuwait-based Dar Al-Watan. The study showed that paraphrasing is 
statistically the most common strategy used by Arab translators (around 42%), followed by 
borrowings (around 23%), literal translations (around 17%) and substitution (13%), with 
omission, compensation and other strategies being of significantly less importance. The 
researcher attributed the high percentage of paraphrasing to the different idiomatic systems 
and the divergent historical affiliations of the two languages. He recommended that 
translator training courses should focus on improving the lexical competence of translators, 
particularly in areas related to idioms, multi-word units and metaphors, calling for the 
development of Arabic language corpora, as a crucial factor for the documentation and 
verification of the lexical, syntactic, and semantic changes which the Arabic language is 
undergoing at present.
Zughoul and Abdul-Fattah (2003) examined Arab students’ competence with some English 
collocational sequences and the strategies they employed when translating the target 
collocations from the native language into the target language. The data consisted of a two- 
form translation test of 16 Arabic collocations of the verb ‘he broke’. The first form 
included the English translation in a multiple-choice format to test the subjects’ recognition 
skill, whereas the other form was given as a free translation task to test their production 
skill, The two tests were administered to two groups of EFL university students (38 
graduates and 32 third-year undergraduates) from the Department of English at Yarmouk 
University, Jordan. The study revealed that the students at both graduate and undergraduate 
levels faced difficulty with English collocations in both reception and production. However, 
the students’ proficiency in the receptive task was significantly better than in the productive 
task, and graduates outperformed undergraduates quite remarkably in both receptive and 
productive skills. The study also showed that the subjects employed twelve communicative 
strategies to convey the English meaning of collocations. These strategies include avoidance 
(11.61%), literal translation (7.59%), substitution (2.86%), overgeneralization (1.34%), 
quasi-morphological similarity (0.04%), assumed synonymity (1.88%), derivativeness
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(0.02%), idiomaticalness (1.70%), verbosity (1.70%), paraphrase and circumlocution 
(15.63%), graphic ambiguity (1.07%) and false interlingual assumptions (4.91 /o). The 
researchers called for a more constructive instructional focus on the phenomenon of 
collocation in English at both school and university levels.
Abdel-Hafiz (2003) examined the pragmatic and linguistic problems involved in the English 
translation of Naguib Mahfouz’s The Thief and the Dogs. The data involving the pragmatic 
and linguistic problems were collected by comparing two English translations of the novel 
with the original text. The pragmatic translation problems were focused on the translators 
ignorance of the contextual factors and violation of speech acts, the maxims of the 
politeness principle and types of inferencing (e.g. conventional implicatures and 
presuppositions). The linguistic problems on the other hand were discussed on two levels, 
the lexical and syntactic. At the lexical level the researcher identified the problems of 
unnecessary addition of lexical items, lexical inconsistency and the difference between 
denotative and connotative meanings. The translators’ problems at the syntactic level 
included explicit reference in Arabic vs. implicit reference in English, confusion in using the 
past perfect and the past simple, definiteness and indefmiteness, genitive constructions and 
active and passive constructions. The researcher called upon translators to take these 
pragmatic and linguistic factors into consideration in order to produce a TT which is 
culturally and linguistically acceptable.
Saraireh (2001) discussed the problem of inconsistency in technical terminology and its 
effect on the process of standardization in Arabic. He divided inconsistency into three types:
(1) Cases in which Arabic synonyms are employed to refer alternately to a concept that has 
been introduced in Arabic although that concept has been exclusively assigned a certain 
Arabic signifier but not any of that signifier’s synonyms. For example, ‘vaccination’: c**V 
and ‘syringe’ +-**~*, and J ap (i.e. ‘needle’); (2) Cases in which
inconsistency occurs when the translator employs Arabic and non-Arabic items in the 
translation (i.e. loan forms and their Arabic equivalent are alternately used) to refer to the 
same borrowed concept whether in the same text or in different texts; for example, 
‘telephone’ osu  / , ‘radio’ j  ; and (3) Cases in which different derivations of
the same basic Arabic word are alternately employed in the TL to refer to the same concept 
in the S I. For example, ‘chemical’ , and , ‘filtration’ & AA  and
To test the accuracy of the above translations the researcher used the reverse 
translation method where sixteen students were divided into two groups, each containing
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eight students. One group was asked to translate into English selected extracts with different 
Arabic items for ‘filtration’. The other group was given the same texts but with one Arabic 
lexical item, namely J .  The first group provided awkward translations because they were 
puzzled about the alteration, while the second group did not face any difficulty in rendering 
the lexical item. To avoid inconsistency in technical terminology, the researcher called for 
more coordination among the several Arabic Language Academies in their efforts to 
produce acceptable translations to be used by all technical translators throughout the Arab
world.
Using a discourse-based approach Jabr (2001) examined Arab translators problems at the 
discourse level, particularly those relating to the textual and the structural level across 
language and text type. The data was collected from three translated texts representing three 
different text types: expository, instructional and argumentative. The first two texts were 
translated from Arabic into English by academic/professional translators, while the third one 
was translated from English into Arabic by three graduate students who were involved in an 
MA programme in translation and applied linguistics at Birzeit University, Palestine. The 
analysis revealed that the translators of the first two texts adopted a word-for-word method 
by copying the syntactic structures and the sentence-boundaries and inter-sentential 
relations of the ST. Specifically, the translations at the structural level showed violations of 
the lexico-grammatical elements and the standards o f cohesion and coherence. At the 
structural level, the translators did not maintain the structures of the expository and 
instructional texts. On the other hand, the translations of the third text showed an awareness 
of the rhetorical function of the given text despite their differences in lexico-grammatical 
choices. However, the translators showed disagreement in using inter-sentential connectives 
&nd pronominal references. At the structural level, only one student deviated from the 
sequence and paragraphing order of the ST. The researcher called upon Arab translation 
institutions and universities to include programmes that expose Arab would-be translators to
a variety of text types in both languages.
El-Shiyab (2001, Investigated the semantic and linguistic functions of two punctuation
marks, namely .he semieolon and the colon and their problematic nature in translation. The
, , . ,  , tn on MA translation students in the Englishdata consisted of a questionnaire distributed to zu * u \ u*..»
^  . i Tus students were asked to translate four textsDepartment at Yarmouk University, Jordan. The students were
„ _  u ..j  tuat most of students were not aware of thefrom English into Arabic. The results showed that most m
r „ „f ntmentation marks in general and the semicolon andsemantic and pragmatic functions or punctuation »<«*'• &
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the colon in particular. The researcher attributed the problematic nature of these punctuation 
marks to the interference of Arabic as the students seemed to be influenced by the writing 
patterns of their native language. He also maintained that the students were not only 
unfamiliar with the way most punctuation marks are used in English in general and the 
semicolon and the colon in particular, but they are also not familiar with the punctuation 
marks used in their own language, calling for more contrastive studies to be done on 
punctuation marks from a linguistic as well as translation point of view.
Farghal (1995) studied some lexical and discoursal problems encountered by advanced Arab 
translation students in English-Arabic translation. Fifteen students were asked to translate an 
English political text as an integral part of the course requirements leading to an MA 
English-Arabic translation at Yarmouk University in Jordan. The study showed that 
students' lexical problems were related to culture-bound metaphors and lexical gaps, while 
the discoursal ones focused on their inability to distinguish between the personal ‘you’ at 
the sentence level and the impersonal one at the discourse level. Others are related to 
students’ failure to mark the thought-relationship between sentences in the two languages. 
The researcher attributed these problems to literal translation and students’ tendency 
towards formal translation in addition to lexical and discoursal differences between English 
and Arabic which frequently result in uninterpretable translations. The researcher came to 
the conclusion that achieving an equivalent effect in translation depends on several factors 
including the type o f text and the closeness or remoteness of the SL and the TL. He called 
for translation teachers and practitioners to be sensitized to the subtleties of lexis and 
discourse, and the resulting interaction between them.
Unlike the previous studies, the majority of which focused on one aspect o f general 
translation problems e.g., cultural, lexical, grammatical, or pragmatic, the present study 
deals with three types of translation problems, namely lexical, cultural and grammatical. 
The inclusion of cultural problems will focus on one of the most difficult problems facing 
Arab translators in general and Palestinian student translators in particular. Aziz (1982) 
maintains that cultural problems often pose a greater difficulty for a translator than ’do 
linguistic ones. El Sheikh (1977: 452-3) states that non-equivalence of culture may make 
translation more difficult than non-equivalence of grammatical categories. In other words 
problems of beliefs, traditions and social norms are subtler and more numerous than 
problems of grammar and lexicon. In addition, a group of qualified specialists of Arabic will 
be involved in judging the acceptability of students’ translated texts. This linguistic
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judgment of the qualified specialists in Arabic will be effective in identity mg, analyzing and 
classifying types of lexical, cultural and grammatical problems. The outcomes reached in 
this study will provide Arab translators in general and Palestinian translators in particular 
with various techniques and strategies to cope with these three types of problems.
2.10. The Text Typological Model
De Beaugrande and Dressier (1981: 3) define a text as.
A COMMUNICATIVE OCCURRENCE which meets seven standards of 
TEXTUAL1TY. If any of these standards is not considered to have een sa is le , e 
text will not be communicative.
According to De Beaugrande and Dressier, the seven standards of textuallty are cohesion, 
coherence, intentionality, acceptability, informativity, situationality and intertextuahty (cf. 
ibid 48-208). The interaction o f these standards with each other makes communication 
efficient. However, if a text lacks any of these standards it will not be considered 
communicative.
The Text Typological Model of translation consists of four components. They are:
1) Context is a crucial element which determines the structure of the text. According to 
Hatim (1984:147), context almost causally determines the shape of the text’s hierarchic 
structure, which in turn determines the kind of texture devices used to make the text 
operational. To deal with texts effectively, Hatim maintains that three aspects of context 
have to be taken into consideration: pragmatics (implicatures-speech acts), semiotics (a text 
as a sign which interacts with other signs) and communicative transaction. Hatim adds:
It is this pragma-semio-communicative decision on the part of d ro w se  users- 
acceptance of such a decision by discourse receivers, which constitute optimum 
conditions for the successful realization of the text in quest.on («bid: 147).
These three contextual domains of activity work together with other contextual variables 
such as: field of discourse (i.e. what the text is going to be about), tenor of discourse 
(whether a text is formal, semi-formal or informal) and the mode of discourse (whether the 
text is to be read, or to be listened to, etc).
2) Structure refers to the way a text is organized. This kind of organization is hierarchical, 
and It Is within this hierarchy that a number o f elements (e.g. grammatical clauses or
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phrases) combine to form larger sequences (supra-sentential entities) which combine to 
form texts.
3) Texture is the way various elements of a discourse hang together to form bigger chunks 
of language. According to Halliday and Hassan (1976: 2): “A text has texture, and this is 
what distinguishes it from something that is not a text... the texture is provided by the 
cohesive relation”. It is the structure of text - determined by the context- which motivates 
the deployment of the various devices of texture. These devices include cohesion, theme- 
rheme progression and the kinds of information collectively used in 'charting routes’ for the 
discovery of structure and text. Consider the following example from the source texts:
“We the undersigned call upon the British government: ...to apply pressure through the UN 
for Israel to respect the UN resolutions requiring jts withdrawal from the territories ]t 
illegally occupied in 1967” (Text Eleven).
It is obvious that both ‘its’ and ‘it’ refer back to (are anaphoric with) ‘Israel’. These 
anaphoric functions o f ‘its’ and ‘it’ give cohesion to the sentence. The texture is provided by 
the cohesive relation which exists between ‘its’, ‘it’ and ‘Israel’. According to Shaheen,
“Understanding structure and texture is very useful for students as it enables them to 
achieve an objective reading of the SLT. As a result, the students will be able to 
preserve the SL text type by finding the closet equivalence in the TL, with the least 
possible modifications to the SL” (1991; 38).
4) Text type: Different text typologies have been proposed, each addressing texts from a 
different perspective. For example, Buhler’s (1934) typology of texts is based on language 
function. It suggests three functions of language: the expressive, focusing on the author’s 
mmd (e.g. literary work, etc); the informative, focusing on the extralinguistic reality (e.g. 
scientific report, news reports, etc); and the vocative, focusing on the receiver’s response 
(e g. instructions, publicity, etc.) (Newmark 1988: 40). Werlich’s (1976) typology, which is 
based on a rhetorical purpose, suggests three function types of text. The first is the 
expository text, with its three subtypes: descriptive, focusing on object and relation in space; 
narrative, focusing on events and relations in time and conceptual, focusing on concepts and 
relations in terms of either analysis or synthesis. The second type is the argumentative, with 
■ts two subtypes: overt argumentation (e.g. the counter-argumentative “letter to the editor”) 
°r covert argumentation (e.g. the case-making propaganda tract). The third type is the 
■nstructional, with its two subtypes: instruction with option (e.g. advertising) or instruction
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with no option (e.g. treaties, contracts and other binding legal documents) (Hatim and 
Mason, 1990: 153-8).
Hatim and Mason (ibid: 150-3) maintain that identifying the text type enables the translator 
to find the best equivalence at both the macro-and micro-textual levels of the text. They 
acknowledge the importance of using a text-linguistic approach to the classification of texts 
as an effective tool for selecting, grading and presenting materials for the training of the 
translator. They believe that ‘different text types seem to place different demands on the 
translator, with certain types and forms being more demanding than others’ (ibid: 177-193). 
Holding the same view, Shaheen (1991: 37-47) stresses the significance of a text typology 
approach to translating, adding that this approach helps the translator to achieve an objective 
reading of the SLT and to produce a closely corresponding TLT, preserving the SL text 
type. Snell-Hornby (1992: 17) also maintains that translator trainers should present students 
with a representative cross-section of subject areas and text types in order to properly 
prepare them for entering the translation profession. However, a major problem with text 
typology is the hybrid nature of many texts, i.e. some parts of the overall text may be best 
classified as belonging to one text type (for example, the expository), while others may be 
best classified as belonging to another text type (for example, the argumentative). 
According to Hatim (1997: 41), texts also tend to manifest different features that are 
difficult to attribute to a certain text type. Newmark (1988: 42) also states that classifying 
texts into ‘expressive’, ‘informative’ and ‘vocative’ is only used to show the emphasis or 
thrust of a text or what Werlich (1976) calls dominant contextual focus (Quoted in Hatim 
and Mason, 1990: 145).
^ is within this model that a number of lexical, cultural and grammatical problems can be 
adequately identified and explained. The Text Typological Model can provide a plausible 
explanation of problems committed not only at the levels of syntax and lexis but at the level 
of discourse as well.
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2.11. Conclusion
This chapter has discussed the relation between language and translation, the concept of 
equivalence in translation and the difference between equivalence and adequacy, translation 
quality assessment models, definitions and classifications of translation problems and errors 
with specific focus on English-Arabic translation problems and the Text Typological Model. 
The discussion o f two approaches to equivalence, namely ‘Individual level’ approaches and 
‘Composite level’ approaches as well as adequacy together provide the model which will be 
used in the practical analysis chapters of this thesis (cf. Chapter Six and Chapter Seven). For 
example, in analysing any individual translation decision, this model will allow us to say at 
what individual level or levels there is equivalence and whether this is more oriented 
towards ‘formal equivalence’ or ‘dynamic equivalence’. More importantly, in looking at a 
section of text (e.g. a paragraph), or even a whole text, we can suggest whether the general 
orientation is towards formal or dynamic equivalence. In the following chapter a number of 
lexical, cultural and grammatical areas of symmetry and asymmetry between English and 
Arabic will be discussed. In addition, translation techniques will be suggested to provide 
analytical insights into methods for dealing with the translation problems faced by students 
at the IUG.
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Chapter Three: Lexical, cultural and grammatical symmetries and asymmetries 
between English and Arabic
3.1 Introduction
Languages may be similar in certain aspects by virtue of the fact that they are all linguistic, 
as opposed to non-linguistic, semiotic systems. However, even closely related languages 
nay differ in many ways. For example, though almost all western European languages are 
both linguistically and culturally related, they show many linguistic and cultural differences. 
For instance, the word ‘large’ appears in English and French, but with a different denotation 
in the two languages: in French the word signifies ‘wide’. In Spanish, the lexical item 
‘largo’ is not the equivalent of ‘large’ in English but of ‘long’. The English word ‘butter’ 
and the Italian term ‘burro’ refer to the product made from milk. However, the two words 
do not have the same signification within their separate cultural contexts. In Italian ‘burro’ - 
normally light coloured and unsalted - is used for spreading on bread and less frequently in 
cooking (Bassnett, 1980: 26). According to Bassnett, the butter-burro translation serves as a 
reminder of the validity of Sapir’s statement that each language represents a separate reality 
(ibid: 27).
The above-mentioned examples show that discrepancy exists between languages which are 
genetically and culturally closely related. However, the situation is likely to be much more 
pronounced when the source language and the target language are genetically as well as 
culturally unrelated, as in the case of Arabic and English.
This chapter is going to discuss some lexical, cultural and grammatical symmetries and 
symmetries between English and Arabic. Examples representing lexical, cultural and 
grammatical structures will be analyzed to identify areas of symmetry and asymmetry in the 
tWo languages. In addition, translation techniques will be suggested to provide the 
translators with some tips in dealing with translation problems.
3.2. Lexical symmetries and asymmetries
This chapter will consider both primary meaning (denotation) as well as secondary meaning 
(connotation) in language. In addition to denotation and connotation this chapter will 
discuss other lexical areas which may cause difficulty for the English/Arabic/English
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translator. These include synonymy, homonymy and polysemy, collocation, idioms, 
neologisms and oligosemy. Each of these lexical areas will be presented with examples 
from English and Arabic with the problematic issues highlighted.
3.2,1. Denotation
Lexical items have both denotative and connotative meanings. The denotative meaning, also 
known as the cognitive, propositional, conceptual or literal meaning, is “that kind of 
meaning which is fully supported by ordinary semantic conventions” (Dickins et al, 2002:
52) . For example, the denotative meaning of the word ‘window’ refers to a particular kind 
of aperture in a wall or roof. It would be inaccurate to use ‘window’ to refer to other things 
than the particular references of the relevant sense of the word.
Dictionaries seek to define meaning. However, dictionaries have their own problems. One 
of these is that “they impose, by abstraction and crystallization of one or more core senses, a 
rigidity of meaning that words do not often show in reality, and partly because, once words 
are put into a context, their denotative meanings become more flexible” (ibid: 52). These 
two reasons - the rigidity of meaning and the flexibility of words in contexts - make it 
difficult for the translator to determine the exact denotative meaning in any text including 
the most soberly informative texts.
Intralingually, English shows some forms of semantic equivalence including full synonymy. 
L°r example, ‘my mother’s father’ and ‘my maternal grandfather’ are synonyms of one 
another. In other words, in every specific instance of use, ‘my mother’s father’ and ‘my 
Maternal grandfather’ include and exclude exactly the same referents (Dickins et al, 2002:
53) . However, full synonymy is exceptional, both intralingually and interlingually.
in his/her attempt to find the closest equivalent to translate the denotative meaning of a 
source language item, the translator usually faces difficulty in finding a full target language 
synonym. An example which illustrates the difficulty the translator may face in finding an 
aPpropriate equivalent is the English term ‘uncle’ as compared to the Arabic terms J *  mid 
f*- In English the term ‘uncle’ has a greater range of meanings than the Arabic terms JL±. 
and r*, as ‘uncle’ refers both to a father’s brother and mother’s brother. The relationship 
between ‘uncle’ and JU> and between ‘uncle’ and is known as hyperonymy and 
hyponymy. According to Dickins et al, hyperonymy or superordination refers to an 
expression with a wider, less specific, range of denotative meaning. Hyponymy on the other
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hand refers to an expression with a narrow, more specific range of denotative meaning. 
Therefore JU  or f -  are both hyponyms of the English term 'uncle’ (ibid: 55).
Translating by a hyponym implies that the target language expression has a narrower 
and a more specific denotative meaning than the source language word. Dickins et al 
(2002: 56) call translation which involves the use of TT hyponym particularizing 
translation or particularization. In translating from English to Arabic, the target word 
is more specific than the source word ‘uncle’, adding the particulars not present in the 
source language expression.
Another example which shows lexical differences between English and Arabic and may 
therefore create lexical translation problems is the lexical item ‘cousin’. In English ‘cousin’ 
can have eight different Arabic equivalents:
1 • Cousin: *̂1' o*’ ‘the son of the father’s brother’
2. Cousin: ^  ‘the daughter of the father’s brother’
T Cousin: i-wJl ¿*1 ‘the son of the father’s sister’
4. Cousin: ‘the daughter of the father’s sister’
Cousin: Jladi o*' ‘the son of the mother’s brother’
6. Cousin: <JUJl ‘the daughter of the mother’s brother’
7- Cousin: ilAJi <jjl ‘the son of the mother’s sister’
8- Cousin: ‘the daughter of the mother’s sister’
AH of the above eight Arabic terms are hyponyms of English ‘cousin’.
The previous discussion has shown that there are semantic differences between English and 
Arabic that the translator should be familiar with. The translator should look for the 
appropriate target language hyperonym or hyponym when there is no full target language 
synonym for a certain language expression.
3.2.2. Connotation
Unlike denotative meaning connotative meaning is described as “the communicative value 
an expression has by virtue o f what it refers to, over and above its purely conceptual 
content” (Leech, 1974: 14). As Leech states, the word ‘woman’ is defined conceptually by
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three properties ‘human’, ‘female’, ‘adult’. In addition, the word includes other 
psychological and social properties such as ‘gregarious’, ‘subject to maternal instinct’. 
Leech maintains that ‘woman’ has the putative properties of being frail, prone to tears, and 
emotional. He (ibid: 14) distinguishes between connotative meaning and conceptual 
(denotative) meaning in the following ways:
1 • Connotative meanings are associated with the real world experience one associates with 
an expression when one uses or hears it. Therefore, the boundary between connotative and 
conceptual meaning is coincident with the boundary between language and the real world.
2. Connotations are relatively unstable; they vary considerably according to culture, 
historical period, and the experience of the individual. Leech believes that all speakers of a 
particular language share the same conceptual (denotative) framework just as they share the 
same syntax. In Leech’s view, the overall conceptual framework is common to all languages 
and is a universal property of the human mind.
3. Connotative meaning is indeterminate and open-ended in the same way as our 
knowledge and beliefs about the universe are open-ended. In other words any characteristic 
°f the referent identified subjectively or objectively, may contribute to the connotative 
meaning of the expression which denotes it. In contrast the conceptual meaning of a word 
or sentence can be codified in terms of a limited set of symbols, and the semantic 
^presentation of a sentence can be specified by means of a finite number of rules.
Expressive meaning, as Baker (1992) calls it, refers to the speaker’s feelings or attitude 
rather than to what words or utterances refer to. In her opinion the two expressions ‘do not 
c°mplain’ and ‘do not whinge’ have the same denotative meaning, but they differ in their 
connotative meaning. Unlike, ‘complain’, ‘whinge’ suggests that the speaker finds the 
action annoying (ibid: 13).
Eased on Leech’s classification of meaning (1974: 26), Dickins et al (2002: 66-74) 
distinguish five major types of connotative meanings, as follows:
1 • Attitudinal meaning: the expression does not merely denote the referent in a neutral way, 
but also hints at some attitude to it. For instance, ‘the police’, ‘the filth’ and ‘the boys in
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ue have the same denotative meaning. However, the expressions have different 
connotative meanings. ‘The police’ is a neutral expression, ‘the filth’ has pejorative 
overtones while ‘the boys in blue’ has affectionate ones. In the following example, the
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translator has used the term ‘lady’ rather than ‘woman’ since ‘lady’ has overtones of 
respect.
frlwilt ly .....Cj j j # L| »1
Ah Beirut....my lady amongst millions of women.
2. Associative meaning may consist of expectations that are rightly or wrongly associated 
with the referent of the expression. For example, the term ‘Crusade’ has strongly positive 
associations in English, whereas its Arabic equivalent W -»  has negative associations, 
since the word is associated with the Crusades to Palestine in the Middle Ages. Conversely, 
the term i**. in Arabic has positive associations, since the word is associated with one of the 
five pillars of Islam, and those who are killed in the cause of Allah are rewarded with 
heaven on the Day of Judgement. On the contrary, the term has negative associations in 
the West, since the word is connected with international extremist organizations, especially 
after the September 11 attacks.
3. Affective meaning is related to the emotive effect worked on the addressee by the choice 
° f  expression. For instance, the two expressions ‘silence please’, and ‘shut up’, or
and ¡n Arabic share the same denotative meaning of ‘be quiet’. However, the 
speaker’s attitude to the listener produces a different affective impact, with the first 
utterance producing a polite effect and the second one producing an impolite one. Therefore, 
the translator should choose a suitable lexical item that produces the same effect on the TL 
reader as that intended by the author of the original text on the SL reader.
4- Allusive meaning occurs when an expression evokes an associated saying or quotation in
such a way that the meaning of that saying or quotation becomes part of the overall meaning 
° f  the expression. For example, the oath j  ¡tfjll j  fUll f'JilV'
• j  j  ,which members o f the Muslim Brotherhood swore to their leader, Hassan 
AI Banna, alludes to the Quranic verses: '>*i u! .!>** j) (Chapter: 94, Verses
5 and 6).
5- Reflected meaning is the meaning given to the expression over and above the denotative 
leaning which it has in that context by the fact that it also calls to mind another meaning of 
the same word or phrase. For example, the word ‘rat’ in ‘John was a rat’ has two meanings: 
{he first denotative meaning is someone who deserts his friends, and the second connotative 
reflected meaning is the animal ‘rat’. In Arabic to call someone means denotatively
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stupid’. The word jU»» also refers to the animal ‘donkey’, which in this context provides a
connotative reflected meaning*.
Connotative meanings may differ from one place to another. Larson (1998) states that 
connotative meanings of lexical items differ from one culture to another, since the people of 
a given culture look at things from their own perspective. Many words which look like they 
are equivalent are not; they have special connotations (ibid, 149). For example, the lexical 
item ji and the English word ‘owl’ have the same denotative meaning. As mentioned in 
(Section 1.1), both of them refer to the same class of bird. However, the two words have 
different connotative meanings. In Arabic the word has many negative connotations and 
is always seen as a symbol of bad luck, while in English, ‘owl’ has positive and favourable 
associations. To translate the English expressions: ‘He is as wise as an owl’ or ‘He is a wise 
old owl.’ into Arabic as <•£=» >  would be unacceptable because of its negative
connotations in Arabic. The English expressions are rendered into Arabic as j* ‘He is 
wise’. Problems in translation may arise when the translator does not take into account the 
different connotations of lexical items in the source and target language. Therefore, the 
translator may need to explain the connotative meaning of the lexical item in the form of a 
footnote or a definition within the text in order for the target language reader to understand 
the favourable or unfavourable connotations o f the source language item.
Connotative meanings may vary from one text type to another. For example, literary and 
religious texts make significant use o f connotative meaning, as universality o f terms used in 
these texts are not the norm. On the other hand, the terms used in scientific and technical 
texts are typically universal and thus entail one-to-one correspondence. According to 
Newmark (1981: 132) if the emphasis of the text is on information, clarity, simplicity and 
orderly arrangements are the qualities required for conveying the information and achieving 
a similar effect on the target language reader as the source language author produced on the 
original reader. However, if the text attempts to persuade or direct the reader, the affective 
function is likely to dominate the informative function. Finally, if there is a nuance of 
Persuasion, encouragement, scandal, optimism, pessimism, or determent, the reader is likely 
t0 react more strongly to it than to the information the text relates to. Newmark concludes 
that “the essential element that must be translated is the affective/persuasive, which takes 
precedence over the informative. It is the peculiar flavour, which in speech is the tone, not
f ° r fu rth er in fo rm a ti on on other types of connotative meaning, see Dickins et al (2002: 66-74).
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the words, which has to be conveyed” (ibid: 132-3). In order to convey the source 
language message to the target reader the translator should have a good knowledge of text 
types. This knowledge will enable the translator to choose the most appropriate 
equivalent in terms of denotative and connotative meaning in the target language.
3.2.3. Collocation
As one of seven categories of meaning, Leech (1974: 20) defines collocative meaning as 
“the associations a word acquires on account of the meaning of words which tend to occur 
in its environment”. Leech exemplifies ‘pretty’ and ‘handsome’ and the collocates of each. 
These words share the common grounds o f ‘good looking’, but they are differentiated by the 
range of nouns with which they are likely to co-occur. ‘Pretty’ collocates with ‘g ir l , boy , 
woman’, ‘flower’, while ‘handsome’ collocates with ‘boy’, ‘man’, ‘vessel, etc. Baker 
(1992: 47) states that “collocations are often semantically arbitrary co-occurrence 
restrictions which do not follow logically from the propositional meaning of the word”. She 
says that the propositional (denotative) meaning of a word does not always determine the 
collocational patterning. For example, English speakers typically ‘pay a visit but less 
typically ‘make a visit’ and they do not ‘perform a visit’. Another example of collocation in 
English is ‘rancid’ and ‘addled’. Though the two words have the same denotative meaning, 
they have different collocational patterning. ‘Addled’ collocates with ‘eggs , while rancid 
collocates with ‘butter’ (ibid: 47). As the previous examples show collocation is not merely 
a matter of association o f ideas, but as Bollinger, quoted in Emery (1991: 59) says: “a 
collocation may involve normal senses of all the words in a string but without the easy 
possibility of substituting some other word with the same meaning.
Collocations and idioms are different from each other in many ways. Baker (1992) states 
that idioms and fixed expressions are at the extreme end o f the scale from collocations in the 
areas of flexibility and transparency of meaning. They are frozen patterns of language which 
a*low little or no variation in form and their meanings cannot be deduced from the meanings 
° f  their constituent elements. For example, ‘bury the hatchet’ means ‘to become friendly 
again after a disagreement or a quarrel’ (ibid: 63). Bahumaid (2006) maintains that many 
collocations share with idioms the two features o f unpermitted permutations or insertion of 
an additional element within the collocating items. However, unlike idioms, the meanings of 
the elements of a collocation are reflected in the meaning o f the collocation as a whole
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(ibid: 134). Cruse (1986) draws a distinction between collocations and idioms. According to 
Cruse, collocations refer to “sequences of lexical items which habitually co-occur, but 
which are nonetheless fully transparent in the sense that each lexical constituent is also a 
semantic constituent” (ibid: 40). Examples o f collocations include ‘fine weather’, ‘torrential 
rain’, ‘light drizzle’, and ‘high winds’. Cruse maintains that collocations have a kind of 
semantic cohesion where the constituent elements are mutually selective, adding that “the 
semantic cohesion of a collocation is the more marked if the meaning carried by one or 
more of its constituent elements is highly restricted contextually, and different from its 
meaning in more neutral contexts” (ibid: 40). For instance, the word ‘heavy’ in ‘a heavy 
drinker’, ‘a heavy smoker’, and ‘heavy on petrol’ requires fairly narrowly defined 
contextual conditions which requires the selection of the notion of ‘consumption in the 
immediate environment. On the other hand, idioms are characterized by lexical complexity,
i.e. they consist of more than one single lexical constituent, and single minimal 
signification, i.e. they have single minimal semantic constituents. A minimal semantic 
constituent is indivisible into semantic constituents. Therefore, expressions like to ‘pull 
someone’s leg’, ‘to have a bee in one’s bonnet’, ‘to kick the bucket’, and ‘to cook 
someone’s goose’ are examples of idioms (ibid: 37).
Collocations differ from one language into another. According to Baker (1992: 49) English 
and Arabic use different collocational patterns that reflect the preferences of each 
community for certain modes of expression and certain linguistic configurations. For 
example, the English ‘deliver’ collocates with ‘letter’, ‘speech’, ‘news’, ‘blow’, ‘verdict’,
‘a baby’. Arabic, on the other hand, uses different verbs, as shown in the following 
examples:
English Collocation Arabic equivalent
deliver a letter/telegram Ut jiJj \
deliver a speech/lecture i jmbIm
deliver news 1'jUi.l Jiij
deliver a blow jj
deliver a verdict
deliver a baby
Table 7: A set of collocations in English and Arabic
to the following set o f collocations the English ‘catch’ collocates with ‘fish’, ‘cold’, ‘train’, 
ftoe . Arabic, on the other hand, uses different verbs, as shown in the following examples:
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English Collocation Arabic equivalent
catch a fish
catch a cold
catch a train jUailb
catch fire jUll Jumu
Table 8: A set of collocations in English and Arabic
The previous examples of collocations show that English and Arabic use different 
collocational patterning. In ZughouPs (1991: 52) own words: “what collocates in one 
language does not necessarily collocate in another”.
Baker (1992) maintains that collocations are a direct reflection of the material, social, or 
moral environment in which they occur. For example, the English collocation 'law and 
order’ reflects the high value that English speakers place on order, while a typical 
collocation in Arabic ‘law and convention/tradition’ reflects the high respect
accorded by Arabs to the concept of tradition. According to Dickins et al (2002: 71) the two 
languages also have different collocations in the use of conjoined phrases. For instance, the 
English equivalent of ̂  J*' j  ¿ > ¿ 1 ) would be ‘the rich and powerful’, rather than ‘the 
powerful and rich”, while the collocation j -  is equivalent to ‘his own flesh and
blood “, rather than ‘his own blood and flesh’. Other examples include ‘life and death’ ¿>>*1' 
"W'j  and ‘day and night’ J v  tW.
Collocations constitute a major problem for translators. As Newmark (1988:180) maintains 
The translator will be caught every time, not by his grammar, which is probably 
suspiciously ‘better’ than an educated native’s, not by his vocabulary, which may well be 
Wlder, but by his unacceptable or improbable collocations”. In translating from English into 
Arabic or vice versa the translator faces the difficult task of finding appropriate collocations 
ln the target language, as he is dealing with two languages that are linguistically and 
culturally distinct. Therefore, the translator should pay considerable attention to the 
collocational differences between the two languages in order to choose the appropriate 
collocation in the target language. A translator who renders ‘shake hands’ as would
8've an erroneous translation. The Arabic equivalent for the English collocation ‘shajke 
bands’ is which is not a collocation in Arabic.
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3.2.4. Synonymy
All semanticists agree that two or more words are said to be synonymous when they 
show partial or total similarity of meaning. Lyons (1995: 60), for example, defines 
‘synonyms’ as two or more words that have the same meaning or similar meanings in 
some or all of their uses. He distinguishes between near-synonymy and absolute 
synonymy. Near-synonymy refers to expressions that are more or less similar, but not 
identical, in meaning, e.g. ‘mist’ and ‘fog’, ‘stream’ and ‘brook’, and ‘dive’ and 
‘plunge’. Absolute synonymy refers to two or more expressions that are identical in 
meaning, both descriptively (denotatively) and non-descriptively (connotatively) and 
that they are used interchangeably in all contexts. Lyons maintains that absolute 
synonymy does not typically exist in natural languages as there are many words which 
are synonymous in one or more, but not all, of their meanings (ibid: 60-5).
Larson (1998: 172) maintains that the choice of the correct synonym depends on several 
factors including the collocational range of each of the synonymous items as well as the 
connotative overtones associated with each of them. For instance, ‘the police’, ‘the filth’ 
and ‘the boys in blue’ are synonyms but cannot be used interchangeably in most contexts; 
the expressions have different connotative meanings. ‘The police’ is a neutral expression, 
the filth’ has pejorative overtones while ‘the boys in blue’ has affectionate ones. Larson 
adds that it is very important that the translator be aware of the very minute differences in 
meaning between words and near synonyms so as to choose the word that has the right 
connotations (ibid: 79).
Two or more synonymous words or expressions may differ in style. For example, ‘die’, 
Pass away’, ‘kick the bucket’, ‘decease’ and ‘croak’ differ with regard to the degree of 
formality and/or politeness. In Arabic, the lexical item is more formal than o '- . The 
choice could have major social consequences in displaying piety or disrespect towards the 
deceased (Farghal 1994: 60). Other euphemistic expressions o f death are <*' <J&'
and j iy  The two expressions can be translated into English as ‘passed away’-, a
term that would roughly convey the intended meaning of the Arabic expressions in an 
aPpropriate way. According to Farghal (ibid), such ideational equivalence - roughly 
semantic equivalence - may be the only convenient option for the translator if formal and
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functional equivalence would sound odd or awkward*.
Synonyms in the same language may differ from one geographical area to another. For 
instance, the English words ‘lift’, ‘lorry’, and ‘windscreen’ are ‘elevator’, ‘truck’, and 
‘windshield’ in American English respectively. The issue becomes more complicated when 
dealing with two languages that are culturally distant such as Arabic and English. The two 
languages are rich in synonymy, making the task of choosing an appropriate translation very 
difficult and even bewildering. According to Lobner (2002: 154), “The ubiquitous polysemy 
of the vast majority of words suggests that - with the exception of number terms- there are 
almost no two expressions from different languages that have the same overall meaning”.
For example, the word *-**j is roughly rendered in English as ‘mercy’. However, the word 
has other meanings, as is shown in the following verses of the Quran:
(Chapter, 9, Verse, 21)
“Their Lord doth give them glad tidings of a Mercy from Himself, of his good pleasure, and 
of Gardens for them, Wherein are delights that endure” (Ali 1977: 444).
.  j j  jjJ' ^jill iiCj ' ¡ j * j  U» ¡Uk.j j  ‘*j l a  l^Ll U41U* UjUt *1̂  Uls
(Chapter 11, Verse, 66)
“When Our Decree issued, We saved Salih and those who believed with him, by 
Grace f r o m  Ourselves and from the ignominy of that Day. For thy Lord-He the g
One, and Able to enforce His Will” (ibid: 532).
TjjL-o US U i^ jl Lij i>  L&i' U+l
t (Chapter, 17, Verse, 24)
^nd, out of kindness, lower to them the wing o f humility, and say “My Lord ! bestow on 
them thy Mercy even as they cherished me in childhood” (ibid : 701).
. j jL tij fk lit sLuiii U4 J in  j  USut lilj
(Chapter, 30, Verse, 36)
hen We give men a taste o f Mercv. they exult thereat: and when some evil afflicts them 
l06f)Se Ŵ at t*ie'r (own) hands have sent forth, behold, they are in despair!" (ibid:
Here, the word is rendered differently in each o f the four verses of the Quran, In the 
first verse the word has the meaning o f ‘mercy’ which is roughly equivalent to the English
tor further details about ideational equivalence in translation, see Farghal (1994:60).
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word. However, the word differs from the English word in the other verses. The word 
is rendered as ‘a special grace’, ‘kindness’, ‘a taste of mercy’ respectively. None of these 
meanings matches the English word ‘mercy’. Thus, the translator should consult the context 
of the source language item before choosing the right equivalent in the target language.
In conclusion, one must recognize that synonymy is often difficult to assess, particularly 
when the element in question has different features of meaning. To choose the right 
equivalent the translator should be familiar not only with the denotative but also the 
connotative meaning of the lexical item.
3.2.5. Polysemy and homonymy
Palmer (1981: 100) defines polysemy as “the case in which the same word may have a set of 
different meanings”. As a source of ambiguity, Palmer (ibid) acknowledges the difficulty of 
determining whether two putative meanings are the same or different and, therefore, 
determining exactly how many meanings a word has. Another difficulty, as Palmer 
maintains, is whether there is polysemy (one word with several meanings) or homonymy 
(several words with the same form). According to Palmer, “a polysemic item has a single 
dictionary entry, while a homonymous one has a separate entry for each of the homonyms” 
(ibid: 100-1). Another major criterion used by most lexicographers to distinguish between 
polysemy and homonymy is ‘relatedness’ of meaning. According to Saeed (2003) 
‘relatedness’ refers to the speaker’s intuitions, and what is known about the historical 
development of the items or etymology (ibid: 64-5). However, Saeed, among others, does 
not believe that ‘relatedness’ of meaning can be a decisive and straightforward criterion in 
distinguishing between polysemy and homonymy, since native speakers differ in their 
intuitions, and historical fact and their intuitions may contradict each other (ibid).
Like most lexicographers, a number of semanticists think that the distinction between 
Polysemy and homonymy seems to be quite arbitrary. They base their conclusions on the 
fact that it is not possible to specify the origin of words in an objective way; nor do they, 
find it logical to consider words with totally different meanings as polysemic on the 
grounds of the fact that they have the same origin. According to Lyons (1995), the 
etymological criterion typically supports native speakers’ intuitions about particular 
lexemes. For example, most native speakers of English regard the two lexical items ‘bat’ 
(furry mammal with membranous wings) and ‘bat’ (implement for striking a ball in
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certain games) as homonyms. The two words are historically unrelated, the former being 
derived from a regional variant of Middle English ‘bakke’, and the latter from Old English 
‘batt’ meaning ‘club, cudgel’. However, the etymological criterion falls short of 
supporting the speakers’ intuitions about other lexical items. For example, most native 
speakers of English regard the two homonymous items: ‘sole’ (bottom of foot or shoe) 
and ‘sole’ (a kind of fish) as semantically unrelated though they have come from the same 
origin (ibid: 58-9).
Polysemy may be used for poetic purposes. Poets frequently play with words in order to add 
beauty to the nature of their poetic speech. One kind of meaning which is highly exploited 
by poets is reflected meaning. As noted in (Section 3.2.2. Connotation), Dickins et al (2002: 
72) define reflective meaning as “a form of meaning in which a single word has two or more 
senses, and its use in a particular context in one of its senses conjures up at least one of its 
other senses”. They (ibid) think that reflective meaning is a function of polysemy, i.e. the 
existence of two or more denotative meanings in a single word. For example, the word ‘rat’ 
in ‘John was a rat’ has two meanings: the first particular denotative meaning is someone 
who deserts his friends or associates, and the second basic denotative meaning of the animal 
‘rat’. Likewise, in Arabic metaphorically means ‘stupid’. The word also refers to the 
basic denotative meaning of the animal ‘donkey’.
The sense in which a polysemous word is being used can typically be deduced from the 
context. However, the linguistic context does not always resolve the ambiguity of 
homonymous or polysemous forms, as is shown in the following verse from the Holy 
Quran:
(Chapter 90, verse 2) -sM' J* cujlj
"And you are free (from sin, and to punish the enemies of Islam on the Day of 
conquest) in this city Makkah” (Al Hilali and Khan: 1996: 835-836)
According to Ilyas (1989), the homonymous and/or polysemous form has been taken by 
the commentators of the Holy Quran as signifying: ‘dwelling’, ‘free to act’, and ‘exposed to 
harm’. The term was given different renditions by the translators of the Holy Quran. Sale, 
Rodwell, Palmer, Ali, Arberry define J*  as ‘resides’ ‘dwell’, ‘a dweller’, ‘free from attack’ 
and ‘a lodger’ respectively (ibid: 119). As the above translation shows Al Hilali and Khan 
define d* as ‘free from sin, and to punish the enemies of Islam on the Day of the conquest’. 
Ilyas maintains that when more than one of the meanings of a polysémie word match the
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context, it becomes problematic for the translator to find one specific equivalent. The 
translator in such circumstances has to make use of the extra-linguistic context (context of 
situation) or any useful information (grammatical features) in his/her endeavour to select the 
correct equivalent. However, if the translator’s attempt with regard to the context of 
situation fails, s/he may resort either to an arbitrary choice with an explanatory footnote in 
which s/he has to make his/her uncertainty about the equivalent clear to the reader, or to 
employ transference of the SL form and use an explanatory footnote (ibid: 119). On the 
other hand, when a polysemous sign is used ambiguously on purpose by the author, the 
translator has no right to resolve the ambiguity, but should instead try to reproduce the same 
ambiguity or a similar one in order to fulfil the function of the intended ambiguity either by 
rewriting the SL word and making use of an explanatory footnote, or by rendering the 
functionally relevant ambiguous SL form by a different but corresponding TL form that 
may serve the same function. For example, the polysemous word ‘bank’ can be effectively 
rendered either by implanting the English polysemous sign in the TL rendering it as:
iiljildi Jie. Jli* ‘bank’ ¿j
(The English word ‘bank’ is a good example of polysemy)
°r by substituting the English polysemous sign ‘bank’ by the Arabic polysemous sign o p  if 
't were to be translated into Arabic (Ibid: 118-9).
(The Arabic word o p  is a good example of polysemy)
According to A1 Mujam A1 Waseet (1973: 641) the lexical item o p  has several meanings 
including ‘eye’, ‘spring of water’, ‘spy’, ‘notable person’, and ‘head of army’.
^•2.6. Oligosemy
Catford (1965) refers to ‘oligosemy’ as a kind of linguistic untranslatability, such that “If an 
SL item has a particularly restricted range of meaning it may not be possible to match this 
restriction in the TL” (ibid: 96). ‘Oligosemy’ is thus a function of a particular hyperonymy- 
hyponymy relationship between words or phrases in two languages, where a translation into 
tlle TT involves a hyperonym /superordinate. According to Catford, the Russian lexical 
'tern ‘prisla’ signifies ‘to arrive on foot’, i.e. arrival is restricted to the form of walking only.
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English has no lexical item with a correspondingly restricted range of textual meanings. In 
his view, the English lexical term ‘come’ may be a perfect translation equivalent; however, 
this restriction o f meaning of the word ‘prisla’ may itself be a functionally relevant feature 
of the situation. Catford maintains that when such narrowing of the denotation is 
functionally relevant it may become problematic for the translator unless the TL happens to 
have an equivalent oligosemy (ibid: 98).
An example of oligosemy in Arabic is the lexical term #̂ j ,  which is typically rendered as 
‘alms’, ‘poor-due’, ‘charity’ or ‘alms-giving’. All these English terms apply to any act of 
voluntary, unselfish giving of anything useful in any amount. However, such meanings 
would more closely correspond to the Arabic term The word is something quite 
different. According to A1 Azzam (2005), “Sadaqa and Zakat have different associative 
emotive effects as the way each is performed causes favourable or unfavourable feelings on 
the part of the person paying this due and the person receiving it. In other words, persons 
paying Zakat cannot necessarily expect gratitude as what they pay is the right of the needy 
to their wealth, and the needy do not feel hesitant in taking this right; Sadaqa, on the other 
hand, as a voluntary form of alms, can be expected to induce gratitude on the part of the 
receiver” (ibid: 91-92).
To translate the lexical item as ‘alms’ in English falls short of conveying the religious 
and cultural connotations associated with the lexical item. The word does not match any 
of the above English terms. Therefore, in a context where the precise denotation is 
important, the word may be transliterated and explained in a footnote.
3.2.7. Neologisms
According to Kharma (1997; 31), a neologism is a word or phrase which has been recently 
created to apply to new concepts, or to reshape older ideas in a newer linguistic form. 
Neologisms are useful in identifying inventions, new phenomena or old ideas which have 
taken on a new cultural context. The term cW  ‘e-mail’ is an example o f a neoiogisth. 
Neologisms have become accepted parts of the language. Whether a neologism continues as 
a Part of the language depends on many factors including acceptance by the public, 
acceptance by linguistic experts and incorporation into dictionaries. Language experts (not 
linguists) sometimes object to a neologism on the grounds that a suitable term for the thing 
described already exists in the language, while non-experts describe neologism as abuse and
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ignorance of the language. On the other hand, proponents of neologism see it as being useful, 
and also helping the language to grow and change.
In Arabic neologisms are one of the translator’s greatest difficulties. They come in 
thousands, and no central academy or institution is capable of dealing with such numbers 
quickly enough to inform the translator of the appropriate terms to be used in a certain 
context, in industry, technology, mass media, sciences, and dialects new items are 
constantly being created, causing a difficulty for translators especially in developing 
countries. Arabic, which is not linguistically related to Greek or Latin, faces a special 
difficulty in creating equivalent terms to those created in the West. In Arabic borrowing is 
not encouraged but academies cannot keep up with the flood of new terms. Even if they 
could, there is no central authority in the Arab world to generalize their use in all Arab 
countries (ibid: 31).
According to Beeston (2006: 104-5), Arabic has been fairly resistant to the importation of 
foreign words, and the prevailing tendency in Arabic has always been to assign new senses 
existing words, or to make new coinages from the existing resources of the language. The 
assignment of new senses to existing words is normally achieved by adding a new specific 
limitation within the generalized semantic field of the word. For example, the lexical item 
jjlJ» has the generalized sense of ‘flyer’ (as substantive) or ‘flying’ (as adjective), and 
particularized senses o f ‘bird’ and ‘omen’, Its modern use for ‘aviator’ is simply an addition 
of a new particularized sense within the pre-existing semantic range. Similarly, the modem 
usage Sji ‘atom’ (with ifj*  ‘atomic’) has not eliminated the older sense ‘speck of dust’. 
Evolving new coinages on the other hand is achieved by two common methods: the use of 
the ‘feminine’ termination and the use of the derivational morphemes -if and -*4 , for items 
m which they were not used at all, or at best only rarely, in the older language. For example, 
‘a creeper’ has generated ‘tank’, since ‘a (feminine) creeping thing , though 
theoretically possible, was not in fact in usage earlier. Similarly, the derivational terms <fj*j 
‘symbolist’ and '^0*j  ‘symbolism’ are generated from the older ‘a sign . As for English 
im pound nouns which are derived from Latin or Greek, Beeston adds that these compound 
nouns are typically rendered in Standard Arabic by an annexion structure. For example, the 
Prefix re- is rendered by ¿j ‘return (of)’ or »-A*! ‘repetition (of)’, as in cW' ‘reaction and 
Sjtt) ‘reconsideration’. Similarly, most of the ‘ologies’ are rendered by ^  ‘science e.g. 
‘biology’ jdft, though there are a few direct borrowings such as W j ** ‘geology’, 
Eeeston further adds that the Arab Academies of Cairo and Damascus have exerted much
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effort to devise new coinages from the resources of Arabic. However, the recommendations 
issued by these academies have not always won general public acceptance. For example, the 
official coinage ‘telephone’ has not ousted the loan word from popular usage, as 
the word is widely used in the Arabs’ daily life (ibid: 105).
To conclude, despite all the efforts involved in translating neologisms, the number of 
borrowed or loan terms is far greater than the number of those properly translated and 
promulgated. People including specialists cannot wait for official translations; they simply 
borrow. The translator from English into Arabic has to find out what is acceptable at the 
time and use it with reservation until something better comes up.
3.2.8. Idioms
An idiom is a special phrase whose meaning cannot be easily deduced from the direct 
meaning of its words. Nunberg et al (1994: 492) identify the following characteristics of 
idioms:
1. Conventionality: Idioms are conventionalized, i.e. their meaning or use cannot be 
predicted, or at least entirely predicted, on the basis of a knowledge of the independent 
conventions that determine the use of their constituents when they appear in isolation from 
°ne another.
2. Inflexibility: Unlike freely composed expressions, idioms appear only in a limited 
number of syntactic frames or constructions. For example, ‘the breeze was shot and ‘the 
breeze is hard to shoot’, are unacceptable. The accepted form of the idiom is ‘shoot the 
breeze’.
3. Figuration: Idioms typically involve metaphors (take the bull by the horns); metonymies 
(lend a hand, count heads); hyperboles (not worth the paper it’s printed on), or other kinds 
° f  figuration.
4. Proverbiality: Idioms are used to describe and explain a recurrent situation of particular 
social interest, such as becoming restless or divulging a secret.
5. Informality: Idioms are associated with relatively informal or colloquial registers and 
with popular speech and oral culture.
6. Affect: Idioms imply an affective stance toward the things they denote. Idioms can refer 
to a certain kind of fixed phrase like ‘shoot the breeze’ or to a variety of a language related 
to conversational usage of native speakers. For example, ‘I will be flying to Paris’ is more
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idiomatic than i  will be taking an airplane to Paris tomorrow’. However, some idioms do 
not involve figuration. For example, the idiom 'by dint o f  contains an item which does not 
occur in other contexts. In addition, not all idioms have literal meanings that denote 
concrete things and relations (e.g. malice aforethought). Nunberg et al add that when a fixed 
expression lacks several of these properties, it will no longer be called an idiom. Examples 
might be collocations like ‘tax and spend’, ‘resist temptation’, or ‘right to life’ (ibid: 493-4) 
(cf. collocations, section 3.2.3 and section 5.2.9).
idiomatic expressions differ from one language to another, and such differences can be 
serious pitfalls for translators, who may not recognize their idiomatic nature and therefore 
produce literal equivalents which may be vague and meaningless. For example, the 
'diomatic expression ‘spill the beans’ can be translated into Arabic as >4t However, a 
word-for-word translation would give a strange and erroneous rendering, e.g.
Even native speakers of English may be unable to assign a meaning to certain English 
idioms. However, this does not mean that an idiom is non-translatable. Everything is 
translatable, but not necessarily in the same way. Baker (1992: 72-78) suggests the 
following strategies for translating idioms:
E Using an idiom of similar meaning and form. The translator should concentrate on the 
meaning of the idiom and try to find an idiom in the TL that roughly gives the same 
meaning as that of the source language idiom e.g.
a- ‘In the twinkling of an eye’ 
b- ‘A stone’s throw’ j t *  ^  
c- ‘As beautiful as a lark’ (>
The above three examples clearly show that it is possible to find a match because these 
■dioms can be found in most communities. Abu-Ssaydeh (2004: 118) maintains that using 
such a strategy “retains not only the lexical constituency, the semantic content and the 
brevity of the SL idiom but also the effect it may have on the text receiver.” However, the 
translator has to be careful about the register. He/She cannot, for instance, use a vulgar or 
colloquial idiom in the TL as a match for an idiom in the SL belonging to a higher register.
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2. Using an idiom of similar meaning but dissimilar form. The translator should look for a 
target language idiom that has the same function as that of the original though the lexical 
items are different, e.g.
a. ‘When pigs fly’ r» ^  W  (lit. until the camel passes through the eye of
the needle)*
b. ‘Give him a free rein' m  jt*Si (lit. to put the rope of the camel 
on the top of its hump).
c. ‘Carry coals to Newcastle’ j** <̂ ) (carry dates to Hajar, a city that is famed for
its dates) or informally * >  ^  t «  C'-> (carry water to the quarters of water-
carriers).
3. Translation by paraphrase; this strategy can be used when a match cannot be found in the 
target language or when it becomes inappropriate to use idiomatic language due to stylistic 
differences between the SL and TL. Abu-Ssaydeh (2004: 119) maintains that paraphrasing 
tends to be the safest and the most commonly used strategy when the two cultures and the 
language pair are very different. However, the impact of this strategy is evident in that the 
idiomaticity of the idiom will be sacrificed and the cultural significance associated with it 
will be lost in the target text (ibid: 119) ,e.g.
a. 'Keep his finger on the pulse' Sin (lit. watch the situation very carefully).
b. ‘Mend fences’ iiiliStiJi (lit. settle differences with).
c. ‘Play ball’ cjUksl' j\ &  ( lit. carry out or obey instructions).
4. Some idioms might be rendered literally, as they are widely used in both 
languages. For example,
a- ‘Experience is the best teacher’
b. ‘The ball is in the European court’ 1 j
c- ‘Two sides of the same coin’
English has a similar usage going back to a saying of Jesus in the Gospels: “It is easier for a camel to go 
r°ugh the eye of a needle than for a rich man to enter the kingdom of God” (Matthew 19: 23-24).
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On the other hand, Homeidi (2004) believes that the strategy of compensation* can be very 
effective in translating some culturally bound expressions such as idioms, since this will 
allow the translator to supply the information required to make the processing of the idiom 
or other similar phrases possible in the target language. Without such intervention the 
purpose of translation as an act of cross-cultural communication is not respected and the 
target language reader will not get access to the message expressed in the source text (ibid: 
24).
As the above examples show, idioms cannot typically be translated in a literal way because 
such a translation would be inexpressive and awkward. The translator should always look 
for a suitable idiom that gives the same semantic value as well as appropriate cultural 
connotations in the target language. In order not to give an erroneous translation of an 
idiom, the translator may sometimes need to provide target language readers with a footnote 
explaining the figurative meaning of the idiom.
Hervey and Higgins (1992: 248) define compensation as “the technique of making up for the translation loss 
of important ST features by approximating their effects in the IT through means other than those used in the 
ST”. The term can also refer to broader issues in TS but we are using here Hervey and Higgins’ definition for 
the purpose of our study.
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3.3. Cultural symmetries and asymmetries
3.3.1. Translation and Culture
As between language and translation (cf. Section 2.2), there is a strong relation between 
culture and translation, since the former is partly expressed through language and the two 
aspects are parts of a whole, and cannot operate independently. Languages are sometimes 
described as the spokesmen of cultures. Culture refers to the social values, traditions, 
customs and knowledge acquired by man in his society. Newmark (1988: 94) defines 
culture as “the way of life and its manifestations that are peculiar to a community that uses a 
particular language as its means of expression”. Following Sapir’s view that “all cultural 
behaviour is patterned”, Lado (1957: 111) defines culture as “structured systems of 
patterned behaviour”. He also quotes cultural anthropologists, who define culture as “all 
those historically created designs for living explicit and implicit, rational, irrational, and 
non-rational, which exist at any given time as potential guides for the behaviour of men. 
Traits, elements, or better, patterns of culture in this definition are organized or structured 
into a system or a set of systems, which, because it is historically created, is therefore open 
and subject to constant change” (ibid: 111).
Lado believes that these cultural patterns are in turn made up of substitutable elements such 
as performer, act, objects, setting, time, manner, purpose, etc. These elements, though 
always unique and always different, are identified into ‘sames’ and ‘differents’ within 
certain moulds which are cultural patterns also. These ‘sames’ have characteristic features in 
each culture and are usually of various classes. One such class in many cultures consists of 
items treated as static units, for example, men, women, children, doctor, nurse, etc. Another 
class is constituted by items treated as processes, for example, to rest, to study, to fish, to 
fun, etc. Still another includes items treated as qualities as, for example, fast, slow, good, 
bad, etc (ibid: 112).
These two definitions by Newmark and Lado imply that language and culture are fully 
interrelated, for language reflects the interests, ideas, customs, and other cultural aspects of 
a community. Each language manifests culturally important areas whether religious, 
aesthetic, social, ritual, etc. Arabic, for instance, has a variety o f names for dates, camels, 
swords, lions, horses, clouds, rain, winds, etc. English, on the other hand, has a variety of 
linguistic signs associated with the sea. Eskimos distinguish between various types o f snow
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which reflect their environment (softly-falling snow, dry packed snow, wet-packed snow, 
powder snow, drifting snow, etc). Some dialects of the Highland Quechua Indians, whose 
diet is based mainly on potatoes, have more than two hundred different words for potatoes 
(Ilyas, 1989: 123). The Waunana of the Chaco of Colombia take the spleen to be the seat of 
emotions, and the English phrase ‘my sweetheart’ would be expressed by them as ‘my 
spleen’ (ibid: 123). In the male-oriented Latin American society, ‘parents’ are called 
‘padres’, i.e. fathers, but are called ‘mothers’ in the Indian society of the Paraguayan Chaco 
which is female-oriented. The Navajos, an Indian tribe living in the southwestern part of 
the United states, have no word for ‘fisher’ or ‘yoke’, since fishing is a taboo for them and 
their cattle are raised only for the sake of their hide and meat, not for ploughing. Hence, the 
Navajos have no experience of yoked cattle that are used for ploughing a farm; nor do they 
have any experience of fishing (ibid).
These instances highlight the fact that things which look similar in two different languages 
may on closer inspection have different meanings. This also implies that translation between 
languages of distinct cultures is more difficult than carrying out translation between 
languages that are culturally related or similar. This does not imply, however, that 
translation between languages that are culturally similar is a straight-forward activity. In fact 
it presents some serious pitfalls to translators as well, though fewer than those involved in 
translation between languages of different cultures. For example, the English lexical item 
‘butter’ is taken to be the translation equivalent o f the Italian ‘burro’. However, in certain 
contexts they are not equivalent. The two items do not seem to have the same cultural value, 
since ‘burro’ is light-coloured, unsalted, used primarily for cooking, and has no associations 
° f high status, whereas ‘butter’ is bright yellow, salted, used for eating with bread, and has a 
high status (Bassnet, 1980: 26). In English one ‘takes’ a walk, in French, one ‘makes’ a 
walk; and in Spanish one ‘gives’ a walk. In English, one ‘takes’ an examination; in Italian, 
°ne ‘gives’ it; but in French one ‘suffers’ it.
Catford (1965:98-99) distinguishes between two types of untranslatability: linguistic and 
cultural. ‘Linguistic untranslatability’ occurs when the TL feature, text or item has no 
formally corresponding feature, text or item of the SL features due to differences between 
the source language and the target language. ‘Cultural untranslatability’, on the other hand, 
°ccurs when a situational feature, functionally relevant for the SL text, is completely absent 
from the culture of which the TL is a part. Catford thinks that cultural untranslatability is 
usually less absolute than linguistic untranslatability. According to Catford, the Japanese
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lexical item ‘yukata’ involves pitfalls for translators because of its cultural untranslatability. 
‘Yukata’ may be rendered into English as ‘dressing-gown’, ‘bath-robe’, ‘house-coat’, 
‘pyjamas’, or ‘night gown’. However, the contextual meaning of ‘yukata’ includes, for 
example, features such as ‘loose robe bound by a sash, worn by either men or women, 
supplied to guests in a Japanese inn or hotel, worn in the evening indoors or out of doors in 
the street or cafe, worn in bed...’, etc. The English lexical items ‘dressing-gown’, ‘bath­
robe’, ‘house-coat’, ‘pyjamas’, and ‘night gown’ are not relatable to the full range of 
situational features of the lexical item ‘yukata’, and there are likely texts where no possible 
English translation equivalent exists. For instance, no English garment is worn both in bed 
and in the street (except in emergencies) and certainly no garment (apart from a dressing- 
gown, perhaps) is supplied by English hotels to their guests (ibid: 1 00). Arabic, like 
English does not have a full equivalent of ‘yukata’ despite the fact that the Arabic term 
shares some situational features with those of ‘yukata’, since it is also a loose robe 
that can be worn by both men and women, indoors and outdoors, as well as in bed. 
However, it is not, for example, supplied by Arab hotels to guests (Ilyas, 1989: 124).
Catford suggests that an appropriate rendering for the term ‘yukata’ would be to transfer the 
SL item into the TL text, leaving its contextual meaning to emerge from the co-text or else 
explaining it in a footnote. He also suggests the lexical item ‘kimono’ as a translation 
equivalent, since this originally Japanese lexical item is already ‘naturalized’ as a loan-word 
in English - though ‘yukata’ and ‘kimono’ do not mean the same in Japanese.
The previous examples have made it clear that lexical items differ not only in their 
denotation but also in their cultural significance, as people in different cultures look at 
things from their own perspective. Therefore, the translator's knowledge of the linguistic 
system and culture of both languages are among the most important factors in translation 
between languages. Any sort of linguistic or cultural incompatibility can lead to the 
distortion of the work to be translated and thus affect the readers’ response in the target
Following Newmark’s (1988: 95) classification of cultural references, the following 
discussion focuses on certain cultural issues in Arabic and English, namely kinship, 
gender, mythology, ecology, politics, and colour. The discussion also focuses on the 
problems that may arise in translating cultural references as well as the procedures and 
strategies used in the translation of culture.
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3.3.2. Classification of cultural references
3.3.2.1. Kinship terms
Kinship terms are a rich area of cultural differences between English and Arabic. We can 
consider Arabic kinship terms not only from the perspective of lexical correspondence (cf. 
Section 3.2.1. Denotation), but also from the perspective of cultural difference. For instance, 
Arabic distinguishes between the brother of one’s father ^  and the brother of one’s mother 
^  English, on the other hand, does not draw such a distinction; the kinship term ‘uncle’ is 
used to refer to both. In Arabic a similar distinction is drawn between the sister of one’s 
father and the sister of one’s mother . However, English makes use of one kinship 
term to refer to both, ‘aunt’.
In contrast to English, Arabic makes use of kinship terms in an extended sense in addressing 
a person who is not a relative at all, such as calling an older person ^  literally, ‘my uncle’ 
°r any male person literally, ‘my brother’. Another example of cultural difference is that 
a married woman in English is called by her husband’s name, whereas in Arabic, a married 
lady keeps her family name. She also keeps her father's name (second name) and her 
grandfather’s name (third name).
3.3.2.2. Gender
Gender is another problem in translation between Arabic and English. Arabic has only two 
genders, masculine and feminine. Male people and animals are masculine, while female 
people and animals are feminine. Words for entities which are neither male nor female are 
variously masculine or feminine. English, by contrast, has natural gender. Thus the Arabic 
‘sun’ and j*  ‘moon’ are feminine and masculine respectively, whereas in English they 
ate both neuter. Such differences in gender between the two items can sometimes be highly 
S|gnificant and problematic in translation, when they are used with certain cultural
connotations.
^•3.2,3. Mythology
Mythology is another rich area of cultural divergence between English and Arabic, since
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myths are culture-bound. In literary works, for example, it is often the case that a symbolic 
use is made of mythical figures and notions that rarely have an obvious translation 
equivalent when translation is carried out between languages of unrelated cultures. The 
following two examples involve mythical figures that may cause problems for translators. 
The first example, an extract from Macbeth, makes reference to ‘Gorgon’, a terrible 
mythical Greek monster that makes whoever looks at it blind. In the translation the 
translator has deleted the name of the creature and substituted the phrase meaning 
because of the fact that there is no TL equivalent for it in Arabic.
Macduff: “Approach the chamber and destroy your sight with a new Gorgon” 
(Macbeth, Act 2, scene 3). JW' Uj Lj-c-Ij  *i>J' (Ilyas: 1989:
127).
In the second example, an extract from King Lear, the translator has appropriately rendered 
the mythical figure of the last line. He also supports his translation with an explanatory 
footnote in order to make up for the fact that the mythical image does not have a standard 
translation equivalent in Arabic.
Lear: “Death, traitor, nothing could have subdued nature. 
To such a lowness but his unkind daughters.
Is it the fashion that discarded fathers?
Should have thus little mercy on their flesh?
Judicious punishment,’t was this flesh begot.
Those pelican daughters”
(King Lear, Act 3, scene 4).
,dhljl i! CiU? .djU  jk
J U ^-U ll V I aJ J u j a  Cllj  Uj ^ Ci'.U»b1' ¿/a)
(ibid: 127) (W%*- o * * *  j  ¿wl' o' J iI
(Traditionally, a pelican pecks itself until it bleeds so that it can give life to its children. 
However, King Lear's daughters are treating their father very cruelly.)
^•3.2.4. Ecological features
Ecological features too differ in English and Arabic. Arabic, for instance, belongs to an area 
° f  hot and very dry climate, whereas English belongs originally to an area of cold and wet
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climate. A translator of English-Arabic texts may come across some problematic ecological- 
based idioms and expressions. Some such items acquire different connotations in the two 
languages. What may be a connotatively favourable expression in Arabic could have a 
negative sense in English, and vice versa. Some Arabic expressions that are associated with 
coldness have a metaphorical sense such as which literally designates ‘coolness of
the eye’, whereas the equivalent ecological English expressions that have favourable 
connotations are usually associated with warmth, e.g. ‘He was given a warm welcome’ or 
He is a warm-hearted person’ meaning ‘kind’. In Arabic expressions whose basic (literal) 
sense denotes warmth typically have a negative secondary metaphorical sense such as
which literally signifies: ‘May your eyes be hot’, i.e. may harm be done to you. In 
Arabic j± ,  which literally means ‘news that freezes the breast’, is in fact happy
news. The English equivalent is perhaps: ‘to warm the cockles of one’s heart’. According to 
Nida and Taber (1969: 92), “the nature of the surroundings has its effect on the connotations 
° f  terms used by people”. When translators come across such expressions, they have to 
select a suitable equivalent in order to give an exact rendering”.
In the following verse the idiomatic expression »j* is rendered as ‘joy or delight’:
jjL*,! I L * j »1 ¿ye.!»j i  L* (jaii
(17: L', 32: »j j -  )
‘No person knows what is kept hidden for them of joy as 
a reward for what they used to do’
(A1 Hilali and Khan 1996: 557).
According to Muhammad (1981, quoted in Ilyas, 1989: 128-9), Arabic has various names 
varieties of clouds, rain, and winds. In classical Arabic, poetry in particular, newly 
formed clouds are called o-j. Clouds which move across the sky are called v**-. Clouds 
which lightly cover the sky are called Clouds which are thought likely to bring rain 
are called U fii, J*» , <.$**, or . A cloud which is white is called u >  ; if it is 
dark-red it is called if the cloud is thick and covers the whole sky it is called 
oj*jS , ,*ill>k-., or As for varieties of rain, the initial period of rain is called
L>y*’ or -d**. Light rain is called t »  ,*-s* , *LuJ( L iu , ,
or • Heavy rain is called , vW» j  > ,  ***»—, or vWk.
Continuous rain is known as o'— ^  or v 1-**, but if it is continual it is given the 
names Luj, ^  0r If the drops of the rain are big, the rain is called or .
if the drops are very small, it is called J k  -Lil»* or ¿'¿j. If the rainfall is scattered, it is
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known as »3 or . Rain that follows a drought is called ¿yt and that which turns the 
ground green is called or ¿jj*. Winds also have various names. A very light wind (i.e. 
breeze) is called or ,while a strong wind is called
£ > j  , AilJ»J , or cJ»»-». If the wind is continuous, it is
called or . and if it is dusty, it is called or
Cold winds are called u*j*, lXj *, jWS, ¿ h  ,>-»>-* or Sijp , while hot winds are 
called |»>•*>, j j j *, zj** , JU*- or ¿ J j i .
The majority of the above names that are given to clouds, winds and rain belong to 
Classical Arabic (i.e. few of them are common in contemporary Arabic), but some of 
them have become constituents of some idiomatic expressions. An example, iL>4 j* 
s i i  literally ‘He is like barren lightning’, which may be the functional equivalent of the 
English expression: ‘He builds castles in the air’. Another idiom which involves a 
meteorological reference is J»* literally: ‘Had this lightning been followed
by rain’, which may be regarded as functionally equivalent to the English expression: 
‘fine words butter no parsnips’; k -  ^Jj j * literally: ‘The sun’s heat
drives one to join bad council’, which may be regarded as the functional equivalent of the 
English expression ‘between the devil and the deep sea’.
3-3.2.S. Political terms
Political terms constitute another important area of cultural difference between English 
and Arabic. For instance, the Arabic political terms and do not have
denotatively identical equivalents in English, nor can they be appropriately understood 
and distinguished from each other unless the translator explains them in a footnote, or 
Paraphrases them. The same applies to such terms as literally: ‘national
assembly’, the equivalent of which in English is perhaps ‘parliament; s '*"“*'* 
literally: ‘people’s council’, the rough equivalent of which in English is perhaps ‘city 
council’; tWl' literally: ‘popular work’, the rough equivalent of which in English is 
Perhaps ‘voluntary work drive’.
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3.3.2.6. Colour terms
Colour terms constitute another interesting area of cultural divergence between languages, 
both in their primary literal meaning and in metaphorical and other secondary senses. 
According to Berlin and Kay’s hypothesis (1969), there is a universal set of exactly eleven 
colour categories, from which each language takes a subset. These colour categories are: 
‘black’, ‘white’, ‘red’, ‘green’, ‘yellow’, ‘blue’, ‘brown’, ‘purple’, ‘pink’, ‘orange’, and 
‘grey’. They distinguish between basic colour terms and secondary colour terms. Lyons 
(1977) maintains that the most important conclusion to be made of the Berlin and Kay’s 
hypothesis - despite being subject to criticism - is that a distinction should be drawn 
between the central or focal denotation of a lexeme and its total denotation. Two languages, 
Lyons states, might differ with respect to the boundaries that they draw in a denotational 
continuum but they may be in agreement with respect to what is central or focal in the 
denotation of roughly equivalent words (ibid: 246-7).
In English the colour term ‘white’ refers to something which is ‘brown’ when collocating 
^ith tea or coffee, ‘yellow’ when in collocation with wine, and ‘pink’ in relation to people. 
Arabic does not differentiate between ‘white tea’ and ‘black tea’ in terms of colour, but by 
mentioning ‘tea’ alone and ‘tea with milk’. The colour term ‘blue’ is often
favourable in English, and carries positive connotations, as the British have a natural 
Preference for a clear blue sky, and the colour signals good weather as well as a good water 
source (Stallwood, 2007). However, the colour J j j ' . i n  Arabic is in general not much 
favoured and has some negative connotations. But, according to Watson (2004: 256), the 
colour J j j l  refers to freshness in central Yemen in general and other modem Arabic 
dialects, including Iraqi, Negev Bedouin and Sudanese. In Arabic the colour ‘green’ has 
Positive connotations. Even in French the colour term ‘brown’ does not appeal much to the 
French because of its negative associations and overtones . The colour term ‘brown’ in 
English can be the equivalent of ‘brun’, ‘marron’, or ‘jaune’ in French. The Hindi colour 
pila’ can be translated into English as ‘yellow’, ‘orange’, or ‘brown’ (Lyons, 1977: 254). 
The colour system in English and Welsh lacks coincidence. According to the Danish 
bnguist Louis Hjelmslev (1963: 53), ‘green’ in Welsh is gwyrdd or glas, ‘blue’ is glas, 
‘gray’ is glas or llwyd, and ‘brown’ is llwyd . In other words, the part of the spectrum 
covered by the word ‘green’ is intersected in Welsh by a line that assigns part of it to the 
same area as ‘blue’, while the English boundary between ‘green’ and ‘blue’ is not found in
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Welsh. In addition, Welsh lacks the English boundary between 'blue’ and 'gray’, and 
likewise the English boundary between ‘gray’ and ‘brown’. On the other hand, the area that 
is covered by English ‘gray’ is intersected in Welsh so that half of it is referred to by the 








Table 9: The Welsh colour spectrum
With regard to the translation of colour expressions between English and Arabic, there is 
some degree of similarity between the two linguistic systems in metaphorical uses of 




white lie »La# <+&
blue belt j j j '  e<>
yellow bile
black day ■>>*' fM
in the black
the blues •Ujj»
green light * y-a
Table 10: Similarities in colour expressions in English and Arabic
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Many cases of such overlap or agreement are the outcome of transference and cultural 
adaptation. In addition, non-equivalent colour expressions are encountered in English and 
Arabic. Such instances can be serious pitfalls for translators unless they are aware of the 
difference in meaning that underlies the similarity of expression and collocation. For 
example, ‘black-faced’ in English designates fury, whereas its counterpart in Arabic 
^  signifies humiliation and disgrace. In the following verse of the Quran, the 
constituents c w i (literally: faces become white) and » » j  (literally: faces 
become black), have the idiomatic signification of ‘some being triumphant’ and ‘others 
being abased or shame-faced’ respectively. The word »j*j  , which literally means ‘faces’, 
*s used as a synecdoche for persons in this instance.
J <jj j i &  LoJ -ixJ jjill L*li » { ■ yi
.(106: 3: »j>*)" W» ^  ^  f ^ y ^ y ¿yili
“On the Day (i.e. the Day of Resurrection) when some faces will become white 
and some faces will become black; as for those whose faces will become black 
(to them will be said): “Did you reject Faith after accepting it? Then taste the 
torment (in the Hell) for rejecting Faith. “And for those whose faces will 
become white, they will be in Allah’s Mercy (Paradise), therein they shall 
dwell for ever’’ (A1 Hilali and Khan 1996: 88).
English has a wider variety of culture-specific secondary sense expressions which do not 
have a TL equivalent but should either be transferred or paraphrased, as shown below:
English expression Arabic equivalent
white elephant
white-livered jW






white paper v- j*» j t J *
blue-blooded
bolt from/out of the blue ijfc
blue-jacket
red-tape (bureaucracy) ¿ ¿ J J
Table 11: Differences in colour expressions in English and Arabic
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Unless the translator is aware of the idiomatic nature of such colour expressions, he/she is 
likely to produce literal translations which will render the TL version inaccurately. 
Therefore, the translator should in the first place look for corresponding equivalent colour 
expressions in the TL such as:
a. He is in the black. ^
b. He became green with fear,
If the translator cannot find a corresponding metaphorical colour expression in the TL, he 
should resort to a non-corresponding metaphorical colour expression, e.g. ‘His hair turned 
grey' Uui
Another solution for the translator who cannot find a corresponding or a non-corresponding 
equivalent colour expression in the TL is to try to render the SL by paraphrasing its 
communicative function, giving a denotative equivalent without regard to the ST 
metaphoricality, e.g. ‘black vomit’
3.3,3. Procedures and strategies for the translation of culture
Since culture specific items are peculiar to a certain linguistic community, translators are 
usually confronted with words or phrases that are difficult to translate using a simple 
denotative equivalent. The approach to the translation of cultural words varies from one 
linguistic community to another. According to Kharma (1997: 10), translating cultural 
terms between English and Arabic depends on several factors. Firstly, Arabic is the vehicle 
of a non-Westem culture. Secondly, Arabic is linguistically unrelated to any of the 
'anguages of Europe. While European languages can easily borrow new terms because of 
the similarities in orthography, lexis and structure, Arabic cannot always do so for 
linguistic and cultural reasons. Linguistically, English and Arabic are unrelated; the former 
is an Indo-European language, while the latter is Semitic. The two languages have different 
linguistic systems, in orthography, lexis and structure. The two languages belong to 
different cultures, exhibiting different habits in food, kinds of clothes, kinship terms, colour 
terms, drinking habits, etc. These cultural differences may pose significant difficulties for 
Arab translators.
Paced with these linguistic and cultural differences, the translator should employ different
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procedures in dealing with cultural problems in translation. Many prominent translation 
theorists have suggested specific procedures and strategies for translating cultural 
references. For example, Venuti (1995) discusses two types of translating strategy: 
domestication and foreignization. On the one hand, domestication involves translating in a 
transparent, fluent, invisible style in order to minimize the foreignness of the ST, leaving 
the reader in peace and moving the author towards him. However, for Venuti the term 
‘domestication’ has negative connotations as it is identified with a policy common in 
dominant cultures which are “aggressively monolingual, unreceptive to the foreign” (ibid: 
15); it can create stereotypes for foreign cultures, which may have such consequences as 
ethnic discrimination, colonialism and geopolitical confrontations. It is thus important to 
consider whether the resulting representations of foreign cultures in translated texts are 
ethical (Venuti 1998b: 67).
Foreignization, on the other hand, is a type of translation in which a TT is produced which 
retains some of the foreignness of the original text. Here, the translator leaves the writer in 
peace and moves the reader towards the writer. The ultimate goal of foreignization, 
according to Venuti, is to resist ethnocentrism and racism, cultural narcissism and 
imperialism, in the interest of democratic geopolitical relations (Venuti 1995: 20). In 
addition, it aims at highlighting the foreign identity of the ST and protecting it from the 
ideological dominance of the target culture (ibid, 305-6). In Venuti’s view foreignizing or 
minoritizing translation involves cultivating a varied and heterogeneous discourse (Venuti 
1998b: 11).
Venuti (1998a) maintains that a domesticating strategy can be used in technical translation, 
where a translation is mainly intended to support scientific research, geopolitical 
negotiation, and economic change. On the other hand, a foreignizing strategy can be applied 
*° literary translation, where the focus of translation is on linguistic effects that exceed 
sirnple communication and are measured against domestic literary values, both canonical 
and marginal (ibid: 244)*.
ln addition to domestication and foreignization, the strategies and procedures proposed by 
,v'r (1987), Newmark (1988) and Mailhac (1995) will be discussed as they are the most 
c°mmon and practically applied strategies.
For further discussion on foreignization and domestication, see Munday (2001, 144-160)
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3.3.3.I. Ivir’s procedures for the translation of cultural references
Ivir (1987) suggests seven procedures to tackle cultural issues in translation:
3.3.3.I.I. Borrowing
Borrowing is the importation of the source language expression into the target language 
(ibid: 37). It can stand by itself or it can be combined with definition and substitution to 
give more appropriate explanations. One of the advantages of borrowing is that it can be 
used freely in all the contexts and collocations in which it is used in the SL. It can also be 
used as an effective vehicle for the transmission of cultural information. However, there 
are certain restrictions on borrowing which prevent it from being applied in all cases of 
cultural gaps. First, it makes sense only if there is a need for it in the target culture to 
ensure it is more than once used. Another difficulty is that “the form of the source 
language expression must be that it can be easily integrated into the target language 
phonologically and morphologically” (ibid: 37). Finally, borrowing will be more difficult 
>f the translation is done into a puristic language than into one that is relatively open to 
foreign influences (ibid: 38). Arab translators should take this last point into consideration 
when borrowing English terms; they are usually faced with two opposing camps: those 
who encourage borrowing to keep up with the rapid development, and those who oppose 
it due to the influence of the foreign culture on the source culture. Examples of borrowing 
from English include ‘cricket’ ‘the Congress’ ( or the Arabicized
form v 'jil' , ‘jeans’Jw- ‘10 Downing Street’ 10 , etc.
3-3.3.1.2. Defining the elements of culture
defining the elements of culture means “reducing the unknown to the known and the 
unshared to the shared” (ibid: 38). In other words, it is a procedure aimed at making the 
target culture people aware o f what they do not know. It can give the necessary cultural 
information provided that the translator focuses on the information relevant for the act of 
c°nimunication at hand (ibid: 39). A definition can be given in the body of the text or in a 
footnote. However, translation by definition has its drawbacks. One of the drawbacks of
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translation by definition is its “unwieldiness”. For this reason Ivir suggests that definition 
is a complementary procedure which should be used in combination with other 
procedures such as borrowing. Another disadvantage is that definitions always result in 
overtranslation, drawing attention to themselves in a way that the corresponding 
non-definitional source language expressions do not (ibid: 39).
3.33.1.3. Literal translation
Literal translation is considered one of the commonest methods of cultural transference and 
spread of influence from one culture to another (ibid: 39). It has the advantages of being 
faithful and transparent in the target language, allowing the speakers of the TL to 
understand the concept as the original is understood by speakers of the source language 
(ibid: 39). However, literal translation is not always the best solution for overcoming 
translation problems. In Ivir’s words, it “will not in itself be sufficiently transparent to fill 
the gap” particularly if the extra-linguistic realities of the two cultures are different (Ivir: 
40). As Newmark (1988: 70) states “a common object will usually have a one-to-one literal 
translation if there is cultural overlap”. Therefore, the absence o f such a cultural overlap 
between English and Arabic will often lead to erroneous translations between the two 
languages. For example, LilSj  tUJi > 3  does not convey the intended message of the SL: 
‘It's raining cats and dogs’. The translator can opt for other translational procedures to 
render the sentence appropriately. This sentence can be rendered functionally as Sj Lw  
or sjJ ill .1 jils , ivir adds that literal translation should not be used if it would clash
with an existing expression in the target language, especially if it has a meaning different 
from that intended by the original meaning. In his words “various degrees of 
unidiomaticity or unnaturalness result from literal translation” (ibid: 40).
3*3.3,1.4, Substitution
Substitution is defined as “a translation procedure used by the translator in cases where two 
cultures display a partial overlap rather than a clear-cut presence vs. absence of a certain 
dement of culture” (ibid: 41). In other words, a source language expression can be replaced 
by a target language expression provided that the TL receivers have no difficulty 
Understanding such terms and identifying their concepts (ibid: 42). For example, the English
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cliché ‘as busy as a bee’ is translated into colloquial Arabic as <jj and the proverb
‘Like mother like daughter’ as cjìJi V “ ^  The main drawback of
substitution is that “it identifies concepts which are not identical, eliminating the 
‘strangeness’ of the foreign culture and treating foreign-culture concepts as its own”
(Ibid: 42).
3.3.3.I.5. Lexical creation
Lexical creation is a translation strategy that involves the coining o f new lexical items in 
the TL to stand for the SL culture-specific elements (ibid: 43). It is typically used by the 
translator when the other translation strategies, namely literal translation, borrowing, 
definition, and substitution are not available for communicative reasons (ibid: 44). Lexical 
creation takes a variety of forms: lexical inventions, word formation, semantic extension, 
and new collocations. Examples of lexical creation in English include ‘poor-tax’ or ‘poor- 
dues’ for aSjli, ‘breast-brother’ for ¿V ', and ‘co-wife’ for Arabic examples
include for ‘Thanksgiving’, ^  for ‘Valentines Day’, and cWi for
‘shadow government’. According to Farghal and Shunnaq (1999), lexical creation 
contributes to the enrichment of the TL lexis, adding that it may be considered a hyponym 
of descriptive translation as well as Arabicization, which is specifically called for in the 
legalization in the TL of culture-specific items (ibid: 29). However, lexical creation 
greatly challenges the translator’s ingenuity on the one hand and the receiver's power of 
comprehension on the other (Ivir 1987: 43). He adds that the translator will not be sure 
whether his/her contribution to the native language will catch on, since its ultimate fate will 
not be clear until much later. In addition, the cultural neutrality o f the newly created lexical 
'lems has the disadvantage of masking the cultural provenance of the element in question 
(ibid: 43).
3*3.3.1.6. Omission
Omission is necessitated by the nature of the communicative situation in which a cultural 
element appears (ibid: 44). Ivir adds that the translator can use this strategy when s/he 
thinks that translating the cultural term may affect the communicative situation rather than 
contributing to the faithfulness of the translation. For example, the Arabic compliment ty*.
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usually said before or while eating, can either be rendered into English as ‘1 hope that you 
like it7 ‘enjoy your meal’ or it can be left out. Ivir believes that saying anything where the 
source culture prefers to say nothing would give more emphasis to this element than the 
original sender intended (ibid: 44). According to Dickins et al (2002: 23), cultural 
difference between English and Arabic is an area in which simple omission may be a 
reasonable strategy. For example, the phrase WW is likely to be most
reasonably translated as ‘Pope John-Paul IF with the omission of any equivalent of the ST 
jtlpUlt, Baker (1992: 40-42) also believes the translator can use this strategy if the meaning 
conveyed by an item or an expression is not significant to the development of the text. 
However, she stresses the fact that translators should use this strategy only as a last resort 
to produce a smooth and readable translation (ibid: 42).
3.3.3.1.7. Addition
Addition is a necessary procedure to convey the implicit elements of culture (Ivir 1987: 
45). The translator can add information to bridge the cultural gap between the sender and 
the receiver. Ivir adds that communication would be impossible if no extra information 
were added to make things clear. Dickins et al (ibid: 24) state that in Arabic/English 
translation addition occurs in general and in specific contexts. For example, to translate the 
phrase *-£*¿*¿*11 ii-, the translator should add a concept of time since the word 
‘hegemony’ does not involve the concept of time, as does the word in Arabic (ibid: 
24). The phrase can best be rendered into English as: ‘Ever since the days of Turkish 
hegemony’.
3-3.3.2. Newmark’s procedures for the translation of cultural references
Newmark (1988, 68-91) suggests twelve procedures for tackling cultural problems in 
translation. They include:
3-3.3.2.1. Transference
This is the process of transferring a SL word to a TL text by adapting the SL pronunciation.
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This applies mainly to literary texts since it offers local colour and atmosphere, and in a 
specialist text it helps the reader to identify the referent in the other text without any 
difficulty. However, transference blocks comprehension by emphasising the SL culture and 
excluding the message. Examples include 'cricket’ and ‘Elysee’ when transferred into 
Arabic as ejSjjS and Mjjl) respectively.
3.3.3.2.2. Cultural equivalence
This involves supplying a TL equivalent for a SL cultural term, expression or concept. 
This procedure can be effectively used when the target language has a corresponding 
equivalent that gives a meaning deemed to be sufficiently similar to that of the source 
language expression, e.g. English ‘A level’ is translated as
3.3.3.2.3. Neutralization (i.e. functional or descriptive equivalent)
This aims at deculturalizing a cultural word making the SL word neutralized and 
generalized in the TL, e.g. ‘ Westminster jUj#!l î A , ‘baccalaureate’: ‘French
secondary school leaving exam’.
3.3.3.2.4. Literal translation
This is sometimes used to provide a literal TL equivalent for a SL cultural term, e.g. ‘the 
White House u-aVl This cultural political term has become common in the target 
culture due to the effect of mass media. However, literal translation can result in ambiguous 
translations, making it difficult for the target reader to understand the meaning of the 
cultural item.
3-3.3.2.5. Label
This is a provisional translation suggested usually for new institutional terms and is often 
^ude in inverted commas. If accepted, the item will be standardized in the TL. Otherwise, it 
"'ill be removed and replaced by another term, e.g. ‘television’
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3.3.3.2.6. Naturalization
The newly transferred items are adapted to the phonology and perhaps the morphology of 
the TL. For example, ‘democracy’ and ‘Olympics’ employ Arabic
phonological forms. Similarly, the Arabic words ‘Hajj’ and ‘Intifada’ have been
naturalized in English.
3.3.3.2.7. Componential analysis
This is a comparison of the SL word with the TL word in terms of their senses in order to 
produce a close approximation between the two items e.g. ‘The British Council’, which is 
‘an official organization for promoting English language and culture overseas’, is 
paraphrased in Arabic as .Wj»Uuj LiJyViVi iill jr j j  j  S-dii«; j£ jJ i.
Componential analysis excludes the culture and highlights the message; however, it is not 
economical and does not have the pragmatic impact of the original.
3.3.3.2.8. Deletion
A word or an item of the SL cultural expression can be omitted if the omission does not 
affect the comprehensibility of the general meaning in the target language, e.g. ‘Christmas’ 
>s translated as ¿p instead of
3.3.3.2.9. Couplet
This is a combination of two translation procedures, most frequently in the form of 
transference followed by an explanation, e.g. (¿u>jyi) ^Ijdl i£ ^ \,
3.3.3.2.10. Accepted standard translation
A number of English cultural terms in computer, telecommunication, and technology have 
acquired an Arabic equivalent which is now a part of everyday Arabic, e.g. software and 
hardware, and ,
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3.3.3.2.11. Paraphrase, gloss, notes, etc.
This is a kind of explanation used to provide clarification for ambiguous cultural terms, e.g. 
‘ham’,jájüJ' , ‘steak’ ^  etc.
3.3.3.2.12. Classifier
This is when a word is added, often a generic noun, to classify a cultural item, e.g. ‘Wales’ 
‘ULUu.
3-3.3.3. Mailhac’s procedures for the translation of cultural references
Mailhac (1995) suggests a number of procedures that the translator can use in the 
translation of cultural references. Basing his analysis on Ivir’s (1987) and Newmark’s 
(1988) strategies for translating cultural references, Mailhac distinguishes two types of 
procedures: text-level procedures and cultural-reference procedures. Text-level procedures 
include three options:
1- Cultural transplantation (cf. Hervey and Higgins 1992: 30-31): a situation in which the 
source culture setting is converted into a target culture one.
2. Exoticism (cf. Hervey and Higgins 1992: 30) with minimum presence of the translator: 
The target reader is treated like a source reader and the target text must read like a source 
text. The pragmatic space within which the translator operates is comparable to what would 
he allowed by shared information assumed for the source reader.
3. Exoticism with maximum presence of the translator: The translator adds information for 
the benefit of the target reader and the pragmatic space within which the translator operates 
■s what is allowed by shared information assumed for the target reader.
As the three options indicate only through cultural transplantation can the translator 
achieve cultural equivalence. However, this procedure will also pave the way for a TT that 
differs significantly from the source text giving a TT that can be better called an adaptation 
than a true translation. On the other hand the use of exoticism makes it impossible to
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achieve an equivalent effect on the target reader in the case of culture-specific references. 
In other words, the target reader will experience a sense of ‘dépaysement’ where the source 
reader only perceives a familiar world (Mailhac, 1996: 2).
On the other hand, cultural reference procedures include:
1 • Cultural borrowing 




6. Deliberate omission 
2. Compensation
8- A footnote
9- A combination of procedures
Though Mailhac’s list does not differ greatly from that of Newmark’s and Ivir’s, it includes 
a few changes. For example, Mailhac claims that Newmark’s category of ‘naturalization’ 
roughly corresponds to ‘cultural borrowing’ and therefore all cultural references classified 
as ‘naturalised equivalents’ would correspond to cultural borrowings. Newmark’s 
categories o f ‘neutralization’, ‘functional equivalent’ and ‘componential analysis’ are used 
to refer to the same procedure, namely ‘definition’. In addition, Newmark’s category of 
‘footnotes’, which is used together with ‘gloss’ and ‘paraphrase’, is treated by Mailhac as a 
separate type of procedure. Mailhac states that a footnote holds a very special status as it 
represents the last resort when everything else has failed and the translator feels obliged to 
break the illusion of his/her absence (ibid: 5).
As far as Ivir’s list is concerned, Mailhac claims that Ivir’s category o f ‘addition’ will often 
be indistinguishable from ‘a combination of procedures’, adding that Ivir’s «category of 
‘footnotes’ should be treated as a separate type of procedure and not as a variation of the 
definition procedure. In addition, ‘compensation’, which doesn’t figure on Ivir’s list, 
should be considered as a procedure, as this will allow the translator to deal with 
‘additions’ which do not constitute combinations of other procedures (ibid: 5-6).
Based on his analysis of these procedures and the strategies under which a particular
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procedure is used, Mailhac (1996: 3-10) suggests the following criteria to assess the 
translation of cultural references:
1. Pragmatic coherence: This criterion is violated when the constraints imposed by the 
communication are ignored and the information provided does not match the pragmatic 
space available. In this case the translator has no choice but to opt for exoticism and plunge 
the target reader into the source language culture.
2. Situational coherence: The cultural reference is perceived as incoherent when it is 
rendered differently on two or more occasions, giving different meanings to the situation.
3. Cultural coherence and transparency: The two criteria are violated by unsatisfactory 
equivalents including incoherence, distortions and losses.
4. Stylistic equivalence: This is violated when cultural references are retained in the target 
culture, and the use of footnotes makes the text comparatively more cumbersome and 
heavier to process.
5- The formal accuracy of cultural borrowings: This is violated by the use of incorrect 
spelling of the source language cultural references.
6. The functional equivalence of the cultural reference: This varies depending on the type 
° f the text. In literary texts, for example, mistranslations occur when the literary functions 
° f  the text (e.g. contribution to characterization, imagery, structure, etc.) are not rendered 
Properly.
Mailhac recommends that a degree of descriptive adequacy for a typology of errors in the 
translation of cultural references will give the criteria credibility not only as verification 
tools at the revision stage, but also as parameters coming into play when determining 
strategies (ibid: 10).
On the basis of this discussion of culture and translation, it can be said that translation of 
cultural terms is not an easy task and requires the translator to have good knowledge of 
both cultures involved. There is no unique solution that can be utilized by the translator for 
a given cultural element. Instead, the translator chooses from among the possible 
Procedures by considering the nature of the cultural item to be translated and the nature of 
the communicative process in which it appears. Unlike linguistic difficulties, which can 
sometimes be solved through context, cultural terms are independent and cannot typically 
be transmitted with the help of context. Ivir’s strategies can be used in translating cultural
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terms and overcoming cultural difficulties facing the translator. Newmark (1988: 102) also 
maintains that translation of cultural terms is based on the readership, and requires many 
different translation techniques according to the level of education, including transference, 
cultural equivalents, literal translation, paraphrase and naturalisation. Whatever strategies 
are chosen for the translation of culture the translator should strive to avoid exacerbating 
tensions created by past colonialism, by ensuring that no negative stereotyping due to 
ignorance of the source culture occurs in the translation.
In analyzing the cultural references encountered by the subjects of this study, a combination 
of these procedures and strategies will be used, depending on the nature of the cultural 
reference and its communicative function in the source text and the target text.
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3.4. Grammatical symmetries and asymmetries
Languages vary considerably in their grammatical devices. That all, or at least the great 
majority of languages have nouns to designate objects or concepts, verbs to express actions 
or events, abstract terms to designate qualities, and relational words to signify relations does 
not necessarily imply that these devices are utilised in the same way in different languages. 
Languages may vary in terms of gender, parts of speech, tense, word order, voice, etc. For 
instance, word order plays a central role in distinguishing subject from object in English: 
‘Bill saw John’ and ‘John saw Bill’ do not have the same meaning in English and “Bill” and 
“John” differ syntactically in the two sentences. In Arabic, word order is also important but 
case and mood endings independently designate the functions of words in the construction 
°f sentences. Arabic has three case endings: nominative (subjective), accusative (objective) 
and genitive (prepositional) .These cases are essential in Arabic grammar because they 
normally identify the grammatical function, which is identified, not by their position in the 
clause, as is normally the case in English, but by their grammatical case, as is shown in the 
following examples:
1 . «aUüIi (JSl The man ate the apple.
2 JSI The man ate the apple.
English and Arabic differ in many other syntactic aspects. The passive in English is 
agentive, but in Arabic it is not. There is no "to be-like" and "to have-like" auxiliary verb in 
Arabic, but a variety of particles and modal verbs for the designation of such meanings as 
are designated by the English auxiliary forms. In English conditional sentences, tense 
determines the type of condition; the imperfect implies probability, and the past perfect 
impossibility. In Arabic the particles j) and 'À1 correspond to open condition, and jl to 
■■ejected condition. Adjectival constructions differ in English and Arabic in both word-order 
and inflection. Arabic is a language of post-modification, though it may allow pre­
modification in certain cases (for numerals, quantifiers, and demonstratives). English allows 
both pre-modification and post-modification. The former, which is standard with simple 
adjectival structures, is more common than post-modification, which occurs with relative 
clauses and with some complex adjectival forms. For instance, it is more natural in English 
to say ‘The UK is a European country’ than ‘The UK is a country that is European’ unless 
emphasis is involved. In some cases, English allows a predicative adjective but not normally
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an attributive one. For instance, one normally says ‘The woman is asleep’, while the 
corresponding attributive adjectival construction ‘the asleep woman’ is a marginal usage. In 
other cases one has to use an attributive adjective, not a predicative one. For example, one 
normally says ‘the main reason’ and ‘the top shelf, but not ‘the reason is main’ or ‘the shelf 
>s top’. However, some predicative and attributive adjectives are convertible: ‘The man was 
mad’ readily gives ‘the mad man’ in the sense o f ‘insane’ (Bolinger, 1967: 13).
Word-order may affect the denotation of some adjectival constructions in English. For 
instance, ‘The man is responsible’ may signify ‘trustworthy’ or ‘to blame’; but ‘the 
responsible man’ signifies ‘trustworthy’, whereas ‘the man responsible’ designates ‘to 
blame’ (ibid: 4). The order qualified-qualifier as in ‘the man responsible’ refers to an 
occasion rather than to a characteristic. On the other hand, the attributive word-order such as 
‘the responsible man’ refers to a characteristic or to a relatively permanent state of affairs 
(ibid: 3).
The following discussion will focus on syntactic ambiguity and the role of the translator in 
dealing with ambiguous sentences, as such ambiguities may become pitfalls and are 
difficult to handle. Ilyas (1989: 120) divides syntactic ambiguities into the following 
categories:
3.4.1. Structural ambiguity
This is a common feature of natural languages, and may result from the groupment of the 
constituents within the sentence structure. For example, the English example: ‘He hit the 
boy with the stick’ is ambiguous’. The ambiguity lies in whether the act of hitting was 
carried out by the use of a stick, or that the boy who was hit was carrying a stick. Therefore, 
the sentence could be translated into Arabic in two ways:
• • The boy was hit by a stick. v > -
2. The boy who was hit was carrying a stick. I—
However, if this ambiguity is not sorted out, the translator will not be able to spot these 
differences, and is likely to give an inappropriate rendition.
A well-known ambiguous construction in English is illustrated by ‘They are flying planes’. 
Here, the translator has to decide whether ‘flying’ is to be grouped with ‘are’ to form part of
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the present progressive tense or taken as a participle that modifies ‘plane’. According to the 
first option, the translation would be CiijilLL j j i k j  ^1, but it would be Ü1»-» cjIj IL  l+i), 
according to the second option.
Another example of syntactic ambiguity is the use of the gerund or participle (i.e. verb plus 
■ing) at the beginning of the sentence. For instance, the English example: ‘Visiting aunts can 
be a nuisance’. The ambiguity lies in whether ‘visiting’ is a participle that modifies the noun 
‘aunts’ in which the modified noun functions as the subject of the sentence or that ‘visiting’ 
is a gerund which functions as the subject of the sentence. According to the first option, the 
translation would be <***■ j i  *j-J' j j j n  (diVlili) oU«Ji but it would be »jWj
according to the second option.
In Arabic, ambiguity is rare, since case endings designate the position of each word in the 
construction of sentences. In the following verse, misunderstanding of the Arabic syntax 
would lead to the distortion of meaning.
f^b3 üb  J4* $3 üi* ^b “j j  d*  '■t/vH j! 2̂ 31 f ’j i  (jAill (ji) aU' t> u '3b
.( 3 :^  ^
“And a declaration from Allah and His messenger to mankind on the greatest 
day (the 10th of Dhul-Hijjah - the 12th month of the Islamic calendar) that Allah 
is free from obligation to the idolaters, and so is His messenger. So, if you 
repent, it will be better for you; but if you turn away, then know that you 
cannot escape Allah. Give tidings (O Muhammad) of a painful torment to those 
who disbelieve” (A1 Hilali and Khan 1996: 243).
A misunderstanding of the structure of the phrase *b->jj 4ii o! would lead to
a very serious distortion of the meaning of the verse under discussion. Thus if the verse 
were read as 1* u- J! it would mean ‘Allah is free from obligation to
the idolaters and the prophet’. The corresponding unmarked sentence to the actual structure 
° f  this verse is u£j2uli i> cPij* *b“j j  u! ‘Allah and His prophet are free from obligation
to the idolaters’. Such ambiguity in Arabic is avoided by the accurate use and interpretation 
° f  case endings. This translation problem reveals the fact that a correct understanding of 
syntax can be an important element in translation.
Ambiguity may also result from the occurrence of some adverbs at the end of a negative 
sentence. For example, ‘John did not hit Mary on the head hard’ may have the following 
interpretations:
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.»¿1 ifji* O^J j »  ^
1 • John hit Mary on the head but not hard.
This would translate into Arabic as:
2. John hit other parts of Mary’s body hard.
This would be rendered into Arabic as: .W~b ^ uj* u!
3. John did not hit Mary at all.
The translation of this into Arabic would be: .lili®-» ui
3.4.2. Potential ellipsis
Potential elliptical constituents are sometimes the source of syntactic ambiguity.
For example, the ambiguity in ‘The policeman was ordered to stop drinking’ lies in 
the possibility of having an elliptical element after the verb ‘stop’. Such elliptical 
elements could be ‘himself or ‘others’. According to the first option, the sentence 
would translate into Arabic as: 0°- ¿'-ii.VW j J  ‘The policeman was
ordered himself not to drink’. But if the second option is intended, the translation 
into Arabic would be: J j Uj ¿i** ^>111 j* t ‘The policeman should stop
others from drinking.’
However, if nothing in the context is found to guide the translator, or the ambiguity is 
intended on purpose on the part of the source language author or speaker, the translator has 
ideally to produce the same ambiguity in the TL. Therefore, this sentence should be 
rendered into Arabic as: JjU2 J y x  ^  ,̂ >¡*11 j J  .
3.4.3. Indeterminacy of the pronominal reference
In this case of ambiguity, the referent of the pronoun is not specific. This may sometimes 
result in an inaccurate rendering when the translator chooses the wrong target language 
pronoun. For instance, the pronoun ‘she’ in ‘Jane asked her aunt if she could go with her 
to the party.’ may refer to ‘Jane’ or to ‘the aunt’. If the translator opts for the first 
Possibility, the translation into Arabic would be:
.iJiaJl l*J £**¿¡1 Ifltc. CilL
But if the translator goes for the second option, the translation will be along the lines:
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However, if the indeterminacy of the pronouns is intentional on the part of the SL author 
and speaker, the translator should try to reproduce a similar pronominal indeterminacy in 
the TL, e.g. J )  (l^illi) 1 ̂ î r- c-JLn
3.4.4. Conclusion
This chapter has discussed lexical, cultural and grammatical symmetries and asymmetries in 
English and Arabic.The areas of lexical symmetry and asymmetry discussed include 
denotation or the primary meaning of word, connotation (the secondary meaning) in 
addition to synonymy, homonymy and polysemy, collocation, idioms, neologisms and 
oligosemy. The areas of cultural symmetry and asymmetry discussed include translation and 
culture, and cultural issues in English and Arabics such as kinship, gender, mythology, 
ecology, politics, and colour. The procedures and strategies used in the translation of 
culture, particularly those proposed by Ivir (1987), Newmark (1988) and Mailhac (1995) are 
also included as these are the most widely used and practical procedures and strategies. The 
areas of grammatical symmetry and asymmetry focus on some syntactic aspects of English 
and Arabic such as adjectival constructions, the passive, word order and syntactic 
ambiguity including structural ambiguity, potential ellipsis and indeterminacy of the 
pronominal reference. The discussion of areas of symmetry and asymmetry between English 
and Arabic provides the researcher with the main similarities and differences in lexical, 
cultural and grammatical aspects between English and Arabic. This will form the basis for 
the practical analysis chapters by providing methodological references that the researcher 
can rely on in identifying lexical, cultural and grammatical difficulties in English-Arabic 
translation. In the following chapter, Chapter Four, the methodology adopted in this study 
will be described.




This chapter discusses the methodology employed in this study in order to achieve the 
objectives of the study, as outlined in Chapter One (cf. Section 1.3). Specifically, the 
chapter focuses on the type of research, the context of the study (e.g. the IUG English 
Department and translation courses), the subjects of the research, the translation texts and 
the selection criteria, instruments of data collection including a translation test, a 
researcher’s assessment, a rater’s assessment, a target readership assessment, a professional 
translator’s model translation and a student questionnaire, research design and the 
procedure.
4.2. Type of research
This research adopts Kussmaul’s (1995: 4) product-oriented approach. The approach 
consists of three stages: description of errors (looking at the symptoms), finding the reasons 
for the errors (diagnosis) and pedagogical help (therapy). The present research starts by 
describing types of lexical, cultural and grammatical problems encountered by senior 
Palestinian EFL learners at the Islamic University of Gaza (cf. Chapter Five and Chapter 
Six), trying to find the reasons behind their errors (cf. Chapter Five and Chapter Six) and 
finally suggesting some pedagogical help for them to cope with these errors (Chapter Five, 
Chapter Six, and Chapter Seven).
4.3. Context of the Study
4.3.1. Islamic University of Gaza
The Islamic University of Gaza (henceforth IUG), located in Gaza City, is an independent 
Palestinian institution, supervised by the Palestinian Ministry of Higher Education. It was 
the first higher educational institution to be established in Gaza during the Israeli 
occupation. The IUG began in 1978 with three schools and currently has more than eight 
schools awarding BA, BSc, MA, MSc, MEd, and higher diplomas in more than 30
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disciplines. The IUG is a member of many associations including the International 
Association of Universities, Community of Mediterranean Universities, Association of Arab 
Universities, and Association of Islamic Universities. The mission of the IUG is to provide 
high quality education to Palestinian students, particularly those living in the Gaza Strip 
(more than a million people), to encourage academic and scientific research, and to offer 
degree and non-degree programmes that meet the needs of the local community in the Gaza 
Strip (Islamic University of Gaza, 2008-9).
4.3. 2. IUG English Department and translation courses
According to the head of the English Department, Dr. Kamal Mourtaga (personal 
communication, April, 2009), there were around 1104 students specializing in English in the 
year 2008/2009. The population includes 188 male students and 916 female students. To 
obtain a bachelor degree, students are required to complete 140 credit hours of coursework, 
including 37 credit hours as a university requirement, 15 credit hours as a school 
requirement, and 88 credit hours as a major requirement. The major requirement includes 
two translation courses: ENGL A 1243 - Translation (I) and ENGL B 3255 - Translation 
(II). Students have to take these two courses according to the order stated in the university 
catalogue, i.e. all students have to take Translation (I) before Translation (II). Generally, 
ENGL A 1243 is taken by junior students in the first semester, while ENGL B 3255 is taken 
by senior students in the first semester.
As stated in the 2008/2009 undergraduate catalogue, ENGL A 1243 is an introduction to 
English-Arabic translation. It aims to introduce students to basic translation skills and to 
consolidate their knowledge of English through providing them with appropriate training in 
translating simple, compound and complex English sentences into Arabic, using a variety of 
text-types that include high frequency vocabulary and expressions. In addition, the course 
concentrates on the discussion of a number of grammatical issues that are typically 
Problematic for Arab learners. ENGL B 3255 aims at developing the students’ translation 
skills and heightening their sensitivity to words, sentences and texts. It is designed to train 
students in translating a variety of Arabic and English text types selected from different 
fields of human endeavour, particularly those related to our contemporary world (Islamic 
University of Gaza, 2008-9).
I l l
4.4. Subjects of the study
The subjects of this study were selected from the total population of 500 senior Palestinian 
EFL learners enrolled in the Department of English, the Islamic University of Gaza in the 
academic year 2007-2008. The population included approximately 20 % males and 80 % 
females. Thirty students were selected using the systematic random sampling method. 
However, only twenty-eight students were able to carry out the translation task. They were 
14 male students and 14 female students. All subjects had already studied two translation 
courses. Students were roughly 20 years old, and their socio-economic backgrounds were 
similar, since all of them were from the Gaza Strip - a densely populated small area of over 
a million people, and all of them suffered from the same socio-economic hardships. In 
addition, the participants’ academic level was roughly the same since all of them were 
admitted to the university according to a fixed graduate point average in their general 
secondary certificates. Before entering the university, the subjects had received eight to ten 
years of instruction of English either attending public or private schools. During this eight- 
to-ten-year period, English was the only foreign language taught, students receiving six 
forty-five minute classes a week. Moreover, English was a compulsory school subject that 
accounted for a high ratio of the total pass grade in the final general exams of both junior 
and senior high stages. According to A1 Masri (1993: 16-17) English was given equal 
weight with Arabic, with each language accounting for 25% of the two general 
examinations. Eight to ten years of English instruction represents a major part of the 
curriculum. However, in relation to time and weight allocated for learning English, the 
students’ English proficiency is still very low (Al-Masri, 1993; Kharma & Hajjaj, 1989).
4.5. Translation texts
The translation texts selected for this study consist of 18 source texts of short to medium 
length covering three text types : descriptive, argumentative and instructional The three 
types of texts follow Werlich’s (1976) text typology: expository (e.g. descriptive, narrative 
and conceptual), argumentative (e.g. overt argumentation and covert argumentation) and 
instructional (cf. the text typological approach, section 2.10). The texts were selected 
through close monitoring of British newspapers and the BBC, particularly Radio 5. The
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selected topics were immigration, binge-drinking, the property market, global warming, the 
Kyoto Protocol and the Arab-lsraeli conflict.
(A list of the source texts used in this study together with their publication details is 
provided in Appendix A).
In selecting the source language translation texts the following criteria have been taken into 
account:
!• The texts cover the kind of topics that would-be translators will be dealing with most 
frequently. In addition, the participants are Palestinians who are in day-to-day contact with 
international news agencies which cover the political situation and the life of Palestinians 
living under the occupation.
2. A variety of text types were chosen, on the basis that this will acquaint Palestinian 
translators in general and translation students in particular with the most challenging 
translation problems that they might encounter when translating these types of texts.
3. The texts are of the kinds that pose the greatest challenges to Palestinian Arab translators, 
since they are dealing with two languages that are unrelated, both linguistically and 
culturally.
4.6. Data Collection
In addition to the 18 source texts the researcher used other instruments of data collection. 
These instruments include a translation test, a researcher’s assessment, a rater’s assessment, 
a target readership assessment, a professional translator’s model translation and a student 
questionnaire. The translation test consisted of the 18 texts of medium size translated by 28 
students from the Department of English, Islamic University of Gaza. The translation test 
was carried out in two separate sessions within a period of two weeks. In each session 
students translated between 8 and 9 texts using dictionaries. No time limit was given. This 
helped students concentrate on their translation task and complete their task without any 
undue pressure. The other data collection instruments included:
4.6.1. The researcher’s assessment
The researcher has an MA in Applied Linguistics and ten years of teaching experience at the 
department of English, Islamic University of Gaza. He also attended several MA English-
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Arabic translation modules at the University of Salford, and participated in translation 
workshops and seminars held at the University of Salford and other British universities. The 
researcher analysed the translated texts by identifying, describing and explaining the lexical, 
cultural and grammatical translation problems encountered by senior Palestinian EFL 
learners. The following is a sample of a student error identification form taken from the 




Type of error Source Text Target Text Model Translation
I. Lexical errors
2 8 a. Wrong word choice 
or wrong lexis 
{u n a c cep ta b le  
tra n s la tio n s )
It is an all too 
familiar paradox.
All crime is 
down 32 per cent 
over the past 
decade.
V !  pèr. j J c  
L j o S U u  I f j l
JS (jU ti*
32 j « a U , J I  * J l  
j«**» > 3 * 3  %  
,Coitili Adi
,1.1a* i j à a i L u l  *à\ 
J  j Ì u l J I  j l
Adi J5U%32 
.^ U l
The crime figures 
show the risk of 
falling victim to 
an offence is 
going down.
t  ¿ J  l>
. J a j j o i l
Vl>d' j t - d i
£ j i j l l  j l a i  >  1. l u l l - t i t
b. Word choice 
(p a rtia lly  a ccep ta b le  
tra n s la tio n s )
The public fear
c. Proper nouns Wales j» 'iiLiaj j l i j  L u U l u
d. Compounds But nearly two- 
thirds of people
A t *  U l h j
ijAill L> %32
u»till v j f i  U  J U j





LJ > a r t y j  j j J  
ÂAtS J p .
^4m j!l ^ b n A l  




Do not reflect j1 'jHaul U«S»5 V
The same trend | l  > J l  L>ÀÌ 
. 1 + 3 V I
f. Omission No equivalent for “September”
g. Addition It is not credible 
to argue that the 
police figures do 
not reflect the 
reality of the 
situation.
J j i ù d l  J i t  J » j  
j l  >i « V i i  i  j i
cH+Jcl'kA 
fi LU jAll
'j jA  j '
A b j  t j i  jAi ^
.Alito J*
f\S j\ j b  J i * l l  1 V j  
¿ i i j  ( j A u  V  L U j u l l
. J U J I
II. Grammatical errors
a. Agreement But nearly two- 
thirds of people 
believe crime is 
increasing,
A j *  U j #  j  
u - U l l  j *  % 3 2  
A L y j f J l  j l  A 3 y
< j * U l l  J jSì v U  J i t , )  
L « i j q J l  J i » o  j l  j j A j M
b. Case ending But the public 
fear of crime 
remains as high 
as ever.
^ o l d l  i - i j i l l  j S l  
U Uji f j i j *
JUjualjll 
U i 3 _ > .  J J ( ^ J I  
. J A  j «  j d t  U S
c. Word order The crime figures 
show the risk of 
falling victim to 
an offence is 
going down.
j A * ! '  J i  j > « d l  
&A> i>  r d d i  
< U lU w  3  ja* * iall 
J a  j j j l t  ¿ » J
i a u ^ W  j u f t
¿ A A 1 j U i  1 ■ U  i i j l
Table 12: Student error identification form
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4.6.2. The rater’s assessment
The rater involved in the assessment of the translated texts is a native speaker of English 
and a professor of Arabic at the University of Salford and the supervisor of the author of this 
study. The rater has long experience in teaching translation and linguistics at British 
universities, and he has also supervised a considerable number of Arab PhD students. The 
rater and researcher met on a weekly basis to discuss the translation errors identified by the 
researcher. The discussion focused on issues related to the identification and categorization 
of translation errors. In most cases there was unanimous agreement on all issues raised in 
the discussion.
4.6.3. The target readership assessment
To complement the assessment carried out by the researcher and the rater the translated 
texts were given to a native speaker of Arabic who has experience in teaching Arabic at 
university level (cf. Brunette 2000: 173). The native speaker was informed about the main 
objective of the research and was asked to identify all grammatical and stylistic errors in 
students’ translations. The feedback given by the native speaker of Arabic was so effective 
that further translation errors were identified.
4.6.4. The professional translator
The professional translator provided a model translation which was used as a model against 
which students’ translations were assessed (cf. Lauscher 2000: 163). The professional 
translator has long experience in teaching translation at the Islamic University of Gaza. He 
has also worked as a professional translator in some Arab and international organizations. 
He is currently doing a PhD in translation and linguistics at the University of Salford, The 
professional translation is provided in Appendix B.
4.6.5. The student questionnaire
The student questionnaire was designed to identify the difficulty of each text. Students were 
asked first to translate the 18 texts and second to rate the difficulty o f each text by choosing
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one of the five options provided under each text (very difficult, difficult, moderate, easy and 
very easy) (cf. Results of student translators’ responses to the questionnaire, section 6.15).
4.7. Design
This study used a descriptive research design, employing an English-Arabic translation test 
>n the research. A descriptive research design was appropriate for this study because the 
study involved determining and describing grammatical and semantic deviances in 
Palestinian EFL learners’ English-Arabic translation. Ethical issues were not a significant 
Problem in this study because the translation test was administered after students consented 
to participate in this study by signing a consent form (cf. Appendix D).
4.8. Procedure
Before conducting the study, the researcher submitted an Ethical Permission form to carry 
out research to the 1UG chancellor for approval to conduct a study involving human subjects. 
This was accepted by the IUG. Then, the head of the IUG English Department was 
contacted in order to give permission to conduct the study as well as to get his assistance in 
identifying the total population of students and randomly selecting thirty students of them 
(cf. Limitation of the study, section 7.7). Furthermore, the researcher worked with the 
contact to arrange a time for the selected students to take the test as well as a room, location, 
and date for administering the test. Before administering the test, the researcher obtained 
consent from the 28 students who participated in this study by having them read and sign a 
consent form (cf. Consent form is provided in Appendix D).
To ensure that the main study ran smoothly, the researcher carried out a pilot study with 
students at the English Department, Islamic University of Gaza. The pilot study aimed to 
identify the most frequent lexical, cultural and grammatical problems encountered by senior 
Palestinian EFL students, to check the validity of both the objectives and the hypotheses of 
the main study, to identify any potential problems that might arise before carrying out the 
main study and make changes accordingly, to familiarize the researcher with the 
terminology and phraseology used in analyzing translated texts, and to provide a test case 
for the analytical framework to be adopted in the main study.
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11 students participated in the study and were asked to translate three texts from English 
into Arabic. The three texts were taken from English newspapers and they discussed issues 
related to the Middle East, an interview with a former British Home Office secretary and 
Japan’s economic development. The results showed that students encountered problems at 
the lexical, cultural and grammatical levels, as can be seen below:
Main categories Sub-categories









B. Cultural problems Reflection of TL cultural values















Table 13: Students’ errors detected in the pilot study
Before conducting the main study two advisers from the Department of English held a 
Preliminary instruction session for all the participants in order to explain the purpose of the 
study, the nature and number o f texts they were going to translate, and the monetary reward 
they were going to get. In addition, student translators were told to use dictionaries when 
translating the required texts. Then the instructors listened to the participants’ questions 
related to the samples. Most of the questions were about whether there was any relationship 
between this work and the courses they were studying. The advisers made it clear to the 
students that the test had no effect on their course grade and assured them that the 
translation task was for research purposes only. For the sake of anonymity, the participants 
were asked not to write their names or ID numbers on the answer sheets. Following this
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assurance all the students seemed comfortable, and the translation test ran smoothly. In the 
first session, the advisers numbered the answer sheets from 1 to 14 for female translators 
and from 16 to 28 for male translators. This numbering was very important in order to give 
each participant his/her own sheet in the second session to continue his/her work. The work 
atmosphere was very comfortable for all students who came during the weekend, and 
therefore, away from any pressure from their study and classes. Generally, student 
translators finished the work within 4 to 6 hours depending on individual differences among 
them. All the assignments were handwritten. When asked about the level of the translated 
texts, all of the student translators agreed that the texts varied in their level of difficulty, (cf. 
Appendix C: Results of students’ responses to the questionnaire).
The translated texts were collected and sent later to the researcher. Upon receiving the 
translated texts the researcher began analyzing the texts, identifying every error in them. In 
his analysis of the translated texts, the researcher used a three-point rating scale. The rating 
scale consists of: ‘acceptable translation’, ‘partially acceptable translation’ and 
‘unacceptable translation’. ‘Acceptable translations’ are judged in terms of meaning and 
linguistic functions, i.e. translation equivalence conveys the whole intended meaning of the 
SL message. ‘Partially acceptable translations’ are also judged in terms of meaning and 
linguistic functions, i.e. translation equivalence does not exactly convey the whole intended 
meaning of the SL message. ‘Unacceptable translations’, are cases where translation 
equivalence does not convey the intended meaning of the SL message due to semantic and / 
or syntactic deviances. The analysis of the translations was also based on the model 
translation provided by the professional translator and the feedback and analysis of all 
grammatical and stylistic errors provided by the native speaker of Arabic. The researcher 
also held weekly meetings with the rater to discuss issues related to the identification and 
categorization of translation errors provided by the researcher (cf. Section 4.6.1 the 
researcher’s assessment). In most cases there was unanimous agreement on all issues raised 
in the discussion. After identifying and classifying all categories of lexical, cultural and 
grammatical errors and their sub-categories, the researcher provided the percentage of each 
category and the frequency of each error. Each sub-category error type was explained with 
erroneous examples from the students’ translations, and further examples showing students’ 
erroneous translations with model translations provided by the professional translator were 
given at the end of each section.
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In classifying errors into lexical, cultural and grammatical errors, the researcher made use of 
previous research studies on English-Arabic translation problems, particularly those carried 
out by A1 Ghussain (2003), Deeb (2005) and Abbadi (2007). The following list summarizes 
the translation problems found in the analysis of students’ translations:
Main categories Sub-categories































Cataphoric and anaphoric 
references
Table 14: Students' errors detected in the main study
4-9. Conclusion
This chapter has discussed the methodology adopted in the study. Specifically the chapter 
discussed the research type, the context of the study, the subjects of the study, the 
translation texts, instruments of data collection, design and procedure. In the following 
chapter, Chapter Five, the lexical and cultural problems encountered by student translators 
will be presented.
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Chapter Five: Presentation and analysis of lexical and cultural problems
5.1. Introduction
In this chapter the lexical and cultural problems encountered by the students of this study 
will be identified, classified and analyzed into two main categories: lexical and cultural 
problems. Each main category will be divided into sub-categories, and the total number of 
errors in each sub-category together with the total percentages of errors will be given. The 
discussion and classification of errors below will be sequenced according to the frequency 
of each error category. The discussion covers three types of texts: expository descriptive, 
instructional and argumentative. The lexical and cultural problems encountered by the 
subjects of this study and their sub-categories can be summarized as follows:
5.2. Lexical problems (4162 errors, 45 %)
The general analysis of the translations has shown that students encountered many lexical 
problems. The high percentage of lexical problems may be attributed to students’ tendency 
to translate literally and the difficulty they encounter in finding the appropriate Arabic 
equiva!ent for SL lexical items. Students’ dependence on English-Arabic bilingual 
dictionaries as well as their lack of proof-reading skills can also be blamed for this high 
Percentage. The lexical problems encountered by the subjects of this study include: wrong 
word choice (wrong lexis) (28.7%), omission (12.9%), compounds (11.5%), colloquial 
Arabic (9.7%), transliteration (7.3%), polysemy (5.7%), alternative translation (5.2%), 
addition (5.1%), collocations (4.1%), acronyms (3.4%), proper nouns (2.8%), metaphors 
(1.8%), graphic ambiguity (1.00%) and idioms (0.8%). Examples representing students’ 
erroneous translations in these areas will be discussed under each sub-category followed by 
some suggested solutions.
5.2.1. Wrong word choice (wrong lexis) (1193 errors, 28.7% )
These errors refer to the semantically wrong word or phrase used by the student translator as 
an equivalent for the source language word or phrase. These errors produce translations that 
deviate from the intended meaning of the SL message leading to a distortion of the meaning
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in the TT. The results revealed that the total number of errors involved in the use of wrong 
lexis was 1193 (28.7%). To illustrate this point, students gave different translations for the 
lexical item 'mortgages’ in "The number of mortgages approved for homebuyers sank to a 
record low during October”, Text Seven, as follows:
,Lx*Jiolj L-elLxjl ¡jj»'ll ill ^ jC.) CjV-}*-»
Ljaliiul CjjjJl ĵaiLuiAll Aa jfdl jll Me. (Jw“ 
, JJJJ&I (Jilx jjjjill ¿yjoUll £a JaIju) ¿1j ^,a>H
As the above translations show the student translators gave different translations for the 
lexical item ‘mortgage’, e.g. d' ‘property pledge’ ‘Oj 4^ ' ‘pawns, pledges’ and 
‘bonds’. These renderings fall short of conveying the intended meaning of the 
original message. The problem can be related to students’ tendency to translate literally, and 
can also be blamed on English-Arabic bilingual dictionaries which fail to give cultural 
background knowledge. For example, the two equivalents given by Al Mawrid English- 
Arabic dictionary for ‘mortgage’, if J o4 j  and u4 jl' ¿1— do not convey the intended 
meaning of the word. The meaning of this word relates to a British economic institution 
which forms part of British culture. According to Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary 
(henceforth OALD), a mortgage is “a legal agreement by which a bank or similar 
organization lends you money to buy a house, etc; and you pay the money back over a 
Particular number of years”.
It is worth noting here that cultural items such as ‘mortgage’ and ‘slowdown’ will also be 
discussed under cultural problems (cf. Cultural problems, section 5.3).
Some students gave partially acceptable translations, as in:
(j5Uk Ljoltxjl ij- ■ i1* ill A <JJUa1( «1 Ifcjlc. (JiIjaII (j-ajjill Me. j)
. (J5U. ^  J jx./ill mn ijjliLlI CitiiljA <> Me. JU* ¿1
• J i  ja ĴJ j j t  oMjli-ll lfc»le. j i IjaSI Ajjtkll Me.
These renderings do not appropriately reflect the intended meaning of the original word 
since they lack the cultural and situational features of this expression. In addition, none of 
the students provided an explanatory note clarifying the cultural background of the word.
In the same text students faced difficulty in translating the economic-oriented expressions: 
‘slowdown’ and ‘cooling significantly’. The translations reflect students’ preference for
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•itérai translation. To illustrate this point, a large number of students translated ‘slowdown’ 
in “The number of mortgages approved for homebuyers sank to a record low during 
October, according to figures released by the British Bankers’ Association that provide 
further evidence of a slowdown in the property market”, as:
Ui j  jjjjSI L>Ĵ i JjluJl j jL i J  LfciL. mc. bl
.(Âj£UI) ¿15L»V' ^4 yUbll cA citiJ ¿lyjl (Uutj) ¡Ijjwa.
ÛjiVl U J.Ü J j  j  . y  tCaliül Cjj^ll J jjil <L5Li«ll Kt,ji*ll j j*  jl' x>c. i
.CjKIuJI tfi jblÇ ^  _>i.i Jib (<rla«J ^ 1  j  ^>***11
As the translations show, ‘slowdown’ is translated literally as yblü. This literal translation is 
not congruent with the specific meaning of the term. In this text, and according to OALD 
(2005: 1440), ‘slowdown’ means ‘a reduction in speed or activity: a slowdown in economic 
growth’. One explanation for this type of error among student translators is the lack of 
specialized dictionaries. Students may have consulted non-specialized dictionaries such as 
A1 Mawrid English-Arabic dictionary and so produced such erroneous translations. In the 
same way, the majority of students faced difficulty in translating the special term cooling 
significantly’ in “Analysts said the data showed the ‘troubled housing market’ was now 
‘cooling significantly’ and called on the Bank of England to cut interest rates”, as can be 
seen in the following translations:
u .  J j j a i .  J < - ‘ ,< m V '  j V l j  i j i d b  J j - ü l l  J )  Cj LjL jlJ I  J  j j l l a - d l  j u b j l  j S j
, un'lllj »¿*->jSfl ¿bil I JL̂ ÛVI
^  i . <U-Jal j  i jw u  IjajCjUj v  jbCaJl CiljUJl j  (jÜ*»*/! jy** '—U*bl CjUI#1I Jli
,»bUll ClV-*** *l*ll 1
'jjl*ül ¿ljj t Jajal» J<.‘,< Jjjj tjtS cjjbCaJl jlL-yi ¿ J »i J  Cjyfbl ClUl̂ l! ÎJfcU jj JU ÜÎ
.'»bull CiV<̂ M
The translations of ‘cooling significantly’ as JS*b 4 ^  cjL  and
■bjai* jg.iii jjij ¡j\s respectively are a clear indication of students’ tendency to translate 
literally. While literal translation can work well in some types of texts, e.g. scientific texts, it 
can lead to erroneous translations in others. In translating literally students understand 
translation as the translation of individual words only without connecting them with the co­
text (Deeb, 2005: 184).
Other students gave partially acceptable translations, as in:
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^a.-ij j  <jaAl jC b jS j jVt I'lyi-*«! Al.ilull »jljj jjJaJ CjULfJl (jl j^la-dl JlS j
,4ĵ ]aaLall $̂j-iVl CJ)1±xj>
¿iai] LpUajjj tilu ^  iloUj  " jj*a JjSj" jVt CulS (Jjliall (jjj^uj ClitSLua Cij^iil CjULjjJI »CA ji (Jla  ̂ (Jliij
.4 u-Vl...al'
Although the Arabic equivalents V * ' ¿ ¿ j  and > «  a£ j  do capture the intended meaning
of the source language, the two phrases sound odd and awkward in Arabic. In addition, the 
Arabic noun does not collocate with the phrase ^ 1  j j  ‘with importance’.
Other students ignored the translation of the expression, e.g.:
1iJ0 I n , d * n  LCcljI j  l *Jnjl CtikdUajij OÜÎLm II (J&LjLa CLlx*<aji j
.¿UUUVi
Some students however gave acceptable translations such as:
^ L k j^ l ^  jS «¿Lull IjCJj j  In ¿«alt CjI jlidl La-Cat j  t j jjS ClUl l̂t Cj JÜ jjjlva" tjiijj
.ScûUit i, imi
.¿jt—Jt JjSjlt ¡y» ^  ijlaall ¡jS ÌiSaiall j i  j ^  CAajLuall j l  jjllaalt ¡yJaj ¿Sj
The professional translator gave the following translation:
t_jc.Cj "Jajaia jjji"  SjJSJ jVl "Aĵ la—aall jlfLayt jl  jfJaJ CjLiLjJt jlj j j lla all (Jllj
.S-uUll jUaal (jit LpUaj^
J ST Erroneous translations Model translations
,3 Crime fieures show J#-J (*SI J»JI Jj->* LM atijl J*iu..
J lo  cut interest rates... LalfJl t|,uaillj SJmi jSfl /«Jail *AjUll jUaWil U*àÀ.
7 A slowdown in the property 
_ market...
Îjlattt jy j (jatiiJVI J* CjIjLuit (Jjmi AUtVil
7 The third drop in consecutive 
months




The number of mortgages 
approved
,Citjtf*it ĵLmfclwiI Jai«-* »Oaiaall ^ jtiull v ijt.y'ill Jÿ c . JJc.
,8 Check vour bank statement iJjtaall Cjtaj_>-aill M>ljj M->—aIt JjjUSlI à*' jSÜI
9 Speculators who had driven 
UP prices
jta-aVl J_A L)a... jlfcui*l/l tj«i ̂  ¿yilll jjjJ
10 Israel hit back with air 
strikes
titalul) i Milî al 9 (Jrfjt >j Cij j-a ¿ 1 l> djjt>*] CjJj  JÎj
! word choice (wrong lexis)
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5.2.2. Omission (5 3 9  e r r o r s  1 2 .9 % )
5-2.2.1. Appropriate omission
Sometimes the translator is obliged, by TL-specific conventions or other aspects of 
untranslatability, to omit some of the items in the SL. However, the translator should do 
his/her best to render those omitted parts in order not to affect the propositional content, or 
the overall meaning, of the ST. For example, two students acceptably omitted the source 
text item ‘bank’ in “First, keep an eye on your spending and check your bank statements”, 
Text Eight, as follows:
. jljaU j J  J  lilStij) J x . UiS*U
.liljLa. JliJj cdj ^ la J t ¿a J-aljJ ^ e .  Vjl
Here, the omission of the word ‘bank’ does not affect the general meaning of the message, 
in Arabic the word is a synecdoche which refers to ‘bank statement’.
Another example of appropriate omission is students’ translations of Third, be careful with 
the credit card - if you're tempted to overdo it, leave the card at home , Text Eight as.
. Jjj-Jl USjjI Jifr <M»j J x -  V 1>* Ci& Ijjj ^  (L-O*) 1 ji*  0s ^
i u i j s .jj.u  \ ¿ajW11> (i!j  o- Ijia. oS ;t51U
,-,j.U l$j 1̂ li) ijUuV' ASUoj g* (JaUJl y i  Iji»  0^ ¡Llli
The item ‘card’ is appropriately replaced by the anaphoric pronoun U in ‘leave it’. 
Anaphoric reference occurs in Arabic when a noun is mentioned first then followed by its 
pronoun (Abdul-Raof, 2001, 64).
5<2.2.2. Inappropriate omission
By inappropriate omission we simply mean omitting certain words, phrases or even 
sentences that need to be retained in the TL version. This may be attributed to carelessness 
or failure on the part of the translator to capture the intended meaning and convey it 
adequately in the TL. The analysis has shown that some students omitted key SL words, 
Phrases or sentences resulting in distorted and non-equivalent translations. There were 539 
02.9%) omissions in the translations. By way of illustration, one student ignored the
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translation of ‘the Home Office’ in “According to the Home Office, there were 58 firearms- 
velated homicides in 2006-07 compared with 49 in the previous year-an increase of 18%.”, 
Text One, as follows:
4JU. 49 jli» «OkLiVl v m  JsP* 58 dlU* 2006 -7 j»t*
Here, the translator omitted a key phrase in the ST, which is unjustified. This omission not 
°nly affects the semantic equivalence but it also reduces the total meaning transferred into 
the TT. Surprisingly, there is nothing in the context to hinder the translation of this phrase. 
The whole propositional meaning of the sentence is retained once the omitted part is 
translated:
^  5 g ¿1* J  07-2006 (¿jMlt f lj .-k -u .it- j J j SII -U c . ¡ j l  t  a j l j j  1 1 i j
,°/o \ 8 tA jJÎ t<j.Jailli <udl C>!>...,■ XjtSIj  49 S->
Similarly, in their translations of “Drugs, urban decay, racism, "gangsta" rap and an absence 
°f positive role models have all been blamed for the recent spate of gun deaths...” , Text 
One, many students ignored the cultural item ‘gangsta rap’, as shown below:
Ijls ¿lilt . J j j l  • 4S ‘ Iwt! JSlt ijjÿljïl) ‘ ...‘‘ÿ o —j*!' tj»J* /(**“
PU3J  U CajI ùjSüW uAjfc ....¿ O -aJ'J ‘%18 JjUÂ J  ÿUill
.•LaluSfti iJSl\ djiijak
<*>>> 3  tf i  vtjt j  aUWJUii % 18 J & i
^  ^  >c5Ut cA *, ̂  ü -U i  J  ^llt
Generally, the omission of basic information from the source text affects the total 
information transferred in the target language, which will then affect the target language 
reader’s comprehension of the message of the text.
5.2.3. Compounds (477 errors, ¡1 .5  %)
Compounding is a derivational process in which two words or more are combined to form a 
new term. Compounds are written as one word, sometimes hyphenated and sometimes 
remaining separate. English compounds constitute a considerable part of English 
vocabulary, new compounds being added to the English lexicon on a daily basis.
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Compounds can be of any part of speech: compound nouns (e.g. goldsmith), compound 
adjectives (e.g. seasick), compound verbs (overcome), compound pronouns (yourself), 
compound adverbs (moreover), compound prepositions (in front of), compound 
conjunctions (whenever), compound numerals (twenty-two), a compound indefinite 
(another).
Using syntactic criteria, Quirk et al (1985: 1570-75) divide nominal compounds into six 
roain groups:
1. Subject-verb: This takes three forms:
a. subject + deverbal nouns (e.g. sunrise, The sun rises’) 
b- verb + subject (e.g. flashlight, T he light flashes)
c. verbal noun in -ing + subject (e.g. dancing girl, ‘the girl dances’)
2. Verb-object: This has the following forms:
a. object + deverbal noun (e.g. blood test, ‘X tests blood’)
b, object + verbal noun in-ing (e.g. fault-finding, ‘X finds faults’) 
c- object + agential noun with - er (e.g. tax-payer, ‘X pays taxes’)
d. verb +object (e.g. punchcard, ‘X punches the card’)
e- verbal noun in -ing + object (e.g. chewing gum, ‘X chews gum’)
2. Verb-adverbial: This includes:
a. verbal noun in -ing + adverbial (e.g. swimming pool, ‘X swims in 
the pool’)
b. adverbial +verbal noun in -mg (e.g. day dreaming, ‘X dreams during 
the day’)
c. adverbial + agential noun in -er (e.g. babysitter, ‘X sits with the baby’)
d. adverbial + deverbal noun (e.g. homework, ‘X works at home’) 
e- verb + adverbial (e.g. searchlight, ‘X searches with a light’)
4- Subject-object: This includes:
a. two nouns, one operating/powering the other (e.g. windmill, ‘the wind operates the mill’)
b. two nouns, one controls/working in connection with the other (e.g. security officer, T he 
officer looks after security’)
5. Subject-complement: This includes:
a. (two nouns such as girlfriend, ‘the friend is a girl’)
b. adjective + noun (e.g. darkroom, ‘the room is dark’ )
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c. two nouns, one resembling the other ( e.g. frogman, ‘the man is like a frog’)
6. ‘Bahuvrihi’ or exocentric compounds: These nouns are used metaphorically with specific 
cultural connotations, e.g. ‘egghead’ (a highly intellectual person), ‘bonehead’ (stubborn or 
stupid), ‘highbrow’ (an intellectual), ‘hardhat’ (a construction worker).
It is worth noting that a literal translation of these compounds will produce erroneous 
translations that fall short of conveying the denotation and sometimes the cultural 
associations of these compounds, e.g. i/jUjo# for ‘egghead’ instead of the acceptable 
translation ¡-¿j ‘a highly intellectual person’, u -'j for ‘bonehead’ instead of the 
correct translations ‘stubborn’ or ‘stupid’.
Compounding (<¿>-4' jl does not play such an important part in Arabic as in 
English. According to Hammad (1983), quoted in (A1 Kenai, 1985: 141), classical 
Philologists divide Arabic compound lexemes into four categories:
!• Verbal compounds: The formation of a compound that expresses an action which is 
usually expressed in a phrase: e.g. ‘to utter the invocation’ ^  ‘In the
Name of Allah, Most Gracious, Most Merciful’. Similarly, 4il Ju*. to say 
‘thanks be to Allah’. Also J j >  ‘walk fast’ from ‘flee’ and ‘run away’.
2- Adjectival compounds: The formation of a compound that bears the meaning of the 
adjective form of two morphemes: e.g. ‘amphibian’, from jj ‘land’ and ‘water’,
‘a yes-man’ from T am’ and ‘with’ or ‘pro’.
3- Nominal compounds: e.g. cu>•>-»• ‘a city in Yemen’ analyzed as being derived from
‘be present’ and ‘death’, ‘course of events’ from t* ‘what’ and ij*
‘happen’.
4- Relative pronouns: Compounds are formed from proper nouns by adding the relative
suffix: ij , e.g. ^  a man coming from and
A1 Kenai claims that compounds are rather few in both Classical Arabic and Modem 
Standard Arabic, and that most of the compound lexemes in Arabic are loanwords which are 
franslated literally, especially in the field of chemistry, medicine, biology and physics, e.g. 
‘electromagnetic’ ‘amphibian’ (ibid: 143-4).
The previous examination of the compounding systems of English and Arabic shows that 
each language forms its compounds differently. While compounding plays an important part 
'n English, it is a less productive process in Arabic. Students’ translations of English 
compounds showed that some compounds were translated straightforwardly while others 
proved to be difficult to translate. For example, students faced no difficulty in translating
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English compounds such as ‘occupied territories’, ‘international law’, ‘Middle East’ as these 
words have closely corresponding equivalents in the target language, namely,
J^ili, and jjjtili respectively. However, other compounds such as ‘firearms- 
related homicide’, ‘world credit fiasco’, ‘global credit crunch’, ‘a new points-based system’, 
'low-skilled workers’, ‘United Nations-based bodies’, and ‘a climate-friendly future’ 
constituted a real difficulty in translation. The general analysis has shown that compounds 
accounted for 477 (11.5%) errors. For example, some students translated the English phrase 
‘58 firearms-related homicides’ incorporating the compound ‘firearms-related’ in 
“According to the Home Office, there were 58 firearms-related homicides in 2006-2007 
compared with 49 in the previous year - an increase of 18%”, Text One, as:
sfo 58 JUa 2007-2006 ¿y* ‘% l8 d*-»* ^  ^  J
ui *\\ <¿*21 (Jili 49 m r^bJl uj-Ok'imj
<U\ ^  4 9  jUL. 2007j  2006 ^-1* ^  Jallj -Wu> ^  58 ’»Jj j l  V-5 j
, %  1 8  4 ^ - O J  S j L) j  d lL lA  ( j l  ^ 1  S j ^ L d l
lL q . (jj¿a. (% I g clwiSJ  J  jail (.¿Ijik 'jjS2j 1 olJl (jj*"!“1*" ¿M i j i l j l  » J jj
AijU21 o l ^  Lai»« 49 v  ̂ J** 58 , J! 2007-2006
The translations given as equivalents of ‘58 firearms-related homicides’ are J ^  58
<̂ jUli c auli, ‘58 killers using firearms’, J a i b ^ j t  ^jU C5U 58 ‘58 firearms associated with 
killing’ and 58 J !  2007-2006 *** J* -j ‘the number o f armed people reached
58 in 2006-2007’. These renderings fall short of conveying the meaning of the source text,
i.e. 58 homicides committed using firearms. The difficulty involved in translating this 
compound may be attributed to students’ failure to analyze the constituents of the phrase. In 
other words, students were unable to distinguish between the compound modifier (firearms- 
related) and the head noun (homicides). According to Deeb (2005) and Kharma and Hajjaj 
(1989), the difficulty of translating English compounds among Arab students is related to 
the presence of a lengthy grammatical structure which most commonly takes the form of 
strings of adjectives.
Some students gave partially acceptable translations such as:
A*ll ^  49 m fcjli. 2007-2006 .,«■* J3 58 ¿P &  ^ U o ^ t  i j j j  tiij j
,%1 8 V j  U jA j  »JiUdl
t<^Uli ila. 49 itjUU <4 jbli <aLVi J ff 58 t^lij» ¿kiA 2007-2006
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The above translations conveyed the intended meaning of the source text message, but they 
failed to adopt the correct rules of the TL. While in the first translation the translator came 
under the influence of colloquial Arabic JS , in the second translation the translator
opted for the wrong case of the noun instead of .
Some students however were able to get the meaning of the source text message and 
produced a good Arabic style, as in:
49 s-> jtiu 2007-2006 ^-tc ^  ^  j  ^  jUll J3 »  $8 ‘ *J j j  s-1*** j
.%18
<iJL Aijii, 2007-2006 ^  <i jtjll ,.1.1^1 4 ? J3  58 ¿Id* ^ tS  » j 'j j  j
,%18 4 9  jtS ¿¡¿a. ipJoLdl
In Text Fourteen, students faced difficulty in translating the English phrase ‘a new points- 
based system’ incorporating the compound ‘points-based’ in “Finally, a new points-based 
system for economic migrants will be introduced in the spring, only allowing them to come 
to this countiy if they have sufficient skills and qualifications”. Two of students’ 
translations are as follows:
• • d j '  »¿A  J j i J  O l J j i l l  j  t l l U U S ] !  ( ¿ j i )  V )  £ - * - * V  v l y a j  £ P j l '  J ^ U  < j j
J j i J j  f+1 £ l»* j > A »»  fcpj1 (4h  ¡jja-jdli ^  i-agy i ^Uaillj J k u 0̂ )0»  *Jali
CiSUy* j  lij
The students’ translations of the English compound as A*** s?jL-3' ‘a new
economic system for immigrants’, and cŴ jtiU ^jUa3Vi flkilW ijk z  ‘a new point
related to the economic system of immigrants’ respectively do not convey the intended 
meaning of the SL item. This difficulty may be related to the non-existence of the newly 
adopted immigration system in Britain in the target culture. A few students however gave 
Partially acceptable translations conveying the intended meaning of the ST, as in:
^  Jail »iO /Jali »¿pi» j&ljl ££jlt ^  j^jL-oiSV'
.ijiuai O!jl*dl J  c£U >l! ^  ¿15 J U  Jk iljtil
<#***1 <)jU-aai ¿yu-V j^ l ' 41 » l^d l J  A^» ^  j
,Cj5U> * j  j  »j5>« CjIj \+ *  1 jj -iaii <£Ul »jfl 4̂]
The professional translator gave the following translation:
.0*4—2Vt >ul) Jalij Jtc. U k  fjiili ^ J \  U j«
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T ST Erroneous translations Model translations
7 Analysts said the data showed Cjj$Jài «¿Ailÿill «¿4 Jllj jl j4-iéu CiULfjil ¿L Jljj
_ the "troubled housine market" JjUaJI
2 and monilorine online 
firearm suppliers..
» Ciljt.!«) ^J jyk  AoAI 
,wjjJÂj*yi iOUjlwll
15 low paid British workers will 
pay the price of immigration
JIajlU (jÂlxiell ¿1 
.0
u JUall jlj
17 Finally, review and 
enforcement of these 
commitments must be carried 
out bv United Nations-based 
bodies
CjLjÎUjVI jiôill 1 




18 ...which can deliver the 
stringent emissions 
reductions the 
Intereovemental Panel on 
Climate Change (1PCO tells 
us are needed.
ül>üll ijj* Ulli* j
iiij» f  jlj <jl ,>( IPCC) ^Udl 
JmJI j Ojia. ̂ Jle. jUa) J\e.
iliLjUt jjiiau JjJ ¿y» t jlji) iJ!k. 
, CibÛ ĵ U A* jL-a
T a b l e  16: Errors i n v o l v i n g  c o m p o u n d s
The previous discussion of the translation of English compounds has shown that some 
compounds were easy to render while others, especially those consisting of strings of 
adjectives, proved to be hard to handle. To translate English compounds into Arabic 
students used three main strategies: genitive constructions (*»'--!) including improper 
genitives, paraphrasing and a noun and adjective structure. Examples of genitive forms 
•nclude »jW-di >L»li and as translation equivalents of ‘low-skilled
workers’ in “First, low-skilled workers from the developing world will be barred from 
Moving to Britain”, Text Four. Examples of translation by paraphrasing can be found in the 
translation of ‘a new points-based system’ in “Finally, a new points-based system for 
economic migrants will be introduced in the spring, only allowing them to come to this 
country if they have sufficient skills and qualifications”, Text Fourteen, as
and ^  -»'jS. Examples of a noun and adjective structure
include outfit for international law’, Text Eleven and J^Sli for ‘The Middle 
East’, Text Twelve.
5*2.4. Use of colloquial and colloquial-influenced Arabic (403 errors, 9.7 %)
Respite the fact that translation from English into Arabic might be less problematic for 
native speakers of Arabic who are expected to have good mastery of their mother tongue 
than for English native speakers, the translations at hand have shown numerous examples of
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weak structure and poor style due to the use of colloquial and colloquial-influenced Arabic 
expressions. The use of such Arabic expressions may be attributed to the translator’s lack of 
TL competence. The number of errors involved in the use of colloquial or colloquial- 
influenced Arabic was 403 (9.7%). In the following analysis, examples of colloquial and 
colloquial-influenced Arabic expressions are underlined, and suggested translations are 
given between brackets.
“Drugs, urban decay, racism, "gangsta" rap and an absence of positive role models have all 
been blamed for the recent spate of gun deaths, with Tory leader David Cameron going so 
far as to blame a ‘broken society’ ” .
jj*V l »A JS CjjU-jVI CjIj -AI j>> sAA j  CjI iU-soJI ,»j * j  «¿-S-a*!' j S U iy C ilj j iJ !
.(j-ailill AW-1 £± &  A IA j  (Jjill jla ijV '
JiLkj'J  C iljii-dl J )  ^SLaL J2i!l ^  'A  i j J*j)
1>AJ  \)V ̂ ijl CxjO AjLJl jOOti v 'A -J - CjUUoe. j
, »Li—ii L« ,»̂1 j * J \  +-> jij j jlni' t *'' j * .
“This represents a fall of 37 per cent year on year and was the third drop in consecutive 
months” (Text: 7).
,il—oljli jjyii »Jfr (J5ti ijllill »jail jA (jtSj  LyS) <Iu ¿)A % 3 7 (jialiijt t A j
.(• C jlLtull J J d  Jo^ lA  A ll!) j l f i  j  4Jua <lu> %  3 7  t J 'A* *  j  V—o lia -il '¿A  O li^ j)
“Secondly, the Bank of England interest rate has risen 9 times since 2003 and 5 times since 
August 2006” (Text: 9).
.2006 L,f* Lj(>« 5 j  2003 A. cli>> 9 jU->Vl £UjjIj ¿SAi * ^  ;t*jL5 
.(2006 f o *  jOauft.1 c-ii At O'ja L>***.3 2003 A* Q'_>» a-A ' <ili$ «Aill J j»*i guj ')
“A report from the Office for National statistics published yesterday shows that 8,758 
People died from excessive alcohol intake in 2006, twice the number in 1991” (Text: 4).
6y&) Ok ^ J | )  \yU & uAft' ¿)* 8,758 ch
. 1991 </* 2006 ^  ol^jjJUll
Vj-i J> O 'j-V ' - ^  L-»aJi 8,758 o' (->“ ' Cj 'oL—a.yi V&» Oc- JsL# A^')
.(1991 (J» null ¿¿all <■ u  Ja jiu Lt 2006 $4*»
“First, shops and supermarkets must stop selling alcohol below cost prices. This also
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involves reducing sales to under-18s by bars, off-licences and retailers”.
tb* (JliJ ¿ji iDat) t(JUll ¿ja iy> ^  jl& ux>j CjSj U ‘"■*̂ ^̂ '1 ;Vjl
j f$*tt L-Hjl j '  iJj.<iVi ¿>a I j iSttij yl ¿yhllj 4i*J 18 (jc. (J*J (*AjU&i Cjbj^ii*]l
. ijja jlb
Cjj3 fA (j*) Cjlijitt.ll Jjlii lj* [j«I in it j jbuujl ¿yt JiLl (J_yx£ll ££ jc. <LijS_)*ll (JjljyiVlj CjjjljjJt £jl»j)
jjjuUlIj (LjJjUil jjttiJ l £n! <L-slx̂ jttll jjkljttllj CjUUJl y i  1 g
“Third, be careful with the credit card-if you’re tempted to overdo it, leave the card at 
home” (Text: 8).
fULil .Cljjll CjjSll Cljjl Ĵlttitiiil ¡ j i (jjilUttll jtt iCu& Ij) jlttiiVl <SU»J Jlttib iil ¡jhc. jS  ;QHj
.(CajJI l$Sjjl I f tt l j iU  y i Ajtllittll C aibl jl i  i-jij..o ttll jUu^H iiUa^ (j* jA^ll CLlc- ¿dill! 
5.2.5. Transliteration (304 errors, 7.3%)
Transliteration is the transference of the English word into Arabic letters more or less as 
pronounced. Catford (1965: 43) defines transliteration or transference as “an operation in 
which the TL text, or rather, parts of the TL text, do have values set up in the SL: in other 
words, have SL meanings”. One of the disadvantages of transliteration is that it brings into 
the target language items that preserve the original SL cultural flavour, regardless of 
whether these items are understood by the target language reader or not.
There were 304 (7.3%) errors involving transliteration. Many of these errors occurred in 
translating proper nouns and culturally specific items (cf. cultural problems, section 5.3), 
For example, some students transliterated ‘Joseph’ in “Remember Joseph: ‘Seven years of 
plenty followed by seven years of famine”, Text Nine, as <-»«*•, or as in:
<j* CjIjiui Ajum Sjijll ijtt C*\yut *jua* i— <ljju jSiSilj
.( AeLjwJt) ijiilt ¿yt Aju*j »JSS1I tb* ¿yiui <Uiu " ; u-ijjj» J j i  jSii l*Sj
."Cjlc-L -̂tll ¿jtt Cjl_jiui jiu.j f l i j l l  tb* CjIj Iui "t - i j j j»  (Jjl jS ii
Other students gave the correct Arabic equivalent, as in:
" Jaai (bjiui £fw> ib**A A ij ibii« " UUijj Ulj** Ju  US 
IjCai ijjU ¿fy. " uV h J j |  jSiu ¿I Vtf j  
."Jaaill 0* ¿j«  ibŴ  U* ¿ d j* *  ¿fM " fbUdl 4̂ 1» v-Ui a  Uj,^ J j i  L*iL jSj3j
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One student partially acceptably used a combination of transliteration and the Arabic 
equivalent, as follows:
jiillj £ dllj i u  tfrxiu J j S  jSjj
In Text Three students used transliteration in their translations of the cultural expression 
‘gangsta rap’ in “Drugs, urban decay, racism, "gangsta" rap and an absence of positive role 
models have all been blamed for the recent spate of gun deaths.. as follows:
Cilj »jjil! c-jLjt j  "1 1 i_t*Jj  Cilj .iVal) (jJ) jU)l ^
J  < j 5 U j V I ‘  C j ! y j J )  ^ 5 L J U  J 2 Ü I  C j l ^ L c .  ¿y»  c W H  u j U « i I
.^L^Vl jjd l "gangsta"
CjUL^c. jl "n . . 1 djbl  ̂ jl .rfij»\\j jLàllj j j f r ia j  d j ) j ) j
î iS] OjljUt (J  ĵilt <Jc. ¡Jj <J£ l*J éjüJljl tiic-V' lM  <d)
The transliterations o f the above cultural item do not correctly or semi-correctly relay the 
meaning of the English item. This problem is a cultural mismatch, which is related to the 
non-existence of the cultural item in the Arab/ Muslim target culture. However, because of 
its non-existence in Arabic culture, the translator may transliterate the SL item and make use 
of a footnote or a brief in-text explanation to explain the contextual meaning of the source 
cultural item, as in:
£*\yA  djljdi-cll J j  j-5UJb Jjïil ^  Jàjaldl S-’W-'I
,4ua-kll îjüJl ujL|£ ÜL-VW S-1'j l ' i/*>“>“ i j j i  J  j
(Gangsta rap is a type o f modern music in which the words of a song are spoken to a steady 
rhythm. The words are usually aggressive and may be critical of women, OALD, 2005: 
638).
In the same way eight students transliterated ‘supermarkets’ in, “First, shops and 
supermarkets must stop selling alcohol below cost prices”, Text Five. Their translations are 
ns follows:
.-UlSiii jxui ¿y» jsli Jjaill ¿# j e  dtf>u j l  " supermarkets " cj^Lxdi J *  ;Vjl 
.m jUmII ù-B» d j^ ll  fcw Ù* c»SjU I J *  ^  ;'vjl
t > 5  t >  J * 1 v Ü j 3  J  M » J C A S j L .  j j t J l f  c ù U J  ;  V j l
. JUl J*1 j -  £*> '-¿jj f+iS& Luâ diS jU j  ^jlîûîi Cj5txJt':Vji
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.«Lint.-xit jlxuiU ¡̂J ¿)1 Ci£ jLa j  Cj!)Lxa]I /Vj!
jtLui ¿ya JsL ££ uiULj) CjSj U j  uoa-j i'Ljl.iJ
JsL Jja£]l £U cjSjj (jl .̂.ia>j CjSj L» j  AJUill CjM»-« ; Vji




2 mail 27 1 0
3 police 27 1 0
5 supermarkets 16 8 4
5 bars 20 1 7
7 banks 2 19 7
7 bankers 5 23 0
8 banks 10 14 4
8 bank 2 24 2
8 Bank 3 24 1
8 card 27 1 0
1 cash 22 1 5
9 bank 2 26 0
14 police 27 1 0
15 billion 8 19 I
15 £ 15 1 12
~T6~ T c -------------- 5 22 1
16 1.8° F 0 21 7
17 baseline 23 1 4
17 technology 0 28 0
17 mechanism 25 2 I
18 protocol 13 15 0
18 protocol 9 17 2
18 protocol 11 17 0
18 protocol 11 16 1
18 legislation 27 1 0
Total 337 304 59
Percentages 48.1% 43.5% 8.4%
Table 17: Students’ use of transliteration
Table 17 shows that 48.1 % of students gave the Arabic equivalent of the source language 
items, 43.5 % used transliteration while 8.4 % preferred to omit the source language item. 
Student translators should be encouraged to use genuine Arabic words - i.e. words derived 
from both an Arabic root and an Arabic pattern - as it will be easier for the target reader to 
understand Arabic words than ad hoc loan words.
5*2.6. Polysemy (236 errors, 5.7 %)
Polysemy (cf. section 3.2.5) is a misleading concept since each item not only has several 
meanings, but it also has a wide array of contextual meanings covering a whole range of
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situational features (Catford: 1965: 96). In a particular context a SL word or expression may 
carry several meanings, and if the translator does not understand the whole context s/he is 
more likely to understand the SL word or expression wrongly, thus failing to produce the 
appropriate TL equivalent. The results showed that the total number of errors involved in 
the translation of polysemy was 236 (5.7%). For example, the lexical item ‘bank’ in 
“Analysts said the data showed the "troubled housing market" was now "cooling 
significantly" and called on the Bank of England to cut interest rates”, Text Seven, is 
rendered as ‘shore of a river’ rather than ‘a financial institution’, as in the
following:
^  Jlij j  .ijluill j J J f L L ,  jV l A*L**l! ^  jl CiU_>k-»]l ¿1 1̂} ¿uI'-vaII
.¡.LuAVI dlV-W* ¿Jail ‘Cjjtkjjoll
Only one student was able to translate the word using the most acceptable Arabic equivalent 
for ‘bank’, i-ij-a-, as in:
J  " jV l *  m >" (ji*OLLfjJl (jl ^1 j^ lL J l jOajI J
CjV̂a>* ¿tUl
The professional translator also gave the same Arabic equivalent, as in:
SO fa* IJCJJ  "lajaia j j ji" i jJ i jV ' jlS-jj/' j l jflaJ jtl jjlla^ll J ij
.»Julill jlxwi (jiaii, IjjUajjj
Other students tended to use the stylistically less acceptable loanword giving 
translations that are not congruent with TL norms, such as:
^  O'* S-JJaJj «j j ~»J IjfJ CjI^ uJjL.aial' CiljluJl J jliw iy i ¡¿jm  Cjj^Jil ,̂ jll CjUL̂S! jl^ jjllxa JlSj
.WUll »1*1)
The form ^  can be partially accepted as an equivalent for ‘bank’, since the item is widely 
used in Arab daily life. However, Arab students should be encouraged to use the Arabized 
form as the use of purely Arabic-based forms is generally considered preferable to 
the use of loanwords.
In the same example the verb ‘called’ was unacceptably translated as <*—4 ^  tills, lKs , as
in:
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Ijïlajl j  Â̂ *aI jj jV I >"i'yi»<al aJjLJI (jl̂ uiV  ̂ ®jb) J$JàJ ÚJÜI4JI j! (jjlxJl Jli j
,Âjj]g itiio'l ^ u V l CjV-1*-«
ŷlc. (^ikj J  " j^ ia i JjSj" jVI £4*-»l "CjjjjJl c3á>^ ij¿»JXJ OULfill jj( tjj'-w*'! ^uJojl j
.»fililí C i'jiA A  ¿Joli
Â̂Jall Jlij j ÜLJI JjSjll jV ' î A ijla-Jl Áls.aall j l  J4J0J CjUjk*ll j l  j j lU a'l J-Jnji
.(•LoÜaV' CjV-í*-« £-iaAJ A^Ua^Jt
Another example of polysemy in the same text is the verb ‘sank’ in “The number of 
mortgages approved for homebuyers sank to a record low during October". The term ‘sank’ 
was rendered literally as ‘drowned’ rather than in its contextual sense ‘fall’, as 
in:
• J* "  L & i ù a ^ i ' jjjî* * l) 1 (¡>J ¿ a *  /(jjfc
.’l a - i l j  LiaUijl jJjjS l J 5 ti  j jjU «II (jjJÚUll gfjlinJl (jl jfcl CiVJiu* i-iiy ... 
(J5U (JjS j*  .IfS  fj J !  Wlfc (¿»'>*1' S ijtid l J a JJ*i' Ato
. j¿>&i J ^ t i  jjjp ll ,̂ 4 ójijU Jl ¿*Lcj (¿JjLbaJl ato
This difficulty of polysemy can be blamed on students’ tendency to select the most common 
dictionary meaning of the word. Deeb (2005: 184) attributed the difficulty to Arab 
translators’ tendency to deal with the word as a unit of translation rather than viewing it in 
connection with other elements in the co-text.
5.2,7. Alternative translations (216 errors, 5.2 %)
The students’ translations have shown that some students tended to provide the target 
language reader with translation choices. This tendency to offer translation alternatives may 
be attributed to the translator’s uncertainty about the appropriate translation of the item or 
•terns under discussion. The total number o f errors related to alternative translations was 
216 (5.2 %). For example, in Text Nine, one student gave nine alternative translations, as
can be seen below:
SLT:
Firstly, what happened is that speculators, who had driven up prices by buying, buying, 
buying, stopped buying. Thus, prices dropped as demand fell away. Secondly, the Bank of 
England interest rate has risen 9 times since 2003 and 5 times since August 2006. The 
worldwide credit fiasco has resulted in the global credit crunch, the result of which is that
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borrowers can’t get the loans they obtained 6  months ago. And those who do get an offer of 
a loan, get it at higher rates than before. Thirdly, the Council of Mortgage Lenders forecasts 
45,000 home repossessions next year. That will depress the market. Fourthly, the amount of 
debt in our society is literally astronomical and this will impact hugely in the coming 
economic downturn. As a society we have little savings to see us through. Remember 
Joseph: ‘Seven years of plenty followed by seven years of famine’.
TLT:
‘-¿Sjj js i t i j i i j i j  c h  j&h t . » m i ) j i  j*  ¿ u *  * Vji
l* a*.j  ^ V . ^  i . i ¡ ĵ!n \ i .if c J  f.^
U-aUajl ( filial ) Au-ajil j) ,2006ft*J 5 J  2003 ft* 4i» Cjija 9
i^6, ,_J* ¡jijJtl "uia'I flt*Jl J&**y \)1
( L>o ¿ill t jk . J  jLaa-j ) J a  jiil wllla J *  jC- LJc. t'j »La.yi ¿tjill lililjij .Jail llua*  6 j*  ^
, t** ji&l CjVa»*J <Jc.
/J4i J )  liA j  .Cdjlill ikJl J  ji« 45000 ( jLul) plajL (̂ jULdl j*  jli (>»'>! ¡_>4»-» Liy : ClL
jA Jl |l , fi-Ja (JSĴ  'j* j i j  ^  J}& l i« J i » - »  j '  : W j
<*4m " ; JjS jSii U£j ¿.UaTu (j! jS-S (/il' Cjlja.xJl j»  JJill tipi jjj
.( i*lj»«il ) »jAjJl t>  ¿¡¡i-J <*+* tf*JJJ »J&l' U* Up**
Students should avoid using alternative translations. They should be encouraged to give 
one translation option based on their understanding of the item or items of the ST.
5.2.8. Addition (214 errors, 5.1 %)
5-2.8.1. Appropriate addition
Appropriate addition involves adding one or more words to the SLT in order to make the 
leaning more explicit for the target language reader. This addition is necessary as the 
translator is dealing with two languages that are linguistically and culturally different. 
According to Emery (1987: 64), “Arabic tends to be more explicit than English: what is 
implicit in English has to be spelled out in Arabic”. The general analysis has shown that 
students used addition in their translations. For example, some students translated ‘Home 
Office’ in “According to the Home Office, there were 58 firearms-related homicides in 
2006-07 compared with 49 in the previous year-an increase of 18%’\  as * j'jj,
as in:
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ijjIiJI ^uJl ^  49 -j <3jli« 2007-2006 -»tt ^  J3 ¿̂Lc. 58 jt£ J** ‘ AjjUajjJl Sjl j j l  lisjj
.% 18 -f ^ i  ^  j* j  ‘
fc ji- 2006-07 fte. <yi 4jjU1I <*luityl ÎjajLuU (jjiijll J3 aJI». 58 jlS A-uLLj^II Sjljj) Ujj
.% 1 8 j i  kiudl 49 <J' CiVlaJb
2006-07 ft* ^  L&l' fjljau '^^c’ ^  jbi (^jU 58 v-Jjlil U* blU* 4jL <LuUaĵ .til s j l j j  Uuibjj
,%  ] 8 ojL) j  vjdiuaj ,,JjU l ^lail Jaiis 49 -J ^jjtju
Some students used translation by addition to make explicit the implicit information 
inherent in the source text. For example, some students translated ‘our’ in ‘Go back into 
history and there are complaints in Medieval Times about our love of quaffing vast 
quantities of Ale, and our love of rowdyism and violence’, Text Six, as follows:
ü A v  v ^ l  V» ^  ^ J t  fcjUl J !  b j ,
.. , » Je. Uib jlk j Æ 1 4 O kilj w j U t L l d ! J I  ÂiL—1 Sj sl
^  •“ ^  u  J  ^  ^  4 ^  J '  t - » A >  ^  v ^ w J a a
.vJùJ ij  <£.j J r ±i\ ju jy t,
In the above translations the possessive element ‘our’ has been replaced by
and its co-referential pronouns f* and *- in { ± a n d  if* respectively. By doing this, the
translators achieved a state of distancing with regard to the target reader.
However, some students did not use this strategy in translating culturally bound expressions. 
For example, none of the students added appropriate explanatory information in their 
translation o f ‘off-licence’ in “First, shops and supermarkets must stop selling alcohol below 
cost prices. This also involves reducing sales to under-18s by bars, off-licences and 
retailers”, Text Five, as in: Wjtiôi ****>dt . Similarly, in Text Nine,
none of the students used translation by addition to translate the culturally specific 
expression ‘home repossessions’ in ‘Thirdly, the Council of Mortgage Lenders forecasts 
45,000 home repossessions next year’, along the following lines:
. y ..." ^ j J  LjjLv—oi ¿y» Jbj U j  4}ilijalll Cjt|^iljl ...
CilSyill
1° their translations of geographical locations, the majority of students did not add 
explanatory information to make the text more understandable for the target language reader 
who is unlikely to know the geography of Britain. For example, only two students added 
geographical information to translate ‘Wales’ in ‘During the past year the deliberate use of 
guns to take life has risen in England and Wales’, Text One, as jk> Vtfj ‘jk j  .
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However, it would be more appropriate to add further geographical information and 
translate this phrase along the following lines: By doing so the Arab
target reader will realize that ‘Wales’ is part of the United Kingdom.
Another example of translation by addition is the use of lexical repetition. Dickins et al 
(2002: 108-9) define lexical repetition in Arabic as “The repetition of the same word or even 
the same phrase in a particular sense. Repetition of a single word is termed word repetition 
or lexical item repetition, while repetition of a whole phrase is termed phrase repetition”. 
For example, one student used semantic repetition in the translation of “This represents a 
fall of 37 per cent year on year and was the third drop in consecutive months”, Text Seven, 
as in:
.4ih.iLnu 1 ¿-Jljll ¡jjaliauVI j jiu j (J&1 % 37 jgJaj 11a j
The lexical item is repeated in the second clause. According to Dickins
et al (ibid: 109), lexical item repetition functions not only as a stylistic feature, but also as a
text-building device contributing to the general cohesion of the text.
5<2.8,2. Inappropriate addition
Though it is sometimes appropriate to add words to the target text for clarity and stylistic 
reasons, addition is not always justified. The results showed that inappropriate additions 
accounted for 214 (5.1%) errors. One student, for example, translated ‘ale’ in “Go back into 
history and there are complaints in Medieval Times about our love of quaffing vast 
quantities of Ale, and our love of rowdyism and violence”, Text Six, as:
knaJl j JS2U (ji tilu* jlS ¿¡i
.uikflJ <U>Uaiil
The TL is unnecessarily repetitious, translating ‘ale’ as S—»Uj ¿-U JS-i ***&
Suk-jV' ‘They like beer very much especially the light English beer’. It would perhaps 
he more appropriate to render ‘ale’ simply as as in:
4> • AaIaxaII ^  jlfLirfli
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In the same text one student translated ‘com plaints’ and ‘our love’, as:
WÀxjÌ j UaJj (jLjj ejjSS ^jlSu1 AWiA jtS Jlli jjikuijll ». tl>'t J )  jtjjblb bL)li l»> J
i. ’»’ullj Cj\ M  .ball tua.j ( 4*aJl ¿^.1 ) jj*ll O'4 CjUa£ 4_j j*1>
The translator uses the syndetic doublets ijJAA and bii-Sj b*Jj for the translation of
‘complaints’ and ‘love’ respectively. As there is no emphasis here, it would be more 
appropriate if a single term were used. Similarly, one student translated ‘deliberate’ in 
“During the past year the deliberate use of guns to take life has risen in England and Wales, 
Text One, as ¡*r$ j  .IajuaII % as illustrated below:
(J&i ¿>« Jyljj AjuUtiiej IjlIaJl Xtxlall »¿a. ¿il
It would be more appropriate if a single term were used, as in:
, jl^j AaJaljLaj ¿y» (j£ ^ibalb (JSlI CjVba ^3 tftlijjl «ni all ¿{da
In addition, one student began her translation of “Drugs, urban decay, racism, "gangsta" rap 
and an absence of positive role models have all been blamed for the recent spate of gun 
deaths...” Text One, with an introductory sentence, as follows:
ckUiVlj ; ¡¿Aj j S i  jUijVI lòfi AfriVI f*^al l+l *+jj t/̂ I' ¿¡* ¿¿¿»1' »¿lb*
J j j  CjbL-o*Jlj
The addition of the introductory phrase f^jyi ¿j—I V  ^  bib* ‘There are
several factors which are blamed for’ may be interpreted as an attempt by the translator to 
improve the style of writing in Arabic.
5-2.9. Collocations (173 errors, 4.1% )
Collocation (cf. collocation, section 3.2.3) is “a lexical relation of co-occurrence that binds 
words together with varying degrees of strength” (Bahumaid 2006: 133). The most striking 
examples of collocational difference involve synonyms and by extension near-synonyms. 
Baker (1992) and Dickins et al (2002) maintain that synonymous words in English and 
Arabic often differ in their collocational ranges, and that each language has its own
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preferences for certain modes of expression and certain linguistic configurations. This view 
is also shared by Zughoul (1991: 52), who states that “what collocates in one language does 
not necessarily collocate in another”. The notion of collocation can also be extended in a 
translation context to cover cases where there is a clear difference in range of meaning 
between an ST term and its literal TT equivalent. Thus, as will be discussed in more detail 
below, in addition to its more basic physical sense, ‘broken’ in English can be used to refer 
to a society, e.g. ‘broken society’. In Arabic, by contrast, the basic literal equivalent of 
English ‘broken’ cannot be used to refer to society; is an unacceptable
collocation. The translations of English collocations have shown that students have a 
preference towards literal translation. As a result they introduced into the target language 
lexical combinations which are alien to the collocational ranges o f their receptor language. 
The results indicated that the total number of errors found in the use of wrong collocation is 
173 (4.1%). To illustrate this point, some students translated ‘broken society’ in “Drugs, 
urban decay, racism, "gangsta" rap and an absence of positive role models have all been 
blamed for the recent spate of gun deaths, with Tory leader David Cameron going so far as 
to blame a "broken society", Text O ne, as (^■«ll)j.A'uli ¿•*>>«11/ as in :
W l Jull jj-lli uJoc- j  (jlajyJl) (JjjjlaJl ¿laS J  t(4jl*ll) i-will j  «¿iIj Jm II j li
ftLuJ u  f AjL-S jaiLx*ll JjISU CluuIU ja il CjIaLc- J * iiV ' 0 * $  txuj J S
Ĵ jV I J )  (̂ Jjjull jj^ll vM -J CjbU-axll Jla.J < S j  i-jĵ -ojxll J  (^ilJl j  CjIjia-dl CLiJ
Idl |iUfĉ >lt *UJ U fjl Jyjyj" \ i f j y  -bli tiya. ¿iUfll OVUJ
The translations given of ‘broken society’ are and respectively.
These translations are not appropriate to describe the lexical item £*4*». The translations do 
°ot conform to the collocational restrictions of Arabic, i.e. the lexical item never 
°ccurs with nor of course, the lexical item . The item occurs with, among 
other things, material objects such as doors, windows, glass, e.g. mW ‘a broken door’, 
‘broken glass’. The lexical item £*»*-• co-occurs, inter alia, with J**» 
‘corrupt’, *iKi* ‘disintegrated’, etc.
A partially acceptable equivalent o f the collocation given by one student translator is J ^ '  
‘the corruption and disintegration o f the society’. However, the same translator 
Wrongly indicated that the Tory leader was behind all the problems inflicted upon British 
society, as he claimed below:
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t^ill j  ^jUaüjjll J *  J  -IWLp ,»jlll j  ,̂).<il Aja, jj ji)  Ali lilA JaI j
£ula_dl (Ĵ Lxil ¿¡c. V j 'iéik jjjc.1
Other students gave acceptable translations of the collocation ‘broken society’, such as ¿-3*-» 
as in:
. " vtl&L« ^ I v V  | »jil I j j a j  ¿ jL jb  )nS\ ■> «11 .Ifu Jl
a'1 v1K»i J l  V I lull lijx i lilb ¡JA JUjI ^jLLjjjII jjJriil ia \\ L_l ja. -iilill v_i* j v* u~\
The professional translator provided the following acceptable translation:
,v*KiJl û«1xa1U >Lul U ^jl ,jJj j^Sfl Aj ¿L ¿yjhtl •» «11 l—I ja. (jjjyjj i j j ' I j i  V*1 .Hull j l
In Text Four some students translated ‘heavy drinking’ in “Death rates rose in all age groups 
but the biggest increase for both sexes was among people aged 35 to 54, a legacy of heavy 
drinking in their 20s and early 30s” as <J£1' Their translations are as follows:
54 i l̂) 35 ¿)M t-  *C)jA»Jl Ajill ¿yt j  ¡jjiiil^ll ¿yt jljiVl jla. luiyj J*«jl Cjlji Ail£ £*JJA Cjl^ijll (J^ru jlS  jiii
20 iĵ y L» _jaC ¡ji (JiLCij (Jjijll v—i ̂ yull (ji v*ijik j*  U (j-ijij ĵlc- J-liu jVI I j* ¿y* j j Ŝ H v. ij,i«ii'l ,jic. Aju
,<i- 30 ¿1
Ŝ  y-ull v.iin) (4 5 -3 5 ) _j«c- jjjj L* ¿jl£ jjfujaJl ^  _jjSVl .lluJl j£l jL»c-Sil v"ililfi jRjRit ^  j£ijj CjLyijll
.Cjl̂ xyOlail AjtOJ j  f£ljlJl (JjijII
The choice of the lexical item as an equivalent for ‘heavy’ is collocationally 
unacceptable. In Arabic the lexical item ¿i& never occurs in the lexical environment of 
To elucidate the fact that the translation equivalent given by the student translators is 
collocationally unacceptable, examples of the collocational range o f m j-  and <J$ are given 
here:
‘light/little drinking’ J*S 
‘moderate drinking! v j -  
‘heavy/excessive drinking’ (^> ¿ 1' ^
The lexical item J #  collocates, inter alia, with ‘measurements’, ‘weights’, ’industry’, 
‘artillery’, as in:
‘heavy measurements’ «U# 




A1 Mawrid Arabic-English Dictionary (1991: 401) also gives the following collocations for
‘antipathetic, repugnant’ ç j j l ' j ' lW' j ' ,*-d'




A possible translation o f ‘heavy drinking’ which takes into consideration the dictates of the 
collocational patterns in Arabic would be: •
A partially acceptable equivalent given by a student translator is s-o-1' i> ‘to do much 
drinking’. However, the lexical item refers to all kinds of drinking including water 
drinking. It would have been more appropriate if the translator had added the lexical item 
>“ • ‘wine’ to make it clearer to the target language reader that excessive alcohol intake has 
increased death rates among all British age groups. Other students gave acceptable 
translations as in:
«u*, 5 4 ^ 35 ^ ¿ i f >  ij*-» CiilS V).jUtVl Caiiji Ci
jL4tl ¿yt CjLjjJĵ jll j  CilijjCull ¿ya /Jkj  - l a ^ I j Uj
The professional translator gave the following translation:
54 j  35 L« JljiSfl tj±1 ¿jc- ji&!yI ojLjjll jSl J£ »Û ll Cailjl jj
.(jyjitjll ¿>~> J jUj cilj*»yi >̂4 dj!j i * i  ¿« jli* »J4*ll { j *
It can be concluded that the appropriateness of a translation equivalent is determined, 
among other things, by the dictates of the other items in the environment, i.e. the collocates. 
In translating English collocations into Arabic the translator should select a contextual 
translation equivalent that gives the meaning of the English collocation without recourse to 
word-for-word translation which leads to erroneous collocations in the TL. As Adul-Raof 
(2001: 29) says “some collocations are language specific. Therefore, lexical collocational 
errors take place between speakers of different languages when they put words together in 
the wrong context”. In order not to violate the collocational restrictions of a specific word it
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is often important for a language user to understand the componential semantic features of a 
given lexical item (ibid: 32).
T ST Erroneous translations Model translations
1 Broken society
4 Heavy drinking Jjlu y  v-il
12 They are creating a 
humanitarian catastrophe
Ajjlik AjiUaij «LoU juilas ¿4*
,6 Heavy boozing
7 To cut interest rates k.uiù ¿Jail .Salili J ĵu4
15 Enormous impacts C i\jíh <ajU jül /»j*4 CiljiSb
6 Medieval Times <a11Àa]1
9 Credit crunch /(^uJi jUiuV] <j>- Â*]l& Á̂iUajt A-* ji
9 Prices dropped
Table 18: Errors involving collocations
5.2.10. Acronyms (143 errors, 3.4%)
Acronyms are “a sequence of initial letters or syllables of two or more words denoting a 
single entity” (Newmark 1993: 138). Acronyms denote different types of things, e.g. 
international organizations (e.g. WHO, UN), national organizations (e.g. BM), private 
companies (e.g. GEC), geographical features (e.g. KL, TCR) or titles of books, (e.g. EB) 
(ibid: 138-9).
The results revealed that students made 143(3.4%) errors in acronyms. In translating 
acronyms student translators used different translation strategies. For example, a large 
number of students acceptably translated the English acronym ‘UK’ in “There are probably 
as many as 3 to 4 million people in the UK who could be classed as ‘Active Alcoholics’, 
Text Six, as and as in:
j i j JjaüJl ^  £ f j \  J j ¡y» Ldajl killjàj
jlS-i " £  gl JL * kplWjj ¡¿i OiPU 4 ji 3 <*!',>»■ j) 
Four students however translated it unacceptably as as in:
.sjjiill y,!* 4 (^! 3 4>
The translation of ‘UK’ as ‘British’ - suggesting in Arabic only non-immigrant UK 
citizens - is not appropriate as the UK is a multicultural country, where people are 
descended from different nationalities and cultures.
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Another student translated the acronym unacceptably as ^^»¿>1' ‘the British people’, 
as in:
. o* ŷjUajjA\ , 1» wit ¿y> 0>^* 4-3 0* J****!! j -  J
One student translated ‘UK’ unacceptably as , as:
. J jaS JM±* j\ J>k£l' ^  j^ jU S ¿jJtlnij) CjljVjj> J a 4-3
In Text Seven five students transliterated the English acronym ‘BBA’ in “The BBA said the 
number of customers granted home loans slumped by almost a fifth from 54,000 in 
September to just over 4 4 , 1 0 0 ”, and gave the following unacceptable translations:
.44100 (j* 5 4 0 0 0 o*** » W * . . . o>Wjl'  ^
.44100^! ^  54000 >  u*** ¿^W-l CjIj Ic} £*. j ib  jit ¿a* J  ^  urf J ' ^
o* J&i J '  Jjlji / u*u-i 54000 i> jl+bll c** ^  U' tf! gd„„qj <J* J
.JA  44100
Another student kept the acronym in its original Latin-script form and produced the 
following unacceptable translation:
.44100 Jai» j #-Sh  ^  54000 <> J jb -  uP51 O bJ' u 1 BBA j
Another student confused the acronym BBA with BBC and translated it unacceptably as:
jie. (jiyjili ^  u^i' j j i ji*A5fr Ajj»
.44100 9 ^  UJl 54 6 - 5
Since local acronyms are not known to the target language reader, student translators should 
Provide full translation of these acronyms, as illustrated by the professional translation
below:
Sijic. t_k}U j - j j i l  OljLfet Je. IjU »  ¿*¿11 ¿jjSAJl ^  0^ UApUajjil Jii
.lyjjC J  jU*il
The borrowed form ^  ‘bank’ has become common in Arab daily life. However, as 
mentioned before, students should be encouraged to use the purely Arabic-based form 
for considerations of linguistic purity.
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In Text Eleven some students translated the English acronym ‘UN’ in “to apply pressure 
through the UN for Israel to respect the UN resolutions requiring its withdrawal from the 
territories it illegally occupied in 1967” acceptably as as
illustrated below:
Ijjll ¿y» 1 j llkmllj ^ ><r»t’i ’¿Aa-La]l ûjljljî ¿iljJkV »Aa/Ldl (JiLk ¿y* In« .«nil
. 1967(»tc- jjà. i " i'*̂  I
Other students also acceptably translated the first acronym as »¿aû-Ji yV' but they omitted the 
second one to avoid repetition and to produce a good Arabic style, as in:
N6, ,>i jVl >... Ik »<tïî ijSI j -j) l* j j Jü lu» «iàaî «Aklill ^Vl Jrai.Jnll
.1967 ^
Iji AIIxaII ,^¿»1jVl y*k ¿/* i-jlk-ujyi lj\c. U jlikJj ^ ¡ \  (Jjï ¿y» Iqi linll i_rlc. (Jm]I
.1967^
Although the translators omitted some important information found in the source text, 
namely, ‘UN resolutions’, student translators should be encouraged by these translations as 
they are viewed by the researcher as good attempts to produce idiomatic and communicative 
Arabic TTs.








6 UK 21 0 0 1 6
7 BBA 10 2 3 0 13
II EU 12 0 1 1 14
11 UN 23 0 0 0 5
II UN 19 0 0 6 3
12 EU 23 0 0 0 5
12 US 27 0 0 0 1
12 US 23 2 0 I 2
12 EU 21 0 0 1 6
12 US 25 0 0 0 3
13 ONS 19 0 3 1 5
13 UK 22 0 0 2 4
17 GHG 24 1 1 0 2
17 GHG 25 0 1 1 1
17 CDM 13 0 0 1 14
18 GHG 16 1 1 1 9
18 IPCC 10 0 1 2 15
Total 333 6 11 18 108
Percentages 69.9% 1.3% 2.3% 3.8% 22.7%
Table 19: The translation of acronyms;
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As the table shows students used a variety of translation strategies in translating English 
acronyms. The translation in words of English acronyms was the most frequent strategy 
employed by the subjects (92.6%); 69.9% of these translations were acceptable and 22.7 % 
were unacceptable. The second strategy was translation by omission which accounted for 
3.8%, followed by retaining the English form in the target language at 2.3 % and finally 
transliteration at 1.3%.
5.2.11. Proper nouns (116 errors, 2 .8  %)
Proper nouns refer to names of people (e.g. Jacqui Smith), geographical terms (e.g. Wales), 
and titles (e.g. The Home Secretary). The general analysis has shown that students made 
116 (2.8%) errors in the translation of proper nouns. For example, three students translated 
the geographical term ‘Wales’ in “During the past year the deliberate use of guns to take life 
has risen in England and Wales”, Text One, as:
,l¿jl j Ijllail dijj lx«uu SLpJi <aduityl fhi'Unl
,lj]| jlmlj  ^  jljjl Jjill XuluII J-jUtll jl  CjIjitJl JXi. j*
Ijtjlm lj Ijilajl jb  j l  Ss (J2ÜU Ju*I*ll ^h>UiiiVI j l i  4iutll
In Text Fourteen some students confused the personal feminine proper noun ‘Jacqui’ in 
“Jacqui Smith, the Home Secretary, announced the government’s new policy to address 
'ncreasing immigration rates” with the masculine proper noun ‘Jack’ producing erroneous 
translations, as in:
CiV-l*-» íjJU-d ».\).\>'l Í-íj5L*JI ¡jL j i j j  £
CiV^u ¿y» xijj <UiÂüi J j j j  j O T ^ U l I  jjjjLull jk l
, í * juúj*]l Cj' I m J I  <LejSkaJ! o.tylaJl j j j j  f  till» ijlfeT jil
In the same text the title ‘The Home Secretary’ was unacceptably translated as:
.».lit jll CiV^m í-njSLaJl (jl > AjaJjJl 8 jl j  j jjj jiw> jitl
,i C lis a n  l̂ JjU. q *  ¿ijj <LJ_h  i i y u  jl Cî k» j^Sjiudl ijlftl
CíVJfc» j  CixCajl <Cuil̂wi jl l jl j j  jjjjSLui iCijami jSl^ ̂ Cajl
In Text Ten two students translated the proper noun ‘Israel’ in “Israel hit back with air 
strikes and ground operations in which nine people, including three civilians, were killed”, 
as follows:
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LW'jlnm'il AjujJ <Jjju yjji Lw CliLjLudlj jljjjLJl l̂a&lwU tillij J _>lU j5tlxVl <lĵ  Culi tlua.
^  f<AM
Aj5U f^ia <̂ 13 MjujJ Ujj) ĵlc. j 'i j  i jjj  lIjULc-j  ijjjw Cjljlfr ¡ j i  Ĵ CuwVi CjI j3 Culij ¿y*j
The translators’ use of J ^ V '  *Jjj  ‘the occupying state’ and >■*»" J ^ V '  o iji ‘The 
Zionist occupying forces’ rather than the more neutral word ’Israel’ relays a sense of 
emotiveness and shows that the translators are managing rather than monitoring. The 
renderings also reveal the translators’ inexperience with different text-types. In an 
expository text (such as the one above) translators should only relay the piece of news as it 
is and not mistranslate it by managing the situation. According to Shunnaq (1998: 48) and 
Hatim (1997: 50) an expository text producer tends to monitor a situation, whereas in 
argumentative text a text producer tends to manage a situation guiding the receiver in a 
manner favourable to the text producer’s goals.
T ST Erroneous translations Model translations
9 Remember JoseDh: ‘Seven vears 
o f plenty followed by seven 
years o f famine.’
^  AJjJU J&.&1.J
l+ w  * jijll
¡JA  Clljiu AjUm)
Ifrljl j j»  j m  «¿U 4 j j  Oil® O'l-aJJ
S fli ¿>4 p \ l&l J ; £f
10 The killings came after 
Palestinian militants yesterday 
fired a Katyusha rocket at the 
northern part o f the Israeli town 
o f Ashkelon.
( y t  f Jajl (jJe. LiJjjis
¿Ijaii** ¿¿liai j l  ¿ tu  CjJladt j i j  
USj JjU» j t  j i a  ¿ y»  U. jjL«a
ltjSUL*6 ioL j *
10 Israel hit back with air strikes 
and ground operations in which 
nine people, including three 
civilians, were killed.
Cjt gl tlxtlS l|i<> ¿J* 1 
CjI jli. C y i)
c 'j
, tjisl <lb-n3
\+ & *  (>  ^  j  -tfj
WJ jLtfl J
¿yà^U klî Cî \AêÀ» ¡JA
.IjlSS
12 .. .Europe and the US are seekine 
to trample upon the democratic 
rights of the Palestinian people.
^ J J jV l JU3VI i>  5tS
¡ J ia  ijjjill ,jJ) j.Wull
ii, ur All jiUjAlt ¿jiaUl
. îillanilill
»JuLull jJij U j^ l ¿¿i,., 
OjîaJt
. AiLkAjil*!) l f  At!, nr r u
T a b l e  20: Errors involving proper nouns
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T ST Arabic equivalent Transliteration Omission
1 England 28 0 0
1 Wales 3 24 1
1 David Cameron 0 27 1
6 Britain 28 0 0
3 Wales 3 25 0
6 Mediaeval Times 27 1 0
6 Britain 26 0 2
9 Bank of England 28 0 0
9 Joseph 17 8 3
10 Hamas 28 0 0
10 Gaza 22 0 6
10 Ashkelon 15 10 3
10 Israel 5 23 0
12 The Middle East 27 0 1
12 Europe 26 0 2
12 The West Bank 28 0 0
12 Geneva 28 0 0
13 London 1 27 0
14 Jacqui Smith 0 28 0
14 The Home 
Secretary
28 0 0
.18 Kyoto 0 28 0
Total 368 201 19
Percentages 62.6 % 34.2% 3.2%
Table 21: The translation of proper nouns
Table 21 shows that 62.6% of students gave the Arabic equivalent of the source language 
Proper nouns, 34.2% used transliteration while 3.2% preferred to omit the source language 
•tern.
^•2.12. Metaphors (75 errors, 1.8%)
A metaphor is “a figure of speech in which a word or phrase is used in a non-basic sense, 
this non-basic sense suggesting a likeness or analogy-whether real or not-with another more 
basic sense of the same word or phrase” (Dickins, 2005: 228). Metaphor is one of the most 
Pervasive features of language, particularly literary language. According to Newmark 
(•988: 104), the purpose of metaphor is basically twofold. Its referential purpose is “to 
describe a mental process or state, a concept, a person, an object, a quality or an action more 
comprehensively and concisely than is possible in literal or physical language”. Its 
Pragmatic purpose, which is simultaneous, is “to appeal to the senses, to interest, to clarify 
graphically*, to please, to delight, to surprise” (ibid: 104).
Metaphors are classified differently by different scholars. Shamaa (1978) divides metaphors 
mto four types: loan metaphors, archetypal metaphors, original or individual metaphors, and
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culture-based metaphors. Loan metaphors are expressions which originated in European 
languages and have infiltrated into Arabic through literary contact, e.g. ¿itfUi ‘white- 
collar workers’. Archetypal metaphors are based on archetypal symbols which draw on 
common human experiences and are independent of culture or language. Examples of 
archetypal metaphors in English and Arabic are: fja ,‘a black day’, 'the
Enlightment’, <¿1 j  ‘He saw the light’, etc. Original or individual metaphors emphasize
the greater individual elements in the image as opposed to those based on archetypal or 
universal experience. According to Shamaa, original metaphors prove to be the most 
problematic in translation due to the incongruence of the semantics of formal features 
between languages. For example, to translate the Arabic metaphor j&l' f-»» ^  c jij t  literally 
as ‘She drowned in the ocean of thought’ would be understood by an English speaker as 
referring to all human thought. However, it is only through narrowing down the reference of 
the metaphor into something like ‘She drowned in the ocean of her thought’ or ‘She sat 
completely engrossed in her thoughts’ that a native speaker of English can perceive the 
domain of reference as being made to a particular thought (ibid: 138-9). The addition of the 
Possessive pronoun ‘her’ makes the reference more specific. Culture-based metaphors refer 
to some aspects of the culture of a particular community. They reflect a great deal of the 
customs, interests, likes and dislikes of a certain language community. Shamaa claims that 
culture-bound metaphors represent the highest degree of untranslatability on the basis of 
literal rendering.
Dickins et al (2002: 147) make a distinction between lexicalized and non-lexicalized 
Metaphors. Lexicalized metaphors refer to uses of language whose meaning is relatively 
clearly fixed, e.g. ‘He is a rat’ in the sense of ‘a person who deserts his friends and 
associates’ (ibid: 147). On the basis of Newmark (1988), Dickins et al divide lexicalized 
Metaphors into dead metaphors, stock metaphors and recent metaphors. A dead metaphor is 
0r»e which one does not normally realize as a metaphor, e.g. the ‘arm’ of a chair. A stock 
Metaphor is one that is widely used as an idiom, e.g. ‘throw a new light on’. A recent 
Metaphor is a metaphorical neologism, e.g. ‘head hunting’ in the sense o f ‘recruitment’. 
Non-lexicalized metaphors refer to uses of language whose meaning is not clearly fixed, but 
Vary from one context to another. They include conventionalized and original metaphors. 
Conventionalized non-lexicalized metaphors draw on either cultural or linguistic 
conventions, e.g. ‘cross words’, which echoes the existing English phrase ‘cross swords’, 
leaning to clash with, particularly in debate or discussion. Original metaphors (cf.
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Shamaa’s category of original, or individual metaphors, above) do not simply relate to any 
existing cultural or linguistic conventions. ‘Tom is a tree’ is an original metaphor whose 
meaning can only be interpreted from its context.
Concerning the transferability of metaphors, views range from those scholars who claim that 
metaphors cannot be translated word for word but can be rendered through different 
linguistic forms, to those at the other end of the spectrum who assert that metaphors can and 
should be translated word for word (cf. Shamaa, 1978: 123). One of the exponents of the 
former view is Eugene Nida (1964), who claims that a metaphor can often be best translated 
by a simile or by a non-metaphor. He goes on to say that some complex metaphors can be 
omitted if they impede the reader’s understanding of the translated message. Newmark 
(1988:104) asserts that the translation of metaphor is the most important particular problem 
>n translation, while Dickins et al (ibid: 146) state that metaphor poses the most challenging 
translation problems for an English-Arabic translator.
in their translations some students tended to translate source language metaphors literally 
rather than giving Arabic equivalents appropriate to the context. The total number of errors 
involved in the literal translation of metaphors was 75 (1.8%). To illustrate this point, three 
students translated the lexicalized metaphor ‘the glue of our society’ in “Already the glue of 
°ur society has been weakened under the impact of rapidly growing communities of very 
diverse cultures-some of whom have little intention of integrating with us”, Text Fifteen, 
literally as *1 ' '»<'>< ^  jL-njli t *1 j«Jl t as ¡n:
Jil-o  j \ J  -j j^  ^  ■ —- ' iifoj. - Cjlilij ¡ja  CjU.«'i><t\' ¿¡t JL»3l jAill j j ! tillij jjil
.U*-c UjjVI
.CAitfjll JJjljll CufcJ I-
»jiai <¡¿1 CjliliSlI jyl jSJt ^*ill j  jfr <^»jl ■ *- • ^  jVl *1̂  13
.Uailii £• jrLfcliVI
The above literal translations produced by students to translate the SL metaphor do not give 
the required figurative meaning in the ST. In other words, word-for-word equivalence has 
created a far-fetched and almost incomprehensible image. In his study of the difficulties of 
translating Arabic metaphors into English, Shamaa (1978) claims that “to fail to reproduce 
some of the images found in the original text is to deprive the English reader of a deeper 
understanding of cultural and mental aspects hitherto unfamiliar to him. It also reduces his 
bareness of the writer’s emotional experience and stylistic idiosyncrasies; the author’s 
hallmarks, as it were, are removed” (ibid: 152).
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Other students acceptably translated the source language metaphor as ¿L>UI 'the
coherence of our society’ as in:
Ulujl V ' j ■ a.. i j  Cjliliill Ac jjl« CjlcLiaJl jjjU <■" i~>1 11> LLaLtI >. (jLvll j
.be* ^LtA&U
^all Ail’l l  «11 Cjliliill I. i iUa i j  »jlAci ^3 All Jill i1 in) iilL j  J  i  1 m «!>« «1 JjL j j )  jjln'l ¿y> j
.Liu liljluj ^ £ 1  Ajil£]l Jja«ll ÂjaI (jjLfl i j  A_̂l}
Though Arabic has a preference to use strongly emotive language, none of the students 
translated the SL metaphor using a TL metaphor having the same metaphorical force along 
the lines of ̂ UiakV' 5 4 -u]'.
In Text Nine three students translated the source language metaphor ’to depress the market’ 
>n “Thirdly, the Council of Mortgage Lenders forecasts 45,000 home repossessions next 
year. That will depress the market” literally as j . * - ! 1 ¿>L.
ii>Jt JaÛ j /J ^ » 5 as in:
, Lu A*jlill Aluill Cl# 45000 ■ibjidil jll «jlu (jaN « Lülj (LIU
|d^ull ^Ull ^jlt.rfiV ^"n^L jtxlui ijjl« 45000 î Ily*  jL  ÂjjUi*Jl jj* jll jLdl aj1»«»'4 ci.iIjII jS j  ;tSll5
■LÎ V-4l JaLa.) /i^Ai ull IÀA j  ,A-*jliSl AÂwill (Jji* 45000 ¿1+jL  jtfcdl 0* jl' O'“' J )  ij“!*-« Lil) t ülli
Students’ direct translations of the source language metaphor do not make any sense in 
Arabic. In addition, the lexical item V h  does not collocate with J>-.
One student rendered the metaphor partially acceptably as J*- jjJh ’affect the market’
as follows:
fjlïli L̂di "cajj jjSS j l  " ÂjSL 4̂ ] jj&j j i  uill 4 5  -î L&! :
, a *̂A\ *- ‘
m
k l V l l  I  A11I
However, other students succeeded in giving the metaphorical sense of the source language 
Metaphor and produced an acceptable equivalent, e.g. J>-li ‘the stagnation o f the 
market’, as in:
vri) (/jjh« b* j  .a* jIîî( ÂUI »aIc] Jji« 45000 jW Â^LaJ jüb Lu » ülL
■ij j * ^ 1
.(jjull aLiiS b* j  A«jlill Août Ci# t_tlt 45 Jbj ImL CiI jlluil ,^CaJ u  i#i « Ü3L
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The professional translator gave the following acceptable translation:
l3>«lt ^Uuujt ijJ) U« <hjL«ll AJuJl Cjjj 45,000 vill«J ojlc.) ^jliaJl ¿>*jll ^Jajju  j«U« ^i jij :l41l4
.AjjUull
In Text Six a large number o f students failed to correctly render the source language 
metaphor ‘are storing up massive heath problems’ in “It is possibly true that as a society, 
we are storing up massive health problems in the community, as happened in the 18th 
Century”. Their translations are as follows:
, j j c  jj i l l  Out Oix U£ A«auJ» Aj%.« CjK.U jja-i Lulu (JliLj La Ujnvw» jjiLj 51 j
.V -̂jUdl j j f t  ¿>«1511 ¿jilt iiii. US Cj U«U«'I »5* ^  Aj-^nill (JSLJLalt ¿>a fL.«■ -.Uti j jU «  ji iu  Lull 
Aj\! nit ¡JSLUll ¿>« Jj5£ll ti.aitl Ljlc- (¡_ya J »j ) >v«ai jl j j a J  ^«1>«S ¿£««11 ¿yt Ajl ¿£ ««lt ££«mo!I ¿yt j l j
(..) jJic. ¿>«1511 jj i l l  J k  vUl* US
Four students partially acceptably rendered the meaning o f the metaphor as in:
j^l^ll jj i l l  i i l^  US LaLaj ^«1>all «j»-. .̂t| Cj ÎS»ii«1I -A.i* J l  vjjJill J  5aji«ll ^Ini»~ilt 15* (_J.il .iSj
. J “*6,
• 1 8 jj i l l  J  uil^ US (*«j>«ll J  ALU A'aj-a,,̂ » (JSLU .Ajjj Ujl «̂">>«5 jjS j ¿>1 j S««ll ¿>«1 Ajl
j«l51l jji l l  J  vliia. US j j a ’Llt Vjl.il Sjj£ll Aj-a.«»lt JSLiUllj t j « |»«"l>«ll j l  ¿£««ll j«  AiiLJl J j
, jJic-
Only a few students acceptably rendered the correct meaning o f the metaphor, as
follows:
1 8 j j i l l  J  kliUk L«S villiJ (a,«'i>«" J  Â«i.J« JSLU A jjj Lût a1«SI> U«5»« J5«j j l  ¿£««11 ¿>a Ajj
, jj&
jj i l l  J  (J*«uk US ^«IxaII J  AaL.àa Ajia>«» <JSIJU vju.'i JjajSll jLf â«1>«1\£ (jllauall ĵHv.«alt ¿>*j
• 1 8 j j i l l  J  4ilx US vvl5»«j>«lt J i  ajj5S Ajaja««i JSUla j«  j U i  Lj^lj 
¿>«1511 jj i l l  J  vlua. US tÂjit.«ill jSUUlt ¿yt JjU >S j«  j U i  Uili ^js|l>jl ¿«1>«S Aji Uli V U«
j!M l
vH }̂1& ^jojll jlS US UU3 Ajifc,.«ilt CiStS i5«lt j«  jjSS v lij^  J !  »jjAj (jjl u)jxSll cillait JaU Jl 15* j
, jjc . ¿>«1511 jj i l l
previous discussion shows clearly that students had difficulty in translating metaphors, 
^lost of the translations o f metaphor were rendered literally. These literal translations did 
n°t reproduce the stylistic and dynamic aspects o f the original message. As Shama 
0978:118) has put it “ it [metaphor] transcends recognized literal meanings and thus entails
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special translation problems”. It is therefore necessary for translation students to understand 
the metaphor in its context other than its normal one.
5.2.13. Graphic ambiguity (40 errors, 1.00% )
This is a special type of error resulting from the students' inability to differentiate between 
two similar graphic forms. The total number of errors resulting from graphic ambiguity was 
40 (1.00%). For example, one student confused ‘suspension’ in “The suspension of aid by 
the EU and the US, the withholding of Palestinian taxes by Israel, and Israel’s illegal 
blockade are crimes against the Palestinian people”, Text Twelve, with ‘suspicion’, as 
follows:
j j y i j U kJ j  * ¿ * ^ 1  j j y i ^  Jk. V'jk-M
■ I.,,1»tall JLaa ^^jUll
Another student confused ‘remains’ in “The crime figures show the risk of falling victim to 
an offence is going down, but the public fear of crime remains as high as ever”, Text Three, 
with ‘reminds’, as follows:
fA  J 5.1) filjadl ¿ y t UbUl jSlj SjLaVI ^  £jSjl' ( /  ^U-Jall lijiLa ¿)* jkaJl C&*"
,U j
Similarly, one student confused ‘policies’ in “As a result of the Protocol, governments have 
already put, and are continuing to put legislation and policies in place to meet their 
commitments”, Text Eighteen, with ‘police’, as follows:
jill ,\jtyil *Jâ >¿11 Jalij jspljill ¡jAj (jVl Call
These errors can be attributed either to the translators’ failure to correctly distinguish 
between two similar graphic forms, i.e. poor reading techniques, or their inability to capture 
fte intended meaning of the SL item and convey it appropriately in the TL.
Another student confused ‘depress’ in “That will depress the market” Text Nine, with 
Press’ as follows:
A y il wij** 'i*
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T ST Erroneous translations Model translations
11 to end Britain's arms trade with 
Israel until it abides by 
international law
M V jA1 (armies) »Wi»i
. O- U
{la LribÜ
Cil jjiu  » f  jSh <jU Jp  ju)
12 The failure of our government to 
speak out against Israel's 
ODDression of the Palestinian 
population is complicit with 
those actions of the EU, the US 
and Israel
ia/lc- ^  Uluii uiM*
LriiaJl (JiaJl ) L>ai jjc-V'
(opposition)
y  jjiuj \)Jk j  ^ ijlrmAlll 
jUJlh ^  CjiAkVl JU. 
J*>*j*»)j iJaidl CjljV jl'j jJJJjV1
jjk Us JJjj jjJ j 
cW j *  jtl-il J^l jMl) 
jIajV' Cilf £A 
iUidl CjUV jllj
12 which regularly kills innocent 
children and other non- 
combatants in violation of the 
fourth Geneva convention.
»tjjjVl JUlaSh Jiiij k j # * j» j 
j ijil ¿A31** Jjt J
wijis, ̂ iU3i ij* (violence) 
.k«jtjli
¿y* J& cA&ji u
JUioVl 
Uji*. U3V Jjjai
Table 22: Errors involving graphic ambiguity
5.2.14. Idioms (33 errors, 0.8%)
As defined in section 3.2.8 an idiom is a phrase whose meaning cannot be specifically 
deduced from the direct meaning of its words. Idioms differ from one language to another. 
Differences in idiomatic expressions between languages can be serious pitfalls for 
translators who may not recognize their idiomatic nature and therefore produce literal 
equivalents which may be vague and meaningless. In translating English idioms into Arabic 
the translator is expected to encounter difficulties as he or she is dealing with two languages 
that are linguistically and culturally unrelated. In the corpus of the study there are two 
■nstances of idioms: ‘Keep an eye on’, Text Eight and ‘to see us through’, Text Nine. The 
analysis of translations has shown that literal translation is the most common strategy 
employed by the subjects of this study in the translation of English idioms. This suggests 
that such lexical strings pose difficulties for the translator. Students made 33 (0.8%) errors 
ln translating these two idioms. For example, through using literal translations some 
students produced erroneous translations of the English idiom ‘Keep an eye on’ in “First, 
keep an eye on your spending and check your bank statements”, Text Eight, as in:
«¿lJLi* uiwiS Stijj vilSlii) ¡jJc ¿¡patjju ;Vjl
. j l  j*iutU «iLui! J J  eric-
.esLulU At«,»* >,.t.K j j  ti!3ijjm** (jJs- Lja ij ¡U (jll
.tlSjjdl j ~«j] <jwJj 3jiiil liLkjf Ski j2i» J*»l 
, dÜÎAil ja a J lj ¡¿le. ijlmi *̂ll







The erroneous translations above may be attributed to students’ unfamiliarity with English 
idioms and their failure to recognize a certain lexical chunk as an idiom. As Baker (1992: 
65) states: “the first difficulty that a translator comes across is being able to recognize that 
s/he is dealing with an idiomatic expression”. Similarly, a large number of students 
produced literal translations of the second English idiom (phrasal verb) ‘to see ...through’ in 
“As a society we have little savings to see us through”, as in:
¿yt Jaull UifLtj u l  ¡JA (JjfSill Ajji J
JSU  U lij' LJyjl Lm tipi UiSJj
.l îbLx j>a)liicCu Ajjli dllj **Sa 
¿yt 1 1..li'll j |  I-i'l ¿y> Jjlill lifAl AijjSj ^
Another significant strategy employed by the subjects of the study in the translation of 
English idioms is paraphrasing. Although paraphrasing entails a substantial loss of the 
cultural dimension of idioms, its impact on the receiver and its appealing brevity, it is the 
safest and the most commonly used strategy when the two cultures and the language pair in 
question are distant (Abu-Ssaydeh, 2004: 128). In the present study, some students used 
Paraphrasing in their translation of the English idiom ‘Keep an eye on’ in “First, keep an eye 
°n your spending and check your bank statements”, Text Eight, as:
n«'l 4lL*> t-LiS Ajt̂ l jaj Aljjj L*i olfruV' 'Ajlft : Vjl
(lit .you should  p a y  attention to what yo u  spend) 
lihUljj jiiSj iil>j jLjoa L-ii ijl :Vjl
(lit. that yo u  p a y  attention to an d  m onitor yo u r  spending) 
. < * * - ¿ ¿ ¿ 5  >  Jb j 4^1 y ilj  :Vj'
(lit. p a y  attention to the fact/opera tion  o f  the spending with you)
Some students however omitted the idiom in their translations. For example, eight students 
ignored the translation of the English idiom (phrasal verb) ‘to see ... through’ in “As a 
society we have little savings to see us through”, Text Nine, as in:
. Jjli j^ij3 Upli
.'I V UjUaŜ aS
.Aljli lijAl JUll Â a£
(jMj Up! Ojkjjj
This omission may be attributed to the translator’s lack of linguistic competence and his /her 
lability to decipher the meaning of the English idiom.
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T S T L i te r a l  t r a n s l a t i o n P a r a p h r a s in g O m is s io n
8 K e e p  a n  e y e  o n 8 2 0 0
9 to  s e e  u s  t h r o u g h 17 3 8
T o ta l 2 5 2 3 8
P e r c e n ta g e s 4 4 .6 % 4 1 .1 % 1 4 .3 %
Table 23: The translation of idioms
As indicated in Table 23, literal translation ranks as the most common strategy used by 
student translators in the translation of English idioms at 44.6%. This is followed by
Paraphrasing at 41.1% and omission at 14.3%. These figures are indicative of the difficulty 
that the students of this study encountered in the translation of the two idioms. Therefore, 
translator training programmes should focus on improving the lexical competence of 
translators, particularly in areas related to idioms.
Total: (4162) Females: 1892 , Males 2270
N o . T y p e  o f  e r r o r N u m b e r P e r c e n ta g e s
1 W r o n g  le x is 1 1 9 3 2 8 .7  %
2 O m is s io n 5 3 9 1 2 . 9 %
3 C o m p o u n d s 4 7 7 1 1 .5 %
4 C o l l o q u ia l  A r a b ic 4 0 3 9 .7  %
J T r a n s l i t e r a t i o n 3 0 4 7 .3  %
6 P o ly s e m y 2 3 6 5 .7 %
1 A l te r n a t i v e  t r a n s la t io n 2 1 6 5 .2 %
_8_ A d d i t i o n 2 1 4 5 .1 %
9 C o l l o c a t i o n s 173 4 .1 %
10 A c r o n y m s 1 4 3 3 .4  %
11 P r o p e r  n o u n s 1 1 6 2 .8 %
12 M e ta p h o r s 7 5 1 .8 %
13 G r a p h ic  a m b ig u i ty 4 0 1 .0 0 %
J 4 I d io m s 3 3 0 .8  %
T o ta l 4 1 6 2 1 0 0 %
Tabic 24: Summary of lexical errors















T a b l e  2 5 :  D is t r i b u t i o n  o f  l e x ic a l  e r r o r s
5.3. Cultural Problems (327 errors, 3.5 %)
In addition to lexical problems student translators also encountered cultural problems. The 
number of cultural errors was 327 (3.5 %). These cover errors related to social culture, 
religious culture, political cultural, background knowledge and behaviour. 15 culture- 
specific items were analyzed and the strategies employed by the student translators were 
identified. The analysis of cultural errors is based on Nida (1964), Ivir (1987), Newmark 
0988) and Mailhac (1995).
5.3.1. Social culture
Social culture refers to the social customs, beliefs and traditions of people (Aziz: 1982:
27). Some cultural references pertaining to different aspects of British social life proved 
to be problematic for student translators. For example, some students translated the 
lexical item ‘mortgages’ in “The number of mortgages approved for home buyers sank 
to a record low during October” (cf. section 5.2.1), Text Seven, as:
, jJjjSl Jt*» (JjLUK ,jJ) / J j j i  jluUl tfilft j j j  >̂ «ll CjU jft jll Ate
. JJJjSi f'pi AjbyLi« JSI (jjjam nail CjI jljuJl J am SU
¿yijtiil ¿yjuloll £* .’ulaj j-lc.
The translators’ choice of cjUj Aj  « cjIj UJi ¿L-aU and ¿bS— as Arabic equivalents of the SL 
‘mortgage’ does not convey the intended meaning of this culture-bound notion, which is not 
generally found in Arabic culture yet. This difficulty may also be attributed to existing 
bilingual dictionaries which can be of little help in providing the contextual meaning of 
culturally bound expressions. For example, A1 Mawrid English-Arabic Dictionary provides 
the following decontextualized meanings for ‘mortgage’vjtic- ,u*j . Such
dictionary definitions not only fail to relay the contextual meaning of the item, but they also 
accentuate a referential gap that is not filled by such renderings due to cultural differences. 
However, some students partially acceptably gave the following renderings:
, jjjjSI jfM {j* ^ 1  (jjc  ¿jilaal! Ajjliuil tjJajjjll an
. J5U. fi < j>  Oila-dl ¿¡¡jaIJI Ate
. J l j &  1 J«-1 ■te. ^1) o - i a i t  O jiil t  ^ * 1 2  C ^ i  Ate g j
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Though the above renderings capture the intended meaning of the ST, they do not give the 
cultural associations of the cultural item. The meaning would have been more explicit to the 
target language reader if the translators had provided a footnote or better a definition within 
the text explaining the meaning of ‘mortgage’ along the following lines: “a legal agreement 
by which a bank or similar organization lends money to the would-be owner of the house 
who will then pay the money back to the bank over a definite period of time” (OALD, 994). 
In the same way, some students unacceptably translated ‘the Home Office’ in “According to 
the Home Office, there were 58 firearms-related homicides in 2006-7 compared with 49 in 
the previous year - an increase of 18%”, Text One, as: ¿¿till jl ^Uo
and ¡L.j£aJl, as in:
2007 2006 ft© J3 ji J3  «Ut» 58 'ikifc ¿)i v,.n5>*ll tiLL
.% 18 (*'-*■!' l ¿b j l  i..1, ÂJW 4 9  -)  Ai*Jl 4jjl)u
2007-2006 (/* J 2»l\j Âijjj* jU (jbUaj Cjjls. 58 bib* Çjljjaâll ¡jÂlàjA jl ¿tUai Üijj
,%] 3 4 ua\; Cilj1>.«ll Jjlu  (jl jcjUill ÂjJaL*]! AjxJl iLula 49 -) Âjjli* 
f 2 0 0 6 / 7 <y> <Jj*II ^ j l (j Ü̂jull ij* 58 i^llblU* ¿ 1  lA ĵUajjjl Â̂ jîLdl a j L#1 tifla
.%! 8  jfi-j * CiljiJl 49 -J ffîtjti»
In Text 15 two students reflected the Palestinian emigration experience in their translations 
° f “The new migration surges imply that new homes will have to be built to house the extra 
migrants”, as the following translations show:
.¿¿a.jUll j £ l  il«J Cj j l  Â > jJ  J j  r j j t l l  jjfy
.jjjjjl jH uja.jUll (jjlll Cijn flu  i— Ail l>uJn r.J >tll A»ja ,ji*J
The translators’ choice of words such as c jjji ' ‘displacement’ and o ^ j ^ '  ‘the displaced’ as 
equivalents for ‘migration’ and ‘migrants’ respectively is a true reflection of the 
Palestinians’ political problems. However, the term ‘the displaced’ refers to people who are 
forced to leave their homes, particularly as a result of fighting, while ‘migrants’ refers to 
people who come to live permanently in countries that are not originally their own. The 
choice of the two terms cjjiH and as translation equivalents of ‘immigration’ and
‘migrants’ respectively is not suitable in this context.
Other students however rendered the two terms acceptably, as in:
,(j^j>lf*]l j*  (jL** jJÎ jj£l frljiV (jijj k-ijM j SLm (jl ¡» jfr+il (j!
¡ja jj£I ftljjy »Lu i., AWS Sj^ J I  5j>»ll CjI>j*i
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5.3.2. Religious culture
Religion plays an important role in shaping the language and life of a society (Aziz 1982: 
29). For example, Christianity and the Bible have greatly influenced the English language 
and English way of life. Islam and the Quran have had an even greater impact on the life 
and language of the Arabs (ibid: 29). Coming from religious backgrounds students reflected 
their religious experiences in their translations. For example, some students translated 
“Remember Joseph: Seven years of plenty followed by seven years of famine”, in Text 
Nine, as in:
M>C. J.<V> ¿)£Ìm> jl " fiLdl uiujj Jli CjiA.
."k-jlax. Jj* j l  JjVj
4 #“ “4 VI î J) U* ÌjLlyi ¿)5mu jiillj Oljiui CiliSjlj j^xlt Cityua " JjS
L fri ̂|C~
For Muslim Arabic speakers/readers the religious expression ‘Seven years of plenty 
followed by seven years of famine’ recalls the Quran, ‘- i- ji  •*»“, verse 47 d jt-Jy  ¿JtS 
ujSIj UJ, iy s V) -dlili ^ »j ‘Jit Ui UVj  ijj^a and verse 48 U ¿SSti ¿L, ¿1)3 £3 u* ¿fa 
u jU id  Vj ‘Joseph said: “For seven years shall ye diligently sow as is your wont: 
and the harvest that ye reap, ye shall leave them in the ear, except a little, of which ye shall 
eat. Then will come after that period seven dreadful years, which will devour what ye shall 
have laid by in advance for them-all except a little which ye shall have specially 
guarded’(Ali, 1977: 567-8).
For ST readers the allusion is to the Bible:
And Joseph said unto Pharaoh, The dream of Pharaoh [is] one; God hath shewed 
Pharaoh what he [is] about to do. The seven good kine [are] seven years; and the 
seven good ears [are] seven years: the dream is one. And the seven thin and ill 
favoured kine that came up after them [are] seven years; and the seven empty ears 
blasted with the east wind shall be seven years of famine. This [is] the thing which 1 
have spoken unto Pharaoh: What God [is] about to do he shewed unto Pharaoh. 
Behold, there come seven years of great plenty throughout all the land of Egypt: And 
there shall arise after them seven years of famine (Genesis: 41,25-30).
*n the same way, some students translated ‘were killed’ in “Israel hit back with air strikes 
and ground operations in which nine people, including three civilians, were killed”, Text 
Ten, as:
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•Qj/'1'1* p i  \i.i ¿ j*  4». .il .^.uljl * ^ y  CjUIac. j  <L>̂ > Cj Ij Uj (Jjjjl jjoil Cj Jj  jSj
■ ijjj'1'1* ^.LaJn ¿ y t l_^al^ui A* ml (jl4 ¡a'uJ ) <JjL* j t  jiuilj CAj j J o j  A . j J n j \  ClUiuu tj ĵl^ui) Cj Aj
The Arabic equivalents of ‘were killed’, A$-iU ‘and aI$ carry favourable connotations 
for the Muslim reader. The translators seem to have been influenced not only by their 
religious backgrounds but also by the local Palestinian media which refers to Palestinians 
killed by Israeli soldiers as 'martyrs’.
5.3.3. Political culture
Cultures differ in their political terminology (Aziz: 1982: 28). Britain and the Arab World 
belong to two different political cultures. The former is a democratic country, while the 
latter is mainly ruled by one-party governments. Thus, political terms used in the two 
cultures are different, which may constitute a difficulty for the English-Arabic translator. 
The analysis of translated texts shows that students have difficulty in translating English 
Political terms. This difficulty may be attributed to the differences in the source and target 
Political systems. For example, in Text One some students translated ‘Tory leader’ in 
“Drugs, urban decay, racism, "gangsta" rap and an absence of positive role models have all 
been blamed for the recent spate of gun deaths, with Tory leader David Cameron going so 
far as to blame a "broken society", as aSIa!' ^ j y  Aitfli and J j y ,  as in:
jk  U ,  Cuts j j j !' sijfc Ai>i' cJWC-ftj i-J'j j W-Wj
(jJ) killi jl 4jjio f ,jin (ji a$iu Juk <̂J) ÂiyA -kiUk' u * ‘ C ^ '
.jlfUl!
"Kp*!' jjaI >—ilj£ £a diUlxmJl i y  i - j j  (4_pA*l jLtfil) jujiJl iCjljAi-dl
VjU» <*L>% iikuli j  <kli* i± ij j ¿lisjl J ]  y \ A w  *JUJ*J* CiUi J* o^S&i 
• t -w j i  u  f ji jiti. ,>  «dij j t  \^u  j j j i - is  w  *** ^  • ( ' » )  ^  cljii'j
cW J \ jriUill viljt j j>Jl ¿IU CjUL-c j j , ^ 1  jWMj CjljJi-Jl 0- JS
. j*VJi Jt PjBi *uui a* c-ujl ^ - * !1
Dther students omitted the term from their translations, as in:
J !  SJ* j ... j ,  w-iis ¿yy j l i  Lâ I j  r  A>*ill j y  J ^j'jAik'
*i'" 0 * a*̂ i
^  J )  AiLi»Vli 1a* « i j j - i J l  *jS i c ' j j  JSUiVlj « u ^ ' j  ‘ i-SSil J a~  SAljj CJlSj
.MiUl ¿ ¿ J l  Jx. f  *tiL .. . j j j i- l i  ¿lil ^jUll ¡*L,% CiyH Iff*
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There is a possibility that the translators have dropped these words because they are not 
familiar with the British political system. The words, however, are relevant to the source 
text since they are uttered by the leader of the Conservative party, the second largest 
political party in Britain and the main opposition party at the moment.
However, other students acceptably translated the political term as ¿ jlaiUJi l_i>  juIS 
as in:
J*Ij »J| »A» JS 4iLA»l kliUL*a»]l L xixj 4 jA*ll jLuij  kllljAx-dl
kT̂! klo! L-iUtil l*Jj Jjj  ~ i j i p ^ J l Alii 4jJ) j l i i  La j k j  J i l l  4*0 ' J )
« **1  ̂All*C •
SJuic 4 ^ J trfi’wll J jaSII i^Axll J^Lkjyi 4kllljAi-all ^J) £^LJL jail kllLL»C. ¿yt ^  jlxJl J ^ l  lAA k_llluii J ij 
y  j jh iU Jl v ia , -sib f j k j  .^LxjVI j j J  ¡riLaj Ajl)Cj • gangsta’
5.3.4. Background knowledge
The translations show that the majority of students lack cultural background knowledge. 
Their non-acquaintance with the SL cultural background led some student translators to 
render some culture-specific features in a literal way, thus missing the cultural significance 
of the SL text. For example, some students had difficulty in translating the cultural item 
‘home repossessions’ in “Thirdly, the Council of Mortgage Lenders forecasts 45,000 home 
repossessions next year”, Text Nine. Their translations are as follows:
.**4311 <i*J ¿w 45000 A tjU  O-1*- ^  ‘ ^
*4311 fUJl J >  45000 EWiU fr  J  ( > > ! ' 0* J 1' k A -
,<u43ll <i-Jl J j i*  45QOQ Lftl» »aIc-W Ijjj  cjijliuJl j 4i-* »-M :LlLi
It is clear from these translations that the precise denotative meaning of the SL ‘home 
repossessions’ has not been properly reproduced by simply giving it literal translations such 
as and »4*1* respectively. None of the translators incorporated additional
material to make the implicit associations in the SL more explicit in the TL, nor did they 
resort to explanatory footnotes to make up for the missing associations, as the following 
translation shows:
l̂ jLxj-ai fljl fUll Ci# 45000 4j j3*J fjj~i <jL killjUi«Jl ¿Sjaj .‘CM
,<LjUJl 1»««
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It is worth noting that in Britain homes are repossessed when homebuyers fail to pay back 
the money they owe to lending banks or building societies as agreed upon.
Other translations fall short of giving the meaning of ‘home repossessions’, interpreting the 
notion to mean something to be repossessed by homebuyers rather than by lending banks or 
building societies, as in:
. J jLJI fUJI ,»{ tl 45000 ji-J CjLlu .iîj ; tîllj
^Ujl û jj k_kll J jjujIj  Cj I jlixil ^la.^ Lùj t tülj
In the same way, a large number of students gave literal translations of the cultural item 
‘off-licence’, in “First, shops and supermarkets must stop selling alcohol below cost prices. 
This also involves reducing sales to under-18s by bars, off-licences and retailers”, Text 
Five, as in:
fjk CjU ^ I  (_yss LojI Ii* J  îilüll j* -  ô- JSL JykSlt ^ ÿ  ü' ^ j '
¿j  jaâll yu b  (>  Cj^UJI »1J /u4' CjUUJI J i  j -  Âi*Ull i >
4 |lü ■ .tu-'j ioaj tuj^ikdl t>ili t> d ^  J>*£1' ¿a '-»*>> u' «A :Vj'
I. ujl <&Ull ĵlc. <JmVi V ¿>«1 lilliSj lAJuii 18 ô *  (3'
t«  (> Jlîj ù 1 ■ »llw ^  .(-M J* ' i> £*> '-*»> MW MSjU j î j -IIj  ¿ ¿u d t :Vji 
twl'j W j  ^  cW 18 ù* J*  ^
It is clear that a literal Arabic rendering o f the above instance, e.g. ¿*1' o&z**
‘Those who do not have a licence to sell alcohol’ is not equivalent to the English original. 
The problem is also one o f cultural mismatch. Arabic does not have an exact equivalent 
which covers the whole semantic field o f the word including its cultural aspect. A 
translation could be accepted only if it is followed by a footnote or an explanatory in-text 
Phrase explaining the contextual meaning of the source cultural item, as in:
^  d-Aij ifclSli j — J h  j*Sl\ c iu jA Jt £# jp  wiljfli j ^  dta-1'
.Aj>jlb ¿#51 Cj 'X x a  J  j  cJULdt i >  U J *  O*1 l>
(An off-licence is a shop that sells alcoholic drinks in bottles and cans to take away).
Other students omitted the cultural item in their translations, as in:
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(Jl jjdui jjO {A j*l jj>5ll Uaji ijai inj liA nj_yx&ll ^JU j 4-jjt»Jl k—i5t»-»]l ¿j*> ‘•v'M 1 i/S
...18
1 8 Ujl fA  ¡j*l £idl J^lij (jjtfciaSj Ljoji Ibk j  ,<il£i]l j j J  J ja ill ££ uiljjj Â jL̂ jll Cl)5lx«»]l jjifc <-..l>.j ; Vjl
.Ajjaull lj*jbj ,,,ClUl*Jl ^
The researcher believes that most of the omissions made by the subjects of this study were a 
result of the avoidance strategy, i.e. students try to avoid difficult items by resorting to 
omission in their translations.
One student rendered ‘off-licence’ unacceptably as an adjective modifying the head word 
‘bars’, e.g. >•!> j£- ¿ jUUi ‘unlicenced bars’, as in:
I jbj  'AiiSull jbuJ jx  (Jil jG- k_ii jilt *a> ,oll j  jjSISjlll iJ\c. ;Vj 1
. jjLdlj ¿¿JJ i^illj i—aikj j jC.  CjUIsJI ¿yt lillij fix- 1 8  if- <-& i/J^I ¿#1'
The translation of cultural expressions shows that some students lack geographical 
information of the source culture as well as the target culture. For example, two students 
translated ‘Wales’ in “During the past year, the deliberate use of guns to take life has risen 
in England and Wales’’, Text One, as Wl'jU;
,ljlljlulj LjjUajjj (jj jb  j l  Jjtll ¿«jlLaII j'SLull (jl J«kj] Aj.j«lall Cjl îuJl (J5li ¡j*
,U iljjJj 1 jilajl jb  jl JSll loiCUll f1\iru«Vl j l i  4j>«mlall Aiuill (J5ti
Another student omitted the cultural reference in her translation:
ti_uJol*ll AJuJt j!5U. ^Ijjlu , , i-jjbil AjfcLubU "j^SJl " Jjljidl Î.1»JjjVI
in Text Ten students rendered “The killings came after Palestinian militants yesterday fired 
a Katyusha rocket at the northern part of the Israeli town o f Ashkelon - the longest reach yet 
by a Palestinian rocket’’, as follows:
^  J*JJjjl >Mi) Jbuj j!^Lafc Lflc- y>*»i UljjiilS £ j j L-o jj^ylsud* j l  ¿*4 »j*
, jV ' ijl] .̂AjUwli ¿ jJ~ «  Âll J —»J (JA*
ijj~ >  S & ) Jc. c i- iii JujUuli '+> c*iS ^ 1  < ¡ > - * 1 1  v k  .i* JS 1I c*i*
, jiUL* iyju tW  jV i ¿i*> '< Aj\A*l\£jj~m  y,—si ja  j  J^ijkkjJUJ: »bub u > u
^  bij^ts ^ jjl JM9 ¡jilLU (Ĵ jl j +ji} ¡Jte. J jib  (jyijikwiiill jjO*bk*ll flS ^Uaill y i  <LuUJl JSl' krk iJJJ
.A^ykJill jyjlj-»l' /  '^4 >Sij .J jj'^1  im *
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The translations show that the translators were not familiar with the geography of their 
occupied country. They rendered ‘Ashkelon’ as a city in the northern part of Israel 
(Palestine) instead of a city in the southern part of the country. There is some possibility that 
the translators confused the rockets fired by the Palestinian militants on the southern part of 
Palestine and those fired by the Lebanese militants on the northern part of the country.
Some students also lack information about international currency. For example, three 
students confused the pound sterling with the Euro and the dollar in “The government has 
pointed to globalization as the cause, claiming that immigration may add £ 6  billion to 
production, but it adds a similar proportion to our population”, Text Fifteen, with the US 
dollar and the Euro, as follows:
•Wfc \j* Jx« g \ J g \ j£]J  j VjJ ¿¡¡¡¡H) 6 CiUiel • JJ« •■»■>.> ULIaII i JxJajI
JJJj 6 >• ^  *yj>**l' iAjlxll CjIaaj
,U» J )
■ JJJJ jjiL 6 J )  ^ialll jl «UjiaJl CjjLjIj
Some students ignored the translation of the cultural item, as in:
^  CjiLal l+Slj ijUOd ...CjIj LjL 6  o' SfC-A* j l  ^J) ¡UjSaJl CjjLil
.jUjiU ...jjjl) 6  ^ 0 * j '  0 ^** O' 0 JC,'U 0 *̂ ! 'illj * 'jj sJfuJt ¿ 1  Cia—Ajl jSj
Two students left the item in its Latin script form, as follows: 
l'4*“al WjSIj  ‘jtiiyi £ ja^aI jljL £ 6  ¿L* >. jS » j!  US >>,, iujS Aa3̂ *il o' 4*jSjklt CijLil
.jULdl £_>Â A Jjjj Afuull ¡Jilii
OjjL £ 6  *■ >>«») o' jS-s •_»+l' »U jl  iilLUll »j* ‘ 4 a1j*JI J j  UySUil ojL5l Jij
,CU3U
Other students, however, acceptably translated the cultural item as y! as in:
C-VI ¡jAjlJUj jjj)L 6 >. Uj j I • o ' i j i  > i uaII ^  <a!j *J' o ' trl' J ij
. .jliuJl X X . ia-ul <^0 > Ij.̂ aj <jSlj
jUiyi J )  Aji» jj^L 6 >»j V tj. Ann » o ' *& ■** ^J) iAjSaJl Colfrl
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5.3.5. Behaviour
Behaviour is related to the cultural values which a member of a certain society adheres to. 
One of the aspects of Arabic cultural values is the use of honorific expressions. They are a 
polite mode of address which reflect social relationships and emphasize differences between 
addresser and addressee (Shama, 1978:197). Arabic makes more use of honorific modes of 
address than does English. For example, Arabic forms of address such as j i j j l ' Jk** U 
‘Literally: Your excellency the Minister’, ^  jA* W ‘Literally: You pilgrim Abdullah’, ^  
•***', ‘Literally: the father of Ahmed’, etc. are used as expressions of courtesy and praise, 
and tend to elevate the status of the person addressed. On the other hand, most English 
terms of address have an almost neutral honorific value such as ‘mister’ and to a lesser 
extent, ‘sir’. The Arab translator should be aware of the differences in mode of address in 
English and Arabic. He or she should also be aware of the denotative and connotative 
meanings of terms and expressions related to beliefs, morals and aesthetics as he or she 
belongs to a culture that has its own system of address distinct from any other culture.
The translated texts have revealed that many students did not use the appropriate mode of 
address in their translations o f ‘Joseph’ in “Remember Joseph: Seven years of plenty 
followed by seven years of famine”, Text Nine, as the following translations show:
*£. «lij
Cj I £ fU JnbJi cjljiui £J*jf "
Other students however used appropriate forms of address with the prophet’s name, as in:
" cÓMijj JjS jSiii J
."Uilt ¡ja j^Li ¿>* CJjiu " ¿S-Jt ¡̂ic. Uah J j S Luta j Sàsj
As the translations show it would be presumptuous to address a superior or a sènior without 
the use of a title or a special mode of address. Moreover, expressions such as and 
are usually placed before the names of prophets to show respect and appreciation.
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5.3.6. Cultural transplantation
On a large scale “Cultural transplantation indicates the wholesale transplanting of the entire 
setting of the source text, resulting in the entire text being rewritten in an indigenous target 
culture setting” (Dickins et al 2002, 32). However, as Dickins et al (ibid: 32) also note, “It 
■s not unusual to find examples of cultural transplantation on a small scale in translation”. 
The analysis of students’ translations showed that only one student used cultural 
transplantation in translating the SL cultural item: ‘that is the ‘64 Thousand Dollar 
Question!’ in “So there is a major problem now and it will continue. What is to be done 
about it, that is the ‘64 Thousand Dollar Question!’, Text Six, as:
! «¿11 j  ijl^k <lai Lift«; liLai jxluiluij  ' » l̂fttiK lilllil
Here, the translator substituted the SL expression ‘64 Thousand Dollar Question’ by the 
culturally corresponding TL expression, e.g. cJi>* The phrase, which has its
roots in the Western-style Arabic television quiz show i>  ‘Who will win a
million’ equivalent to the British television show ‘Who Wants to Be a Millionaire?’, has 
become a catchphrase for a particularly difficult question or problem.
In addition to the previous qualitative analysis, the following quantitative analysis is based 
°n students’ translations of 15 culture-specific expressions.
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T C u ltu ra l  i te m s L ite ra l
tra n s la t io n
T ra n s li te r ­
a tio n
O m is s io n A d d it io n C u ltu ra l
t r a n s p la n t ­
a tio n
1 T h e  H o m e  O ff ic e 18 0 1 9 0
1 G a n g s ta  rap 16 6 6 0 0
1 T o ry  le a d e r 15 5 4 4 0
5 O ff - l ic e n c e s 22 0 6 0 0
5 T h e  w a te rsh e d 22 0 6 0 0
5 M ix e rs 22 0 6 0 0
5 B in g e  d r in k in g 23 5 0 0 0
5 R e ta i le r s 24 0 4 0 0
6 A le 21 4 0 3 0
6 H e a v y  b o o z in g 27 0 1 0 0
6 T h e  6 4  T h o u s a n d  
d o l la r  Q u e s t io n
2 6 0 1 0 1
7 M o r tg a g e s 28 0 0 0 0
9 T h e  w o r ld  c re d it  
f ia s c o
24 1 3 0 0
9 The g lo b a l  c re d i t  
c ru n c h
21 0 7 0 0
9 H o m e  r e p o s s e s s io n 2 6 0 1 1 0
T o ta l 3 3 5 21 4 6 17 1
P e rc e n ta g e s 7 9 .8 % 5 % 1 1 % 4 % 0 .2 %
Table 26: Students’ techniques used in translating cultural items
As Table 26 shows literal translation is the most frequent strategy used by students to 
translate cultural expressions. This accounts for 79.8% of the total translations, followed by 
omission at 11%, transliteration at 5%, addition at 4% and cultural transplantation at 0.2. %. 
The previous analysis - both qualitative and quantitative - of the translation of cultural 
oppressions shows that translating cultural expressions is not an easy task. In most cases the 
source language cultural item does not have an equivalent item in the target culture because 
Arabic has not yet devised - or, has no need to devise- linguistic means to express these 
source cultural items. As a result of the absence of corresponding TL expressions, some 
students translated cultural items literally, conveying none of the many connotations that the 
English original items have. While some students omitted cultural items in their translations, 
others used transliteration, bringing into the target language items that preserve the original 
ST cultural flavour. These translations o f culturally bound items have shown that Bassnett 
(1998: 79-81) is right when she says:
‘But all sorts of things happens (sic) during translation. It may be that some words and 
Phrases are untranslatable because they do not exist outside the source language. Or 
toe form may be untranslatable...And it is important to recognize that the task of the 
translator is not to ignore cultural difference and to pretend that there is such a thing as 
universal truth and value free cultural exchange, but rather to be aware of those
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differences. Through awareness, translators may find a way of helping readers across 
frontiers, some of which are heavily armed and dangerous to approach. Nevertheless, 
the translator always essentially works with language...Try as 1 may, 1 cannot take 
language out of culture or culture out of language.
5.3.7. Conclusion
This chapter has discussed the lexical and cultural problems encountered by Palestinian EFL 
learners. At the lexical level the general analysis of the translations has shown that students 
committed 4162 errors (45% of the total). The most frequent lexical problem was wrong 
word choice or wrong lexis, where students committed 1193 errors (28.7%). These errors, 
which refer to the semantically wrong word or phrase used by the student translator as an 
equivalent for the source language word or phrase, produce translations that deviate from 
the intended meaning of the SL message leading to a distortion of the meaning. These errors 
may be attributed to students’ tendency to translate literally and the difficulty they 
encountered in finding the appropriate Arabic equivalent for SL lexical items. Students’ 
dependence on English-Arabic bilingual dictionaries as well as their lack of proof-reading 
skills may also explain this high percentage of errors. The second most frequent lexical 
Problem was inappropriate omission, where students committed 539 errors (12.9%). 
Students’ tendency to omit certain words, phrases or even sentences that need to be retained 
in the TL version may be due to the lack of linguistic competence and translation skills to 
unravel the meaning of the source language item. This can also be interpreted as a sign of 
carelessness or lack o f awareness on the part o f the translator who was asked to use all 
available dictionaries in the translation task. Students’ errors in compounds - 477 errors 
(11.5%) -  were ranked third in the total number of lexical errors committed by the subjects 
°1 this study. The difficulty involved in translating compounds may be attributed to 
students’ failure to analyze the constituents o f English compounds as some of these 
compounds consist of lengthy grammatical structures in the form of strings of adjectives. 
The use of colloquial and colloquial-influenced Arabic accounted for 403 errors (9.7%). 
These errors were a clear indication of the low level o f students who were native speakers of 
Arabic and who were expected to have good mastery o f their mother tongue. Errors in 
transliteration accounted for 304 (7.3%) o f the errors; many of these errors occurred in 
translating proper nouns and culturally specific items. The use of transliteration in the 
translations has made it difficult for the target language reader to understand the source
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language message. While some of these errors may be attributed to a cultural mismatch, 
which is related to the non-existence of the cultural item in the Arab/Muslim target culture, 
others result from a lack of translation skills to look for the meaning of the source language 
item and convey it appropriately in the target language. Students’ errors in the translation of 
polysemy stood at 236 (5.7%). These errors, which resulted when a SL word or expression 
may carry several meanings in a particular context, arise from the translator not 
understanding the whole context and so producing an inappropriate TL equivalent for the 
source language item. Alternative translations accounted for 216 errors (5.2%). These 
errors, which resulted from a tendency among students to provide the target language reader 
with translation choices, may be attributed to the translator’s uncertainty about the 
appropriate translation of the item or items under discussion. Inappropriate additions 
accounted for 214 errors (5.1%). These errors are attributed to a general tendency among 
students to add unnecessary information as in translating some culturally specific items. 
Other unnecessary additions were made to improve the style of writing in Arabic as Arabic 
tends to be more explicit than English. Errors in collocations, 173 errors (4.1%), are 
attributed to literal translation. By translating literally, students introduced into the target 
language lexical combinations which are alien to the collocational ranges of their receptor 
language. The differences in collocational ranges between English and Arabic can also be 
blamed as the two languages have their own preferences for certain modes of expression 
and certain linguistic configurations. Other errors were attributed to the difference in range 
° f  meaning between an ST term and its literal TT equivalent as in students’ translation of 
the source language items ‘broken society’, where the basic literal equivalent of English 
‘broken’ cannot be used to refer to ‘society’ in Arabic. There were 143 errors (3.4%) 
involving the wrong use of acronyms. These errors are attributed to the inappropriate 
strategies employed by student translators such as giving the wrong equivalent in Arabic 
(22.7%), translation by omission (3.8%), retaining the English form in the target language 
(2.3%) and finally transliteration (1.3%). Errors in proper nouns (116 errors, 2.8%) are 
attributed to two main reasons: students’ unfamiliarity with the source language culture and 
their lack of knowledge of text types, particularly the two notions of managing and 
Monitoring as seen in students’ translations of ‘Israel’ as ‘the occupying state
ar>d J5U*VI o lji  ‘The Zionist occupying forces’ in an expository descriptive text
rather than the more neutral word J sh' ‘Israel’. Students’ errors in metaphors (75 errors, 
1 -8 %) were related to their tendency for word-for-word translation, which created a far­
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fetched and almost alien image for the target language reader. Graphic ambiguity accounted 
for 40 errors (1.00%). These errors are attributed either to the translators’ failure to correctly 
distinguish between two similar graphic forms, i.e. poor reading techniques, or their 
inability to capture the intended meaning of the SL item and convey it appropriately in the 
TL. Finally, students committed 33 errors (0.8%) involving idioms. These errors resulted 
from a lack of understanding of the idiomatic nature of source language idioms which led 
to literal equivalents which were vague and meaningless.
The chapter has also discussed the cultural problems encountered by Palestinian EFL 
learners. The total number of cultural errors was 327 errors (3.5%). Cultural references 
pertaining to different aspects of British social, political, and economic life proved to be 
problematic for student translators. Some of these errors may be partly attributed to the 
difference in social, political and economic aspects o f culture between English and Arabic. 
Other cultural errors were the result of students’ lack of cultural background knowledge and 
their unfamiliarity with some techniques used for translating cultural references. For 
example, the non-use of translation by addition, a footnote or a definition within the text to 
explain the source language cultural expressions have made it difficult for the target 
language reader to understand the cultural associations of these cultural expressions. The 
existing bilingual English-Arabic dictionaries, which are sometimes of little help in 
Providing the contextual meaning of culturally bound expressions, can also be blamed. 
Other cultural errors were the result of students’ unfamiliarity with the target culture as seen 
ln their lack of knowledge of the geography of their own occupied country. In the following 
chapter, Chapter Six, the grammatical problems encountered by student translators will be
Presented.
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Chapter Six: Presentation and analysis of grammatical problems
6.1. Introduction
In addition to the lexical and cultural problems discussed in Chapter Five student translators 
also experienced grammatical problems. The total number of grammatical errors committed 
in this study is 4764 (51.5% out o f the total number o f errors). Errors include punctuation 
(38.4%), discourse markers (12.8%), word order (11.5%), case ending (7.7%), referential 
ambiguity (7.6%), agreement (6.1%), spelling (5.1%), articles (2.8%), tenses (2.7%), 
prepositions (2 .0 0 %), singular and plural ( 1 .8 %), passive ( 1 .2 %), and cataphoric and 
anaphoric references (0.3%). Examples representing students’ erroneous translations in 
these areas will be discussed under each sub-category followed by some suggested 
solutions.
6 .2 . Punctuation (1829 errors, 38.4%)
English and Arabic differ in their use of punctuation as a cohesive marker. Baker (1992: 
193) states that English relies on a heavily developed punctuation system to signal breaks 
and relations between chunks of information. Kharma and Hajjaj (1989: 185) state that 
punctuation marks were not used in classical Arabic, and that only a few are used in modem 
written Arabic today. They add that not only punctuation but also paragraphing are recent 
newcomers to Arabic writing, introduced mostly under the influence of Western culture. 
This view is shared by Badawi et al (2004: 22) who assert that Modem Written Arabic has 
adopted Western punctuation without abandoning some features of Classical Arabic, 
especially those related to coordination.
£Hie to the differences in the punctuation systems of English and Arabic, it is expected that 
Palestinian translation students will encounter problems in translating English punctuation 
marks into Arabic. The general analysis o f translated texts has shown that the number of 
e|rors resulting from the wrong use of punctuation was 1829 (38.4%). To illustrate this 
Point, consider the following example:
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SLT (1)
“During the past year the deliberate use of guns to take life has risen in England and Wales. 
According to the Home Office, there were 58 firearms-related homicides in 2006-07 
compared with 49 in the previous year - an increase of 18%. Drugs, urban decay, racism, 
"gangsta" rap and an absence of positive role models have all been blamed for the recent 
spate of gun deaths, with Tory leader David Cameron going so far as to blame a "broken 
society".
TLT
CilyuJt Ijjlajl ¿y* JS ^  jlail iad f hfvLuVt i_W-“
A* % ] 8  iauoi (jjUJl l̂aaluiU Jjill / CjjaII CiVbk J ok JbJl *Jfi A l̂ihl! »j ! j j  CiljjL-e»)/
fUil ^  58 jCS filjaJl ciilj jjc. jl »jljjll cjj i i  iii aLU i ^  âJc. jlS Uc. 2006/2007
J  Ajĵ Ia j  j  Ooi Â JaLdl Aiuill ¿»IS Siklj 49 l*1!.1 2006/2007
Jjli ml vJlua, (JjUjl CjVtaJ -¿pjVI Aj CibUeajl
oil j,mfrull «Laui U f j l  ijS " AW-2 " i f  j y
Apart from one single full stop punctuation marks are totally disregarded in the whole 
Paragraph, including a full stop at the end. An acceptable use of punctuation marks can be 
seen in the following student’s translation:
«  U  v ~ J  . A ) J  < A »  >  <* ^  »  < » <  ^  Jbj |
49 AjjXiu *2006 M  i> 7j«-S j  5 8  '^L~ -  T \  JJ
iu-Ui i f ijU J  ¡» u  J j .%! 8  > 3  i i j j  ^  M  ^
jl JL&Vl Jld* J )  iic-yw  “T*^1 CjUL-c. ji " CiUUmJI 
* *  * * "  * > *  - * « "
Compared with the previous paragraph the addition o f  proper punctuation marks such as th
full stop (.), the comma (‘) and quotation marks (“ ”) has made the Arabic text more
readable. In addition, the replacement of the comma by the additive j  makes it more
cohesive. Without these punctuation marks the text would be ambiguous and confusing (cf.
\
Chazala, 2004: 231).
In the same text, many students misused the English comma, bringing into the TL 
that violate the conventions of Arabic, as in:
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•2006 Ajitall o jljjl  Lufy . j b j j  'jilajl J il l  CibUfc ^  j-^LJl juIaxLui! i  j  i_j*aL«ll <U*ail J i t i
.% 1 8 ¡ j I -4j*JaLall <iuJl y i  ^5lui 49 -J <ijlia J 3  CjLjlaau “Lllxl« -̂5Lui AjJaS 58 CjOSkJ  2007
S - t i c .  ^  j -o'm  ' I J 5 U j Y I _ 4 d l l  jA iL * ] !  J l  £ > L J I j  J S l I  CAjutC. ¿ya ^ j l ^ J l  J j * J |  iA * u j l l u i l  £ 2 k j j j
¿Aiâ li " ^  j jkiia J i uj> . jj*jjj" Oj j j-IS Ajib ĵ Lj  j j i i  jjUu "gangsta"
As the above translated text shows, the translator uses the comma to separate items in a 
series and places the additive j  only before the last item as the case in English. By keeping 
the commas as used in the original English text, the translator creates a distorted text that 
lacks cohesion. It would be more acceptable to repeat the additive j  after each item in the 
series, as shown in the following translation:
^ alfr.« J^-vjl j  4sillj.1> all ^Jl J-Sballi J i l l  sluljA yà I j i j a  iaj^lall J’ljjjYI IÌA jjjiill (jjc- J*j 
,f i la l i  liljLiil jrilaj *-jLjc. j  - i j iL a lt  uJi^i *̂11- ujljll slUL-oC j  «^jmoÌiÌIj
In the following translation the improper use of punctuation marks has resulted in sentence 
fragments (highlighted). Sentence fragments are incomplete sentences or parts of sentences 
(Oshima, A. and Hogue, A. 2006: 183). For example, the incorrect use of the comma and 
the full stop has made the text less understandable, a problem which may be attributed to 
students’ failure to identify what is considered to be a sentence in Arabic.
j j  S j l f j j  Ij ^VjI ^  ,A,jJaL«ll Aitili JiLi. SLjaJl) ¡jaiill J3  .la» jail ^Xuill fhVLiil .x LaiJ i l
ì f V ^  49 Ju fcjUu 2007-2006 ^  é L j  ^jUli c iU b  J2 <1U 58 
M  jftU aS j * * > * k l l j  j t * j | )  (^j U m JI ¿«4311 . G ljlL a ll .% 1 8  J sm j S i O s f '  . ^ U l l  rU ll
¿ l i i j l  J l  fj!_>*Jl » i  v u m  sI l̂ xj t4jaL«ll jrJ U l j i  j i l J  Jajla ll ^ t ^ Y I j j i l  J-* v i^Laall
^  t j j y  itili A*4j U jj j ,( I_>»■>• ) tip*. J i l l j  À,)jUll Ìa ÌuYW i i lu J t  ^jlj^ll ¡j* u
,£• A-olail jl+iall Ji alfr all lj* !»jl Jiti. Ja lillj
The misuse o f punctuation marks (i.e. the full stop) in the following translation has similarly 
^suited in sentence fragments.
sLT: (15)
The huge increase in the population will have enormous impacts on the future of our 
s°ciety. The new migration surges imply that new homes will have to be built to house the 
e*tra migrants”.
t l t
jjp j t  iiii^Ji s^ jli ¿V d lij . J jiw li ^  Ut-i»- 'j*£ ^ '> 1' ^ t i J i  jia«ili M
.»Jiljldl C«j»V#4l JlJti >lj<! O- j*  J#>1'
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The above discussion has shown that translating punctuation marks from English into 
Arabic has proved to be problematic for Palestinian student translators. It reveals that 
students are not aware of the way English punctuation marks are used. Some of them 
ignored punctuation marks, while others simply reproduced English punctuation marks 
producing structures that are alien to Arabic. Based on these results, translation instructors 
as well as instructors of writing should draw students’ attention to the differences in 
punctuation systems between English and Arabic, illustrating the semantic, grammatical and 
pragmatic implications springing from the proper use of punctuation marks so as to maintain 
these implications in their translations (cf. El Shiyab, 2001, and Ghazala, 2004).
6.3. Discourse m arkers f6 1 1  e r ro r s , 1 2 .8  % )
Discourse markers play a major role in binding semantic units and sentences together, 
serving to achieve cohesion in a text. Dickins et al (2002: 128) define cohesion as “the 
transparent linking of sentences and larger sections of text by explicit discourse connectives 
like ‘then’, ‘so’, ‘however’, and so on. These act as signposts pointing out the thread of 
discourse running through the text” .
There are different types o f conjunctions or connectors, and the choice of conjunction 
depends on the nature of the relationship between these ideas. For instance, there are 
coordinating conjunctions, subordinating conjunctions, etc. Coordinators link units of equal 
syntactic status. They combine two independent clauses into a compound sentence. 
Subordinators integrate a subordinate clause into a super-ordinate clause, creating a 
complex sentence. Baker (1992: 190-191) summarizes the main relations of conjunctions 
'V|th examples of conjunctions used to realize each relation as: *•
*• Additive: and, or, also, in addition, furthermore, besides, similarly, likewise, by contrast, 
for instance;
2. Adversative: but, yet, however, instead, on the other hand, nevertheless, at any rate, as a 
Matter of fact;
Causal: so, consequently, it follows, for, because, under the circumstances, for 
reason;
4- Temporal: then, next, after that, on another occasion, in conclusion, an hour later, finally, 
at last;
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5. Continuatives (miscellaneous): now, of course, well, anyway, surely, after all.
Regarding subordinating conjunctions, English distinguishes four major types: nominal, 
relative, adverbial and comparative clauses. For example, adverbial clauses are introduced 
by subordinators which express different adverbial functions. The most common adverbial 
clauses are time, purpose, condition, concession, reason or cause, purpose, result, and 
manner. Adverbial clauses of time, for example, are introduced by subordinators such as
'when’, ‘as’, ‘since’, ‘before’, ‘as soon as’, etc.
Aziz (1989, 210) states that Arabic has coordinating conjunctions such as j  ‘and’ ‘and’, 
‘so’, ‘and then’, £  ‘then’, c§A ‘jSl ‘but’, J i ‘but’, ‘but rather’, J* ‘or’, ^  ‘or’, and t-») ‘or’. The 
Arabic coordinating conjunction j  , for example, is the most frequently used conjunctive 
particle. It expresses addition, contrast, result, and comment. According to Haywood and 
Nahmad (1995: 436), it is the rule rather than the exception to start a sentence with the 
additive The coordinating conjunction <-» expresses both temporal sequence and result. 
Saeed and Fareh (2006:19) identify five major functions of A  namely explanatory,
consequential, causal, sequential and adversative. The conjunctive particle denotes 
temporal sequence; it differs from -  in that the event o f the second clause does not 
immediately follow but there is a lapse of time, often implying the completion of the action,
e.g. *̂.1 j j  £  O jSIi d \J  ‘I read the book then I gave it to my brother. The
conjunctions ¡£1 and &  express an adversative relation, e.g. ^  ^
t> ‘Zayd had a lot to say, but his brother prevented him from speaking . cfc expresses 
two main senses: adversative relation and reformulation of what has been sta  ̂
coordinator j ' ‘or’ mainly expresses disjunction, where one alternative is to be chosen. <* i
standardly used in questions to express alternative interrogation. The coordinator
- < • l ( J\ u . v J  J  *Sj A  Uj ‘Either say thenormally used in correlative constructions, e.g. vjS-» o ' O') u iJ ^
truth or keep silent’.
Arabic and English have different ways of combining sentences. In general while ng 
makes greater use of subordination, Arabic prefers coordination. In addition, while Arabic 
favours explicit cohesive markers to link sentences together, English makes common use o 
both implicit and explicit discourse markers. In the view of Blakemore (2002. 1), some o 
the thoughts are communicated explicitly, while others are communicated imp ’ ' y 
addition to the differences in the use of conjunctions between English and Arabic, 
and Hajjaj (1989:114) point out that coordination in English is achieved by m 
Punctuation, typically yielding fairly short sentences. In Arabic, by contrast, a paragraph can
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frequently consist of one sentence. They added that not only punctuation but also 
paragraphing are recent newcomers to Arabic writing, introduced mostly under the 
influence of Western conventions (ibid: 185).
In the view of the above differences between English and Arabic, Arab students are 
expected to make frequent use of the additive j  when they translate English connectors into 
Arabic. The general tendency among students to translate literally resulted in translations 
that do not conform with the textual forms of the target language. The total number of errors 
resulting from the wrong use o f discourse markers was 611 (12.8%). To illustrate, consider 
the following translation by one of the students:
SLT (16): ‘Global Warming’
(1) Global warming is one o f the biggest problems facing humankind in the next few 
decades. (2) In the past 150 years, global temperatures have risen approximately I C (1.8 
F). (3) If temperatures continue to rise, the consequences could be catastrophic. (4) As the 
earth's temperature rises, polar ice will melt, causing the water level of the oceans to rise. (5) 
Rising ocean levels, in turn, will cause flooding along the coasts. (6) Global warming will 
also cause major changes in climate that will affect agriculture.
TLT (16):
«-sij sJ ljJ l 3 j SS- £UjjYI »jljgJl CJi+ji O j-1*1 fc- ] 50 ^
jjjjKCiUaj-a oil alj* jjluL« j i  g’Ujjl > ! j  J i  ■ «HH
jajl tti.lmjmj Ü>1» CibLjnJlll (jJ) ujl lnj<k«*ll <J>>**• ¿Wjt >ciÿ'Ty.
.4*1j J \ J c  ^ 1J
The above translation lacks textual cohesion as some of the sentences are not properly 
connected. The students’ frequent use o f full stops has Interrupted the flow of the ta g 
By following the SL structure, the translator failed to convey the implicit textual relations o 
the SL, creating what, following Baker (1992: 54), can be called calqumg, or perhaps better, 
calquing by omission, showing that the translator is very much engrossed by the 
structure. In other words, when there is an explicit discourse marker in Enghsh, the 
translator often attempts to translate it, but when there is no explicit one, he/she 
insert discourse markers In Arabic. The same view has been emphasized by Shaheen U _ 
75) who says: »It is when them is no English connector ,o link two sentences, the second o 
Which is meant to give more details or to explicate the first, that problems are create
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Arab students”. The translator inappropriately used the adversative conjunction 
‘on the other hand’ to join two sentences that do not signal such a relation. Failing to 
identify the logical relationship holding between the two sentences, the translator used the 
wrong connector. The two sentences can be appropriately connected with resultative 
connectors such as ¿Nil ‘as a result’, ‘consequently’, ( '^ )  ‘so’, ‘as a
result’, as can be seen in the following translation:
150 CiljiuJl -OJill Jjjixll CiitShiLdl ¿ya AaJj ^LikVI (1)
(3 ), 1 ,g (Jjluj L« \ L-ijlij L»J l̂Uit ^  ajljaJl CjLjkj J Cuuujt <̂ JaLdl
Julajl i-jjjjAii t ^ y a j ^ \  i j i j * .  J 'lijjl (4 ) t< « ^ j (jjSuLui (-Jiljajl j V̂-J S j l C j ^¿ u » \
CiULjaji iu.iIj.ii Ci Iijx'l J-UjjI jli Ajjfrj (5)>CjU«̂ <»lt *L»]I <sS u *A p t i j J j o u  Lu
.<tljjll (jJft Lmi ¿U*ll ^  *-jJ± Ciljyu  ^jljaJl ^Lu^VI Ldfljlj t JskLJI t̂ lc.
In the above translation the translator used cohesive markers to link sentences together. The 
translator’s choice of typical Arabic connectors such as ‘so’, ‘and then’, ‘for’, j  ‘and’, 
‘as a result’, and ‘also’ has made the text more comprehensible. Baker (1992: 200) 
states that the use of explicit conjunctions makes the text more transparent. For instance, the 
translator acceptably used the resultative connector ‘as a result’ to connect the fourth 
and the fifth sentences, making the intersentential relation more explicit. In other words, the 
provision of appropriate connectors makes the text a unified unit that can be easily 
comprehended. According to Saleh (1996: 50), “Readability and comprehension of any text 
depends on adequate understanding of how text parts go together and what relationships 
unify them into a meaningful whole”.
The translations also revealed that students tended to use the additive j  more often than 
other Arabic connectors. To illustrate this point, one student repeated j  in nearly all of the 
following sentences of the text:
SLT (4)
A report from the office for National Statistics published yesterday shows that 8,758 people 
died from excessive alcohol intake in 2006, twice the number in 1991. Death rates rose in 
all age groups but the biggest increase for both sexes was among people aged 35 to 54, a 
legacy of heavy drinking in their 20s and early 30s. Death rates for women in this age group 




(JjaAll fjJjUj *1 ja . j *  Jal jS^I (j a  Ij S y  i A 8758 (jl CjI»L-oä5Ü ^ j i l l  UilSull j f t  j u i  jA i j^ jiJ J$lil 
CAS. ¿SJj jU&V' ^  Ajbsjll (Ji»-» ¿¿jjl ‘ (.1991 fl* J5U. jjäII 11a >. ,'uuJa jlS ¿ij  t 2006 ^
S»>ÜI Jo!jiyi AjIjj liaj ‘54-35 jjJ f*jL»ftl £ j l j 2  (jjill jasUAVI j#  ji-aaJl AS, (y ,«j >jSJ1 Si^jll 
“•^j 100.000 14.8 -7.2 i> ‘ «»«¿»'I i>4l lia *LAll ^ jI AjL)Sj !I J jx« ,̂ l& 30-20 j**- ß
j a i  Ajc- j a ^ a  i j i  (j a  » L A U  *  J mi'UL
The above translation shows that the additive j  is the most frequent connector used by the 
translator to achieve cohesion. Tables 39 and 40 show that j  was used to connect 40.1% of 
clauses in descriptive texts and 24.7% in argumentative texts. One explanation of this high 
frequency of j  may be attributed to students’ unawareness of the difference in the semantic 
implications between English and Arabic connectors. As a result, students find it easy to 
repeat j  in each sentence of the text. Shaheen (1991: 75) attributes Arab learners’ problems 
in connectivity to the fact that Arabic tends to favour the frequent use of the additive 
conjunction j  in place of the zero connector in English.
The translations also showed that some students used double connectors in their translations. 
They translated the source language connector and added the Arabic connector j , which is 
not normally permitted in Arabic. To illustrate this point, some students started their 
translations with the Arabic connector j  then they added the Arabic equivalent of the 
English connector ‘also’ in “Global warming will also cause major changes in climate that 
will affect agriculture”, Text Sixteen, as in:
, i * l j j l l  ,jic. jSyjwi Lw ¿Lull ¡¿i Cil j y j  ja i l  jjA^AVI i. ij.iuj.ii Lm»j1 j
■**-hß u .  ¿UAI j  C jtjjkj ß )  , -̂dUll jljia-V* Li-iJW
.«Lfrlj j l l  y i  j J jH  Lm i j j <¡¿11» Olj û Ljajl ( j j l  ja i l  jJAAVI i, I).«[..ij
,S x .ljjil jjjlw  ¿Lull ¡yi <a v u  Cjlj^Ai ^ f j I jadl jAaajVI A.üa..)u  d llA j
In the same text, one student used three additive connectors to translate “Global warming 
will also cause major changes in climate that will affect agriculture”, as in:
,< ftlj jll J L  J j j i  u i j u  i,>jV)!U (^ill ¿ lu l l  y  ^u lie . C jIj j *3 Liajl ViJuluj u i y *  ( y j l ja i l  jAAa,V' j i  U S j
In the same text the conjunction ‘also’ was unacceptably rendered as the adversative 
connector ci>-' t> ‘on the other hand’, as follows:
,<& I j  j l l  J c .  J jjj L u  jA loll J  Cjl j j u  J j  i j  .}j j u  »j l  ja J l  Cil*. J j ¿1& j l  d k  Lg ja>l “AaL (ja  Ul
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The same conjunction was also unacceptably rendered as the resultative connector ^  ‘so’, 
as follows:
¿¿11 Jl̂ alb ¿JaJ .U 4;)iUa till¿4*J Jl ¡ j ijilliukVI ¿14 bllilj
In Text Six twelve students used double connectors in their translation of “It is also true that 
more and more young people are turning up at Accident and Emergency units as a result of 
heavy boozing, or the related violence and accidents.”
jl ¿»ill J  Jal jiy i (j«• ĵuUll JjJjMlI t, iixi lg¿tjioll Cj I.I»j  J l  ¿U»i!l ¿a ¿¡¡¡¡Jill (jl tiyj n’ll.'l̂ j
.tiijIjMlI j  i. am lb
JIm&I jl t_i¿ill J  Jal jiyi <ayaj if ¿Ijlallj lioljjJl ¡»Lji J ]  ¿¿lj»») ¿¡¡ill ¿»Jl ¿l*»ai ¿a Aj.'U.ll bib* ¿¡i t-Jajlj
, tlijl jxllj  v tall
jl 4» ¿£ ¿all ¿»¿Jl 4.. Utn) if jl jJoll j  CjjIjMjl ¡.lull J l  ¿¿lla-| ¿»Jl jti—M ¿a AjJjallj ¿¡¡¿all ¿1 llajl AjijiiMj
<11*1*11 bjjl j j j l j  4 i'nll
■laljiiU < jaiv <.v)nf> vbjIjaJlj if jljU l Cjliatj J j  ¿ j ^ j l | ¿li»*Jl <—ib*ill ¿a ¿¡¡¿allj ¿1 l—ojl
.Jjjl jMj tbue ¿a l+J ¿1*1) U jl Vpj¿ill J  
J  Jal J»yi <>jii tlul jaJlj if  ¿1 jJall ClIjMj J l  ¿¿Hi) ¿»Jl ¿U . n ¿aili-iVl ¿a ¿¡¡¿all ¿1 La*)! ¡̂¡MtaJl ¿aj
.¿ ¿ mV I tioljaJlj ‘ ji J ja£1I
jU blU t <U»J| ClLjSjLJl till! JU  ¿>lia J i i j  ¿jljMJJ j UumJI ¿a ¿¿¿«Jl ¿1 Ljajl <yi tiluV laaj
.<la!51l CjyiaJl »¿A <_il*jJ <jj ¿¡a »¿¡j£ Cibjf>* J iJ  ¿ jl  jJall Cjlda>j 
jl J  ja ill ^  jal »ill <>jlj '¡J ¿1 jJall Ciljtfkjj iiulj»Jl ¿¿L»«y ¿Liill ¿a ¿¡¡¡SJlj ¿¡¡5£ll ¿L jv mil ¿a Laajl j
.JjjljaJlj w-iu*Jl J l  j i
Ja-y la jl Ja ¿»all t_i ¿ill <>jVi if ¿1 jlalt CiliMj j  tlul jaJl J l  I j  Jobal v ĵliill ¿a ¿¡¡ISlI ¿1 Ljajl ĵ.Vtail <j]j
.Hiykll Jla^yi j  ¿ u ljJb
-̂*1*11 (Jlafr I jl ¿¡¡j£Lll t_i¿»ill <̂ ¡¡11 ¿¿Ijlailj Jjjljkll vlilikj J l  ¿¿¿Jaay ¿Jill ¿a ¿¡¡Sill ¿1 l»Jajl ¡̂¡»aaJl ¿aj
,'-rl¿»ilb <lafS¿all Hol¿»Jlj
4»Aj»ll jl Ja¿iall ¿Saji <>jliS a¿M̂ Jl a^»j V J <Jjl»Jl I j^ ¿ il ¿U.a»ll L^liill Mil 4"i->. m Jalxall ¿a Laajl <jlj
.̂ ¡¡»aa¿»Jl JtUl jaJl j  4-J¿llull
The following tables show students’ translations of connectors in argumentative and 
descriptive texts:
A. Statistical analysis of students’ translations of discourse markers in argumentative texts:
N o. o f  s e n te n c e s U s e  o f  j U s e  o f  o th e r N o n -u s e  o f U s e  o f  d o u b le
_ A ra b ic  c o n n e c to r s c o n n e c to r s c o n n e c to r s
„ S e c o n d  s e n te n c e 1 12 15 0
J ï i i r d  s e n te n c e 13 5 10 0
„ f o u r th  s e n te n c e *1 7 1 18
„ f i f t h  s e n te n c e 14 3 10 1
„ S ix th  s e n te n c e ♦9 8 10 0
„ S e v e n th  s e n te n c e 3 7 18 0
-T o ta l 41 4 2 6 4 19
Table 27 Use of discourse markers in ’The Shocking Truth’ (Text: 3)
One student or more omitted this sentence
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N o . o f  s e n te n c e s U se  o f  j U s e  o f  o th e r  
A ra b ic  c o n n e c to r s
N o n -u s e  o f  
c o n n e c to r s
U se  o f  d o u b le  
c o n n e c to r s
S e c o n d  s e n te n c e 9 6 13 0
T h ird  s e n te n c e 10 4 14 0
F o u rth  se n te n c e 10 4 13 1
F ifth  s e n te n c e * 1 4 4 5 1
S ix th  s e n te n c e 13 2 1 12
S e v e n th  s e n te n c e 14 1 11 2
E i^ h t s e n te n c e *1 18 3 3
.N in th  s e n te n c e 6 5 17 0
. T o ta l 77 4 4 77 19
Table 28: Use of discourse markers in ‘
O n e  s tu d e n t  o r  m o re  o m itte d  th is  se n te n c e
Britain and Binge Drinking’ (Text: 6)
_ _
N o. o f  s e n te n c e s U se  o f  j U se  o f  o th e r  
A ra b ic  c o n n e c to r s
N o n -u s e  o f  
c o n n e c to r s
U se  o f  d o u b le  
c o n n e c to r s
. S e c o n d  s e n te n c e 1 14 3 10
. i 'h ird  s e n te n c e 0 23 2 3
_ F o u rth  se n te n c e ♦6 4 15 2
JF if th  s e n te n c e ♦22 3 1 1
_ S ix th  s e n te n c e 1 24 0 3
.S e v e n th  s e n te n c e 13 8 6 I
. E ig h th  se n te n c e 1 2 4 1 2
.N in th  se n te n c e *4 14 2 6
_ F e n th  s e n te n c e *5 4 15 1
.T o ta l 53 118 45 2 9
Table 29: Use of discourse markers in ‘
O n e  s tu d e n t  o r  m o re  o m itte d  th is  se n te n c e
Property Market’ (Text: 9)
N o. o f  se n te n c e s U se  o f  j U se  o f  o th e r N o n -u s e  o f U s e  o f  d o u b le
A ra b ic  c o n n e c to r s c o n n e c to r s c o n n e c to r s
J j e c o n d  s e n te n c e 10 4 14 0
_ F h ird  s e n te n c e *6 6 12 3
.F o u r th  s e n te n c e 4 8 11 5
F ifth  s e n te n c e 4 4 18 2
. S ix th  s e n te n c e 4 6 17 1
.T o ta l 28 28 72 11
Table 30: Use of discourse markers in ‘
O n e  s tu d e n t o r  m o re  o m itte d  th is  se n te n c e
End this Punishment of the Palestinians' (Text: 12)
N o. o f  se n te n c e s U s e  o f  j U s e  o f  o th e r  
A ra b ic  c o n n e c to r s
N o n -u s e  o f  
c o n n e c to r s
U se  o f  d o u b le  
c o n n e c to r s
S e c o n d  s e n te n c e 5 4 17 2
.  i 'h ird  s e n te n c e 4 6 12 6
.F o u r th  s e n te n c e *13 2 11 0
.F i f th  s e n te n c e *1 12 0 14
.S ix th  s e n te n c e *2 17 3 5
J 'o t a l 25 41 43 2 7
Table 31: Use of discourse markers in ‘We Must Act Now to Cut Immigrant Numbers’ (Text: IS).
One student or more omitted this sentence.
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N o. o f  s e n te n c e s U s e  o f  j U se  o f  o th e r
A ra b ic
c o n n e c to r s
N o n -u s e  o f  
c o n n e c to r s
U se  o f  d o u b le  
c o n n e c to r s
S e c o n d  s e n te n c e 1 10 0 17
_ T h ird  s e n te n c e 13 1 14 0
. F o u r th  se n te n c e 7 4 17 0
.F i f th  s e n te n c e 6 9 3 10
.T o ta l 27 24 3 4 2 7
Table 32: Use of discourse markers in Kyoto Protocol: The Road Ahead’ (Text: 18).
_B. Statistical analysis of students’ translations of discourse markers in descriptive texts:
N o . o f  se n te n c e s U se  o f  j U s e  o f  o th e r  
A ra b ic  c o n n e c to r s
N o n -u s e  o f  
c o n n e c to r s
U s e  o f  d o u b le  
c o n n e c to r s
S e c o n d  s e n te n c e 13 7 7 1
. T h ird  s e n te n c e 11 1 16 0
.T o ta l 2 4 8 23 1
Table 33: Use of discourse markers in ‘Britain’s Gun Culture’ (Text: 1).
N o. o f  s e n te n c e s U se  o f  j U s e  o f  o th e r  
A ra b ic  c o n n e c to r s
N o n -u s e  o f  
c o n n e c to r s
U se  o f  d o u b le  
c o n n e c to r s
. S e c o n d  s e n te n c e 8 6 14 0
_ Third s e n te n c e 10 3 13 2
. fö ta l 18 9 27 2
Table 34: Use of discourse markers in ‘Middle-aged Binge Drinkers Dying In Record Number’ (Text: 4).
N o. o f  s e n te n c e s U se  o f  j U s e  o f  o th e r N o n -u s e  o f U s e  o f  d o u b le
A ra b ic  c o n n e c to r s c o n n e c to r s c o n n e c to r s
S e c o n d  s e n te n c e 17 6 5 0
T h ird  s e n te n c e 18 4 6 0
.F o u rth  s e n te n c e * 1 7 2 8 0
T o ta l 52 12 17 0
Table 35: Use of discourse markers in ‘Mortgage Approvals Dive as Market Cools’ (Text: 7).
One student or more omitted this sentence.
N o . o f  s e n te n c e s U s e  o f  j U s e  o f  o th e r  
A ra b ic  c o n n e c to r s
N o n -u s e  o f  
c o n n e c to r s
U se  o f  d o u b le  
c o n n e c to r s
.S e c o n d  s e n te n c e 15 0 13 0
F hird  s e n te n c e 15 6 6 1
J ’o ta l 3 0 6 19 1
Table 36: Use of discourse markers in ‘The Arab-Israeli Conflict’ (Text: 10).
N o . o f  s e n te n c e s U s e  o f  j U s e  o f  o th e r  
A ra b ic  c o n n e c to r s
N o n -u s e  o f  
c o n n e c to r s
U s e  o f  d o u b le  
c o n n e c to r s
..S e c o n d  s e n te n c e 10 7 11 0
Total 10 7 11 0
Table 37: Use of discourse markers in ‘Record Immigration Sees UK Population Soar’ (Text: 13).
N o, o f  s e n te n c e s U se  o f  j U s e  o f  o th e r N o n -u s e  o f U s e  o f  d o u b le ’
A ra b ic c o n n e c to r s c o n n e c to r s
c o n n e c to r s
.S e c o n d  s e n te n c e 2 12 14 0
.T h ird  s e n te n c e * 1 4 6 6 0
.F o u rth  s e n te n c e 5 14 7 2
F ifth  s e n te n c e *11 3 4 9
.S ix th 0 7 10 11
T o ta l 3 2 4 2 41 2 2
Table 38: Use of discourse markers in ‘Global Warming’ (Text: 16).
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T e x t U s e  o f  j U s e  o f  o th e r  A r a b ic N o n - u s e  o f U s e  o f  d o u b le
c o n n e c to r s c o n n e c to r s c o n n e c t o r s
_ _  3 41 4 2 6 4 19
__  6 7 7 4 4 7 7 19
9 5 3 1 1 8 4 5 2 9
__ 12 2 8 2 8 7 2 11
_  15 2 5 41 4 3 2 7
18 2 7 2 4 3 4 2 7
T o ta l 2 5 1 2 9 7 3 3 5 1 3 2
.P e r c e n t a g e 2 4 .7 % 2 9 .3 % 3 3 % 1 3 %
Table 39: Total number and percentages of use of discourse markers in argumentative texts.
T e x t U s e  o f  j U s e  o f  o t h e r  A r a b ic N o n - u s e  o f U s e  o f  d o u b le
c o n n e c to r s c o n n e c t o r s c o n n e c to r s
1 2 4 8 2 3 1
4 18 9 2 7 2
T ~ ~ 5 2 12 17 0
10 3 0 6 19 1
13 10 7 11 0
16 3 2 4 2 41 2 2
. T o t a l 1 6 6 8 4 1 3 8 2 6
P e r c e n ta g e 4 0 .1  % 2 0 .3 % 3 3 .3 % 6 .3 %
Table 40: Total number and percentages of use of discourse markers in descriptive texts.
Table 41: Discourse markers in argumentative and descriptive texts
As indicated in Tables 39 and 40 students tend to use the additive connector j  more than 
other Arabic connectors. In descriptive texts the additive j  constituted 40.1% of inter-clausal 
connectors while in argumentative texts it was recorded at 24.7%. Argumentative texts 
however differ from descriptive texts in their frequent use of other Arabic connectives (i.e. 
29.3% vs. 20.3%). This results coincides with Dickins et al’s (2002) findings that the 
general nature of argumentative texts is reflected in the widespread use of connectives 
expressing logical relations (e.g. ,lP.' , ,etc.), as well as the more basic
connectives, such as j  , and ‘-À Argumentative texts also have a higher percentage of double
connectors (13% vs. 6.3%). Argumentative and descriptive texts however both show a high 
percentage of non-use of connectors (33% vs. 33.3%). This tendency to render ST 
propositions without the use of connectors can be attributed to students’ preference for 
literal translation. It can also be blamed on the failure of some students who lack TL 
competence and translational proficiency to realize the logical relationships holding 
implicitly between sentences. Lotfipour-Saidi (1990:394) has made it clear that "Any 
careless handling of cohesive elements of the SL text in the translation process would lead 
to a change in the degree of cohesiveness intended by the original author and such a change 
would certainly affect the discourse comprehension processes and, in the long run, the 
nature of the message to be negotiated through the text”.
It is therefore the translator’s duty to understand the linking between sentences where 
necessary making implicit relationships in the ST explicit in the TT according to norms and 
conventions. Arab students should be familiar with the differences between the connectivity 
systems of English and Arabic and the different ways connectors are used in the two 
languages. Translator training programmes should focus on the role that connectives play in 
signaling logical relations between clauses and sentences in discourse. Such awareness of 
connectivity will help students establish cohesion and help them achieve a better 
understanding of texts.
6.4. Word order (549 errors, 1 1 .5% )
6.4.1 Verbal vs. nominal sentences
As Baker (1992:110) states ‘‘Word order is extremely important in translation because it 
plays a major role in maintaining a coherent point of view and in orienting messages at text 
level”. Word order is one of the main factors that distinguish one language structure from 
another. English has subject-verb-object sentence order, while Arabic most commonly has 
verb-subject-object sentence order. Such sentences, in which the verb precedes the subject, 
are known as verbal sentences in Arabic. In addition to verb-subject-object word order, 
verbal sentences may also exhibit verb-object-subject word order. As well as verbal 
sentences Arabic also has nominal sentences consisting of a predicand and a predicate. The 
predicand in nominal sentences is always itself nominal, but the predicate may be a verb (by 
extension a verb phrase), nominal, adjectival or adverbial. The standard word order in
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nominal sentences is predicand-predicate, but predicate-predicand word order also occurs. 
As indicated in Table 54 the translations show that students have a tendency to use more 
nominal sentences than verbal sentences in Arabic. This can be attributed to students’ 
preference for word-for-word translation of English elements. The number of errors 
resulting from the incorrect use of word order was 549 (11.5%). To illustrate this point, 
three students translated “Drugs, urban decay, racism, "gangsta" rap and an absence of 
positive role models have all been blamed for the recent spate of gun deaths”, Text One, as:
tjc j ja VI »AA j£  CjljAill j j J ii.iljfr j  CAi mu It ^ j* . j  j  ^ jAaII Jil»jVI j  Cj I oil
. j a i l  ¿ ^ i ^ U aIi jU iiV i
Ĵ *-« aL)A j l  f X  jjAll i—A-jii. j  u_il jll CLibL-ec. tM-jjto'mll i ^ a~i>a1I J5l»jl j  Cj Ij .’i-xaII
,1 îLuil AjIJj
cJaÎ xII j £  ££ALa1I jjJ) AiLwal lujbL^xil ii_)jAAU*Jl (¿)Aa1I ALui j  idll j Â aII
ja ii <juaj jip ji jjji o j I
Other students used Arabic verbal sentences, as in:
JLp jVI jjl) ^»»aII JjAll u_iLj£ j  CiUL-ajJI J Ju j Aljlaj 4-jjirfi’mll j  ĵJAaII jLj ĵVI J  AjIj AxaII CLiaI
.JjUull CjjaII CjVIa I ¡ji>Ua1I
‘l?jaauxII J uIIU^-IaII j5UxjVhcjlj 'ixaII Ja il Cj I J ac. ¿)a ^ j J J l  J^ J t  Iaa uUwiI ^ j S  j
•ifMjH ¿¿■j gangsta vU»
JjAll Cilj »jAiill ujLjfc j  I n«>')l>ll u tfJj jja a JIj  iujIj AjuaII i^ I  jLill J5Ual S-UaJ ClLjjlJll ¡>aLjJ]I »AA
Some students partially acceptably began their translations with the emphatic particle 5!. as 
in:
S-1̂ ill CtU ■ Air, j l  "Uui^ula. " CiU, ai* 11 jLlSjlj 4^u«u*Jlj jLaiIIj  (j AaaII Cit j  i> aII 1̂ vViuil tfLull ¿ J
,<LxiuiVl ^^lal Ajljl*ll fiilailt ¡^j pjlll aJ c. AlL JS  l+j ^Aisuj (^ill Ljkll Jl* ll u j- j i  <^} 4iUi«y^ 
IJkJI JIaII ( ^ y i  jjAll (jlnmll ) Jj^Joll J  iÂ âaUhJI 4(AJAa1I) ^^i«i»ll jLuiill j  *djljV> aII
,^5LJb Ja il cAjL& J a AiVl (jAxjill Luui jlS
The use of the emphatic particle 51 and verbal and nominal sentences in the above 
translations reflect the flexibility of Arabic word order, in comparison to the more fixed 
word order of English. However, Arab student translators should be alerted not to misuse 
this flexibility by making use of one type of word order inappropriately at the expense of 
others.
In translating the first sentence in Text Sixteen, a large number of students started their 
translations of “Global warming is one of the biggest problems facing humankind in the
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next few decades” with nominal sentences. This high percentage of nominal sentences may 
be related to the presence of the English copula which does not have a lexical equivalent in 
Arabic. There is a possibility that the presence of the English copula encouraged students to 
use verbless Arabic nominal sentences, as can be seen below:
'ji AjjLojyi <a.l jj ^1 f j  jAll JSLÜUll ¿y» ».IäIj  ^  j]
jLa jjll ^alrult CaTjA ¡̂ jiLuakVI
.Aolïîl JjSjlH ^  ^lll Ciiliidl _>jSI (ja .Iklj ^ , 'U.ll
As Table 45 shows twenty-seven students translated the first sentence in “Israeli troops 
today killed two Palestinian Hamas gunmen in Gaza, wounding three others”, Text Ten, 
using verbal sentences, as can be seen below:
j  i j c -  y i  ¡j j Lmw ¡¿y» (jjijijlnuU ¿jÿxluu (JjÂj _^yi jĴ CukVI Cj ! jJ  Clali
, j , i> l  *$% £J*.j 4 1 >  qAa^  ¿y* ¿yjyt̂ jA yjjll 4j j SoajuII Ciljïl! Cll3
4j !üj duw » j f t  ¿ y »  (jjitliii« ¿yjaJùU J jL  ^¡¡11 j ^ y  I Ciljsll C u ll
This high usage of unmarked verbal sentences in students’ translations may be related to 
students’ familiarity with this type of political narrative discourse. As many Palestinian 
people are killed by Israeli troops on a regular basis, students are used to verbal sentences 
describing this kind of situation in original Arabic texts. According to Kaplan (1966) Leki 
(1991) and Connor (1996) discourse organization is seen by linguists as culture-oriented. 
S t a t i s t i c a l  a n a l y s i s  o f  t h e  u s e  o f  v e r b a l  a n d  n o m i n a l  s e n t e n c e s  i n  d e s c r i p t i v e  t e x t s :
Verbal sentences Nominal sentences
.First sentence 11 17
Second sentence 1 27
. Third sentence 9 19
_Total 21 63
Percentages 25% 75%
T a b l e  4 2 :  U s e  o f  v e r b a l  a n d  n o m i n a l  s e n t e n c e s  i n  ‘ B r i t a i n ' s  G u n  C u l t u r e ’  ( T e x t :  1 ) .
Verbal sentences Nominal sentences
.First sentence 23 5
.Second sentence 16 12
_Third sentence 14 14
Total 53 31
. Percentages 63.1% 36.9%
T a b l e  4 3 :  U s e  o f  v e r b a l  a n d  n o m i n a l  s e n t e n c e s  i n  ‘ M i d d l e  A g e d  B i n g e  D r i n k e r s  D y i n g  i n  R e c o r d  
N u m b e r s ’ ( T e x t :  4 ) .
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Verbal sentences Nominal sentences
„First sentence 14 14
Second sentence 26 2
Third sentence 4 24
Fourth sentence 21 *6
Total 65 46
. Percentages 58.6% 41.4%
T a b l e  4 4 :  U s e  o f  v e r b a l  a n d  n o m i n a l  s e n t e n c e s  i n  ‘ M o r t g a g e  A p p r o v a l s  D i v e  a s  M a r k e t  C o o l s '  ( T e x t :  7 )
One or more students did not translate this sentence
Verbal sentences Nominal sentences
. First sentence 27 1
. Second sentence 20 8
_ Third sentence 25 3
_ Total 72 12
. Percentaees 85.7% 14.3%
T a b l e  4 5 :  U s e  o f  v e r b a l  a n d  n o m i n a l  s e n t e n c e s  i n  ‘ T h e  A r a b - l s r a e l i  C o n f l i c t ’ ( T e x t :  1 0 ) .
Verbal sentences Nominal sentences
. First sentence 21 7
„Second sentence 7 21
. Total 28 28
„Percentages 50% 50%
T a b l e  4 6 :  U s e  o f  v e r b a l  a n d  n o m i n a l  s e n t e n c e s  i n  ‘ I m m i g r a t i o n ’ <T e x t :  1 3 ) .
Verbal sentences Nominal sentences
„First sentence II 17
„Second sentence 1 27
_Third sentence 1 *26
„Fourth sentence 2 26
„Fifth sentence 1 **21
„Sixth sentence 9 19
.Total 25 136
Percentages 15.5% 84.5%
T a b l e  4 7 :  U s e  o f  v e r b a l  a n d  n o m i n a l  s e n t e n c e s  i n  ‘ G l o b a l  W a r m i n g '  ( T e x t :  1 6 ) .
One or more students did not translate this sentence.
Sentence (4) and sentence (5) have been translated as one meaningful sentence.
Statistical analysis of the use of verbal and nominal sentences in argumentative texts:
Verbal sentences Nominal sentences
. First sentence 0 *27
„Second sentence 11 17
. Third sentence 21 7
.Fourth sentence 1 *26
„Fifth sentence 0 28
..Sixth sentence 14 *13
„Seventh sentence 2 26
Total 49 144
„Percentages 25.4% 74.6%
T a b l e  4 8 :  U s e  o f  v e r b a l  a n d  n o m i n a l  s e n t e n c e s  i n  ‘ T h e  S h o c k i n g  T r u t h ’ ( T e x t :  3 ) .
One or more students did not translate this sentence.
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Verbal sentences Nominal sentences
First sentence 18 10
Second sentence 6 22
Third sentence 4 ♦23
. Fourth sentence 2 26
Fifth sentence 14 ♦12
. Sixth sentence 3 25
. Seventh sentence 3 25
. Eight sentence 7 21
. Ninth sentence 1 27
. Total 58 191
_Fercentag.es 23.3% 76.7%
T a b l e  4 9 :  U s e  o f  v e r b a l  a n d  n o m i n a l  s e n t e n c e s  i n  ‘ B r i t a i n  a n d  B i n g e  D r i n k i n g ’ ( T e x t :  6 ) .
One or more students did not translate this sentence.
Verbal sentences Nominal sentences
„First sentence 1 27
„Second sentence 12 16
_ Third sentence II 17
_ Fourth sentence 7 ♦19
. Fifth sentence 2 ♦25
Sixth sentence 15 13
. Seventh sentence 10 18
. Eighth sentence 3 25
.Ninth sentence 0 ♦26
„Tenth sentence 20 ♦5
.Total 81 191
„Percentages 29.8% 70.2%
T a b l e  S O :  U s e  o f  v e r b a l  a n d  n o m i n a l  s e n t e n c e s  i n  ‘ P r o p e r t y  M a r k e t ’ ( T e x t :  9 ) .
One or more students did not translate this sentence.
Verbal sentences Nominal sentences
„First sentence 10 18
„Second sentence 2 26
„Third sentence 0 28
JLourth sentence 9 19
„Fifth sentence 3 25
„Sixth sentence 6 22
.Total 30 138
„Percentages 17.9% 82.1%
T a b l e  5 1 :  U s e  o f  v e r b a l  a n d  n o m i n a l  s e n t e n c e s  i n  ‘ E n d  t h i s  P u n i s h m e n t  o f  t h e  P a l e s t i n i a n s ’ ( T e x t :  1 2 ) ,
Verbal sentences Nominal sentences
„First sentence 7 21
„Second sentence 5 23
„Third sentence 6 22
.Fourth sentence 23 *4
„Fifth sentence 3 *24
„Sixth sentence 3 *24
.Total 47 118
.Percentages 28.5% 71.5%
T a b l e  5 2 :  U s e  o f  v e r b a l  a n d  n o m i n a l  s e n t e n c e s  i n  ‘ I m m i g r a t i o n ’ ,  <T e x t :  1 5 ) .
One or more students did not translate this sentence.
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V e r b a l  s e n t e n c e s N o m in a l  s e n t e n c e s
. f i r s t  s e n t e n c e 2 0 8
.S e c o n d  s e n t e n c e 0 2 8
_ • h ir d  s e n t e n c e 2 2 6
F o u r th  s e n t e n c e 14 14
.F i f t h  s e n t e n c e 11 17
T o ta l 6 7 7 3
P e r c e n ta g e s 4 7 .9 % 5 2 .1 %
Table 53: Use of verbal and nominal sentences in ‘Kyoto Protocol’ (Text: 18)
^ d e s c r i p t i v e  T E X T S A R G U M E N T A T I V E  T E X T S
T e x t V e r b a l
s e n t e n c e s
N o m in a l
s e n t e n c e s
T e x t V e r b a l
s e n t e n c e s
N o m in a l  s e n t e n c e s
1 21 6 3 13 4 9 1 4 4
4 5 3 31 6 5 8 191
_7__ 6 5 4 6 9 81 191
J O 7 2 12 12 3 0 1 3 8
J 3 2 8 2 8 15 4 7 1 1 8
J 6 2 5 1 3 6 18 6 7 7 3
T o ta l 2 6 4 3 1 6 3 3 2 8 5 5
P e r c e n ta g e s 4 5 .5 % 5 4 .5 % 2 8 % 7 2 %
Table 54: Total number and percentages of verbal and nominal sentences in descriptive and 
argumentative Texts.
Table 55: Distribution of verbal and nominal sentences in 
descriptive and argumentative
As table 54 above shows, students used both Arabic nominal and verbal sentences. In 
descriptive texts students used 264 (i.e. 45.5%) verbal sentences and 316 (i.e. 54.5%) 
nominal sentences. In argumentative texts students used 332 (i.e. 28%) verbal sentences and 
855 (i.e.72%) nominal sentences. Out of 1767 nominal and verbal sentences in descriptive 
and argumentative texts students used 1171 nominal sentences (i.e. 66%) and 596 verbal 
sentences (i.e. 34%). This high percentage of nominal sentences could be explained by the 
students’ tendency to translate literally. In addition it shows that students used more 
nominal sentences in argumentative texts than in descriptive texts. This result coincides with
Hatim’s (1989, 1997) findings. According to Hatim (1989: 139), “the verbal clause type 
tends to predominate in texts whose focus is in non-evaluative exposition...whereas the 
nominal is characteristic of texts with an argumentative and evaluative focus”. The same 
view is shared by Rosenhouse (1990), who asserts that there is a tendency in contemporary 
Arabic towards nominalization. Though this tendency can be seen, on one hand, as a form 
of development in Arabic, it is looked at, on the other, as an effect of translations from 
European languages. In strict linguistic terms, what determines the appropriateness of using 
nominal constructions rather than verbal ones is the function and context of discourse. 
Nominal sentences are properly used at the beginning of a text to indicate emphasis and 
importance. According to Dickins and Watson (1999:339-340), “any sentence which does 
not begin with a verb has the potential to display sentence-initial emphasis”. The 
translations showed that some students used nominal sentences beginning with the emphatic 
particle b\ and produced acceptable translations. Therefore, Arab student translators should 
be familiar with the word order of English and Arabic so that they can decide what 
acceptable structures they can choose from when they translate into the target language.
6.4.2. Adverbial fronting
English and Arabic have different ways of placing emphasis on certain elements in the text. 
In English the canonical word order is SVO, while in Arabic the canonical word order is 
VSO. English unmarked structure permits putting adverbs and adverbial clauses in initial 
position in the sentence. Such adverbial fronting is also possible in Arabic, but in Arabic it 
>s more marked. According to Shaheen (1991:175), one reason why English favours 
fronting adverbs and adverbial clauses is that English starts with the least important 
dements, usually adverbs and adverbials of time, placing important and more salient 
information towards the end. Unlike English, Arabic starts with more important information 
and leaves the least important information to the end. However, the inflectional system of 
Arabic, where grammatical relations are marked by overt case markings, allows for a variety 
of word order permutations. Depending on these case markings, Arabic allows the fronting 
° f different sentence elements. According to Amer (1996), five types of elements may be 
fronted in verbal sentences. These elements are: objects, adverbs, prepositional phrases, 
circumstantial accusative and causative objects. Examples representing each of the 
types are illustrated below:
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a. Object fronting
.ijajaJi L->> (Literally: Lesson explained the teacher) i t  was the lesson that the
teacher explained’.
b. Adverbial fronting
,L*aL cyJi fUi (Literally, in front of the house we sat) i t  was in front of the house that we 
sat’.
c. Fronting o f prepositional phrases
.CiuS LjjoJ i (Literally: In the school 1 wrote) i t  was in the school that 1 wrote’ .
d. Fronting o f circumstantial accusative
k j*  (Running I came)
e. Fronting o f causative object
.Cusk d ) ! (Literally: Out o f respect for you th a t! came) i t  was out of respect for you 
that 1 came’.
The translations have shown that students followed the English word order introducing 
structures that violate TL conventions. For example, a large number o f students translated 
“During the past year the deliberate use of guns to take life has risen in England and 
Wales”, Text One, as follows:
(jfc j'liil! ¿«jCuil j»LakjMiYI jl 4«LuJl
j|j jl j |  (JjllJ îLrill JuMbUjI .Ili-l.-YI jjjj Alhlllt
. j l iJJ  y i  (Js*ls Cj I ^  f  L i t  ml jl j  ,«11 4j*dl (Jvti.
In the above translations students kept the SL word order, producing a shift in focus. By 
Wonting the adverbial phrase v -U lt <aJ i JiU , the student translator has moved the emphasis 
to the adverbial phrase ‘during the last year’. The occurrence o f the adverbial phrase 
S ^ U i affects the style o f the text, producing a style which does not fit the structure of 
toe TT. Other students however gave unmarked renderings, reflecting a good style of 
Arabic, as in:
. A.j.rtl.«ll (JiLi jjVL y  jUll ialuibU fbxLuYI jt Jil
4-LuJl jljJJ ^ 5 LJU iliMiUll f U*VI L)1 ̂  >«n .Ufr ¿ijjI
The professional translator gave the following translation:
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Ijjla jl ^ jU ll  (Ji*-« £ l t i j l  jc .  ».Ivuil Ajlitill Sjl j j  j f r  jJL*a
,4j.j-»l all 4 j* j l  ( J i l i  ^yL j  4»Jr»liL«j
Similarly, in Text Thirteen, some students unacceptably translated '‘Britain is currently 
experiencing its biggest influx of immigrants in history, according to the Office for National 
Statistics” as:
. ,^ 1 jjj> l4 -»l! JJ$V' ijiaill LflLa. tjjlkjjJ jjj jill #Lea.yi u-ift,»! tiij
.¿¿jUll j *  lJJft o j j S S f '  (jiii)' Cuilc- J  LjjlLjjj jli ^ jil! frL-«a.yt i-iiLd tiij
Fronting the adverbial phrase *U»a.yt ttij produced a very marked rendering,
which is not appropriate in this context in Arabic. Arabic, rather, favours the use of 
adverbials in a sentence-final position, as in:
»1 —*yi u.»S.<3 tiiij t ^4 qa j i j j  L̂lLk LpUâ ^
The professional translator gave the following translation:
. jjjUll jijj jj£L LilLk y C i LjjUoĵ j jU frL«axyi i_u!L* jiii
Another example of the influence of the ST word order is students’ tendency to place some 
adverbs before the main verb as is the case in English. For example, one student placed the 
adverb L«jl ‘also’ in "First, shops and supermarkets must stop selling alcohol below cost 
Prices. This also involves reducing sales to under-18s by bars, off-licences and retailers”, 
Text Five, before the main verb ‘involve’, as in:
jall Jjfc. ClULaJl ¿y* lilljj ft* 1 8 J*> >*V l ¿4*11 ^  J
In Text Twelve one student placed the adverb ‘regularly’ before the main verb as in the 
s°urce text. The student’s translation of “They are creating a humanitarian catastrophe in 
^aza and the West Bank and have emboldened Israel to sustain an unrelenting bomb and 
fissile barrage, which regularly kills innocent children and other non-combatants”, is as 
follows:
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(jiUa)j fjLnall Uueiil <L*a\_yt lilljj <L^3tj o jc .  ¿y> JS <pLaj) JjjlS jjiii^i J*_)
1-«JI> * l£ j ^>ail lilljjjl liili ^  j l  2Lya jjljUull J j t  ¿y> {A Jf-J  frbjjVl JUJaV' J2ij ,»Uaajlj (Jjlj
Cj »4 £jl jl'
The wrong positioning of U^i ‘also’ and ‘regularly’ before the main verb accentuates 
the translators’ excessive fidelity toward the source language, which is now viewed as one 
of the main problems in translation.
Other students however placed the adverb after the main verb giving an acceptable Arabic 
style, as in:
(J-oljidl ^̂*4,1*11 (_#jLi ji ulc- jiil <Ljallj i j c .  y  AjjtS (jjilij
^  i * j \J l AJlxiV & &  y  J >  J j > i j  J liL t ¿ ¿ M  & £ >  J S j ¡Us. J  5b JjU illj
, Cuu ¿¡jjiull <LjL»i 1Jic. ¡j*ojj
U -ail\ j 'j -u-' Jic. J jA jJ i :« > .i <L±1\j i j t  ^  JLjiUij ijjtS  ¿Lkj ^ j
ij* fjljll ojj] j k j  JjP ¿M jijj j^U ^' JtilaVl J~al>1« JU a J&j j  J-cl>Ull
c i j  jjj>i.v«ll <jLoJ
It is worth noting that the fronting of adverbs and adverbial clauses has become relatively 
common in Arabic due to the influence of translation from European languages. Ample 
examples of this transfer can currently be seen in many translated books, especially in the 
language of media. Therefore, Arab students should be familiar with norms of good style in 
both English and Arabic in order to avoid using structures that violate Arabic textual and 
discoursal preferences.
M .3. The emphatic particle b!
Oickins and Watson (1999: 419-428) distinguish two sorts of context where j! is used: (a) 
cases where the particle b! is stylistically normal and (b ) cases where j ! relays emphasis. In 
its stylistically normal use u! occurs as a resumptive particle to signal the start of the next 
Wajor element in the clause or sentence, e.g.
6 » »Urn. L j M l  t-ULkj J5U a* j  U3t* ^  jit y*  ■>
iUiYl ¿S\ j  ¡j» c 11 .jUiiil JU. J ^ I  ^ ¡ i  U3U >1> j ' ^
This estimation o f the value o f democracy is made complete by the awareness that we - 
through our democratic political system, and the extent o f our achievements in terms of a
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cultural response to the demands of Arab political rationality and thought - are offering a 
long awaited alternative to escape from the facts of Arab division...” (ibid: 420). In the 
previous example the function of 0 ) is the inclusion of new information, i.e. LJti
...^jxJi fL-iiVi ¿S'j <> jrjjiJl «jUiiji JU» ^ili. it is also common to find u! as a resumptive 
particle in the main clause of a conditional sentence, where this main clause does not have a 
main verb e.g. ¿1 jSyJi j ^ \  ¿u cuts y  j  ’‘Whatever the outcome,
what is certain is that the policy of exporting the revolution...” (ibid: 420).
Dickins and Watson (ibid: 421) identify four types of emphatic j! (a) stress, (b) contrast, (c) 
scene setting, (d) linkage.
A. Stress:
The use of j! to mark stress may be regarded as either stressing the whole sentence or as 
stressing the predicate which occurs after the subject noun phrase introduced by u' as in:
,«.1*11 (jjli. 4j) j  Uiil j  jj« i«n j j j j  j j i  JaL* J  (JUajll ¡»LVl di
“The statue had been smashed and had fallen on the top of a small boat, and tumbled over 
its face. It was lying on the surface of the water...” (ibid: 421).
The most obvious cases o f u! to mark stress for English speakers are those where 
translations involve an English stress-word such as ‘indeed’ and ‘certainly’, as in: j
»J* “He is indeed the prophet of this community”. However, there are many instances 
where the Arabic emphatic o! has no corresponding equivalent in English. These instances 
are related to exhortatory material, i.e. material in which the writer is presenting opinions 
which he or she wants the audience to agree with, as in:
J \ <*»ill J «1 j 3 l Jfclk. JS f t  J \ Jk. jlill j  dUfc &
J ujx* ^  ill jam CiVl |*|uj <•{*■* ^U*il ¿yt j j j jU  ¿LI) <j) j  J
. j j  ^  j ** v j  **jm
“I have seen them there, nervous anxiety eating up their lives despite the appearances of 
Wealth and well-being, and the means for comfort. Their pleasure is nervous excitement, 
ar)d animal enjoyment. You imagine that they are constantly fleeing from spectres which are 
Pursuing them. They are machines which move in madness, speed, and excitement from 
"'hich there is no respite” (ibid: 421-2).
also occurs in some prophetic sayings to stress the importance of Hadiths, as in: u&l* i> ui 
“Some forms of speech are indeed magical”; y  ^  ol
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“A soul will never die until it fully receives all of its livelihood’; j  j !  V 4ii j) 
jSl j  ‘Allah does not look at your appearance or wealth but
looks at your heart and actions” (Ibn Yusuf 2005: 51-56).
Other instances where u) can be used include important statements by political leaders, as in:
J  JtJ;) Vj  (jIS LuU j  [jj ijji J i  tW J
. * \ J a  io^i <)iat jjuidl
“Regarding his vision for the future for solving the economic problems of Algeria, Hocine 
Ait-Ahmed said, “Our bet has been and remains that democracy is one of the conditions for 
development” (Dickins and Watson , 1999: 424).
B. Contrast
Emphatic a 1 is sometimes used to provide a contrast with some previous element in the text. 
This contrast is sometimes temporal, particularly where u! contrasts a subsequent state with 
previous actions, as in: J*» 'jjjl  j  L>Jjt ¿>- 'jjjS cdii a»**- j j i  ^
. j  j-Uli & u  JS j i  »m  “In Port Said I met many people
who had come from both north and south, all of them to see what the attack had done to this 
secure city. Everything in it was calm, the people and life...” (ibid: 425).
C. Scene-setting
u! is sometimes used to introduce a topic-sentence or topic-clause as in: ^  ^  ^
.¿¿Will y  LL^i j J i t j l  ii. i “The states of the third world have gone 
through a state of industrialization since the early 1950s”. In this example, j ! introduces 
^51' fk*l' ‘the states of the third world’ as the core of the topic of the paragraph, the 
»^formation about industrialization being of secondary importance.
D. Linkage
Sometimes o) is used to summarise, or to draw a conclusion from, a previous argument, as 
in:
v* cAnj ijjUVlj Jjilt V! IjiiV Jj-S. j
...¿A - j !  .W j* . JS  J i + j j  JS  J jU i) JS  j *  V *  W  ^
“The husband cut himself off from his former male and female friends. Today he is a Sufi, 
and reads only the Quran and the prophetic Hadiths. He lives on the land which he owns far 
from all people, all wives and all Mirandas. It is as if this friend had died” (ibid: 427).
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0 ) may also be used to introduce a justification, particularly an authoritative justification, of 
a previous claim, as in:
V) fj’i’tli no ¿¡jV VJ jfcLc.1 ¿y» ̂ Ull j*l <jV J jl jl
■ in» J J-Lal>.yij
“It should be known that authority over the affairs of people is one of the greatest duties of 
religion, indeed religion cannot exist without it. For men can only achieve what is in their 
own best interest through joint activity, due to the fact that they need one another (ibid: 
427).
In their translations students made use of the emphatic j). Some of them acceptably used u! 
at the beginning of the first sentence to introduce the topic sentence o f the text. Other 
students however overused j ! repeating it in all the subsequent sentences of the text. This 
overuse of o) reflects students’ lack of awareness of the appropriate use of this emphatic 
particle. To illustrate this point further, one student acceptably started his translation with a' 
and translated “Global warming is one of the biggest problems facing humankind in the next 
few decades”, Text Sixteen, as:
.iiiuii «liili jjiaji y t (¿¿I' (j jjiih
However, another student repeated "u! in each of the six sentences o f the text, as follows.
TLT (16)
“Global warming is one of the biggest problems facing humankind in the next few decades, 
in the past 150 years, global temperatures have risen approximately I C ( 1 . 8  F). If 
temperatures continue to rise, the consequences could be catastrophic. As the earth s 
temperature rises, polar ice will melt, causing the water level of the oceans to rise. Rising 
°cean levels, in turn, will cause flooding along the coasts. Global warming will also cause 
teajor changes in climate that will affect agriculture”.
SLT
¿ j l i  |  5 0  3 i *  A l j l i l t  4 ^ . 1  j j  , ^ j l l  J S U i < d l  j j S I  ( j *  ^ a l b J l  i J I  ¿ ) J
A .»j*lA ¿jSI*, j O a i l l  j i  i S j ^ j l l  ^  »J j a J l  C ) i  U  I 3 } _ ,  Jfi 1,8 ‘  Cm HJ
»LjaII uj_j**i* j-» ¿113 ¿ » j j j  *-i>**> .Ufrull ilnill ¿)ti S jtjjll ^  jV l S jl j »
f r U u l l  J l i  L + j \ J  . J a . 1  ̂ J l  J j i t  C j U U a ) *  ^ 1 )  t # ¿113 ( j U  » C j l k j a - J l  u j - i *  j i  J
. ***jji* ^  j i j t - M  ¿UJI iji
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Although it is acceptable to start the translation with j) to introduce the main topic of the 
passage (Dickins and Watson, 1999: 423), it is not acceptable to repeat j ! in the rest of the 
sentences if the subsequent sentences do not have the same level of importance (Al 
Ghussain, 2002: 144).
In translating argumentative texts students made frequent use of j). The frequent 
occurrences of 0 ) in such types of texts can be relatively acceptable. According to Abdul- 
Raof (2001: 127), one of the main stylistic hallmarks of Arabic argumentative texts is the 
use of the emphatic particles j '/j ). To illustrate this point, one student relatively acceptably 
used o) in the first two sentences of Text Twelve, as in:
“The Israeli government’s behaviour at present is to be condemned. This failure of our 
government to speak out against Israel’s oppression of the Palestinian population is 
complicit with those actions of the EU, the US and Israel”.
a-» Uk .jh j J  ^  I U3j ^  ¡LjSJl j j
JUjVI tilolji. (jlLuill
In Text Six one student unacceptably repeated u) four times, as can be seen below: 
SLT (6 )
It is possibly true that as a society, we are storing up massive health problems in the 
community, as happened in the 18th Century It is estimated that as many as 5 million 
Britons abuse alcohol on a regular basis. It is also true that more and more young people are 
turning up at Accident and Emergency units as a result of heavy boozing, or the related 
violence and accidents. There are probably as many as 3 to 4 million people in the UK who 
could be classed as ‘Active Alcoholics’
Tl  (6)
^  <jj*ll ,̂ 1 ¿n». USj » JU ojVI ^  jsuull ¿yt JpJl ¿li aii 4j)
^ Ito l ' Ji«jl (Jl^jll ¿1 <L»jh fr AijiaJ ¿jjj j iW ' OtA* 5 {J*- - A  t*
'3 i> SJjtf! u  ¿)lj ouJb Alik. j \  ¿ y  jljSyi <UjlL u ijjk j ¿o'j*
<kkj j j i jju) »ajJ aJI aSLJI j#5U
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Statistical analysis of the use of emphatic ù \
To determine the number of occurrences of 0\ in each translation, each student has been 
assigned a number. The frequency number refers to the total uses of 0 ) on the part of each 
specific student, as can be seen below:
1. Use of ùl in descriptive texts:
Use of ü! Non-use of oi Number of students 
who repeated ù!
Serial numbers of 
students who used 
U
First sentence 0 28 0 0
Second sentence 0 28 0
Third sentence 2 26 16/9
Total 2 82
Percentages 2.4% 97.6%
Table 56: Use of û! in Text (1) ‘Britain’s Gun Culture’
Use of a* Non-use of ¿1 Number of students 
who repeated u!
Serial numbers of 
students who used 
ù!
First sentence 1 27 1 28
Second sentence 1 27 28
Third sentence 1 27 14
Total 3 81
Percentages 3.6% 96.4%
Table 57: Use of ù) in Text (4) ‘Midclie-aged Binge Drinkers Dying in Record Numbers’
Use of y Non-use of y Number of students 
who repeated ù!
Serial numbers 
of students who 
used u!
First sentence 6 22 0 18/30/16/20/19
Second sentence 0 28 0
Third sentence 1 27 27
Fourth sentence 0 *27
Total 7 104
Percentages 6.3 % 93.7%
Table 58: Use of ù! in Text (7) ‘Mortgage Approvals Dive As Market Cools’
* One student omitted this sentence.
N one o f  the s tu d e n ts  u s e d  à 1 in th e ir  tra n sla tio n s  o f  tex t (10) 'The A ra b -ls ra e li  C o n flic t '
Use of y Non-use of y Number of students 
who repeated y
Serial numbers of 
students who used
y
First sentence 1 27 0 8
Second sentence 0 28
Total 1 55
Percentages 1.8% 98.2%
Table 59: Use of Ol in Text (13) ‘Record Immigration Sees UK Population Soar’
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Use of 6) Non-use of 0! Number of 
students who 
repeated u!
Serial numbers of 
students who used 0!
First sentence 6 22 4 11/4/2/16/12/8
„Second sentence 0 28
Third sentence 1 27 16
Fourth sentence 0 28
Fifth sentence 4 *23 3/16/8
Sixth sentence 3 25 11/2
Total 14 153
„Percentages 8.4% 91.6%
Table 60: Use of ¿1! in Text (16) ‘Global Warming’
* One student omitted this sentence.
2. Use of Q) in argumentative texts:





Serial numbers of students who 
used j !
First sentence 21 7 15 16/20/1/12/17/9/21/6/22/8/23/18/1 
1/10/25/24/30/36/7/14
Second sentence 6 22 16/27/9/19/30/2
Third sentence 0 28
Fourth sentence 0 *27
Fifth sentence 15 13 16/29/1 /17/9/21Z6/22/8/23/2 5/24/2 
/14
Sixth sentence 4 *23 16/12/24/2
„Seventh sentence 1 27 5
Total 47 147
Percentages 24.2% 75.8%
Table 61: Use of 0) in Text (3)‘The S hocking Truth’
One student omitted this sentence.





Serial numbers of students who 
used 0!
First sentence 1 27 9 18
_ Second sentence 0 28
„ T h ird  sentence 3 25 16/7/28
Fourth sentence 9 19 25/23/21/9/17/20/27/16/14
. Fifth sentence 5 *21 25/23/17/29/27
Sixth sentence 9 19 25/23/22/21/9/17/5/29/27
„ Seventh sentence 3 25 25/12/5
Eight sentence 0 28
Ninth sentence 0 28
Total 30 220
Percentages 12.% 88%
Table 62: Use of 0) in Text (6) ‘Britain and Binge Drinking'
One student(s) omitted this sentence.
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Use of ij! Non-use of ¡j! Number of 
students who 
repeated ij!
Serial numbers of students 
who used i!
First sentence 0 28 4
Second sentence 0 28
Third sentence 4 24 22/9/16/7
Fourth sentence 3 *24 9/16/2
Fifth sentence 3 ♦24 27/30/26
Sixth sentence 1 27 8
Seventh sentence 1 27
. Eight sentence 7 21 9/16/11/4/3/2/28
Ninth sentence 2 *24 6/8
Tenth sentence 0 *25
Total 21 252
Percentages 7.7% 92.3%
Table 63: Use of 0! in Text (9) ‘Property Markets’
One student(s) omitted this sentence.






Serial numbers of students who 
used ij!
First sentence 9 19 15 18/3/30/2/16/12/9/7/28
Second sentence 10 18 1/8/18/11/4/3/24/2/16/12
Third sentence 10 18 1/8/23/11/4/3/24/30/12/28
Fourth sentence 4 24 8/3/26/17
. Fifth sentence 12 16 1/8/4/3/24/30/2/16/29/17/9/28













Serial numbers of students who used ij!
First sentence 11 17 15 8/4/3/30/2/16/9/6/10/7/28
Second sentence 8 20 8/11/30/2/12/17/6/28
. Third sentence 10 18 8/11/4/24/27/16/12/17/9/22
Fourth sentence 0 *27
Fifth sentence 10 *17 8/23/18/30/2/16/12/19/6/10
Sixth sentence 11 *16 8/18/30/2/27/16/20/12/9/19/22
Total 50 115
Percentages 30.3% 69.7%
Table 65: Use of bl in Text (15) ‘We Must Act Now to Cut Immigrant Numbers’










Serial numbers of students who used ù!
First sentence 5 23 5 9/16/26/24/18
Second sentence 4 24 6/12/2/18
Third sentence 1 27 12
Fourth sentence 3 25 6/12/28
Fifth sentence 5 23 6/16/27/2/4
Total 18 122
Percentages 12.9% 87.1%
Table 66: Use of ù! in Text (18) ‘Kyoto Protocol: The Road Ahead'
3. Use of emphatic ù) in instructional texts:









Serial numbers of students who used j!
First sentence i 27 0 12
Second sentence 0 28
Third sentence 0 28
Fourth sentence 0 28
Fifth sentence 0 28















Serial numbers of students who used ù!
First sentence 2 26 2 16/11
Second sentence I 27 16
Third sentence 1 27 16
_ Fourth sentence 1 27 16
Fifth sentence 3 25 29/16/10
_ Sixth sentence 2 26 16/10
Total 10 158
Percentages 6% 94%









Serial numbers of students who used u!




_ Third sentence 0 28
. Fourth sentence 3 25 27/8/16
. Fifth sentence 2 28 2/16
Total 7 135
. Percentages 4.9% 95.1%
Table 69: Use of Ol in Text (14) ‘Tougher Rules for Unskilled migrants’
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U s e  o f
ò !
N o n - u s e  o f
ù!
N u m b e r  o f
s tu d e n ts
w h o
r e p e a t e d  ù!
S e r ia l  n u m b e r s  o f  s t u d e n t s  
w h o  u s e d  ù!
F i r s t  s e n t e n c e 0 2 8 0
S e c o n d  s e n t e n c e 2 2 6 8 /9
T h i r d  s e n t e n c e 0 2 8
F o u r th  s e n t e n c e 0 2 8
„ F i f th  s e n t e n c e 0 2 8
T o ta l 2 1 3 8
P e r c e n ta g e s 1 .4 % 9 8 .6 %
Table 70: Use of ù! in Text: (2) ‘What We’re Doing about Gun Crime’
U s e  o f
<j !
N o n - u s e  o f
ù!
N u m b e r  o f
s tu d e n t s
w h o
r e p e a t e d  ¿ !
S e r ia l  n u m b e r s  o f  s tu d e n t s  
w h o  u s e d
__First s e n t e n c e 0 2 8 2
„ S e c o n d  s e n t e n c e 3 2 5 1 6 /2 /1 2
„ T h i r d  s e n t e n c e 4 2 4 2 /1 0 / 1 4
F o u r th  s e n t e n c e 2 2 6 1 6 /2
„ F if th  s e n t e n c e 3 2 5 1 6 /2
. T o t a l 12 1 2 8
„ P e r c e n ta g e s 8 .6 % 9 1 .4 %
Table 71: Use of emphatic 6! in (Text: 17) ‘Kyoto Protocol’
T e x t  ty p e N u m b e r  o f  
s e n t e n c e s  w h e r e  ù! 
is  u s e d
N u m b e r  o f  
s e n t e n c e s  
w h e r e  ¿ !  is  n o t  
u s e d
N o  o f  t r a n s l a t e d  s e n t e n c e s
„ D e s c r i p t i v e  t e x t s 2 7  ( 5 .4 % ) 4 7 5  ( 9 4 .6 % ) 5 0 2
„ A r g u m e n t a t i v e  t e x t s 2 2 6  ( 1 9 % ) 9 6 4  ( 8 1 .% ) 1 1 9 0
„ I n s t r u c t io n a l  t e x t s 3 3  ( 4 .2 ) 7 5 3  ( 9 5 .8 % ) 7 8 6
T o ta l 2 8 6 2 1 9 2 2 4 7 8
Table 72: Total number and percentages of the use of the emphatic particle ¿!
T h e  u s e  o f  th e  e m p h a tic  p a r t ic le  u! in d if fe re n t ty p e s  o f  te x t
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Argumentative Descriptive Instructional 
Table 73: Distribution of the emphatic particle a! in the three text types
The previous discussion on the use of the emphatic particle has shown that students used the 
emphatic ù* in different textual positions. Some of them acceptably used ¿1 to introduce the
main topic of a text; others however used it more frequently producing unnecessary 
emphatic sentences. The statistical analysis also shows that the frequency of u! varies 
considerably from one text type to another. The most frequent use of u! was recorded in 
argumentative texts. As indicated in Table 72 out of 1190 sentences students used a) in 226 
(i.e. 19.%). The lowest frequency was recorded in descriptive texts, where students used u! 
in 27 out of 502 sentences (i.e. 5.4%). This high percentage use of u! can be partly related to 
text type. As mentioned before, one of the main stylistic hallmarks of Arabic argumentative 
texts is the use of the emphatic particles: u'/u! (Abdul-Raof, 2001:127). These results 
coincide with the views of Hatim (1989), Abdul-Raof (2001), Dickins et al (2002), and 
Abbadi (2007) who assert that argumentative texts make use of the emphatic particle and 
other discourse markers. The results therefore should alert students to the different uses of 
the emphatic particle and to the consequences resulting if the emphatic particle is misused.
6.5. Case ending (3 6 6  e r ro rs , 7 ,7% )
Errors in case ending refer to those errors which violate TL grammatical rules. Most 
grammatical errors committed by translators are related to the inappropriate use of Arabic 
case endings which differ depending on the number and definiteness of nouns. They are 
three cases: nominative, accusative and genitive. The nominative case is indicated by - 
u (<4*iJt), the accusative case by -a (i^ ' )  and the genitive case indicated by -i (•>*£)'). In 
dual number the suffix o' is used for the nominative case, e.g. o'— ‘the two teachers’ and 
0i for both the accusative and genitive cases, e .g .o i-o -^ '. In sound plural masculine nouns, 
the nominative case is expressed by the plural suffix Oj , e.g. ‘male teachers’ and oi
in both the accusative and genitive cases, e.g. In sound plural feminine nouns, the
plural suffix £»' with -u is used for the nominative and -i for the accusative and genitive 
cases, e.g. and respectively.
El-Sheikh (1977: 303) has the following to say on the importance of case endings in Arabic:
Case endings are morpho-syntactic elements which can be manipulated in various 
ways to mark syntactic relations or to emphasise almost any constituent of the clause 
structure.
Unlike in Arabic, case plays a marginal role in the grammar of English. It can be established 
for some pronouns and in the genitive. English distinguishes between two cases of
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pronouns: nominative and accusative. Nominative pronouns include T , ‘we’, ‘he’, ‘she’, 
‘they’, and ‘who’, while accusative pronouns include ‘me’, ‘us’, ‘him’, ‘her, ‘them’, and 
‘whom’.
The translations have shown that students encountered 366 (7.7%) case-related problems. 
For instance, three students translated “Israeli troops today killed two Palestinian Hamas 
gunmen in Gaza, wounding three others”, Text Ten, as follows:
‘ 5 JA ^  lyxLb« j l jV)3—iH A ^ l^ y i  Ciljiill Új]3
, j¡¡_ ¿̂l " ni .¿»I J  oj¿. ijjiLux j «  j)%l»m« j l jljl>Éiii'l 1 Clljdl .T.ilTl
. j j j á .1 £ JA.J Sj& j j Ua, i>  j l j\)k»d< j UL*» J3
The above sentences break the rules of the Arabic case system. The translators have chosen 
the wrong case endings for the underlined elements, using the nominative dual suffix j '  
instead of the accusative oí, e.g. , as in:
,j¡j_¿¿l t &j t  ¡ft j*  ijjjljlnull f  j^ll '“Jl,)*ll Cj IjS
*J6, 1/  O“'-** l> j-V ' (J3
In the second sentence the adjective agrees with the noun it modifies ¿*»1« in case.
Both of them are in the accusative case.
In Text Seven two students translated “Analysts said the data showed the "troubled housing 
market" was now "cooling significantly" and called on the Bank of England to cut interest 
rates”, as follows:
' j l l a i l  l i l u l l  ¿ ¿ l u j  "Lja.j J j  "  j V '  M JSLL* "  J f l « J  CiL|La-«I1 j l  j jlUdl j L ¿ ' j
¿id
^  jULjj JúLulI JjSjll ÁKúU (jVl <̂ 1 ^ 1 1  ¿ j **!! -USdUll j l  jfláj CjL»j 1«-»1I j l  jjll*-d'
,fLú*VI CJî LA í^jlkjjdl
Here, the underlined nouns function as the subjects of the two sentences and therefore they 
should be used in the nominative case. However, the translators used them in the wrong case. 
As mentioned before j¿ is a plural case ending used in the accusative and genitive cases. 
However, in the nominative case sound plural masculine nouns are indicated by the case 
ending j j ,  e.g. j .>11»-* ‘analysts’, as in:
jbO t I j f c J j  "jlá_yxÍ6 Jjji" »j3 i#  j V I  " A j j l i . i r x l l  j i l o , VI j > “ "  j l  J f i s ü  C lU l^ ll j l ^  j j l U d l l  ( J U j
. i i i l i l t  j Ia m I ( j i a i Á  j l  J )
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In Text Fifteen some students translated “Indeed, low paid British workers will pay the price 
of immigration, as they find that their own wages are held down by competition from the 
new arrivals”, as follows:
alaJlj .jjjjUaj j j l  (jLull ull £Ìj]l j )  .ÀJjliu jlSLull ÌSAì  jU  lillà] < >jl'ij
1'
Uiajl fib -IS (jJ J>l$ull JUxll i >»1 li j j j j -  ¿_j_5j.it lr»jjjl ijluxll jU  AjjjLvJl
. jU-iVl (JLmJIj  j j j j lk i j J l  (jjj ^jjUj Ji**! ^
‘VwalàJl f A j*  Lt& t a Ail£j j j  ¿jjjjU ajjjll jLudl jù iiv 'u ll tfüjjùkjl
,JÛ3kJl £*• A-wjliftll aJou-hÌ̂ j
In the above translations the noun is the wrong case. Rather than the nominative, it
should be in the accusative/ genitive case, as in:
(¿1 »j* Sj j t e  J » V ' ^ .irtV u tjAfjUajJilt JU »lt jU  J u lt  ¿S'j
.JAaJl jj*jtilt ¿yt *• tallt ull ftJ>
In another example two students unacceptably translated “Britain has always had a 
reputation as nation o f ‘Binge Drinkers’ ”, Text Six, as:
X  J t» m  ujV jm ) i-i ¿O f-
»j $j£ <Uiau till]A J M  (J jJtSlI ¿y* ¿ jjjjiy  tj*  4-3 U* J**'*»*l'
Here, the use of nunation in the first element of a noun construct u»V>* instead of 
breaks the rule of annexation in Arabic. According to Abu-Chacra (2007: 63), “Whether the 
first noun (the annexed) refers to something definite or indefinite, it never takes the definite 
article... Ill al... or nunation”.
It should be noted that errors in case ending might involve hypercorrection, i.e. the use of 
specifically standard Arabic, even where these are wrong, e.g. in order to avoid
forms which are found in colloquial Arabic, e.g. ¿¿jjt-**»!'. To avoid these basic grammatical 
errors students should be familiar with the basic case system of Arabic and the role case 
Plays in assigning grammatical relations among the constituent parts of the clause or 
sentence.
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T S T Erroneous translations Model translations
6 Britain has always had a 
reputation as a nation of 
‘Binge Drinkers’.
y i  4 a a m J 1  loib ¡ j\&  ¿ a] 
jjaàJI t j j  jUi
AjlamJI L*jb iJ S  üü
9 What happened is that 
speculators, who had driven 
up prices by buying, buying, 
buying, stopped buying.
1 jmS j  ÿ j J j U ' À f t J t  ¿ j l  jA  i l U a .  L a ¿ y j d l  ¿ y j  j L â J I  ¿ j l  jA  L a
p i j j g  LjlU- j U - w i V i  i J * * J  
,f i j G  l j i 5 j 3
1 1 We the undersigned call upon 
the British government
A - a j i x J t  » U j l  j j u j j * ) '  ¿¿aJi Â - .  ¿ k i t  fc .l i  » U j l  >*ll ¿¡aj
16 In the past 150 years, global 
temperatures have risen 
approximately 1°C 
(1.8° F).
, * j l 3 j i  A l i L j i  4 i u i  ¿ 1  J  A jL a l l
a j l  j a J t  j J  ¡ J i » - a
<XiUi\ KliMi |  A j L a i l  J ^ L L
1 t r l 1 s j '  j a d '  ^  ¿ ¿ ¡ J 1
Table 74: Errors involving case ending
6 .6 . Referential ambiguity (363 errors, 7.6 %)
Referential ambiguity results from alternative interpretations of the groupment of the 
constituents within the sentence structure. Students’ translations have revealed 363 (7.6%) 
examples of referential ambiguity. For example, a large number of students rendered “to end 
Britain’s arms trade with Israel until it abides by international law”, Text Eleven, as follows:
. I» jjfc uSa. J;)jl jjJ  Ì *l$j)
¡jjjlil! J;)jljMij {L* ÀjkLuSH »jLaJ LjjlkjjJ (ar|H j t
jill jjla. Jjjlj*»l £• LpLkvijj <J*U3 «Ifjj
As can be seen in the students’ translations, the ambiguity lies in the verb which can 
refer either to ‘Britain’ or to ‘Israel’. To make the meaning more explicit, a lexical item 
should be added, as can be seen in:
.^ jill jjjlilu pjjij Jac ( J j l i l ijjusjs » »Ifj]
j-iil ijjjlill i  fjikJ j l  4_#Jc- J ^ j l Â jUaujjoil Cil.}e.L**Jl >—*>J
Here, the addition of the lexical item has made it clear that Britain’s resumption of 
arms to Israel should be conditional on Israel’s abiding by international law as far as this 
context is concerned.
The professional translator also gave the following translation:
cjijji-j sjja.Sn j*jit j* .  ijkLbu ij+&\ *i*j)
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Other students acceptably translated the sentence repeating the noun cip'j-!, as in:
U iU o JjJ  j l j  ] 9 6 7  f t f t  A j'ljim ilill ( ^ J a l  jS f l j *  i—itayutiMJ (Jji! » V v u ll £»V l j l
Unlike English Arabic uses lexical repetition to avoid ambiguity and maintain stylistic 
decorativeness.
Another example of referential ambiguity is students’ translations of “The failure of our 
government to speak out against Israel’s oppression of the Palestinian population is 
complicit with those actions of the EU, the US and Israel”, Text Twelve, as follows:
jIs jVI C À S jé À ) £4 yLlyj ^  J c . ^ ) ! A j* * ) \  j!j.}*jl I*iJ.V-xD Ul»jSa> J*is
. ( J j j i i  d i U y  j l i  j
^  l i l l j l u l J  y k l J j  V )  j *  L * j l S L u l l  J a i l j+A  A J o  Ü l t j S L * .  ( J J i i j
_J j p l S o s C U l l  C i L j V j l t j
Here, the ambiguity lies in the lexical item The word is ambiguous, and may refer to 
either the British or the Palestinian government. Being influenced by the current political 
situation and the widespread view amongst Palestinians that successive Palestinian 
governments have not been working in the interest of their people, two students offered the 
following erroneous translations:
S n jl jil ¿¿a ji j* je. bLdl ¿Uaul! j< IfjLUjj UUj&a ¿ilj^
jUjVI j£Li* Jte. j  »j*
o* *4^ j i i j f u ' y l o l j j U  *J)c. ¡ji c ijli ui a c >La> U
In the following translation the addition of the lexical item has made it clear that it
is the British government rather than the Palestinian government which has failed to speak 
out against Israel’s oppression of the Palestinian population:
JjJY I Ctilij~ o J  £4 (¿jiLtij ^ y i  jljJ«JI Ü* U a  c j j i jl l  ^  ijjUoj jjll' «Uj SjJI J*ü j i
6.7. Gender and number agreement (290 errors, 6.1%)
Number and gender are two important categories that are realized differently in English and 
Arabic. English makes two number distinctions: singular, which designates one, and plural,
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which designates more than one. Arabic, on the other hand, has a dual number in addition to 
singular and plural. The dual in Arabic denotes two, e.g. ‘two books’, and the plural 
three or more, e.g. ‘books’.
English has three genders: masculine, feminine and neuter. Animate nouns are classified as 
either masculine or feminine depending on the sex of the referent of the noun. Non-personal 
and inanimate nouns are in almost all cases neuter. However, inanimate nouns may 
occasionally also be referred to as masculine or feminine depending on the attitude of the 
speaker. English shows gender relationship between nouns and pronouns. According to El 
Sheikh (1977: 216), the only manifestation of grammatical gender in English is the 
pronominal system by which nouns designating human males are referred to by masculine 
pronouns: ‘he’, ‘his’, ‘himself; those designating human females by: ‘she’, ‘her’, ‘hers’, 
‘herself and those designating non-humans (animals or inanimates) by ‘if , ‘its’, ‘itself. 
Unlike in English, gender plays an important role in the grammar of Arabic. Arabic has a 
two-term gender system: masculine and feminine. Masculine is the unmarked category, 
while the feminine is usually marked by feminine markers as » in **-»1** ‘a female teacher’. 
Gender in Arabic is grammatical. This entails that there is agreement (concord) in gender 
between nouns, pronouns, adjectives and verbs.
El-Sheikh (1977: 22) has the following to say on the importance of gender in Arabic:
Compared to English, gender plays an extremely important part in the grammar of 
Arabic. It combines with number to form intricate concord systems which might link 
together, or set apart the various elements of the larger linguistic units such as the 
phrase or the clause.
In English the verb agrees with the subject in number when the subject is third person 
singular and the verb is present tense. In Arabic the verb agrees with the subject in number, 
gender and person when the structure of the clause is subject-verb (- object). If the structure 
of the clause is verb-subject (- object), the verb agrees with the subject in gender and 
person.
The translations revealed that students produced 290 (6 . 1 %) erroneous translations due to a 
lack of gender and/or number concord. Gender and number agreement will be discussed 
under the following two sub-headings:
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6.7.1. Agreement in gender
These errors are characterized by the lack of gender agreement between the constituent parts 
of sentence. To illustrate this point, in Text Fifteen one student translated ‘Already the glue 
of our society has been weakened’ in “Already the glue of our society has been weakened 
under the impact of rapidly growing communities of very diverse cultures - some of whom 
have little intention of integrating with us”, as follows:
Ca UuI ¿ y u i  t Â jjU lJl ClUuelx^ll CjliUul j LmlUI! j p ù  Cliia  >Jni I \ t  <'i><
The above example breaks the rule of agreement in Arabic. While the subject nominal 
phrase is masculine the verb is feminine; the verb '■•■>«»,>*» is marked for femininity/^/. 
However, to achieve gender-concord between the two constituents of the clause, both the 
subject and the verb should be masculine, as in:
5gli tAliijl ¿y** CjIjuû aII CjliUul jLaltll CaaJ U » ' Miii
In Text Twelve one student translated “in violation of the fourth Geneva convention which 
protects civilians under occupation”, as:
C a a J  ..' i w u l l  ( j j l l  j l l  i ,  t j> >  j  ¡j a j ]  d l f j j l  l i l l j  j l  ¿ i f »
To correct this erroneous translation the modifying adjective should agree in gender with the 
head noun as in:
.jSCukV' Cuj jijlldl (j-ukJ ,^ 1  iiyjj (j-ail d&+ul ji d«#»
The relative pronoun ^  also agrees with its antecedent in gender and number.
Similarly, in Text Ten, three students translated “Israeli troops today killed two Palestinian 
Hamas gunmen in Gaza, wounding three others”, as follows:
An acceptable rendering would be:
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>0O ^  3 '-“O-olj  ¿yt jjjfjjl f.jjll lA »" Jj*
6.7.2. Agreement in number
Errors in agreement in number refer to the lack of agreement between the subject and the 
verb. For example, in Text Four students translated “A report from the Office for National 
Statistics published yesterday shows that 8,758 people died from excessive alcohol intake in 
2006”, as follows:
isjLdl ^  CjL» 8.758 J  Can 0 m>y' *. I~i5< ¿ft jjjki J-“-«
.2006
0* ».iilj tjijJ 8.758 Ô uJ) jl) CjLjjLwaxyi I—uS« (jc. I L a» I
. 2 0 0 6 ^  O-
Jjliall 1,-AuaJ ,jjjJ  ' ■ -S 8.758J  j#Jii
.2 0 0 6 ^
The translations lack subject-verb agreement rules, i.e. while the nominal phrase operating 
as subject is plural, e.g. o““ -* 8,758, the element operating as verb is singular, e.g.
‘die’. The correct translation requires that both the subject and the verb must agree in 
number, as in:
y t t_il^yi n.ai lj5U jj 8.758 ji  ij*»i S jll Cji»L*a»y' l_u5La jfr j i La jijfc jL Î
. 2006
Errors in agreement in number also involve a lack of agreement between the numeral or 
numeral phrase and its head noun. According to El Sheikh (1977: 234), Arabic numerals 
exhibit gender polarity with the headword, i.e. if the headword is masculine, the numeral is 
feminine, and if it is feminine the numeral is masculine. However, the numerals ‘one’ , 
O'-“' ‘two’, tfiakj ‘eleven’, and LSI ‘twelve’ have gender agreement with the 
headword (ibid: 234). For example, two students translated “Seven years of plenty followed 
by seven years of famine”, Text Nine, as:
¿y» Cil jim 4ju*j IjjiHij »jijll ¿yt Ot jjyi AajMi uJuaĵ i 4Jj4* jSjlllj 
,( ) ijJull ¿yt tjjAJ 4jUui Ip+U • j2S]l ¿yt ¡ĵ Ua Ajfcjua " ; i-i) (JjS '«•Sj
The translations lack gender polarity. For example, in the first translation the numeral ***“• 
‘seven’ and the headword c j t ^  ‘years’ are feminine. To show gender polarity between the
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numeral and its headword, the numeral should be masculine whereas the headword should 
be feminine, as in:
.AfrlaJl ¿)A Cùl jùu /u+a /i»J »J j l  Q* Cjljiiu /Um <jJ& cJunjj <ljiu J ^Vnlj
As the previous discussion shows translating from English into Arabic requires that 
translators have to deal with a language where number and gender play an important role in 
the grammar. Consequently, translators should be aware of these two categories when 
rendering from English into Arabic or vice versa. The following table illustrates further 
examples of students’ errors involving gender/ number agreement.
T ST Erroneous translations Model translations
6 There are probably as many as 3 
to 4 million people in the UK 
who could be classed as ‘Active 
Alcoholics’.
J  4-3 J i  
Je- ¿jjln.ii) Sùaoalt
.JjaSsri*U
5 J e  j i j i  U ù' A1 
ùjiM! J t^ j i  
,f h*i‘u JSC*
4 But the biggest increase for both 
sexes was among people aged 35 
to 54, a legacy of heavy 
drinking in their 20s and early 
30s,
¡j* 1 j^Sll i jlj jit CiitS ¿j&lj 
j,)jll jji ¿¿|.«’)>ll
54-35 oh J*6' rjl>u
itS (ji jjSVi iJkijll lA i
C i * jj ¿tfjjt ijM CùtS
54 -35 J*6’'
5 Finally, there must be higher 
taxes on the most potent beers 
and mixers associated with binge 
drinking
^  óÉ! d  vw j 1 jjil
f Ll4 J c- J4 Ipùl
i_ùl jJ a  ClU* ¿j jS3 ¿1 i, j  IjJ*' 
klUill jjaaJl Je.
,Mj-1' J  AJillj
Table 75: Errors involving gender/number agreement
6.8. Spelling errors (244 errors, 5.1% )
Spelling errors result from the breaking of the rules of the Arabic spelling system. 
Although some of these errors can be seen as slips, others are genuine errors reflecting 
students’ lack of competence and knowledge of the mechanism of the spelling system of 
Arabic. The total number of spelling errors, 244 (5.1%), reflects students’ incompetence in 
the basic orthographic rules of Arabic. For example, one student replaced the Arabic 
fricative A» by the stop J»  e.g. b*-** instead of for a ‘ban’. Other spelling errors were 
made under the influence of the spelling system of the ST, particularly those relating to 
proper nouns. For example, one student unacceptably translated the proper noun ‘Wales’ in 
“During the past year the deliberate use of guns to take life has risen in England and 
Wales”, Text One, as J j j * instead of jikj.
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Other examples of students’ spelling errors involve the omission of the final ' in plural 
masculine verbs, e.g. instead of '.£&•' for ‘have’, jlj*j * instead of for ‘turning 
up’ and letter inversion, e.g. instead of for ‘called on’. They also involve the
omission of the final letter in J&l * instead for ‘complaints’ in “Go back into
history and there are complaints in Medieval Times”, Text Six. These errors can be 
attributed to students’ carelessness and lack of proof reading skills. The following table 
illustrates further examples of students’ spelling errors with the correct version underlined:
T ST Erroneous translations Model translations
14 Low-skilled worker " - ,j+ . j y i " j ^ \  ¿¿luii " s jv  i "fusyi jjt ju jr
14 Foreign nationals wanting k/l) jjJ&LJl , J) ¿1
e'jj*
7 Analysts said the data ¿y* • jjU-ail uliLijLuJi ■ j jiH .V i6 .li ¿yt » C iI a j W a II
3 Two-thirds of people 3/2 11a* jSY u-uuiJl CyOa. j&l
6 More...are turning up at J ) ljlj»4 ...SjyljM
14 Could face a language test ikllt jlfiil ¿¿4*>ljjl îlll jl+iil ((kSiilU
8 Be careful with the credit card 
-  if you’re tempted to overdo 
it,
k i ' i i l  wj' i  t j j
^  ju j  juayi W L*
jjJc-  ̂* w-it CuS bj
J ju 5U j Ujj yi
15 The new migration surges 
imply that new homes will 
have to be built
♦Lj i., iU»~l i CjL>y jt  
jjc. jj&I ^u« l> Me. j £ \  frljrfV Ch*
Table 76: Errors in Spelling
6.9. Articles (133 errors, 2 .8  %)
As pre-determiners, articles qualify the head noun and usually precede adjectival modifiers 
(Quirk et al 1985: 253). There are three different articles in English: the definite article 
‘the’, the indefinite article “a’ or ‘an’, and the zero article ‘o’. Quirk et al (ibid: 253) point 
out that ‘the’ is used with specific reference (reference to a particular specimen of a class) 
before place names (e.g. ‘the Alps’), universal reference (e.g. ‘the sun’) and when 
something is mentioned for the second time (e.g. ‘There is a tree in my garden. The tree is 
under my balcony’). It is also used with generic reference (reference to a class or member of 
class) before singular concrete nouns and plural human nouns (e.g. ‘the Palestinians’) when 
the reference is to the whole class of entities. It is also used with unique reference, (e.g. ‘the 
Johnsons’). The indefinite article ‘a’ or ‘an’ is used with specific reference to introduce a 
discourse referent. The referent is generally known to the speaker but not to the hearer (e.g. 
‘A boy came to see you this morning’). It is also used with generic reference with a singular 
noun when the reference is to one member representing the whole class (e.g. ‘A horse is a
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useful animal’). The zero article is used with proper nouns, mass nouns, abstract nouns, 
non-count nouns, etc, such as ‘water’, ‘sugar’, ‘milk’, ‘Cairo’, etc. It is also used with plural 
countable nouns when they are used generically (e.g. ‘children’, ‘lions’, etc.).
In Arabic, there are two articles: the definite article J ' .which is a prefix attached to the noun 
(e.g. »jLjJt ‘the car’), and the zero article or indefinite article, which is marked by nunation 
lhjjjI' (e.g. ty* Cahill ‘i bought a house’).
The main difference between English and Arabic regarding the use of the definite article is 
that Arabic often uses the definite article broadly, whereas English does not. Kharma and 
Dajjaj (1989: 151-3) summarize the following as the main differences in the use of the 
definite article in the two languages:
1. Nouns used generically in Arabic, whether singulars or plurals, take J ' such as
¿¿jp. (A/The lion is a wild animal) and jSi* cjUIj ^  (lit ‘The lions are 
wild animals’).
2. When the mass noun refers to the whole kind, it takes J ' as in (lit. ‘the milk’).
3. Some proper nouns take J ' , such as (lit. ‘the Cairo’).
4. Abstract nouns in Arabic take J 1, but less frequently in English (e.g. lit. ‘the 
freedom’).
5. When two nouns are joined by ‘and’, J ' is repeated even when these nouns represent one 
unit such as jli j  £ jjli (lit. ‘the husband and the wife’).
6 . In the Arabic genitive construction or construct (*M~*!), which corresponds to the ‘of- 
construction’ in English, the noun in the genitive case is the second element, not the first 
as is the case in English. If the second element is definite, it gives definiteness to the 
first element which therefore does not take the definite article, as in J>di Up* (‘garden 
of the house’).
7. In some idiomatic forms such as:
•-MD J-ftl (lit. I work in the day and the night).
.»jLj-Jb Juc. J )  caw j  (ijt, I went to work by the car).
j  cajiU (|jt. I traveled by the car and by the bus).
Due to the differences in the article system between English and Arabic, articles are 
expected to be problematic in English/Arabic-English translation. The translations have
2 1 4
shown that students fairly frequently translated the English indefinite in the source text as 
definite in the target text and vice versa without any good reason. Errors resulting in the 
wrong use of definite and indefinite articles were 133 (2.8%) in number. For example, some 
students rendered the zero article ‘analysts’ in “Analysts said the data showed the "troubled 
housing market" was now "cooling significantly" and called on the Bank of England to cut 
interest rates”, Text Seven, as definite, as the following students’ translations show:
I 'll liiiJ J  jj " Jackie Js.a) " jl£  L-JjJskJoall ¿ J t*  " CLlCojft dlULjill j l  j  (Jli
.SjiUll j UjoiI (jinjlvil g; >*ll
I ^  liliill Auluj < " jVI Cukiao!j J  (JSUia " j$JaJ ji jĵ landl jUilj
,¿5 j*Cj]I ¿1*1
^̂ Ic. jii-olj " jjjjS " jVl Cisjy-ol " j£L**ll siJ  ¿ J u >  " <1&2U ji Cjj$Jol CjUlgJl jla j  jiN«!' JtSj
.»ailill Jam /  Inii '¿Li j i  I jJ^jl ‘ihi (¿jt*
Other students however rendered the indefinite noun using the indefinite/ zero article, as in:
^  a jju a J  Ijgj CjljJ v - J C a l  jUuJlj  jliLuiyi ¿ ju t  dlj^Jal ^̂ ill CaUlgill j t j j  $11a* (JU
.»CuUll «.tail I jil^jl
I jijy'it ¿lij IjJUaj t iJSJa Jj i j jl£  ujjln»<r««ll jl£^y I ¿ ju t j l  Cjj|3al CaLilgdl SjC.ll j)  j j llva cJtS Jtf
.»Jjlill CjVtea ¿Joii
In Text Four many students translated the definite noun ‘the Office’ in “a report from the 
Office for National Statistics published yesterday shows that 8,758 people died from 
excessive alcohol intake, twice the number in 1991” as an indefinite, as in:
2006 J  Jj^SlI J j Uj J  Jaljiyi s w  IjjU f1 <ivmi 8,758 j i  J i  *■i *&« l>  jhJfc j*J“i
. 1991 fit. J  ^jll ^ijil u k i  jk j
Jojiall jUjyi ‘uliutf ijjtjA} (Jilill j*  8,758 j i  jf l iij  Vallfr ClIfLrfUkj ja  jlfll J j t j  J i
. 2006 J )  1991 fit. 0* v J  cb^ijll Ate ¿¿pL*j
CH*'4* 8,758 j i  L>tOJN U^i *it. jkall sLaa^yi jSj*l tL.iliS* jfr j JUa J j j  J
• 1991 fit. j -  j£ j*  Ate 2006 J  J>»^1> j*  JjU3 slj>
Other students however have rendered the noun acceptably, as in:
2006 Ijfl >  8,758 0I j^ l_ O U U > }U ^ a  «  a i  ^  ajLSl
J , . .  , . , „ . 1991 io«Ate3l4glp jliU < -i*^ a .  J jaS11jjI ^ I lJ iU5]UI A
u- o j^  u-Ult j .  8,758 ja  v A  u  j i  s d v i  u s *  c f j L j U b  ¿ 1
.2006 fit- j«  «Uajia
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As far as definiteness is concerned, the first element of the noun construct
must always appear without the article J'. However, both the first and the second 
elements of the noun construct are definite if the second element has the definite article J'.
In Text One one student translated the generic reference in “Drugs, urban decay, racism, 
"gangsta" rap and an absence of positive role models have all been blamed for the recent 
spate of gun deaths” without using the definite article J', as required in the TT, e.g.
J  jUill t-iLjft jA villi ¿yt (jA-iV'j j j l u u  CjLLauJI v ¿Ld V ¿lljAa-«
.Cjj^ll ¡jj,li*llj ¡^jlkl! jUjjVI li* j i c  (JSJI j l i  villil
This type of error was not recurrent or systematic among the subjects of this study. One 
explanation behind this individual occurrence is the tendency among students towards literal 
translation and their total commitment to the ST forms regardless of TT conventions. In 
Arabic, as mentioned before, nouns used generically, whether singulars or plurals, take the 
definite article J'. An acceptable translation of the previous sentence would be:
“Uadi CjljAi-dl ,jJJ Jj*]l I J a j & U l  £UjjVI li* J jJj SjII (jj*  dij
iiljl*dl ^il*i - AjikLall v l j jl  CjLjL^C. j
In Text Eleven one student rendered the definite reference ‘Britain's arms trade’ in “to end 
Britain's arms trade with Israel until it abides by international law” as indefinite, as in:
Jjll j j jl i l l j  jalVI • J J J ***J  I*-*  <vxLuii SjtijU d i lA tl$j)
As can be seen in the student’s translation, the genitive phrase ‘Britain’s arms trade’ has 
been rendered as an indefinite reference. To render it acceptably, the definite article <J' 
should be added to the second element of the noun construct, as in:
(jjililu 1» >¡13 Jaiij**] ^  «ulxiVt u+z jl
In Text Twelve one student translated ‘the withholding of Palestinian taxes by Israel’ in 
“The suspension of aid by the EU and the US, the withholding of Palestinian taxes by Israel, 
and Israel’s illegal blockade are crimes against the Palestinian people”, as:
,<|C. j j i  jjjkJl j  AjljMj*«VI u-ul_>-ia C iIj » U » a1I
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Unlike in English, adjectives in Arabic agree with the head noun in gender, case, number 
and definiteness. Therefore, the adjective should agree with the head word
in definiteness, as the following translation by the researcher shows:
(̂ 1) Aitjayu fbl J i Ujl-lcLuall uil JUj V' Cl!
ij]n“ila'l (¿aJ v_£jjj ,»jl ^  , ^ c . U  jL-ea
In Text Fourteen a considerable number of students kept the indefinite ‘a Briton’ in 
“Second, foreign nationals wanting to marry a Briton could also face a language test to 
prove their ability to integrate”, giving the following erroneous translations:
j! ' “jcj <ill! ^  jUl»V U* »¿vlj j l  t>  t „»»jjlj ¿1 j j - y j j  0 ^ '  :UmV5
.jUaiVI J e
¿UjV ii! j Lû ' d  O* £ jJ*l' S-^V'
i H - ' '>>*Jjyl SjJll jlui.1 J j  ¿yt ¿fcAll : UhU»
Sĵ Jl £* cJySjllj (jlft
In this context it is not acceptable to render the indefinite noun as an indefinite singular 
noun in the target text e.g. M kijj, u ^ .  Such erroneous translations are made
under the influence of colloquial Arabic and students’ unfamiliarity with the norms and 
conventions of Standard Arabic. To avoid such erroneous translations, the indefinite 
singular noun should be replaced by an indefinite plural noun, as in:
^ Ic -  j j i  O U S y  j U a J  , j l j  C iL jjU a j j j  ( j *  j r l j j l t  ¿ i j ^ l j i t  . ^ j a J  C jl j .a i>  i j *  L> a U > JV l ,« . ¿»¡wh
>Lu J i  I
According to Abbadi (2007: 162), “In practice translators are allowed to replace the singular 
with plural depending on context, as Arabic prefers plural to indicate the importance of 
ideas”.
Another possible translation could be to keep the source language form singular and make 
other necessary changes in the target text, such as:
</* i j k  **llt ¡ j j  ljljii.1 jttfrj q \ A-ljUa.Uj (>  j 'j j l l  l/  Mfcljl'
A\
Another problem encountered by the subjects of this study is the addition of the definite 
article J ' before j k .  To illustrate this point, one student unacceptably added the definite
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article J ' with j p  in his translation of ‘illegal firearm’ in “Firstly, we should introduce a 
minimum five-year sentence for people convicted of possessing an illegal firearm”, Text 
Two, as in:
.(jsSn <p _j£  ¿¡\ s-w
Similarly, one student added the definite article J ' beforej^ in his translation of ‘young 
people’ in “It is also true that more and more young people are turning up at Accident and 
Emergency units as a result of heavy boozing, or the related violence and accidents”, Text 
Six, as follows:
ji ¿yt jl5*yi ‘'jkiij ijjUa (ji jjM J ijji-iull Jla.jll (Jcuu (ji <Ujkc. A-t/tvl AjJj
i. »1« IU
As the above translations show the definite article Ji is incorrectly used before In 
Arabic the quasi-noun does not take J', e.g. one should say *<p I j £  
instead of <pjt> j^ '* ,  ‘illegal’, u A i j £ /  instead of j**3' ‘teenagers’.
The previous discussion shows that there are differences in the article systems of English 
and Arabic. Arab students and translators should take these differences into account when 
translating from English into Arabic and vice versa.
6.10. Tenses (129 errors, 2.7 %)
English has a complex verb system (e.g. go, went, is going, have been going, may have been 
going), whereas Arabic has a relatively simple verb system consisting of the perfect 
(v>2 ‘he drank’) and the imperfect m jAi (‘he drinks/he is drinking’). The perfect is
used most basically for actions completed at the time to which reference is made, while the 
imperfect is used basically for actions which are not completed. While in Arabic there are 
different forms to express continuous tenses, the past perfect or the future, th’ese forms do 
not have the precision that English tenses convey, nor are they as common as their 
corresponding English forms.
The general analysis revealed that the total number o f errors as a result o f the wrong use of 
tense was 129 (2.7%). In the following section on tenses, the researcher will focus on 
students’ translations of the English tenses that are included in the source texts. These
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include: the present perfect tense, the present tense of the verb ‘to be’, the verb ‘to have’, 
the present simple tense, the present progressive tense, the past simple tense, the past perfect 
tense, the past progressive tense and the future simple tense.
6.10.1. Translation of the present perfect tense
According to Kharma and Hajjaj (1989), the English present perfect is the most difficult 
tense for Arab students to learn, since there is no equivalent form in Arabic. The following 
analysis of the English present perfect tense is based on Gadallah’s (2006) model. The 
sentences including the present perfect are listed below:
- “During the past year the deliberate use of guns to take life has risen in England and 
Wales” (Text: 1).
-“Drugs, urban decay, racism, "gangsta" rap and an absence of positive role models have all 
been blamed for the recent spate of gun deaths...” (Text: 1).
- “Britain has always had a reputation as a nation o f ‘Binge Drinkers’ ” (Text: 6).
- “Secondly, the Bank of England interest rate has risen 9 times since 2003 and 5 times 
since August 2006” (Text: 9).
- “The worldwide credit fiasco has resulted in the global credit crunch” (Text: 9).
-“They are creating a humanitarian catastrophe in Gaza and the West Bank and have 
emboldened Israel to sustain an unrelenting bomb and missile barrage” (Text: 12).
- “The ONS has predicted that the UK population will increase by five million to 65 million 
people within a decade” (Text: 13).
-“Already the glue o f our society has been weakened under the impact o f rapidly growing 
communities of very diverse cultures” (Text: 15).
- “The government has pointed to globalization as the cause, claiming that immigration may 
add £6 billion to production” (Text: 15).
- “In the past 150 years, global temperatures have risen approximately I°C (1.8° F)” (Text: 
16).
- “As a result o f the Protocol, governments have already put, and are continuing to put 
legislation and policies in place to meet their commitments” (Text: 18).


















1 has risen 7 13 1 1 0 3 3
1 have...
blamed
1 9 14 0 0 0 4
6 has always 
had
2 13 5 2 0 0 6
9 has risen 4 20 1 0 0 3 0
9 has resulted 0 21 3 0 0 1 3
12 have
emboldened
1 6 19 0 0 0 2
13 has
predicted
4 14 9 0 0 1 0
15 has..
weakened
12 8 2 0 4 1 1
15 has pointed 10 17 0 0 0 0 1
16 have risen 3 24 0 1 0 0 0
18 have,, put 7 13 4 0 4 0 0
18 has...
created
10 13 0 0 2 2 1
Total 61 171 58 4 10 II 21
Percentage 18.16% 50.89% 17.26% 1.19% 2.98 % 3.27% 6.25%
T a b l e  7 7 :  T h e  T r a n s l a t i o n  o f  t h e  P r e s e n t  P e r f e c t
The Translation o f the Present Perfect
T a b l e  7 8 :  D i s t r i b u t i o n  o f  t h e  p r e s e n t  p e r f e c t  t e n s e
As illustrated In Table 77, 50.89% of students’ translations of the present perfect are 
rendered in the simple past, formed by the bare perfect form, e.g. ¿'-O' ‘has increased’. The 
second Arabic structure utilized to translate the English present perfect is the near past 
(18.16%), formed by jî, -il ‘already’ followed by the perfect form of the verb. The third
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Arabic structure used to translate the English present perfect is the simple present tense 
(17.26%). It is sometimes acceptable to translate the English present perfect tense using the 
Arabic present simple tense, formed by the bare imperfect form. For example, two students 
translated the present perfect in “Britain has always had a reputation as a nation of 'Binge 
Drinkers’ ”, Text Six, using the present simple, as shown below:
.JjsdSl' Lub I^U^jj v-jjju
jjL  jidl U j! j L  vj*-ll OH bjdaJjJ j»bb
>1 Jib JjakSlI t^ jb l IfJji—j b itlyjj
However, in other contexts it is not acceptable to use the present simple tense to translate 
the present perfect. For instance, one student translated ‘has been created’ in “A carbon 
market has been created”, Text Eighteen, as follows:
^  £U«ii jdiiuij jUftSn o*
In the same text another student unacceptably used the Arabic present simple to translate the 
English present perfect in “As a result of the Protocol, governments have already put, and 
are continuing to put legislation and policies in place to meet their commitments”, as 
follows:
.1^1 Jaliill (jjiaJl ¿yiljS ballj V j C)L»jSaJl ¿--oj ojAlxaH
Similarly, one student translated ‘has been weakened’ in “Already the glue of our society 
has been weakened under the impact of rapidly growing communities of very diverse 
cultures”, Text Fifteen, as follows:
.iilixajl Olilioll »Ĵ l jl*ll bjl»a'i,>all jjjjb btibi i j i
A number of English present perfect examples (3.27%) are rendered into Arabic using other 
Arabic structures, e.g. nominal or equative sentences. For instance, three students translated 
the present perfect in “Secondly, the Bank of England interest rate has risen 9 times since 
2003 and 5 times since August 2006”, Text Nine, as follows:
.2006u*l»^i J5U o l j -  5  j  2003 ^  o i j -  9 j-  4 * “ <*i
.2006 1 cAjm 5 j  2003 <** o lj*  9 ^ j d l  ^  ^
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.2006 o* j uloar.l Xia uiU^al 5j  2003 ii* uiliujal 9 bib y* »-bull J a*-* FlBjt :
In their translations of the present perfect tense in “Britain has always had a reputation as a 
nation of 'Binge Drinkers’ ”, Text Six, some students used verbless nominal Arabic 
sentences, as in:
,(JjaiDl (̂ 4 <*Jlt»lb ¿yj Axajoi l$J l ĵUajjjJ 
, "Qjiaji*ll ¿y itiJ l " <*! IfjL <xaui Lwb L̂J tpUaJJJ 
,i—i_>*ill ¡ji ¿ylajLdl <C*I Ifil (jifc <Uaw U jJ
A number of English present perfect examples are rendered into Arabic using the future 
simple, consisting o f a- or with the imperfect (2.98%). For example, four students used
the future simple to translate the present perfect in “Already the glue of our society has been 
weakened under the impact of rapidly growing communities of very diverse cultures - some 
of whom have little intention of integrating with us”, Text Fifteen, as >-»>« ,
as follows:
IfcjAl I (j! ^  ujlillill Cj I j  CjUaulaII j* ill i_û u \ bluUI .-it
IaUuI jj«j V tfrCn»»,i CjU\jjS\ Kc-j&a Cub bLi >-u ,n*i>m JbJ(
,lkt
“Vfilt ,»*-Ait t^lillj iCiUliill He, . »». :-j.„ ^  fry'll j I.UauiVIJ
,U<u jrUoiiU
,<e.j& Jl CAititll jji y o  j^Jlill CukS i Um£m  ijL«SlVI
As can be seen in the above translations the future simple falls short of conveying the 
intended meaning of the source text. In the source text the present perfect indicates that the 
glue of British society has already been weakened due to immigration surges. Therefore, the 
future simple, which is used to express future activities, is not appropriate to render the 
present perfect in this context.
A small number o f English present perfect structures are rendered by the progressive past 
tense (1.19%), formed by ¿15 plus the imperfect. For example, two students translated the 
present perfect in “Britain has always had a reputation as a nation of ‘Binge Drinkers’ ”, 
Text Six, as:
. Vijkill (ji ¡jlaj CiJ*n) LplLj) jj Lfclb Oils
.Jajia Jja£lt <—ij& ^4 i-tlft » j^ull blUj C-utS Lbb ¿1
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A careful examination of the source text shows that the basic meaning of the present perfect 
is to express a past action that is connected, through its results, with the moment of 
speaking. The past progressive, however, is used to express an action that was continuous at 
a particular point in the past. Therefore, it is not appropriate to use the past progressive to 
convey the meaning of the present perfect. One way of rendering the meaning of the present 
perfect tense here is to use the simple present, as in:
In Text Twelve nineteen students translated the present perfect in “They are creating a 
humanitarian catastrophe in Gaza and the West Bank and have emboldened Israel to sustain 
an unrelenting bomb and missile barrage, which regularly kills innocent children and other 
non-combatants”, using the simple present tense, as in:
‘-¿iliS lIj JjUSlt (Jjlj *Ujy  (J;pl J joi) ¿j j k a A ji )  AlUallj a j i  Â iLaj) AJj\S
UfcH)k>ldill (J2* (¿Je. Â Jjill Ai»Jaltj  ajk £UbJ Â lyu) Ajjl£ J jils^
.♦ijjiVi
The translators’ choice of the present simple as an equivalent of the English present perfect 
tense is to show the support that Israel is still receiving from the USA and EU which is used 
by Israel against the Palestinian people living in the occupied territories.
Furthermore, some students used preceded by the particle in their translation of the 
present perfect in “Already the glue o f our society has been weakened under the impact o f 
rapidly growing communities of very diverse cultures”, Text Fifteen, as in:
L jljill j*  (JjjlSlI A l̂l - C jU lilll i. ilfa  « Qa  J t  u m  tij» ><a
, U u
V ^ '■¿»«.1 .A Uniik  Aitfj £* jl  Uifa*̂  ¿)U-»1
,Uh*
Here, the use of gives a sense of bringing the situation closer to the present. One 
possible reason for using ¡**-»1 is to try to relay the associations the English present perfect 
has with the present.
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6.10.2. Translation of the present tense ‘to be’
The present tense ‘to be’ in the following sentences will be included in the discussion below 
(examples of passive are listed twice, once here and once under ‘passive’ cf. passive, section 
6.13).
- “Fourthly, we should prohibit certain air weapons that are easily converted to fire live 
ammunition” (Text: 2).
- “It is an all too familiar paradox” (Text: 3).
- “It is  not credible to argue that the police figures do not reflect the reality of the situation” 
(Text: 3).
- “All crime is  down 32 per cent over the past decade” (Text: 3).
- “There are complaints in Medieval Times about our love of quaffing vast quantities of 
Ale” (Text: 6).
- “The problem we have today is  the cheapness of alcohol” (Text: 6).
- “It is  possibly true that as a society, we are storing up massive health problems in the 
community” (Text: 6).
- “It is estimated that as many as 5 million Britons abuse alcohol on a regular basis”
(Text: 6).
-“It is  also true that more and more young people are turning up at Accident and Emergency 
Units” (Text: 6).
- “There are probably as many as 3 to 4 million people in the UK who could be classed as 
‘Active Alcoholics’ (Text: 6).
- “So there is  a major problem now and it will continue” (Text: 6).
- “What is  to be done about it, that is the ‘64 Thousand Dollar Question!’ (Text: 6).
- “If you 're tempted to overdo it, leave the card at home” (Text: 8).
- “There are some good offers as banks compete for your cash” (Text: 8).
- “What happened is  that speculators, who had driven up prices by buying, buying, buying, 
stopped buying” (Text: 9).
- “The worldwide credit fiasco has resulted in the global credit crunch, the result of which is 
that borrowers can’t get the loans they obtained just 6 months ago” (Text: 9).
- “The amount of debt in our society is  literally astronomical” (Text: 9).
- “The Israeli government’s behaviour at present is  to be condemned” (Text: 12).
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- “The failure of our government to speak out against Israel’s oppression of the Palestinian 
population is complicit with those actions of the EU, the US and Israel” (Text: 12).
-“It is, in effect, a coordinated attempt to collectively punish the Palestinian people for 
electing a government of which they disapprove” (Text: 12).
- “The suspension of aid by the EU and the US, the withholding of Palestinian taxes by 
Israel, and Israel’s illegal blockade are crimes against the Palestinian people” (Text: 12).
- “That is twice the population of greater London” (Text: 13).
- “As a result, the benefit to the native British population is trivial” (Text: 15).
- “Indeed, low paid British workers will pay the price of immigration, as they find that their 
own wages are held down by competition from the new arrivals” (Text: 15).
- “Global warming is one of the biggest problems facing humankind in the next few 
decades” (Text: 16).
- “The Kyoto Protocol is generally seen as an important first step towards a truly global 
emissions reduction regime” (Text: 18).
- “ ...the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) tells us are needed”
(Text: 18).
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T S T U se  o f  j* U se  o f  th e  
p ro n o u n  *
O m is s io n U se  o f U se  o f  
/l>£3
Jx4JJ
U s e  o f
2 A re  e a s i l y . . . 0 1 27 0 0 0
3 It i s . . . 3 18 3 0 0 0
3 It is n o t.. 0 12 16 0 0 0
3 A ll
c r im e . . . i s
0 0 27 1 0 0
6 T h e re  a re 0 0 1 0 0 16
6 T h e  . . . i s 19 0 2 0 7 0
6 It is p o s s ib ly 0 13 15 0 0 0
6 It is . . . 0 5 23 0 0 0
6 It is a ls o  tru e 0 11 16 0 0 0
6 T h e re  a r e . . . 0 2 8 0 0 4
6 T h e re  i s . . . 0 3 3 0 0 5
6 W h a t is  to  
be
0 0 28 0 0 0
6 T h a t i s . . . 0 3 2 0 0 0 0
8 I f  y o u ’r e . . . 0 0 18 0 0 0
8 T h e re  a r e , . . 0 0 3 0 0 3
9 W h at., i s . . . 17 1 9 0 0 0
9 T h e  . . .  is 4 0 22 1 0 0
9 T h e  . . . i s 5 0 17 0 0 0
12 T h e ...........is 0 0 2 6 0 0 0
12 T h e  . . .  is 8 0 13 0 0 0
12 It is  ... 8 12 8 0 0 0
12 T h e . . .  a re 6 0 12 0 0 0
13 T h a t  i s . . . 9 1 7 0 1 0
15 T h e  b e n e f i t  
is
I 0 17 5 0 0
15 T h e ir  . . . a r e 0 0 25 2 0 0
16 G lo b a l . . . i s 3 0 12 1 0 0
18 T h e . . . i s 2 0 13 0 0 0
18 T h e  . . .  a re 0 0 28 0 0 0
T o ta l 85 82 4 1 9 10 8 28
P e rc e n ta g e s 1 0 .9 % 1 0 .5 % 5 3 .4 % 1 .3 % 1% 3 .6 %
Table 79: Translation of the present tense verb ‘to be':
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(■co n tin u e d )
T ST Use of Use of 
cdu*





2 are...easily 0 0 0 0 0
3 It is... 0 4 0 0 0
3 It is not 0 0 0 0 0
3 All crime...is 0 0 0 0 0
6 There are 0 11 0 0 0
6 The... is 0 0 0 0 0
6 It is possibly 0 0 0 0 0
6 It is... 0 0 0 0 0
6 It is also true 0 1 0 0 0
6 There are... 0 14 0 0 0
6 There is... 0 15 2 0 0
6 What is 0 0 0 0 0
6 That is... 0 3 2 0 0
8 If you’re... 0 0 0 10 0
8 There are... 0 22 0 0 0
9 What is... 0 0 0 1 0
9 The ..is 0 0 1 0 0
9 The ...is 1 0 4 0 1
12 The ...is I 0 1 0 0
12 The... is 0 0 7 0 0
12 It is ... 0 0 0 0 0
12 The ...are 0 0 10 0 0
13 *That is I 0 7 0 2
15 The benefit is 0 0 5 0 0
15 Their ...are 1 0 0 0 0
16 Global ...is 0 0 11 0 1
18 The ...is 0 0 12 0 1
18 The... are 0 0 0 0 0
Total 4 70 62 11 5
Percentages 0.5% 8.9% 7.9% 1.4% 0.6%
Table 80: The translation of the present tense ‘verb to be'
The Translation of the Present Tense Verb to 'be*
Table 81: Distribution of the translation of the present tense ‘verb to be'
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As Table 79 and 80 show students used different techniques to translate the present tense of 
‘to be’. Translation by omission ranked highest at 53.4%. This high percentage is attributed 
to the fact that Arabic has no specific equivalent of the English copula ‘to be’. By omitting 
the English copula students used Arabic equational or verbless sentences, i.e. predicand- 
predicate structures. For example, some students translated “The benefit to the
native British population is trivial”, Text Fifteen, as:
(jlStal »¿Ail)
Similarly, some students used a predicand-predicate structure in their translation of “The 
amount of debt in our society is literally astronomical”, Text Nine, as follows:
.ha* l i n <J.w* ¿I 
,(JjU (JLû  <UodJa IkaV}»« jjjpll
Other students used a complex predicand-predicate structure involving a pronoun
of separation. For example, some students translated “That is the ‘64 Thousand Dollar 
Question!’, (Text: 6 ), as follows:
.Ij VjJ «— 64 -ii J'y** j* 14 
, jV ‘-ill j  ¿ijVl Jt>4l 14 
, j Vj J <_kll 64 -l! 4ll3
In the first sentence the predicand ( t a J ' ) is >4, The predicate ) is complex consisting 
of !j Yj j  uill 64 -li Jty- which itself consists of a second predicand-predicate (_#* - '4 -) 
structure with a predicand j* and a predicate! j Yj j  udl 64 -II <Ji>-.
Other students added a pronoun o f separation together with J  or V)... 4  to give a sense of 
emphasis. For example, some students translated “The failure of our government to speak 
out against Israel’s oppression o f the Palestinian population is complicit with those actions 
of the EU, the US and Israel”, Text Twelve, as follows:
jUjYI CjUj - oj £ 4  ji« 1 y Jfcj ( ĵjlaxlilt Jk. < ^ 1  >,yi ¿IjJudl OJa Cĵ Ukil USajSjk J J i
, Jjjl SiaCUll CAfi jit j
t* tilljlwlj yk»l>i V) 1 » (jjjijlw.alill ¿Hull 4 pl>“J ¿4  ¿u» ¿yJaJljy jfiall UlajS*. (_l4j
Ci^YjHJ jUjYI Cllf I
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A considerable number of examples representing the present tense ‘to be’ were translated 
by semantically light verbs, e.g. p u  / * 4  ‘uj*3 or o& , or These verbs, which 
do not appear to be grammatically or semantically necessaiy, are mainly used for stylistic 
reasons (Dickins and Watson, 1999:19). For example, some students used the semantically 
light verb to translate the verb ‘to be’ in “There are probably as many as 3 to 4 million 
people in the UK who could be classed as 'Active Alcoholics' ”, Text Six, as in:
,jJe. 4 -3 i>  i / l 'p
,J ja i l l  i-ip i Jie. ^C . ¿¿A* 4 1̂ ! 3 i>
■ jjiijUlj tjii-o j jjjill fAj t$jLk|jj t/» j-oaJi 4-3 J  I jjJ ii ¡ja lioiV' i>  j A
In the same way some students used the semantically light verb or to render the verb 
‘to be’ in “The suspension of aid by the EU and the US, the withholding of Palestinian taxes 
by Israel, and Israel’s illegal blockade are crimes against the Palestinian people”, as in:
1 Jjilp i) o* (Ji* ¡¿y* Cj IjcI umII 1-J&j (j!
L-Uwll J 3 U j p
¿UiSj tojjijln.'i'il' t_ul^al iSAaJuJl i jJ V ' CjljftLuuIl ClSplI
.(P llraia'iH V, «„til j j i j  ^jlJ+. j ±ju ¡jjjM  jU-«»J'
JjS ^  Aljjijin.n'lll i—ul_pall j  jlauVI (JjS O'* Cjl.lt Ludl wiij
ijla.ali.il i_uuj]l XJa fjl ja> >U«J bill (JS ^ t  j J 1 (Jjj'-Pl
A few examples of the present tense verb ‘to be’ (1.4%) were rendered by the use of the past 
form of the verb j^ .  For example, some students translated the English verb ‘to be’ in 
“Third, be careful with the credit card - if you’re tempted to overdo it, leave the card at 
home”, Text Eight, using cjS  as in:
.CyJ-i jjl i«J& ) Ldj* CuS lilj ot-wSh tjik  0^ : ^15
.'Aw  ̂ W^j3' 1*JLulLiI tij j m  CuS b) jjlS  cjjyjSlt ^  Iji»
. J p d l <SlkjJl liljjl tJSiAi tip-* CuS bji ot-AuVt <UU»̂ ¿y* Ijia. / QW
As can be seen in the translations students used the past of 0 ^  in the subordinate'conditional 
clause, while the imperative (¿b3') is used in the main clause. Arabic, unlike English, uses a 
variety of tenses in the subordinate clause in conditional sentences regardless o f the tense in 
the main clause.
Other semantically light verbs used in the translation of the present tense of the verb ‘to be’ 
include ¿A, cfcAi and lU*a For example, three students translated “With 520 new immigrants 
arriving every day, the ONS has predicted that the UK population will increase by five
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million to 65 million people within a decade, and that by mid century England’s population 
will increase by nearly 16 million - that is twice the population of Greater London”, Text 
Thirteen, as follows:
jjc . j l  CiLpL-exiU ¿S jlj i Ip lL ijj J )  l y y  520
^  Crl' IjlLxjl jliuii 1 j j i l l  Ŷ k k. iwiVu.l <ilj l ik ljll ¿¡all ¡ji 65 j )  o A *  5 t>  A)ji
. j i i l  AifXa jlin i Ĵ C- J jlk j L> - j j A  1 6 V
65 j !  5 o* LjjliyjJ <ibS J b j j  j l  »L-o^yi k..uLa £Xy j j  jJklj-« 520 . A  J j —o j £4>
16 u-l) Oj*l' *- (Jjlk  4_ulLuJl LjjUaj ĵ iilSS j jS l u  b llb j , j *  jll  j a Sic. J i t i .  j <rk»S j>tl<*
. j l i l l  Â jUwlI 3i\j£ll J j * *  *. » ><i J j Uj  L«j j x L
sr* u-“ *“ j j d *  65 -1 jt&*Jl j 1o«j  i jL jj » ¿»j 2 j 5U11 ,j J) l^ x  520  Jj * j l  ' j
*, “a lH *J ^  J * J  U-aaoi jj,(L« 16 ¿Ld ¿bull J b j ^ i l l  Ij* L.iû kU. ¡ji Mil <¿1 f-ilill ii»ll
, jJul AijJu jl£*>i jl.l*J
Some students translated the English verb ‘to be’ using <-» + u! plus the attached pronoun • 
followed by the semantically light words ■Vx and blu* respectively. For example, they 
translated “So there is a major problem now and it will continue”, as:
. j«i>nu.ij AjMijjJ ^ j j  Ajli ¿ lb lj
, J-fcLaJ UJ^mi l ĵl j  j  <l£2u iilU> <ili blbl
. J^iuii k_iyt> I f j l j  <1151114 As* <i|i killil
It would be more appropriate to use one element to translate the English verb to ‘be’, as 
shown below:
, J44ulk>lJ  J  315 >44 0» jS  blljlj
, J4Jmi3 k_lj*4 Ifjlj J ^151 »4 blU* bllol
The previous discussion shows that students used different techniques to translate the 
present tense of the verb ‘to be’. Most of the students omitted the present tense of the verb 
‘to be’ as Arabic lacks a corresponding overt copula. In addition, a number of students used 
semantically light verbs such as ^ x ,  a A  x H  etc. It is useful for students Jo be given 
instruction in the way English and Arabic tenses work. Students should also be familiar with 
the fact that Arabic prefers sentences which begin with a verb (verbal sentences) to 
sentences which do not begin with a verb. However, nominal sentences are used in Arabic 
to emphasize the topic sentence.
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6.10.3. Translation of the verb ‘to have’
The sentences which include the verb ‘to have’ are listed below:
- “The problem we have today is the cheapness of alcohol” (Text: 6).
- “As a society we have little savings to see us through” (Text: 9).
-“Finally, a new points-based system for economic migrants will be introduced in the 
spring, only allowing them to come to this country if they have sufficient skills and 
qualifications” (Text: 14).
-“Already the glue of our society has been weakened under the impact of rapidly growing 
communities of very diverse cultures-some of whom have little intention of integrating with 
us” (Text: 15).










6 .. have 0 4 2 0 0 22
9 have... 0 17 2 5 1 3
14 If... have 6 8 0 3 0 11
15 ...have 1 15 5 2 0 5
Total 7 44 9 10 1 41
Percentages 6.3% 39.3% 8% 8.9% 0.9% 36.6 %
Table 82: The Translation of the English verb ‘to have’
The Tran elation of 'Verb to Have'
Useofjy U«e of J/j-J Omision Use of ̂  Use of Semanticaly
light vert)«
Table 83: Distribution of the translation of the English verb ‘to have
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A large number of the English verb ‘to have’ examples (39.3%) are rendered using 
possessive particles such as ci-d ‘on, with’. For example, some students translated “As a 
society we have little savings to see us through”, Text: 9, as follows:
,l$j ^ jV Cit Jjli lipl «S 0*^3
,1̂ 1 ^ Ur»n Cj I j i id l  ¿yt
A number of the English verb ‘to have’ examples (36.6%) are rendered by semantically 
light verbs such as ‘to be represented’ and ‘lies’. For example, some students 
acceptably translated the verb ‘to have’ in “The problem we have today is the cheapness of 
alcohol”, Text Six, as in:
jU J  O ^ x j  gr*
A smaller number of English verb ‘to have’ examples (8.9%) are rendered using the verb 
^  ‘to own’. For example, some students translated the verb ‘to have’ in “As a society we 
have little savings to see us through”, Text Nine, as follows:
.litjiii ¡̂13 ^xx Cil jà AaII (y» Uiti
.IfbU ¿yt ¿iLij ii|S CjI
These translations are acceptable as far as these contexts are concerned. However, some 
students gave unacceptable translations. For example, two students rendered the verb ‘to 
have’ as the modal verb ‘must’. They translated “As a society we have little savings to 
see us through”, Text Nine, as follows:
..... JiliL Jail*,) ¿)1 gi ...
.J5U (> ¡LyJ J a jV! Vijlc- (> jj
Similarly, one student partially acceptably translated the verb ‘have’ in “The problem we 
have today is the cheapness of alcohol”, Text Six, using a non-corresponding lexical verb as 
follows:
«y* fljV' UJj Uj ĵ jll aKA*H
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Some students (8%) ignored the translation of the verb ‘to have’, giving Arabic equational 
or verbless sentences. For instance, two students translated the verb ‘to have’ in “The 
problem we have today is the cheapness of alcohol”, Text: 6, as follows:
,Jj*£]l (j-aij  ¿jVl mK>*<1I
i—Jjddl »j* ^  <K»*»llj
A few examples of the verb ‘to have’ (6.3%) are rendered using the possessive particles J  
‘to’ j j i  ‘possessor of...’. For example, some students translated the verb ‘to have’ in 
“Finally, a new points-based system for economic migrants will be introduced in the spring, 
only allowing them to come to this country if they have sufficient skills and qualifications”, 
Text Fourteen, as follows:
oi* dll J jil l  J  dilfrUSlI ¡J j j l  V )  V  A#^l ^ jl !»Uoj f  A»Jn
'M
J !  <•*! jalij  ^jL«a3l Ûoi pjSti ¿u u j £ £ j l l  ^  W j
o 5 U y * j ijilSl# cjljlf*  j j j  IjjtS (j) aÎ II
The same sentence was partially acceptably translated as f+1, as in:
AiiS diljlfr« jl£  til aLJI ftjfj (jl^U  +̂1 ^IauII ¿^ijll ( ^ 4  ¿yjjL-eSVI ¿yajUll Acl^ij fUai »AiA
di5U>«j
The use of ^  in this context sounds rather informal. One possible translation is to use an 
alternative prepositional form such as <*♦**! or the noun-like annexed (the first element in a 
construct) j.A
6.10.4. Translation of the simple present tense
The sentences which include the simple present are listed below:
-“The crime figures show the risk of falling victim to an offence is going down” (text: 3).
- “But the public fear of crime remains as high as ever” (Text: 3).
- “Statistics released yesterday show that recorded crime in England and Wales fell by 9 
percent from July to September last year” (Text: 3).
- “But nearly two-thirds of people believe crime is increasing” (Text: 3).
- “It is not credible to argue that the police figures do not reflect the reality of the situation” 
(Text: 3).
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- “The authoritative British Crime Survey of offending levels shows the same trend”
(Text: 3).
- “A report from the Office for National statistics published yesterday shows that 8,758 
people died from excessive alcohol intake in 2006, twice the number in 1991” (Text: 4).
- ‘This also involves reducing sales to under-18s by bars, off-licences and retailers”
(Text: 5).
-“It is estimated that as many as 5 million Britons abuse alcohol on a regular basis”
(Text: 6).
-“The number of mortgages approved for homebuyers sank to a record low during October, 
according to figures released by the British Bankers’ Association that provide further 
evidence of a slowdown in the property market” (Text: 7).
-“This represents a fall of 37 per cent year on year and was the third drop in consecutive 
months” (Text: 7).
- “Finally, if you think you are heading for difficult financial times, go and talk to your bank 
sooner rather than later” (Text: 8).
- “And those who do get an offer of a loan, get it at higher rates than before” (Text: 9).
- “Thirdly, the Council of Mortgage Lenders forecasts 45,000 home repossessions next 
year” (Text: 9).
-“To end Britain’s arms trade with Israel until it abides by international law” (Text: 11).
- “It is, in effect, a coordinated attempt to collectively punish the Palestinian people for 
electing a government of which they disapprove” (Text: 12).
-“They are creating a humanitarian catastrophe in Gaza and the West Bank and have 
emboldened Israel to sustain an unrelenting bomb and missile barrage, which regularly kills 
innocent children and other non-combatants in violation of the fourth Geneva convention 
which protects civilians under occupation” (Text: 12).
- “The new migration surges imply that new homes will have to be built to house the extra 
migrants” (Text: 15).
- “The government has pointed to globalization as the cause, claiming that immigration may 
add £6 billion to production, but it adds a similar proportion to our population” (Text: 15). 
-“Indeed, low paid British workers will pay the price of immigration, as they find  that their 
own wages are held down by competition from the new arrivals” (Text: 15).
-‘i f  temperatures continue to rise, the consequences could be catastrophic” (Text: 16).
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-“As the earth’s temperature rises, polar ice will melt, causing the water level of the oceans 
to rise” (Text: 16).
-“The protocol provides the essential architecture for any new international agreement or set 
of agreements on climate change” (Text: 18).












3 The ... show 19 6 0 0 3
3 The ...remains 21 5 0 1 1
3 Statistics ... show 8 18 0 0 2
3 Nearly ... believe 25 0 0 2 1
3 The .. .do not 27 0 0 1 0
3 The ABCS shows 12 14 0 0 2
4 A report... shows 12 16 0 0 0
5 This...involves 28 0 0 0 0
6 As... abuse alcohol 19 4 0 3 2
7 The BBA provide 13 10 0 2 3
7 This represents... 26 1 0 1 0
8 If you think ... 11 17 0 0 0
9 Who do get... 16 10 0 1 1
9 The... forecasts 14 14 0 0 0
11 Until it abides 23 0 0 4 1
12 They disapprove 19 0 0 8 1
12 Which ...kills... 21 0 0 7 0
12 Geneva., protect 22 3 0 2 1
15 Migration...imply 23 1 2 1 1
15 It adds a similar... 12 7 5 1 3
15 As they find that... 7 8 7 5
16 If...continue 0 26 0 1 1
16 Temperature rises 3 10 2 13 0
18 Provides... 17 8 2 1 0
18 Expires 18 0 8 1 1
Total 416 178 26 51 29
Percentages 59.43% 25.43% 3.71% 7.29% 4.14%
Table 84: The translation of the present simple
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70







Arabic imperfect Arabic perfect Arabic future Other Arabic Omission
structures
Table 85: Distribution of the translation of the present simple
As illustrated in Table 84 above, 59.43% of students used the Arabic imperfect to translate 
the English present simple tense, 25.43% used the Arabic perfect, 7.29% used other Arabic 
structures, 4.14% used omission and 3.71% used the future simple.
It is generally acceptable to use the Arabic imperfect as an equivalent of the English present 
simple tense. For example, some students used the imperfect to translate the present simple 









..„I ____ B n a ________ J j ______ B i ___
-L> a iU ij  £  j l j l l  j l a i  j l  & L u a 1I j V ' uU j
. J j j t l t f  1-lJ f i l  J l J l  Lfla—«  J o jL a  j J a i .  j l  <^1) J j u j  j !
'll Ljbk-Jall A da j ^ i l  L - i i u j l  i,> j t  d l l > 5 ) J l  j^ Ja J  u i f *
However, some students unacceptably used the Arabic perfect to translate the English 
present simple. For example, some students used the Arabic perfect to render the present 
simple in “It is estimated that as many as 5 million Britons abuse alcohol on a regular 
basis” , as in:
u  <J>k£li ij lj ia  j& iu  5 o '
I j l o j i i j  (J_j»5ÜI flAÂlyi) l j » U i  L p U aj^ ll j j j l . o V '  j l f tu l l j l  Ida^ l < -ijJ* -» ll j * J  
A ftljS  (JjakSlI (jL ta lu il l j» lm l  ^ U a ^  jj(¡¡5U  4,.<i*i .ll i j i
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A number of examples representing the English present simple are rendered by other Arabic 
structures. For instance, one student used a verbal noun to acceptably render the present 
simple in “to end Britain’s arms trade with Israel until it abides by international law”, Text 
Eleven, as follows:
Another student acceptably used a prepositional phrase, e.g. urn J*- to translate the present 
simple in “But nearly two-thirds of people believe crime is increasing”, Text Three, as in:
. jaLaa AjlJi (ji j l  Îc. ù A u k  (j^J
In some contexts, the Arabic perfect may translate the English present simple. For example, 
eighteen students acceptably translated the English present simple in “Statistics released 
yesterday show that recorded crime in England and Wales fell by 9 per cent from July to 
September last year”, Text Three, as in:
¡¿yj L* %9 J I j i l> qa ^ j l ( j l  (̂ J) S A jLpl' ' cjjLmI
.2006 (»tc. ^  *A«JI (Jiijj <5jti* A,)i<«Ult <i«ll J U\UaJ 
J a %  9  (jJoiajl jLi j  j  J a*-* (jl C jjfia CiljjL-aa.) O jfl" ' &
.2006 11 ...»i »jjiHy Ajj Ula i inld l 1̂*11 ^
Other students however acceptably translated the present simple using the Arabic imperfect,
e-g.
X i> %  9 J aax j l j j j
. 2006 fl*] »jiill (jJuj *jjUu Culill j.u'i'm (jJAj
(j* MjLdl) 0/0 Q J aaaJ >"u ini'* 'll 1 j~il>'ll __̂ l]I (jl ^1) (Jm VW 1 ^̂ jll CJ.Jll >**^1
. 2006 fl*H i> Sjttll i j j l lu  (^.inUll |»t*Jl (̂ i Jfr“ cr**
Some examples of the present simple have been rendered by the Arabic perfect when the 
English present tense is used in conditional clauses. For example, seventeen students 
acceptably used the Arabic perfect to translate the simple present in “Finally, if you think 
you are heading for difficult financial times, go and talk to your bank sooner rather than 
later”, Text Eight, as follows:
,.V̂>rf»ll IÀ4J • jlii.1 j  tiltj -a»a\ <>j j1I (Jjau î jlc. L*J A))-**£■ <pL* tc-L-ajI <^ljJ *illl̂  d tAUfrl IaJ
lilixU iI iAajj 4j*jl {$ îylU Cilïjty iji»j»îj tiljl ÛjAtx-l j) Ij^-J
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Other students acceptably used the past of followed by the Arabic imperfect, e.g.
,I j j j  lilijl £« t . * j  jV l 4 -1»,o  <LpL.a3 l djlijl ^Jc. (JjL* lilji duS Ijj ;lJjpdj
.»■¿lull 1 4a jj i-jlL« <1SjU <£aIja liljl \IM’l duS Ijl ; I J
A number of examples involving English statements of fact are straightforwardly translated 
into corresponding Arabic statements of fact. For example, the majority of students 
acceptably translated the English present simple in “ They are creating a humanitarian 
catastrophe in Gaza and the West Bank and have emboldened Israel to sustain an 
unrelenting bomb and missile barrage, which regularly kills innocent children and other 
non-combatants in violation of the fourth Geneva convention which protects civilians under 
occupation’, Text Twelve, as in:
jA JjUill Jjlj frlLy (Jailj*n) jjxfribjj AjuJallJ Ijb. AjjLujJ 4j jlS
î C. ,^1 <*jljll 4jSijV 3>*‘ J$»4 Ukj >dlj (JiLVl Jjij U
.JSLUVI du»J
'-ji.oj Ajli dijl\ ^  (J$i\ ^ A i d a l i j  »jL K̂ Luoj aU\jua 3 ^  j!
3)fcliu J 3 <J\ li*$i Ua ,jlc JjUillj ¿yjlj-oll (> Jj'jJ
.¿Ijl'ixll ¡jjj-iOail 4^U* uJc u^jj ,^1 a-IAU-a 3* jll »¿Ull
However, three students partially acceptably used the Arabic perfect to render the English 
present simple expressing statements of fact, as in:
j IjauoVI (jic ^jl US AiJolIj i j i -  ^  i^Uuyi 3» ^  Q j & J J  / i j j n 'u * 4  i*+̂
3 * Jjxli *^3^  juiaSn ide (jsij J maIj i J i ^  j i  v <¿211
.J5CUVI dud 3pll JltlaVl <jU>̂  UjIjll t j j h i S i  3 >  <1S ti* j  ^^uJi
utSjjl {'fic' jmi) lilljj Aiddlj i j t  ^Uai ̂  <pUuJ 4jjlS dijOâ  <UiUall Jj.il I ¿It tl#*
3“» diti*ll JjUj bi tUu~i Uaj Ĵ UiŜ  J aaoIjUJI v ixilllj ¡jjjiljJatjiUll AJa Jfil 3*
,<llx*ll ^  J^b b_jjadt »lul ^IjUak ¡ ¿ 1 c . 4ju Ij l l  i. ij''> ^iU jI JlilaVl
A small number of examples (3.71%) of the English present simple are translated into 
Arabic by the simple future, formed by the particle or o» plus the imperfect form of the 
verb. For example, some students acceptably rendered the present simple in “The 
government has pointed to globalization as the cause, claiming that immigration may add £6 
billion to production, but it adds a similar proportion to our population’, Text Fifteen, as in:
I f j l  V )  j r U i y i  JLjj l u i  3 ^  y S J U l l  a^ J  j l l  I....̂ m l l  ^ » j S a J l
.yJIlSUII UjUuI «cUu jiill
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¡jh jrULiyi jUL 6 »>■«>» jS i j l  iaua ii!lj ¡ji uxull Ia jUa&lj <LĴ xJl (jJ) <L«j£aJt CjjLil
.(jlSLyill -Xlx] <Liuull (jjjj t_kj<JaJ L-i_yui AdUtj Cjljll 
^Uĵ U ^̂1)1 jLJ 4̂ 1». 6 »JA+ll jL  “SpAft *C»1j»Jl (ji) t. ltUiill C a >j! 4-ftjfLxll
. ¿¡tfLabU OlSJI A) i ii ill
In the same way, some students used the simple future to render the present simple tense in 
“The first commitments period of the Kyoto protocol expires in 2012”, Text Eighteen, as in:
.2012 fUii ^  >>£ J t >
.2012 ^  (/4 J j SjjjjjU J jV ' ip-ajil' Jj*i* i/ TIh  
.2012 ŝ aLm JjSn -iuHj J«*ll lil
It is acceptable to translate the English simple present as the simple future in Arabic when 
the English present simple expresses a planned action that will take place in the future.
6.10.S. Translation of the present progressive tense
The sentences which include the present progressive tense are listed below:
-“The crime figures show the risk of falling victim to an offence is going down” (Text: 3).
- “But nearly two-thirds of people believe crime is increasing” (Text: 3).
- “It is possibly true that as a society, we are storing up massive health problems in the 
community” (Text: 6).
-“It is also true that more and more young people are turning up at Accident and Emergency 
units as a result of heavy boozing, or the related violence and accidents” (Text: 6).
-“Finally, if you think you are heading for difficult financial times, go and talk to your bank 
sooner rather than later” (Text: 8).
- “Having lectured the people of the Middle East about democracy for decades, Europe and 
the US are seeking to trample upon the democratic rights of the Palestinian people”
(Text: 12).
- “They are creating a humanitarian catastrophe in Gaza and the West Bank” (Text: 12).
- “Britain is currently experiencing its biggest influx of immigrants in history, according to 
the Office for National Statistics” (Text: 13).
-“As a result of the Protocol, governments have already put, and are continuing to put 
legislation and policies in place to meet their commitments” (Text: 18).
- “And more and more businesses are making the investment decisions needed for a 
climate-friendly future” (Text: 18).
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3 Is going 5 0 20 3
3 Is increasing 3 0 24 1
6 Storing up... 21 0 7 0
6 Are turning up 21 0 7 0
8 Are heading 10 7 11 0
12 Are seeking 22 0 4 2
12 Are creating 24 0 4 0
13 Experiencing 25 0 3 0
18 Are continuing 12 4 7 5
18 Are making 13 1 13 1
Total 156 12 100 12
Percentages 55.71% 4.29% 35.71% 4.29%
Table 86: Translation of the present progressive tense
The Translation of the Present Progressive
Arabic imperfect Arabic future Other Arabic Omission
structures
Table 87: Distribution of the translation of the present progressive
As illustrated in Table 86, 55.71% of students used the Arabic imperfect to translate the 
English present progressive tense, 4.29 % used Arabic future simple, 4.29% used omission 
and 35,71% used other Arabic structures.
A large number of examples representing the English present progressive are translated into 
Arabic by the imperfect. For example, some students translated the English present 
progressive in “But nearly two-thirds of people believe crime is increasing”, Text Three, 
using the imperfect as in:
ú< ÙJ&N m j 'ai ^
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Some students used adverbial markers together with the imperfect to translate the English 
present progressive. For instance, two students used the time adverbial marker jVl together 
with the imperfect to translate the present progressive in “Having lectured the people of the 
Middle East about democracy for decades, Europe and the US are seeking to trample upon 
the democratic rights of the Palestinian people”, Text Twelve, as follows:
■»!■> « j ib  CiilS j i  ¿ju ^  ij In i »'ill *.,„.a.2il3 4jjal j Laalll jisdl j i t  ¿)Vt Sltu.ll CjLjV^ j  U jjj l  (j!
. Jj i t  Î4 LI JLajûll
üVl ùV.jtaJ ¡¿yt ¿ jic - a.L»] V i J o l je. UjiJnW (jUllI 0 1*fc u ll O L j V W j  J
Other students used the nominalized form of the verb. For example, the present progressive 
in “But nearly two-thirds of people believe crime is increasing”, Text Three, is rendered as:
, i£ ^  cji j  u  j  ( (jAdi ) jiLJi jaa j î  jîit)
.j&LxaJ ^  Jii U)jij L>“̂ '  ¿Ai
A number of examples of the present progressive are rendered using the present active 
participle Jc-tili a form which is derived from the dynamic verb in question and 
considered to be an equivalent to the present progressive in English. For example, some 
students used the present active participle to translate the present progressive in “Finally, if 
you think you are heading for difficult financial times, go and talk to your bank sooner 
rather than later”, Text Eight, as in:
CÀj j*  y i l+iLiu liiull ¿üaûJ uj* jl i jjyac. ijjlü Jut jjjiu tilil CUiiftl lj)
¿y* (J*Jnil L jjl t i l l fiSàj i4#um Â̂ iL* u ij jià  ,ji) titol tiV . '̂ 1
V iilu ça i^Uxij ¿1 JljiL cLAÎjl j±j f|>1< fcilii CjJÜc-I lij ¡IjiA
A small number of examples of the English present progressive are translated into verbless 
predicand and predicate structures. For example, two students acceptably translated the 
present progressive in “As a result of the Protocol, governments have already put, and are 
continuing to put legislation and policies in place to meet their commitments”, Text 
Eighteen, as follows:
jjll 1.1 Jtiilul Ij.lli* >*>' I II' J » II ^  i  CjLaj&ÜI ¿il
,l$jLal jjll IjiVi' <jajJÜI j*ll i Ji \  ¡uj SaJI Cm\1 J j Sj Sj J ill !i*l
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A number of examples of the present progressive are translated into Arabic by the present 
form of the Arabic verb or ‘to perform’ plus the nominalized form of the verb in
the sentence in question. For example, some students translated the present progressive in 
“and more and more businesses are making the investment decisions needed for a climate- 
friendly future”, Text Eighteen, using these structures, as in:
.¿U*il (Jjëiui* tlul Ciljlji àlÀÓb pjki ĵjLLoll j »  A| lt lillUfc j)À
.jjiii JjïluL»! Ô-nJjÜI ¡LijUiujiVI CjIjIJÜI ix-Û qj ¿yjjL-ûjSyl j*
< j j U S i u i !  C j Ij Ij S À l à j l  ^ j l c .  ( J a x J  J U & V l  j *  AjjAaJl - l p * l l j
A number of examples of the present progressive used to express futurity are translated into 
the simple future in Arabic. For example, seven students translated the present progressive 
in “Finally, if you think you are heading for difficult financial times, go and talk to your 
bank sooner rather than later”, Text Eight, as in:
• j !  djAsÛj Vljk liliali Jjj) *, I» ut  3JL» CjUjI ÂK.a.» AjJjÓm libi ■.".il Vila I là) Ijÿ^l
^  jà ll liliali CaAajj 1_1* à! iL» c i j  Â4L4 ÀliLja] ¡jìijmmm tibia 1—IumxI jl  Cjj SÌ là) Ij^ il
.Ajitfll jf t  X ia i i-yjîll
uojjill^ liliia CjAs j IIj  A^jall liLjle. Lai iÂ-tlU ÂàbLja ■—» libi Ajo*j  CaiS là) t l j ^ i j
In Text Three some students unacceptably used the Arabic perfect to translate the present 
progressive. Their translations of the present progressive in “The crime figures show the 
risk of falling victim to an offence is going down” are as follows:
.i" i.A»>t> ll AÏ Ljl^ .j i '1 ACa fj\ j l  AjkO> j l  Cj IJ iiy *ll
.Cali Ai IjLxC n £  j i  j  ÂauC j l  ^ il »AA*1»1I J l ü V l  C a x C e jl
.I j i a i â j l  *& j j a  A ^aC n j j £ 3  j l  j i o i  j i  ^
Another example in the same text where two students unacceptably used the Arabic perfect 
to translate the present progressive occurs in the translation of “But nearly two-thirds of 
people believe crime is increasing”, as follows:
.iiu b jl j i  ¡LfcijaJl j l  iii«j (_jill j *  % 32  i l̂ 1>̂
.Cul j  A^jj^Jl j l  jjA iit)  (Jjilill j A AjMa j *  jjial J s  U)j*j j^ l j
However, the nominalized form of the verb was acceptably used by the professional 
translator, as in:
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j j - o ' i / i  j l  ^ u ii i_i ji%  u  J J o j .
6.10.6. Translation of the past simple tense
The sentences which include the past simple tense are listed below:
-“According to the Home Office, there were 58 firearms-related homicides in 2006-07 
compared with 49 in the previous year-an increase of 18 %” (Text: 1).
-“Statistics released yesterday show that recorded crime in England and Wales fe ll by 9 per 
cent from July to September last year, compared to the same period in 2006” (Text: 3).
-“A report from the Office for National Statistics published yesterday shows that 8,758 
people died from excessive alcohol intake in 2006, twice the number in 1991” (Text: 4). 
-“Death rates rose in all age groups but the biggest increase for both sexes was among 
people aged 35 to 54, a legacy of heavy drinking in their 20s and early 30s” (Text: 4).
- “Death rates for women in this age group doubled from 7.2 to 14.8 per 100,000, a larger 
increase than for women in any other age group” (Text: 4).
-“It is possibly true that as a society, we are storing up massive health problems in the 
community, as happened in the 18th Century” (Text: 6).
-“The number of mortgages approved for homebuyers sank to a record low during October” 
(Text: 7).
-“The BBA said the number of customers granted home loans slumped by almost a fifth 
from 54, 000 in September to just over 44,100” (Text: 7).
- “This represents a fall of 37 per cent year on year and was the third drop in consecutive 
months” (Text: 7).
-“Analysts said the data showed the "troubled housing market" was now "cooling 
significantly" and called on the Bank of England to cut interest rates” (Text: 7).
- “Firstly, what happened is that speculators, who had driven up prices by buying, buying 
buying, stopped buying” (Text: 9).
- “Thus, prices dropped as demand fell away” (Text: 9).
- “The worldwide credit fiasco has resulted in the global credit crunch, the result of which is 
that borrowers can’t get the loans they obtained 6 months ago” (Text: 9).
-“Remember Joseph: Seven years of plenty followed by seven years of famine” (Text: 9).
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-“Israeli troops today killed two Palestinian Hamas gunmen in Gaza, wounding three others” 
(Text: 10).
-“The killings came after Palestinian militants yesterday fired  a Katyusha rocket at the 
northern part of the Israeli town of Ashkelon - the longest reach yet by a Palestinian rocket” 
(Text: 10).
- “Israel hit back with air strikes and ground operations in which nine people, including 
three civilians, were killed ” (Text: 10).
-“To apply pressure through the UN for Israel to respect the UN resolutions requiring its 
withdrawal from the territories it illegally occupied in 1967” (Text: 11).
-“Jacqui Smith, the Home Secretary, announced the government’s new policy to address 
increasing immigration rates” (Text: 14).









1 There were... 14 0 14 0
3 Statistics ...fell 20 2 5 1
4 8,758...died 21 6 1 0
4 Death... rose 21 2 5 0
4 Increase... was 26 0 0 2
4 Death... doubled 22 2 4 0
6 As happened 28 0 0 0
7 Number...sank 22 1 3 2
7 The BBA...said 27 1 0 0
7 Home...slumped 23 1 0 4
7 ...was the third 11 17 0 0
7 Analysts... said 25 0 0 3
7 The data showed 10 14 0 4
7 and called on 13 8 0 7
9 What happened 17 11 0 0
9 Speculators stopped 22 2 3 1
9 Prices dropped 20 6 2 0
9 Demand fell 6 5 12 5
9 The loans obtained 11 5 10 2
9 Seven...followed 0 20 4 4
10 Israeli... killed 18 1 9 0
10 The... came 27 0 1 0
10 Militants...fired 9 0 19 0
10 Israel hit back 20 0 8 0
11 I t ... occupied 14 0 13 1
14 ...announced 26 1 1 0
Total 473 105 114 36
Percentages 65% 14% 16% 5%
Table 88: The translation of the past simple tense
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Table 89: Distribution of the translation of the past simple tense
Table 8 8  indicates that several techniques were used in translating the English past simple 
tense. 65 % of students’ translations of the English past simple tense were rendered into 
Arabic by the perfect. For example, some students acceptably used the Arabic perfect to 
translate the English past tense in “Statistics released yesterday show that recorded crime in 
England and Wales fell by 9 per cent from July to September last year, compared to the 
same period in 2006”, Text Three, as in:
lilE j % 9 4ouijj i"hiiniV)l j l j j j  I Q * <JS ¡yi * ¿̂1 Aj—j i j \  (jJ) d)jUSi j l  V)
. 2006 ^  ijjli»jjilli <jJi*  ajjLJI AiJl ¿>4 (jJ) j£ ji 0*
¿yj U % 9 CiiiniV)l j l j j j  I ( j 4  <JS aI^maII | d l ( j i  J j  jUll Sj JLa»1I dilyjl t m̂ \ dijLil
.2006 »ddl J -̂* JfdjLuij J&Ji if J f “
Some examples (16%) representing the English past simple were rendered into Arabic by 
structures other than the simple perfect or imperfect. For example some students used the 
perfect form of the Arabic verb ‘to perform’ plus the particle m and the nominalized
A
form of the verb in the sentence in question to translate “Israeli troops today killed two 
Palestinian Hamas gunmen in Gaza, wounding three others”, as in:
. ¿HJ*' £ .» j  » ji e ft f
■» j^  ifl oJj’ijiawiHi JSj fjd' ¿à
. * j i  ^  (jüUak iS jaJ j ¿¡yjlwft ¿yJadli Jjjj Ay l y lCi l j i l l  dull f  >¿11
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Similarly, in Text Nine two students used the past form of the Arabic verb ‘to perform’
plus the nominalized form of the verb in the sentence in question to translate the past simple 
in “The worldwide credit fiasco has resulted in the global credit crunch, the result of which 
is that borrowers can’t get the loans they obtained 6  months ago”, as follows:
» f-ic. ^jJlj ^  jLfcuVI ĵJ)
/  Aiyjl j ^ \  ¡¿I (¿yt AjjjJ'nfrj La (Jj i *»•> 'I (jjJaJoj2uJl
j j iij jS  ,jic. jS u ll jjJj La* ( jjillj ftja ill Ûaj ^  (JJtdl J
. JJfr“ 6  ii*
In translating examples of the English past of the verb ‘to be’, some students used the 
perfect form while others used lexical verbs. The analysis shows that a large number of 
students used lexical verbs to translate the English past of the verb ‘to be’. As indicated 
earlier, this may be related to the absence of an overt copula in the simple present in Arabic. 
For example, some students translated the verb ‘were’ in “According to the Home Office, 
there were 58 firearms-related homicides in 2006-07 compared with 49 in the previous year- 
an increase of 18%”, Text One, using a15, as in:
liiUl flxll 49 -j ijjli-» 2007-2006 ^Le. ^  5̂L»lU J3  îUc. 58 îLkhl • j\Jjl tiijj
.% 18 -i ^  J*J
Other students used lexical verbs such as:
JU ijjli*  2007-2006 ^Lc. udlij < ĵUll ¿ZLAj J3  <11». 58 cj«Sj S jljj s Uii|ilfc
.% 18 ^  >sra*Lall ÛJl 49
Some students used semantically light verbs, e.g. J l s . Their translations of the past
simple in “This represents a fall of 37 per cent year on year and was the third drop in 
consecutive months”, Text Seven, are as follows:
LjoliaJl tyJaiy lj*j / l.ih.'u j$*Sl cr1ft vUlJll jk (jiliiJVI li* ,4-u« JSl % 3 7  jflajl
. jf*il j5Lx î jiLu i ĵll kllllSlI JajiLitll jk  I ¿A %37
.î lULa j ^ l  ŷic. lUIS (Jlaj aj j i j  jh j  Îc. ¿u flft % 3 7  ja ii (jJaliiil (Ĵ *4 La h*j
In the same way, some students used ^  to translate the English past of the verb ‘to be’, in 
“According to the Home Office, there were 58 firearms-related homicides in 2006-07 
compared with 49 in the previous year-an increase of 18%”, Text One, as in:
2 4 6
49 <—1 ajjLi* 2006 fL*ll ¿y j >«j <J3 <ji f.iaa*J t j jU 5̂Lui 58 ^Lia A^l-dl ®j'j^ Liiji
.% 18 Cjjiijjl <fuiill (jl < l̂2005 fLJl O'*
'ji ^  jlill ^5L2l fllkUj CjjA> J3  AaJ^» ¿y»oaij A_̂jL»j liiu* (jll Â jUo;)̂ ! Âjlil.}]! »jl j j  Aj jlc. aluj 
la (̂ 1 iJl*. (jlvjjlj AjluU Iji) Jill CjVIa CLujjjl uLua. ĵJaLJl Ajjlla ,»2006 fL*Jl ¿y j_y3 / J4-*4
ŵ*C- A-fjL*J a3j**u
14% of the examples of the past simple tense were rendered by the Arabic imperfect. For 
example, four students used the Arabic imperfect to translate the past tense in “A report 
from the office for National Statistics published yesterday shows that 8,758 people died 
from excessive alcohol intake in 2006, twice the number in 1991”, Text Four, as in:
jUj t\ja> ¿y Jj3jaj i>iUil ¿y 8758 (j4 VjLiy La j '  j ^  »L-aa»yt i—u£U jjft jjL-o jjjAJ jW
. 1991 jl* ^ill Atail <_U~. .2006 ^
tja # CjLĵ S ( j l *..11,11,1 (j« 8,758 o' O**' <—u£a ¡¿¡a jAl»«ll OsiO*jl' O^O6
. 1991 ^  J  ¿toll ^  2006 <4* v*
A > £ j o -^'  t> 8758 o' cr'! u44̂  2006 l»'-«J ^ j i l i  jc. ou*^' o'-4'
. 1 991 fl*ll ¡ft JAaJl i. U ,J« (Jlfci Jaji*ll
A careful investigation of the context in which this example occurs in the SL text shows that 
8,758 people had already died as a result of heavy drinking. For this reason it is 
unacceptable to use the Arabic imperfect to translate the English past tense in this context. 
In both English and Arabic the past simple is used to indicate an action which began and 
ended in the past.
Similarly, two students unacceptably used the imperfect to translate the past simple in 
“Death rates rose in all age groups but the biggest increase for both sexes was among people 
aged 35 to 54, a legacy of heavy drinking in their 20s and early 30s”, Text Four, as follows:
* Laic. 54-35 On La >̂**11 Aiill o* u)>*L>ll ĵ sSlI £U3jyi (jSl jlac-Vl ujU* <J£ fj&jj Cj>o11
.Cili)j5ljll j  CjÛ j ^ulII p *  jaft ) Ja jioll v S j l e .  ¿ y  »> JJ  La A^u li* j
ljj2lll i,, 1.1,»1 54-35_>**■ UW La (jLS ¿y JiSVl Aifcll (jSl jLaftVl Cilicia £y+ lfi CllV̂ aa
Flowever, in Text Nine twenty students translated the past simple in “Remember Joseph: 
seven years of plenty followed by seven years of famine” using the Arabic imperfect tense, 
as follows:
• '̂ L^aJl /  Joaoll ¿ y  ^¡| ^  ukujj jSjj
."i-jL^a liiljiu ¿j+jibg »Lkj  Cjlji« ¿yi " Uuijj  IjjSiS
.( i* M ' ) ¿ y  ¿yk. 3 ^  " ; J jl  jSjj USj
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One possible reason for the use of the Arabic imperfect in translating the past simple is the 
fact that ‘followed by’ can be interpreted here as equivalent to ‘which will be followed by’- 
in which case the imperfect seems reasonable.
6.10.7. Translation of the past perfect
The following is the only sentence in the corpus that includes the English past perfect:
“Firstly, what happened is that speculators, who had driven up prices by buying, buying, 
buying, stopped buying” (Text: 9).
T ST Arabic imperfect Arabic perfect Use of other Arabic 
structures
9 Had driven 15 9 4
Total 15 9 4
Percentage 53.57% 32.14% 14.29%
Table 90: The translation of the past perfect
The Translation of the Past Perfect
60
Arabic perfectAra bic imperfect Other Arabic structures !
.....................i
Table 91 : Distri button of the translation of the past perfect
Table 90 illustrates that 53.57% of the translations of the past perfect were rendered by the 
Arabic imperfect, 32.14% were in the Arabic perfect and 14.29% were rendered using other 
Arabic structures.
The researcher did not expect to find that the Arabic imperfect is the most frequent strategy 
used by the subjects of this study in translating the past perfect. Although this is the only
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occurrence of the past perfect in this analysis, it is unjustified in this context to use the 
Arabic imperfect to translate the English past perfect, e.g.
^ill fl ̂ ¿»!l (ft ̂ »ill (ft ̂ ¿!l(f Ijjill tjj»i JJ (¿yillj (ijjjj' i«r»«ll ¿)t jA lliisk
<.Hi(j-it%ll I^Jj fl >̂*«11 (jft l̂ jiSjJ flj^illj fl_)*illj fl_)2dlj >u«ll ¿jyti jj ijĵ lll ¿jjJjl ><<v»ll j l  jA /Oifcj
.ftj^it jc .  jusyi U ey j U-Vi
,CjIjlitll f I ¿f. IjiSjj ii  j U J^I j j i t i j j  ¿frpll j^ jU «nu 'l ¿¡I jA iliia. L* ;Vji
A careful investigation of the context in which this example occurs in the SL text shows that 
speculators’ policy of buying properties has affected the British property market, the result 
of which is that prices have fallen sharply. According to Azar (1999: 45), the past perfect 
expresses an activity that was completed before another activity or time in the past. For this 
reason the Arabic imperfect is not an acceptable translation of the English past perfect in 
this context.
On the other hand, nine students acceptably used the Arabic perfect to translate the English 
past perfect, as in:
,£L)Jl ¿|ft IjtijJ / lj«ii»l f I jdll f I JiilU jljUdVl lj»j j  ¿yill jjjjjl ii*»«ll ¿1 J* **0»
f|^¿]| Ijiïji JÎ fljjSJI fi fljÜ\ fj fljiill AJ«*iiI^ j IiumiSM lj«ij  tjplt (j^Jjl(¿»Il ji  _jA l’tW :Vjl
. J j L u l l  f l ( j f t  I j i ï j J  f l j i i l l  Aj II jL tu iV l l j « i j  ( j p l l  ùsW jl >¿»*11 ¿ )ljA  ¿ U »  U  A jljJ 
Similarly, the professional translator used the Arabic perfect, as in:
,f  l^d ll (je. Ijt f jJ  J  ft i II fit f l  _^All yC- L)Hc jlfdylVl Ijo i _} ( j^ l  ij^Jjl i<«*ll ijl jA  t-  :V jl
Some examples of the past perfect are translated using other Arabic structures. For instance, 
three students acceptably used the past form of the verb ?jk or J*m ‘to perform’ plus the 
particle m or J*- and the nominalized form of the verb in the sentence in question, as in:
,f  l^ iill (je. I^ B jJ if !_^ill f i  f  I j i i l l  jc . jitu ll l_ytJi i^^ll 1 ***!' d  t - ji»
ft j j i l l  jjc. IjiS  y  j  <i1ii a «Il f  I j i i l l  (¿¡¡jin (jft jlluuVl |«j j  IjL fc  ¿ jjlll ¿y#jLi»*ll d  J *
f|jjÜI |jBji flj i  (f Ij i i  (f 1 ^  <«,.jUull ftjJàll diStfvj i'i m jl i(n«ll i»lj t,«.Vic- <Ljiill ljIj  ̂ :Vjl
As students’ translations show, in many contexts the Arabic perfect can be acceptably used 
to render the English past perfect and the past simple. The two tenses can also be acceptably 
rendered by the use of the perfect form of the verb or ‘to perform’ plus the 
nominalized form of the verb in the sentence in question.
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6.10.8. Translation of the past progressive tense
The following is the only occurrence in the corpus that includes the English past 
progressive:
-“Analysts said the data showed the "troubled housing market" was now "cooling 
significantly" and called on the Bank of England to cut interest rates” (Text: 7).
T S T P a s t o f  j ß i  
p lu s  th e  
p re se n t  
fo rm
A ra b ic
p e rfe c t
A ra b ic
im p e rfe c t
U se  o f U se  o f  o th e r
A ra b ic
s tru c tu re s
O m is s io n
7 w a s  c o o lin g 2 2 2 9 11 2
T o ta l 2 2 2 9 11 2
P e rc e n ta g e s 7 .1 4 % 7 .1 4 % 7 .1 4 % 32. 15% 3 9 .2 9  % 7 .1 4 %
T a b l e  9 2 :  T h e  t r a n s l a t i o n  o f  t h e  p a s t  p r o g r e s s i v e











Past of o A Arabic perfect Arabic U»e of Other Arabic Omiailon
plui the Imperfect etucture*
present form
T a b l e  9 3 :  D i s t r i b u t i o n  o f  t h e  t r a n s l a t i o n  o f  t h e  p a s t  p r o g r e s s i v e
Table 92 indicates that 39.29 % of the translations of the past progressive were rendered 
into Arabic by the use of other Arabic structures, 32. 15% by the use of 7.14%'by the 
perfect of 0 &  plus the present form of the main verb, 7.14% by the Arabic perfect, 7.14% 
by the Arabic imperfect and 7.14% by omission.
As the analysis shows, about one third of the Arabic translations of the past progressive 
were rendered by jv*-»' plus the nominalized form of the main verb or its derived adjective, 
as in:
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(¿jit ¡jic. & i j S " jVi ¿)S'.ii«ii »tjji aK»»< jl cij^Jal diULjJi jL j jlU*H j s  j
,»ijU]l Jixg / Aj*d ( JJij ) Ĵail jl Ijjiadl liijj
,A_l»aI j i  jU^ajl jVI i.' l^jij ^jlixJl (jjjjAidl (JSLia Jtjiajj dAjLjdl ail jL  j j ll>gll (Jtl
liljiill ^  ijljill Ajtd oiLjj l. limi lillij U le. jj tjiU fiutai UJjt îg'l j l  J l  jjjUgll ¡jiaJU jLil ilj
There is a possibility that students used p*-»l to give a sense that this action has been 
happening recently. The use of the time adverb jVl ‘now’ shows that the British property 
market is going down.
7.14% of the translations of the English past progressive were rendered by the Arabic 
perfect, e.g.
(_H3liijV  A>/ij IgJJt i l  JÙI4JI (j^uJl jl J j  jjj .lib r iv i jjjl>.all j g  ftjili^Jl dlL»jLu*Jl dljLSl i l j
.•LjajjJI iil jill diVi*g
liljj jg  >, t lllr»*lj  A^Jatj ft jjk» i li ĵ dllij L-ljJ-i .inali dlljlii»Jtj jlidy ! j l l  dlljljl jlj j JLfcg cJU
.»iillll dlVi*g ftUJl Ijl^dl
Two students partially acceptably used the perfect form of j  &  plus the imperfect form of 
the verb in the sentence in question, e.g.
I Jjlojt lilù J  ¿J.q.iijj  " -lojolg j£dj " jifrj jlS l_ijLuJcmJ! d ljjl ft) jd  jj*ji " dui»Jft dlUIJI jl j j ll%*D (Jll
.Siilill jlfcJ j injiii) i f  j£>d'
I jjl^ jl ¿ ih  I J U o j  i (Ĵ >«l i  j j j  jlS  L_ijJn.img'l jULa)!! ¿J**  j l  d l j j i !  dlULjJl »ic.ll j l  j jll> * (Jll ill
.»ijliil dlVi*<• ¿la*4
According to Hajjaj (1999: 96-7), the use of the perfect form of jjS* plus the imperfect 
form of the main verb in the sentence is the most common equivalent of the English past 
progressive. However, due to the immediate effect of the property crisis there is a possibility 
that students used other Arabic structures in order to convey the intended meaning of the 
source text, as can be seen in the following translations:
(jojlltl jUaJ )̂j]l i f  jS_̂ *]l lilull Ijftij *>-!Intingi! dlljllaJl (jjul txdnlj 1 jjit diULjjJl d jja l ill jjjl»gl! l^JJ
.iiiljJl l-4td
.ftilill dlVigg Jal J l IJl^jl liljj dlftij .iàjal» ijSj J  jVl JjUgll iJ jmi jl dljldl dlUl̂ ll jl jjlix*]) J S j
The professional translator used the Arabic imperfect with the adverbial marker ¿>Vl to 
translate the past progressive, as follows:
i_ij m *  Ijtij "JàjaA» jjj!" »JJIJ jVl y H  "AjjJn.ifiq'l jlS^yI j^ui" jl dlULfJl jlj jjUv.all (JUj
.Siilill jUui jiaiù
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6.10.9. Translation of the future simple tense
The sentences which include the future simple tense are listed below:
- “So there is a major problem now and it will continue ” (Text: 6).
-“That will depress the market” (Text: 9).
- “Fourthly, the amount of debt in our society is literally astronomical and this will impact 
hugely in the coming economic downturn” (Text: 9).
- “With 520 new immigrants arriving every day, the ONS has predicted that the UK 
population will increase by five million to 65 million people within a decade” (Text: 13). 
-“By mid century England’s population will increase by nearly 16 million - that is twice the 
population of Greater London” (Text: 13).
-“First, low-skilled workers from the developing world will be barred from moving to 
Britain” (Text: 14).
-“Third, the government will set up a Border Police Force with powers to track down and 
remove illegal migrants” (Text: 14).
-“Finally, a new points-based system for economic migrants will be introduced in the 
spring, only allowing them to come to this country if they have sufficient skills and 
qualifications” (Text: 14).
-“The huge increase in the population will have enormous impacts on the future of our 
society” (Text: 15).
-“The new migration surges imply that new homes will have to be built to house the extra 
migrants” (Text: 15).
-“Indeed, low paid British workers will pay the price of immigration” (Text: 15).
-“As the earth’s temperature rises, polar ice will melt, causing the water level of the oceans 
to rise” (Text: 16).
- “Rising ocean levels, in turn, will cause flooding along the coasts” (Text: 16).
- “Global warming will also cause major changes in climate that will affect agriculture” 
(Text: 16).
- “The Kyoto Protocol is generally seen as an important step toward a truly global emissions 
reduction regime that will stabilize GHG concentrations at a level which will avoid 
dangerous climate change” (Text: 18).
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6 will continue 8 12 0 7 1
9 will depress 4 10 0 14 0
9 this will impact 10 6 2 9 I
13 will increase 12 5 1 10 0
13 will increase 15 8 1 4 0
14 will be barred 9 5 4 10 0
14 will set up 12 9 0 7 0
14 will be 
introduced
12 6 0 8 2
14 will have 15 10 2 0 1
15 will have to be 
built
3 4 0 3 18
15 will pay 13 10 1 2 2
16 will melt 14 9 1 3 1
16 will cause 17 6 3 0 2
16 will also cause 16 9 2 0 1
16 will affect 16 5 6 0 1
18 will stabilize 10 7 4 6 1
18 will avoid 7 4 11 6 0
Total 193 125 38 89 31
Percentages 40.5% 26.3% 8% 18.7% 6.5%
Table 94: The translation of the future simple tense
The Translation of the Future Simple tenee
U ia o fj. plus the U«eoM,p. plus U i* of other Arebic imperfect Omiuion 
Imperfect the Imperfect Arabic etructurae
Table 95: Distribution of the translation of the ftiture simple tense
As illustrated in Table 94 the majority of the occurrences of the future simple were 
translated into Arabic by the future simple, formed by the use of the future particle or o* 
plus the imperfect form of the main verb. 40.5% of the examples were translated by the use 
of the future particle l>* plus the imperfect form of the main verb. For example, a number of
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students used the particle o> plus the imperfect form of the verb to translate the simple 
future in “So there is a major problem now and it will continue”, Text Six, as in:
.iUila* Cijll ji« j] j a Uuim Sfj|l f j^aUJl U3j yk <K*1» U* lij]i lil
¡j Aj  jV 1 ,«a A K friiljj
, jaiiinuj SjJfr.iT- j  <*jUl <lLi*e lillj]
26.3 % o f the examples of the future simple were translated by the use of the future 
particle *-*>-' plus the imperfect form of the main verb. For instance, some students 
acceptably translated the future simple in “So, there is a major problem now and it will 
continue”, Text Six, as in:
.¿jUSS i-i>frfrj  j  (J**lW
, t^jlj j  <l£2u «¿!U* j | i  ¿Hi!
. l ĵlj  4 **’* *4̂  4llil
A number of examples o f the future simple (18.7%) were rendered into Arabic by the use of 
other Arabic structures. For example, some translations of the future simple were rendered 
into Arabic by the future particle u- or plus the present form of the verb ‘lead to’
plus the nominalized form of the main verb in the sentence in question. For example, some 
students translated the future simple in “That will depress the market”, Text Nine, as:
.JjjfrJl jlui£ (jjjtfri> I j* j
.(jjfrJl J ]  Lu
. jjfrJl L̂frfrS 1{¿a j
A few students translations of the future simple utilized the future particle o* or plus 
the present form o f  the Arabic verb ‘to perform’ plus the particle v  and the nominalized 
form of the verb in the sentence in question. For example, three students acceptably 
rendered the future simple in “Third, the government will set up a Border Police Force with 
powers to track down and remove illegal migrants”, Text Fourteen, as follows:
¿ *  iW  j -  ijili £!jj| i j ^  J t  Sji cJ om : OHS
.Ajfi->i jyiJl SJ^jl ¿id S*»jSak i»Uti cLiUfo : tilli
( j y c - j j t  Lfc!fr>̂ W-*l' j!  ¿¿Jjlfl' tililjl <LLj.il! C iljl j a  cU*J < aj£aJlajS  ; tilli
■ ij& t
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A few examples of the future simple (8%) were rendered by the Arabic imperfect. For 
instance, four students acceptably translated the future simple in “First, low-skilled workers 
from the developing world will be barred from moving to Britain”, Text Fourteen, as in:
LjjUaJjj jJ) .̂Ull AjiSldl dllL-iKml /d«j ; Vjl
^Ull J j j  ¡ja ( ^  jL*aJl (JjiJ /uiaj ; Vjt
(Ĵ*u!l j\ (j* ( J AdaiVu'l dllujjaJl <_fji ¿yt jLtnil /uiaj ;Vjl
It should be noted that the use of the Arabic imperfect is more appropriate in instructional 
texts than the future simple.
However, one student unacceptably used the Arabic imperfect to translate the future simple 
in “By mid century England’s population will increase by nearly 16 million- that is twice 
the population of Greater London”, Text: 13, as follows:
■1)j j  ¿¿il (jliui JJC. (ji j^l j j i l l  i j ja L  1 6 Jl >—ijttj jlSuJl XJZ- j l  »Liu« lj* j
.Uidl n Jjjuu;
One student unacceptably used the Arabic perfect to translate the future simple in “Indeed, 
low paid British workers will pay the price of immigration, as they find that their own 
wages are held down by competition from the new arrivals”, Text Fifteen, as follows:
j i L a l j l l  Ajyilia lila^a j JJ £ » J l  j ^ j l k j j J l  J l * » i l  j^ iU LlI ( J x i l L j
However, in Text Sixteen the Arabic perfect was acceptably used in the context of a quasi­
conditional structure to translate the future simple in “As the earth’s temperature rises, polar 
ice will melt, causing the water level of the oceans to rise”, as in:
. - J »1̂ *11 ._jym M  4juL £l»3jl 4 4 j Jail' duli L*1S ¡ jla jV l »j l j x  duijjl LelSi
A number of students (6.5%) omitted the future tense in their translation of “The new 
migration surges imply that new homes will have to be built to house the extra migrants”, 
Text Fifteen, as in:
( j i i l i l l  -U«Jl (jLu*>y »¿¡¿4«. d lj£  f lu  v.llkTt C L y j*  ( jl U J»
(ja AiC- jjSI »tj^y *Lj ij ' inTi dlt*.jaI
j j j s J ^ J l J a  ¿¡¡I j ld !  fr 'jjV  J j L L  *Lj  j « d>T) d i l j )
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There is a possibility that students were more focused on the translation of ‘imply’ rather 
than the future tense. As far as this context is concerned, these are acceptable Arabic 
translations.
6.11. Prepositions (94 errors, 2.00 %)
English distinguishes two types of prepositions: simple and complex. Simple prepositions 
consist of one word (e.g. in, on), and complex prepositions consist of more than one word 
(e.g. in case of, apart from). Prepositions express different semantic relations such as spatial 
(in the garden), temporal (at five o’clock), cause-purpose (because of), manner (with, like). 
Arabic prepositions govern their complement in the genitive case. They are
divided into separable and inseparable prepositions. Separable prepositions consist of two 
groups: the first group comprises prepositions proper (e.g. ud! -A“ ‘My brother 
travelled to Egypt’), and the second group is made up of nouns in the accusative used 
syntactically as prepositions (quasi-prepositions) (e.g. ¿*—*1' ¿.Ul ‘In front of the mosque’). 
Inseparable prepositions consist of single letters attached to nouns e.g. %  r “*' ‘I swear by
An Arabic preposition may be translated by several English prepositions, while an English 
usage may also have several Arabic translations. For example, Arabic uses ^  which means 
‘in’, for time and place, while English uses ‘in’, ‘at’ and ‘on’, e.g:
The complicated system of English prepositions and the aforementioned differences 
between English and Arabic prepositions seem to have caused problems for the translators. 
There were 94 (2.00%) errors in prepositions. To illustrate this point, two students 
unacceptably translated the preposition ‘from’ in “A report from the office for National 
Statistics published yesterday shows that 8,758 people died from excessive alcohol intake in 
2006, twice the number in 1991”, Text Four, as the Arabic preposition u - , as follows:
God’.
%ul! ^  
¡¡Lajidl 
LkllMa <uijL*ll 
jjU ¿y> 1̂51' 1̂»
in the city 
at school
at six o’clock in the morning 
on the second of May
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s-1 i y  2006 ¡j*ii\ <!à 8,758 ¿ta /> d l cjLjjL^xyt c_ûL> ¡j* (_>l»VW j i jfc  j ¿j
, ] 991 4j*a , /  -Uxll >. iiiinj ( JajLJI
jÎj  Jaji*ll jL«jyi i, I,lui (jjjjxj jjjUll ¿>» 8,758 ¿jl _>$Jolj *»>»llx. CjUI >rfiVl nS« ¿y» Âa jUII j j j ï j ^mü
. 2006 / )  1991 f>1* ¿y  i—**»Uall / )  CjL)i_jll j x  cic.lJaj
Students’ translations here seem to have been affected by colloquial Arabic which would 
have t> in this context. One possible translation of the preposition in the above-mentioned 
context could be:
¿yt £j\jy& *>jVi IjijJ 11 .>i 8,758 ¿(1 ip! l>**V1j ,/ IbjII frl̂ »a.yt ¿ye. jJL-o jjjÜ jJLj
.1991 ft*l ¿w*jl»ll as* 1 »» *<" j* j 2006 ft*- J>*£il
Other students omitted the preposition and acceptably translated the sentence, as in:
(j5Li (JjaÜI (Jjlïi /  Joljiyi I.. IimJ IjljJ 8,758 /!>»> iji AjiLjll Cjl»L̂ aa.yi t.a.>35L> Jjjij j$Jài (jjiaVtj
. 1991 ft*. /  Ijijj ¿yill Ale. >. w.à 2006 ft*Jl 
(8,258) ¿/-¿J «ÜLmOuij '—«V1 I-Jjtij t-« j l  Jiij ^ill (/la jlt  »U-aa>yi j j j j j  J4-lol ül
,f 1 991 (*t*ll ( /  Al*Jl i U ,̂ a j* j  f2006 ftill / j  J^aill , /  Ja jàall (jlnUlll »1 j*. I jÎl» Lai i iti
Other examples of the influence of colloquial Arabic on the students’ translations of 
prepositions include:
“Second, foreign nationals wanting to marry a Briton could also face a language test to 
prove their ability to integrate”, Text Fourteen.
¿y) ,£UijVI / e  f«j>ii ¿*w Cil^lkj jx r 'i  jll ¿ujeUli mVHI ¿j>U>*ll
(More acceptably o l / J b ^
“The problem we have today is the cheapness of alcohol, and the numerous outlets where it 
can be obtained”, Text Six.
,(¿>¿11 ,ji) Ifcii jijli </l' ¿jlj^bU fi~«l! Al»llJ * J^aill ¿>¿11 / )  »j* </ «USAoll ¿>»Sj
“As a result, the benefit to the native British population is trivial”, Text Fifteen.
,(¿>̂ 1̂ *11 y,Jft ( /ll/  ¿>ia'j-aAJ ),Ai|ila ^  ¿^Ldl /L k jjJ l  ¿»JaljJl jJ l S îUlU lillJJ 4jk îj
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In Text Twelve, one student unacceptably rendered the preposition ‘o f  in “The failure of 
our government to speak out against Israel’s oppression of the Palestinian population is 
complicit with those actions of the EU, the US and Israel” as i > , as in:
j la u V I ^  » k  £ *  j j k l j j  ,»»»till ¿j* J j j l  j *ji\ j l j l a . J n t j  ^ lia  ^ j k  J^)ll ( J k l
i i h u l l  O b V ^ l I j
The wrong use of the Arabic preposition t> here has changed the meaning of the sentence, 
making Israel ‘the oppressed’ and the Palestinians ‘the oppressors’. A translation that 
acceptably renders the meaning of the source text would be:
Cjlft Î >aJ (j a  j lS L J l Jill_> mj) fUa -U a  SSj j  j j j j  4 jJ  J -d tJ  ^»j-V^ll U ltjü a , JJ l*
, I.‘.I . .1 . i  w  •: .Il , - .1 .M .11................' s ,1
6.12. Singular and plural (86 errors, 1.8 %)
The general analysis showed that students were not systematic in translating the singular 
and plural. In other words, students translated singular in the source text into plural in the 
target text, and they translated plural into singular. It is unacceptable to translate the singular 
into plural or vice versa without any good reason, e.g. stylistic preferences. The number of 
errors involved in the translation of singular and plural nouns was 86 (1.8%). For example, 
three students translated “All crime is down 32 per cent over the past decade”, Text Three, 
as:
. %32 ul) jjjLJl Jjiull ^  kailjll ¿̂1 Cilmj  ikÿ» 
.ÂSjLmJI JjjuJl Jîlà. %32 <JkuOJ l'i.àaâill !»jlJfjl kiij ¡j\
.AjjJoLdl JjLdl J i t i  %32 jaJl JS
In Text Ten eight students translated the singular noun ‘a rocket’ in “The killings came after 
Palestinian militants yesterday fired a Katyusha rocket at the northern part of the Israeli 
town of Ashkelon” as a plural, as follows:
j j l j L i l  ¿y* (jit k iy ß &  F i J y *  /ùfcH'k ij£*k} ftk> JS)'
j a  ft > jl <jk r n J y a  ¿a j  JSlt ft l*.
,jk Lijß S  ¡ y J  y*g ij^ “k dfj'>“*) J*- ÜAwkJil' f\i £Üaî]l ^  ÂkLJl Jsit CljLs. j k  b jj
, jL«*i
¿ p jy c . 4jk Lij,)jlS]l f o J j —  dpU»W (jjj'jk .iili ¿JJtlnl« I JMJ lillj f j  k lJ
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.¿IjKj.jl iA¡ ( J j j l j d  f ja il (jic. lidjjjIS ruj\ y¿a v-Ĵ jOa C*J «la. (Jjüll
ícLil ^U U I «ja il  ĵic. LijjjlS ^Ljjljd^ j^Üglj jjj'u ln.iU j j d j lu  ^Uí Cxj (Jlj4¿VI Ajl«r. Cifla. JÍj
.jilLdft
ÁjjA*ll «Ljlluill A,ja l linll ĵic. L1j j j I£ (jpUob Áajlill j.JJjin.nlill (jjiiaall ^Uí iJlc. U j «la. (J2ÜI
. j j i l i l l  A jljil^yi
.Jjjl_>m) (Jlnl y i  ¿jilLuC. Ajfl» ^̂ Jc. LijjjlSll fuj\j~a (jiUaU (jjj'nliiiiU jjd jliu  flí ¿j\ JUlj d li  «la JlSj
T ST Erroneous translations Model translations
6 We are storing up massive health 
problems in the community. .CjUa a a JI
i  ¿y*
8 There are some good offers as banks 
compete for your cash.
J d  J * j f .  J*.
j L L * * . J ie . j j i j iV t
Cllj J J«j' L j-V  ^  a
, JMJ yjfr kUI jLé4»aJ1 (ji
6 The problem we have today is the 
cheapness of alcohol, and the 
numerous outlets where it can be 
obtained.
< - » l i  ^  kKidltj fjjl IfJua ̂ iUj AJSJUlIj
Cjl j SLmmII j l j u J  J  ijA
Jji4ll.ll Ĵ La4 JÚJUJ
15 The new migration surges imply that 
new homes will have to be built to 
house the extra migrants.
u ' iA -  J a  •>»+!' ÍJ#̂ dl iĵ kfll CiUiÚ
«ij^y jSUdd «Ui ¡
. j ^ i u - y i  o ,o? .i«o i
18 As a result of the Protocol, 
governments have already put, and 
are continuing to put legislation and 
policies in place to meet their 
commitment.
Cm cmaj flJaill J j £  j j j j JJ 
£■*■<» j  ^  C ij a U j
(¿Ja l*>L,Aj.ill j
C uuJej Á T y ' J  
V ft AnS ja II wjLtjSLhJt 
) CjLkj >1j /uio f < Jk 
»UjU .Ijfcnll ^ jJaj4
Table 96: Errors involving singular and plural
6.13. Passive (5 8  e r ro rs , 1 .2 % )
Voice is a grammatical feature which helps to view the action of a sentence in two ways 
while keeping the basic, propositional meaning (Aziz, 1989: 263). The first is the active 
voice , where an agent is typically presented as involved in an action resulting in
or affecting something; the second is the passive voice i , ^ ' ,  where the entity
affected by or resulting from the action is highlighted. Both English and Arabic have voice 
systems. In English the active-passive transformation is syntactic; it involves the verb, the 
subject (agent) and object (patient or goal) and the word order. The verb phrase in the 
passive belongs to a complex structure, which comprises two parts: the auxiliary element 
BE and the past participle of the lexical element. In Arabic the active-passive transformation 
is morphological. It entails a change in the vocalic pattern of the active verb. For example, 
the Arabic active verb mj* ‘he wrote’ becomes ‘it was written’ in the passive. Arabic 
also has the verb-form, e.g. >-&' ‘it got broken’. This verb form has a medio-passive 
meaning, which implies that the agent is unknown or that the action simply happened by 
itself, e.g. ‘The window broke/ was broken’.
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By opting for the passive voice, English thematises the original object, placing it first in the 
sentence as the subject of the passive verb. According to Baker (1992:102-110), the passive 
in English is also used to foreground the object (patient) and background the subject (agent) 
of the active sentence. Arabic on the other hand does not need a passive structure to 
thematise the original active object. In Arabic noun phrases are inflected for case regardless 
of where they occur sequentially in the sentence. In other words, the object becomes the 
subject of the passive verb without necessarily changing its position in the sentence. To 
illustrate this point, consider the following examples from English and Arabic:
English Arabic
Milton wrote Paradise Lost in 1671. (active) . 1671 A*-
Paradise Lost was written in 1671. (passive) .1671 A^ »->»—«1* »■* cjjjS
In English the object ‘Paradise Lost’ has become the subject of the passive sentence, while 
its counterpart in Arabic »̂ -<»*1' ‘poem’ has become the subject of the passive sentence 
without changing its medial position in the sentence.
Ghazala (1995: 247) states that passive and active are two contrastive voices which have 
different stylistic functions. Although the active and passive sentences (a) “The Jewish 
soldiers killed five Palestinian children yesterday” and (b) “Five Palestinian children were 
killed yesterday” look in many ways the same, they are stylistically different. In (a) the 
active style aims at focusing on the murderers for human and political reasons. In (b), on the 
other hand, the passive style aims at concentrating on the result of the action (i.e. the five 
Palestinian children and killing them) and hiding the identity of the killers.
El Sheikh (1977, 195-203) states that the selection of the passive in English and Arabic is 
determined by three main factors: situational, stylistic and syntactic. Situationally, the 
passive may be opted for when the agent of the action is obvious, unknown or being 
deliberately kept anonymous for some reason or another. Stylistically, the passive is used 
much more frequently in English than in Arabic. In English the passive is frequently used in 
informative, particularly scientific texts. Syntactically, by opting for the passive English 
thematises the goal (the subject of the corresponding active sentence), placing heavy 
nominal groups at the end of the sentence. Arabic, as we mentioned above, does not need 
such a syntactic device to thematise the noun phrase functioning as object. One basic 
grammatical distinction between English and Arabic is that the Arabic nominal phrase
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inflects for case, whereas English does not have such a case system, except marginally for 
some pronouns (cf. section 6.5).
In addition, English uses both the agentive and the agentless passive type. In Arabic the 
passive is normally of the agentless type, i.e. the agent should remain unspecified. On the 
whole Arabic favours the use of active over the use of passive constructions (ibid: 162).
The following sentences which include the English passive, either as full verbs or passive 
participles, will be used in the discussion below:
- “According to the Home Office, there were 58 ft rearm s-related homicides in 2006-07 
compared with 49 in the previous year” (Text: 1).
- “Drugs, urban decay, racism, "gangsta" rap and an absence of positive role models have all 
been blamed for the recent spate of gun deaths” (Text: 1).
- “Fourthly, we should prohibit certain air weapons that are easily converted to fire live 
ammunition” (Text: 2).
- “Statistics released yesterday show that recorded crime in England and Wales fell by 9 
percent from July to September last year, compared to the same period in 2006” (Text: 3).
- “A report from the Office for National Statistics published yesterday shows that 8,758 
people died from excessive alcohol intake in 2006, twice the number in 1991” (Text: 4).
- “Death rates rose in all age groups but the biggest increase for both sexes was among 
people aged 35 to 54, a legacy of heavy drinking in their 20s and early 30s” (Text: 4).
- “Third, university students should face a clampdown on drinks promotion, and parents of 
children caught drinking should be subject to fixed-penalty fines” (Text: 5).
-“Finally, there must be higher taxes on the most potent beers and mixers associated with 
binge drinking” (Text: 5).
- “The problem we have today is the cheapness of alcohol, and the numerous outlets where 
it can be obtained ” (Text: 6).
“It is estimated that as many as 5 million Britons abuse alcohol on a regular basis” (Text: 6).
- “There are probably as many as 3 to 4 million people in the UK who could be classed as 
‘Active Alcoholics’, (Text: 6).
- “What is to be done about it, that is the ‘64 Thousand Dollar Question!’ (Text: 6).
- “The number o f mortgages approved for homebuyers sank to a record low during October, 
according to figures released by the British Bankers’ Association that provide further 
evidence of a slowdown in the property market” (Text: 7).
2 6 1
- “The BBA said the number of customers granted home loans slumped by almost a fifth 
from 54,000 in September to just over 44, 100” (Text: 7).
- “Third, be careful with the credit card -  if you’re tempted to overdo it, leave the card at 
home” (Text: 8).
- “Israel hit back with air strikes and ground operations in which nine people, including 
three civilians, were killed" (Text: 10).
- “To demand the release of all elected Palestinian officials and the instigation of a 
programme for the release of all prisoners held in violation of international law” (Text: 11).
- “The Israeli government’s behaviour at present is to be condemned ” (Text: 12).
- “First, low-skilled workers from the developing world will be barred from moving to 
Britain” (Text: 14).
- “Finally, a new points-based system for economic migrants will be introduced in the 
spring, only allowing them to come to this country if they have sufficient skills and 
qualifications” (Text: 14).
- "The new migration surges imply that new homes will have to be built to house the extra 
migrants’ (Text: 15).
- “The glue of our society has been weakened under the impact of rapidly growing 
communities of very diverse cultures” (Text: 15).
- “Indeed, low-paid British workers will pay the price of immigration, as they find that their 
own wages are held down by competition from the new arrivals” (Text: 15).
- “First, developed countries must reduce their greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions below 
levels specified for each of them in the treaty” (Text: 17).
- “Second, emission-reducing targets must be met within a five-year time frame between 
2008 and 2012” (Text: 17).
- ‘Third, a total cut in GHG emissions of at least 5% against the baseline of 1990 must also 
be met’ (Text: 17).
- ‘Fourth, developing nations must benefit in terms of technology transfer and investment 
brought about through collaboration with industrialized nations under the Clean 
Development Mechanism (CDM) (Text: 17).
-“Finally, review and enforcement of these commitments must be carried out by United 
Nations-based bodies” (Text: 17).
- “The Kyoto Protocol is generally seen as an important step toward a truly global emissions 
reduction regime” (Text: 18).
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- “A carbon market has been created; and more and more businesses are making the 
investment decisions needed for a climate-friendly future” (Text: 18).
- “By then, a new international framework needed to have been negotiated and ratified 
which can deliver the stringent emissions reductions the lntergovemental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) tells us are needed” (Text: 18).


















1 compared 0 0 0 0 0 26 2
! blamed 5 0 0 0 0 21 2
2 Converted 16 0 0 0 7 4 1
3 released 12 0 5 1 0 2 8
3 compared 1 0 0 0 0 27 0
4 published 10 1 5 2 0 7 3
4 aged 0 0 0 0 0 28 0
5 Caught 5 0 2 3 0 6 12
5 Associated 0 0 0 0 12 3 13
6 obtained 2 0 1 0 0 20 5
6 Estimated 15 0 4 1 3 1 4
6 classed 13 0 0 1 13 0 1
6 done 2 0 13 0 0 12 1
7 approved 2 0 0 0 13 7 6
7 released 0 4 10 1 2 4 7
7 granted 13 0 1 1 5 6 2
8 tempted 3 0 2 1 1 20 1
10 killed’ 11 0 1 0 0 16 0
11 Held 4 0 0 5 4 3 12
12 Condemned 8 0 2 0 3 15 0
14 barred 16 0 0 5 0 7 0
14 Introduced 17 0 1 6 1 1 2
15 built 6 0 0 1 0 21 0
15 weakened 15 0 6 0 0 6 1
15 Held 2 9 0 1 0 8 8
17 specified 0 0 0 0 0 22 6
17 Met 14 0 0 0 4 6 4
17 Met 15 0 0 1 2 6 4
17 brought 1 2 0 0 2 4 19
17 carried 2 5 2 4 0 13 2
18 Seen 24 0 1 0 0 1 2
18 created 13 0 1 8 0 4 2
18 needed 0 0 5 0 0 23 1 ______ >_
18 Negotiated 4 0 0 5 1 17 1
18 Ratified 4 0 0 2 0 13 9
18 needed 1 0 4 0 1 14 8
Total 256 21 66 49 74 394 148
Percentage 25.4% 2.1% 6.5% 4.9% 7.3% 39.1% 14.7%
Table 97: The Translation of English passive
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Table 98: Distribution of the translation of English passive
As Table 97 shows students used a variety of strategies to translate the English passive. The 
highest proportion, 39.1%, of the examples of the English passive are rendered using other 
Arabic structures such as Arabic nominals and active participles. For example, some 
students used Arabic nominals to translate the passive in “The problem we have today is the 
cheapness of alcohol, and the numerous outlets where it can be obtained”, Text Six, as in the 
following example:
.Ifilju l -U*JJ IfioJ J< U jl 4-fe)li 4 _ j i » j *  J jm rJ l ^  iiji». ¿ y &  j
In Text Four the active participle was used to render the passive in “A report from the office 
for National Statistics published yesterday shows that 8,758 people died from excessive 
alcohol intake in 2006, twice the number in 1991”:
lj* <laji4 Jjlij (jx IjjU 8758 Ô CaLpLuâ yi uuSL» jft (_)Jajft
,2006
The second strategy adopted by the subjects of this study to translate the English passive 
was to use the Arabic passive without a ‘by’-type phrase (25.4%). For instance, some 
students used the Arabic passive to translate the passive in “We should prohibit certain air 
weapons that are easily converted to fire live ammunition”, Text Two, as:
S ( j J )  (j* (jjll ijkiuiVl till) ¿1 Ulfe)
Similarly, the passive was also acceptably used to translate the English passive in “Statistics 
released yesterday show that recorded crime in England and Wales fell by 9 per cent”, Text 
Three, as in:
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,%9 dJï j k t j j  I Jllajl ^ f i l j a d l  ■iJC’ jl ĵj»4ü «LjjL̂ t̂ yi Jjull j îü j
However, it is not always acceptable to render the English passive using the Arabic passive. 
For example, some students unacceptably translated the passive in “a carbon market has 
been created; and more and more businesses are making the investment decisions needed for 
a climate-friendly future”, Text Eighteen, as:
.L?.'*"1 ^  ‘ * jk*-| ^tla jJ) “L̂ Lill ĵLftC.1 Ijilij (jLtC-Sfl (Jl>j j»  ApJlJlj (" 1« t. rfi jjjjSlI jlj»J
.¿ lid l J jlu .ia l AjjLeSluil (jLi&SH J l> J  i  (jjJ jIjS  ¡Jlà.
Other students however gave acceptable translations using the Arabic passive as in:
¿ U rf  -sU-iV *-*j V  C j l j l j i  j U Ï L J j  f  J B  ¡J ill J U c SM j *  - ^ J * l ' j  ¿ ¡ j d '  k f t f l l j
, Aja, ■Cl >■» ¡J <L« J5Ü I til! j l  J i l l  jL oiL iil ( J l c  ( J m j  (_j  j i i  J l a f t l j  J U f t l  (¿lu* J  ÙJÏJ& L r ^ ' j
Others used plus a verbal noun (quasi-passive), as in:
J^i j*  jUSu-VI Cj I jl J  (JiiLj <J**3 k/̂ 1' (JU&Vl J* .ijjdl ‘ j^JjSll jljdml »LLI ^  iu
,^Lull ÎLmm
< ^ l i o  J j i i u i J  ^  j5 U l i^ jU S L ^ y i  C j l j l j i l l  j > “> 9  j i p L ^ S V '  j -*  0 ) J * l l j  ‘J j i j S  j j » i < a \j)  ¿3 Si*
6.5% of the examples of the English passive were rendered by Arabic active verbs. For 
example, some students used the Arabic active to translate the passive in “Finally, review 
and enforcement of these commitments must be carried out by United Nations-based 
bodies”, Text Seventeen, as in:
11J Jiull j  t* jj ja j ¿aJ tllUoaajill Ijiiij j l  ».W"u'l **bl) jJaJjll ivali^lVl (*!& »1 ui.1
Using the Arabic active to translate the English passive is recommended if the agent is 
specified.
Some of the examples representing the English passive (4.9%) were rendered using £  plus 
a verbal noun (quasi-passive). For example, some students translated the passive in “There 
are probably as many as 3 to 4 million people in the UK who could be classed as ‘Active 
Alcoholics’ ”, Text Six, as in:
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.J ja il ' j*A* 4 J )  3 tjby*
.OiKi*“' ,»«.UI^|-| ¿Jj l^jlkjjj ¡fi u-aa-1 j» L  4 J !  3 l> ‘¿'-i**
A number of examples of the English passive (7.3%) were rendered using passive-like 
forms, such as passive participles. For example, some students used the passive participle to 
translate the passive in “It is estimated that as many as 5 million Britons abuse alcohol on a 
regular basis”, as:
,4,<IaVu i-ic-ll (jic (J' «M~ii.it ' j j 'ij.aj ĵ jUauĵ J j j A  5 j^Ldl ¿¡a 4jl
.AalnVu jjic. Jjaill ft iVual j>y5U 5 ¿y* ^  4ji jjL» 4j)j
A small number of examples (2.1%) of the English passive were rendered by the Arabic 
passive with agentive-like constructions such as (¿¿jl* ‘through’, ‘by means o f. 
For example, some students translated the English agentive by-phrase in “The number of 
mortgages approved for homebuyers sank to a record low during October, according to 
figures released by the British Bankers’ Association” in Text Seven, as follows:
(jjll Cjljjiy«»ll tiij t jjjjSI J4-4 cAit L«alixjl J >u)l CtUlAjll ¿¿c. (jJaiijl
.til̂ ull k_ila-woV 4jojljll Jjjia ¿f. Cij j»l
jVl l—LuUk l ( j ! y U k  (4J <jj) / l iintVll CjJjjJl jluiai £0*3 ^̂ jll .Me
.4_hQ»;L>4I UvoljJ
Students’ translations of the passive ‘by phrase’ as ¿ij)» <> and are clear indications
of a preference for literal translation. According to Badawi et al, (2004:385) agentive 
prepositional phrases such as i> ‘from the side o f , ^ 1  J*- ‘at the hands o f , ‘by
means o f  , and ‘■A* o*l i> ‘on the part o f  have become common in Modem Standard 
Arabic due to the influence of European languages. However, Arab translators should be 
familiar with the similarities and differences in the voice systems of English and Arabic in 
order to avoid using constructions that may weaken their Arabic style.
14.7% of examples of the English passive were omitted in the translations. For example, 
some students did not translate the passive in “A report from the office for National 
Statistics published yesterday shows that 8,758 people died from excessive alcohol intake in 
2006”, Text Four, as in:
flc. <Jja£ll JotJ»yi (> tjSU 8758 j! (J**VW ...jjjij (ji CiLpL^yi l_u£* ¡Jajc-
.2006
j>k£ii J j Uj ^  .Ujiyi u u j  ijijj tj-aa-i 8758 o' oijjUo^yi u &a j*i»l o-Vw
.2006 fUil J5U
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As the above translations show the omission of the passive did not affect the meaning of the 
sentence.
T ST Erroneous translations Model translations
6 It is estimated that as manv as 5 
million Britons abuse alcohol on a 
regular basis:
¿¿yX* j j u i  4ji
.fitViu
¡ J *  H J i  b  ù' ->»*■ 31 
Jjli-y  1)ÎjUcijji ò i ì X t  5 
.filrtU
7 Accordine to fi cures released bv the 
British Bankers’ Association:
<*j j ! \  J i j  hUuJj 
jfjJ* j t U y l i
Aji^> jV' t. i»nt
,L
8 Be careful with the credit card -  if 
vou’re temDted to overdo it, leave 
the card at home.
Ij) (jLtuV' AiUlU jJA 1 j Ja . jS  
AiUeuil ¿à jjU «¿lb
¿jUluV' ÎiUaJ ¿ y t vil>lc- 
^  AàJUaII Cuhl̂ jt jii
,Cxyll
18 The Kvoto Protocol is eenerallv 
seen as an important step toward a 
truly global emissions reduction 
regime.
J * -  é J i  j i
Jl jJ jl 4*^4 <ji
flB> J&-UJ JiJjfS Â^lüt J!Uj
Table 99: Errors involving the passive
6.14. Anaphoric and cataphoric references (12 errors, 0.3%)
Anaphoric reference is realized when a noun is mentioned first and then followed by its 
pronoun. Cataphoric reference is realized when a pronoun precedes the noun it refers to 
(Abdul Raof, 2001, 64). English and Arabic utilize these types differently. While English 
makes use of both anaphoric and cataphoic references, the anaphoric reference is the 
canonical form in Arabic and cataphoric reference is generally considered wrong. The 
number of errors involving the wrong use of cataphoric and anaphoric references was 12 
(0.3%). To illustrate this point, twelve students translated “Having lectured the people of the 
Middle East about democracy for decades, Europe and the US are seeking to trample upon 
the democratic rights of the Palestinian people”, Text Twelve, as in:
j l i a j j  S iv ie l t  C iL jV jllj  U j j j i  O j i e .  4 jJo ljju j . l '1 j &  e llo f t l j  l j* lS  ¿1
i . w .iil' ( j j i a i l  I f J  U j j l a  j f r
CLuJa a5 j  U j j j l  j i  * 4 *  ■U**! 3 j - 4 '  Ij a Ic .
Ijla.aUiil a ¿11 jLfc|a]l
U jj j i j l  V) J J 6, 3 > 4 1 ^  ^ Ull Ujlac-1 ^ 1 j«  f t j S  ^ c . j
IjiiMilill 1.1 w Mill j l ^ p l l  LuijJJ j l  jtA jJJ  CjLjVjlIj
As the above translations show the cataphoric reference, which is realized by the cataphoric 
pronouns ( 'j  -they) and ( ^  -they), breaks the stylistic rules in Arabic. One possible 
translation would be:
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L,y* ^  s? *■.J* AaialjLaJ ]̂l (jjiaJl ^̂ Jc. (j^jJl (jVjkaj S a l i l i  ClLjVjJlj Lj j j Ì ù)
•Û'O  ̂¿ya ajï*J Ajial^LajJI (je- N..-j$\ j j j j l  t_jji> '¿] ^̂ ~ij w
Total: 47 6 4  (F em ales: 2141, M ales 2623)
N o . T y p e  o f  e r r o r N u m b e r P e r c e n t a g e s
1 P u n c tu a t io n 1 8 2 9 3 8 .4 %
2 D is c o u r s e  m a r k e r s 6 1 1 1 2 .8 %
3 W o r d  o r d e r 5 4 9 1 1 .5 %
4 C a s e  e n d in g 3 6 6 7 .7 %
5 R e f e r e n t i a l  a m b i g u i t y 3 6 3 7 .6 %
6 A g r e e m e n t 2 9 0 6 .1 %
7 S p e l l in g 2 4 4 5 .1 %
8 A r t i c le s 133 2 .8 %
9 T e n s e s 1 2 9 2 .7 %
10 P r e p o s i t i o n s 9 4 2 .0 0 %
11 S in g u l a r  a n d  p lu r a l 8 6 1 .8 %
12 P a s s iv e 5 8 1 .2 %
13 C a ta p h o r i c  a n d  a n a p h o r i c  
r e f e r e n c e s
12 0 .3 %
T o ta l 4 7 6 4 1 0 0 %
Table 100: Summary of grammatical errors
Distribution o f Grammatical Errors
□ Punctuation
■ Discourse markers
□  Word order







□  Singular and plural
□ Passive
■  Cataph.S. anaphoric
Table 101: Distribution of grammatical errors
T y p e  o f  e r r o r N o .  o f  E r r o r  f o r  
F e m a le  s tu d e n t s
N o .  o f  E r r o r s  f o r  
M a le  s tu d e n t s
T o ta l P e r c e n t a g e
L e x ic a l  e r r o r s 1 8 9 2 2 2 7 0 4 1 6 2 4 5 %
C u l t u r a l  e r r o r s 1 6 5 1 6 2 3 2 7 3 .5 %
G r a m m a t i c a l  e r r o r s 2 1 4 1 2 6 2 3 4 7 6 4 5 1 .5 %
T o ta l 4 1 9 8 5 0 5 5 9 2 5 3 1 0 0 %








6.15. The results of student translators’ responses to the questionnaire
As mentioned in Section 4.6.5 student translators were asked to underline the difficulty they 
encountered in translating the texts by choosing one of the five options given (i.e. very 
difficult, difficult, moderate, easy and very easy). The results revealed that argumentative 
texts were regarded by students as the most difficult at 44%, followed by instructional texts 
at 26.2% and finally descriptive texts at 21.4% (Students’ responses to the questionnaire are 
summarized in Appendix C).
These results accord with the errors detected in this study. As can be seen in Table 107 
argumentative texts were the most difficult at 45%, followed by instructional at 28.8% and 
finally descriptive texts at 26.2%. The results of the questionnaire also showed that Text 18 
was regarded by students as the most difficult (cf. Appendix C) while the analysis of 
students’ translations revealed that Text 9 was the most difficult (924 errors). However, both 
the questionnaire and the analysis showed that Text 10 was the easiest text (248 errors). 
This can be attributed to students’ familiarity with such types of texts as they, as 
Palestinians, have been living under the occupation for more than five decades.
■ *
‘ '* ■ „ 
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Lexical errors Cultural errors Grammatical errors
103: Distribution of translation errors
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Text WL OM CO CA TR PO AT AD CL AC PN ME GA ID Total
I 58 20 31 19 0 0 16 14 34 0 6 0 0 0 198
2 93 30 66 25 1 1 27 16 19 0 0 0 1 0 279
3 67 22 36 18 1 5 18 15 6 0 0 0 0 0 188
4 46 15 2 40 0 0 10 9 11 0 0 0 0 0 133
5 100 26 28 32 9 2 13 5 1 0 0 1 1 0 218
6 46 10 7 36 0 1 13 13 8 7 6 22 2 0 171
7 66 45 74 47 42 52 11 7 14 18 0 17 1 0 394
8 47 16 2 22 65 7 9 7 2 0 0 0 1 11 189
9 70 29 33 48 26 21 30 14 3 0 25 16 1 22 338
10 53 11 0 4 0 3 7 8 0 0 24 0 0 0 110
11 82 41 9 6 0 18 8 12 9 30 0 0 10 0 225
12 92 54 9 12 0 7 6 29 12 21 10 8 9 0 269
13 49 13 2 10 0 18 4 5 6 15 0 0 0 0 122
14 64 29 40 21 1 4 10 16 27 0 45 0 2 0 259
15 70 43 11 18 20 3 3 6 3 0 0 11 4 0 192
16 27 29 0 10 43 0 9 15 4 0 0 0 1 0 138
17 72 35 55 24 31 34 7 11 5 22 0 0 3 0 299
18 91 71 72 11 66 60 14 12 9 30 0 0 4 0 440
Table 104: Lexical errors per text
Key to errors: WL Wrong Lexis, OM Omission, CO Compound, CA Colloquial Arabic, TR 
Transliteration, PO Polysemy, AT Alternative Translation, AD Addition, CL Collocation, AC Acronyms, 
PN Proper Nouns, ME Metaphor, GA Graphic Ambiguity, ID Idioms.
Text PU DM WO CE RA AG SL AR TE PR SP PS CA Total
1 149 20 33 21 0 7 10 0 0 1 7 0 0 248
2 129 0 6 13 0 0 11 6 0 1 1 0 0 167
3 85 78 36 12 0 9 23 4 2 6 4 1 0 260
4 81 47 37 24 0 23 10 8 13 9 0 5 0 257
5 115 0 16 24 0 10 14 2 0 6 1 0 0 188
6 158 94 26 30 120 45 22 4 3 4 4 2 0 512
7 84 28 17 35 0 13 33 23 11 7 3 7 0 261
8 95 0 0 8 0 6 10 2 3 7 10 2 0 143
9 162 69 45 22 78 39 14 5 53 7 8 1 0 503
10 56 27 5 14 0 12 6 4 3 2 9 0 0 138
11 118 0 8 23 21 5 8 2 0 4 0 1 0 190
12 181 47 42 19 54 25 15 29 8 7 2 0 12 441
13 49 10 24 39 0 17 9 0 7 6 1 0 0 162
14 54 0 53 28 6 28 22 19 1 4 5 0 0 220
15 77 67 32 27 83 36 11 9 11 4 2 3 0 362
16 41 63 43 15 0 6 4 1 1 4 2 0 0 180
17 72 0 58 2 0 0 8 1 1 5 3 28 0 178
18 123 61 68 10 1 9 14 14 12 10 24 8 0 354
Table 10S: Grammatical errors per text
Key to errors: PU Punctuation, DM Discourse Markers, WO Word Order, CE Case Endings, RA 
Referential Ambiguity, AG Agreement, SL Spelling, AR Articles, TE Tense, PR Prepositions, SP Singular 
and Plural, PS Passive, and CA Cataphoric and Anaphoric.
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Text SC PC BK Total
1 5 23 28 56
2 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 0
4 0 0 0 0
5 28 0 81 109
6 51 0 0 51
7 28 0 0 28
8 0 0 0 0
9 0 0 83 83
10 0 0 0 0
II 0 0 0 0
12 0 0 0 0
13 0 0 0 0
14 0 0 0 0
15 0 0 0 0
16 0 0 0 0
17 0 0 0 0
18 0 0 0 0
Table 106: Cultural errors per text
Key to errors: SC Social Culture, PC Political Culture, BK Background Knowledge.
Text type Number of texts Number of errors Percentage
Descriptive 1,4,7,10,13,16 2425 26.2%
Instructional 2,5,8,11,14,17 2664 28.8%
Argumentative 3,6,9,12,15,18 4164 45%
Total 9253 100%
Table 107: Total number of errors per text
6.16. Conclusion
This chapter has discussed the grammatical problems encountered by Palestinian EFL 
learners when translating from English into Arabic. The general analysis of the translations 
has shown that students committed
4764 errors (51.5% of the total). The most frequent grammatical problem was the wrong use 
of punctuation marks, where students committed 1829 errors (38.4%). These errors are 
attributed to students’ unfamiliarity with the differences in the punctuation systems of 
English and Arabic. Following the source language text and as a result of translating 
literally, students reproduced English punctuation marks, introducing forms that are alien to 
Arabic. The incorrect use of discourse markers was the second most frequent grammatical 
problem; here students committed 611 errors (12.8%). Students’ tendency to follow the SL 
structure and their unfamiliarity with the differences in the use of conjunctions between 
English and Arabic resulted in translations that do not conform with the textual forms of the
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target language. Errors in discourse markers show that the translators made more frequent 
use of the additive marker j  than other Arabic connectors. The overuse of the additive j  in 
argumentative texts also reflects the translators’ unfamiliarity with different types of texts. 
Students also used double connectors in their translations, translating the source language 
connector and adding the Arabic connector j. Students’ errors in word order accounted for 
549 errors (11.5%). The students’ frequent use of nominal sentences rather than the 
unmarked verbal sentences is a clear indication of their tendency towards literal translation 
and their lack of awareness of target language norms and conventions. Errors in word order 
also showed students’ unfamiliarity with some foregrounding devices such as the fronting of 
adverbs and the way fronting is used in English and Arabic. Errors relating to referential 
ambiguity, which resulted from the alternative interpretations of the groupment of the 
constituents within the sentence structure, accounted for 363 errors (7.6%). These errors are 
attributed to students’ lack of linguistic competence and their unfamiliarity with target 
language norms and conventions such as their non-use of additional information to make the 
implicit meaning of the source language more explicit in the target language. Errors in case 
endings, number-gender agreement and spelling, which account for 900 errors (18.9%), may 
be attributed to poor translation skills (e.g. lack of proof reading skills) and students’ lack of 
linguistic competence in their mother tongue. There were 133 errors (2.8%) involving the 
wrong use of definite and indefinite articles. Students’ tendency to translate the English 
indefinite in the source text as definite in the target text and vice versa may be attributed to 
the differences in the article system in English and Arabic. Other errors were a result of 
students’ unfamiliarity with the norms and conventions of the target language as in their 
translations of the indefinite ’a Briton’ in “Second, foreign nationals wanting to marry a 
Briton could also face a language test to prove their ability to integrate”, Text Fourteen, as 
an indefinite singular noun in the target text, giving translations that were not acceptable to 
the target language reader. Other errors include the addition of the definite article J ' before 
the quasi-noun which is not permitted in Arabic. Errors in tenses accounted for'129 
errors (2.7%). The translations have shown that students found difficulty in translating the 
present perfect tense, the past perfect and the past progressive, as their corresponding Arabic 
forms do not have the precision that these English tenses convey. Errors in the present 
simple tense, the present progressive tense, the past simple and the future simple can be 
explained by the fact that the student translator lacks the linguistic competence to choose an 
appropriate equivalent tense in the target language. Students’ errors in prepositions (94
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errors, 2.00%) may be related to students’ unfamiliarity with the differences between 
English and Arabic prepositions and the influence of colloquial Arabic. Students’ errors 
involving the wrong use of singular and plural nouns (86, 1.8%) are attributed to 
carelessness and their lack of translation skills. Students’ errors in using the passive (58 
errors, 1.2%) were due to their lack of awareness of the passive system in English and 
Arabic. The students’ general tendency to translate English agentive passive sentences into 
Arabic passive sentences in which the agent is overtly expressed is a clear indication of their 
unfamiliarity with the various options available to them for translating the English passive 
into Arabic and is a result of literal translation. Finally, students’ errors in the use of 
anaphoric and cataphoric references (12 errors, 0.3%) are attributed to the difference in the 
use of these two types of reference, which English and Arabic utilize differently.
In the following chapter, Chapter Seven, the main findings of the study will be presented 
and compared with previous studies on English-Arabic translation problems. The chapter 
also presents suggestions for teaching translation and proposes recommendations for further 
studies.
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Chapter Seven: Discussion and results
7.1. Introduction
In the previous two chapters the lexical, cultural and grammatical problems encountered by 
senior Palestinian EFL students at the IUG were discussed and analyzed both qualitatively 
and quantitatively. The results showed that Palestinian students encountered numerous 
lexical, cultural and grammatical problems when they translated 18 texts covering three 
types of texts (descriptive, argumentative and instructional) into Arabic. The analysis of 
data was based on the linguistic judgements provided by a group of Arabic language 
specialists including the researcher’s assessment, the rater’s assessment, the target 
readership assessment and the model translation provided by the professional translator. The 
categorization and classification of translation errors was also based on previous studies in 
translation problems in general and on English-Arabic translation problems studies in 
particular (cf. Section 2.9, Literature review). The total number of translation errors 
identified in this study is 9253. They are distributed as follows:
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Main categories Sub-categories No. of errors 
for female 
students
No. of errors for 
male students
Total
A. Lexical errors Wrong lexis 532 661 1193
Omission 267 272 539
Compounds 213 264 477
Colloquial Arabic 148 255 403
Transliteration 150 154 304




Addition 82 132 214
Collocations 85 88 173
Acronyms 78 65 143
Proper nouns 57 59 116
Metaphors 28 47 75
Graphic ambiguity 16 24 40
Idioms 14 19 33
B. Grammatical errors Punctuation 885 944 1829
Discourse markers 235 376 611
Word order 199 350 549




Agreement 135 155 290
Spelling 125 119 244
Articles 44 89 133
Tenses 58 71 129
Prepositions 45 49 94
Singular and plural 42 44 86











Table 108: Summary of students’ translation problems found in the study
These results answered the general questions of the study as stated in Chapter One. These 
questions are:
1. What types of lexical errors are most frequently committed by Palestinian EFL learners?
2. What types of cultural errors are most frequently committed by Palestinian EFL learners?
3. What types of grammatical errors are most frequently committed by Palestinian EFL 
learners?
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4. Is there any gender difference regarding the translation errors committed by the subjects 
of this study?
In this chapter, the findings reached in this study will be discussed and compared with 
previous studies on translation problems with particular reference to English-Arabic 
translation studies referred to in Chapter Two (cf. Section 2.9). The following discussion on 
the findings of the study follows the order of the research questions stated above.
7.2. Translation errors committed at the lexical level
The study has revealed that the student translators have committed 4162 lexical errors (45% 
of total errors). They are: wrong word choice or wrong lexis (28.7% of total errors), 
omission (12.9%), compounds (11.5%), colloquial Arabic or inappropriate register (9.7%), 
transliteration (7.3%), polysemy (5.7%), alternative translation (5.2%), addition (5.1%), 
collocations (4.1%), acronyms ( 3.4%), proper nouns (2.8%), metaphors (1.8%), graphic 
ambiguity (1.00%), and idioms (0.8%). The most frequent errors were wrong word choice 
(wrong lexis), where student translators chose a semantically wrong word or phrase as an 
equivalent for the source language word or phrase. This high percentage of wrong lexis may 
be attributed to students’ tendency to translate literally and the difficulty they encountered in 
finding an appropriate Arabic equivalent for SL lexical items. Students’ dependence on 
bilingual English-Arabic dictionaries such as A1 Mawrid English-Arabic Dictionary can also 
be blamed for the high percentage of this type of lexical error. This dictionary - the most 
widely used English-Arabic dictionary among Palestinian EFL students - is not designed for 
translation purposes. In his evaluation of existing English-Arabic dictionaries such as A1 
Mawrid English-Arabic Dictionary, Abu-Ssaydeh (1991) concludes that English-Arabic 
dictionaries are designed for the general language user and for students at the undergraduate 
level. Students’ translations of lexical items have shown that some of these bilingual 
dictionaries do not provide the contextual meaning of the lexical item making it difficult for 
language users to choose the most appropriate meaning for the source language item (cf. 
Errors in polysemy 5.2.6.). In addition, students’ lack of translation skills such as proof­
reading skills can also be blamed for this high percentage of lexical errors (cf. Graphic 
ambiguity 5.2.13). By opting for the first dictionary meaning students often produced 
erroneous translations which fell short of conveying the intended meaning of the source
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language item. These results accord with previous studies carried out by Al Ghussain 
(2003), Deeb (2005), and Al Abbadi (2007).
The following discussion will give more details about lexical errors and the causes that led 
to their occurrence. One of the types of lexical errors committed by the subjects of this 
study was wrong collocation. The results indicated that student translators committed 173 
errors as a result of the wrong use of collocation. These errors may be attributed to the fact 
that collocations are language-specific and that words in English and Arabic often differ in 
their collocational ranges (Baker 1992, Adul-Raof 2001, Dickins et al 2002). In addition, 
students’ tendency towards literal translation resulted in erroneous collocations that are 
alien to the collocational ranges of Arabic. Bahumaid (2006) classifies translation problems 
in collocation into intralingual and interlingual problems. Intralingual problems refer to 
problems in identifying collocations and establishing collocability within a language while 
interlingual problems refer to collocability across languages as lexemes differ from one 
language to another. He believes that interlingual problems constitute the translator’s main 
concern as the translator searches for acceptable collocations in the target language (ibid: 
135-6). Another possible reason for the occurrence of collocation errors in students’ 
translations is the non-existence of English-Arabic-English collocational dictionaries (ibid: 
137). The absence of collocational dictionaries leaves Arab translators with no option but to 
have recourse to bilingual dictionaries producing collocations that are unacceptable in the 
target language.
Another problem at the lexical level was that of translating idioms. The study revealed that 
student translators committed 33 errors involving idioms out of the total number of 4162 
lexical errors. The low frequency of errors does not mean that idioms do not pose a 
difficulty in English-Arabic translation but rather reflect the small number of idioms (only 
two) in the corpus. Unlike the present study previous studies on the translation of English 
idioms into Arabic have shown that idioms pose a significant difficulty for the translator 
(Abu-Ssaydeh 2004, Abbadi, 2007). In translating idioms the subjects of this study used'two 
techniques which were always unsuccessflil: literal translation (44.6% of errors) and 
omission (14.3%). They also used one technique which was sometimes successful and 
sometimes unsuccessful: paraphrasing (41.1% or errors).
The use of literal translation as the most common technique to translate English idioms is a 
clear indication of students’ lack of bilingual competence as well as translational skills. On 
the one hand the results showed that students lack cultural background knowledge of
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English idioms. On the other hand the translations proved that student translators did not 
recognize that a certain group of lexical items constitutes an idiom (cf. Baker 1992: 65). 
Thus they translated idioms literally resulting in translations that fail to convey the non­
literal (i.e. idiomatic) sense of the idiom. Another possible cause of students’ erroneous 
translations in translating idioms is the difficulty of translating idioms between English and 
Arabic as the two languages are linguistically and culturally unrelated. Abu-Ssaydeh 
(2004:126-8) attributed the use of literal translation of English idioms among Arab 
translators to three main reasons:
1. The failure of the translator to recognize a certain lexical chunk as an idiom. According to 
Abu-Ssaydeh, when this happens, it reflects the linguistic incompetence of the translator and 
his inability to deal with idioms.
2. The failure to interpret the idiom correctly. This may occur when the idiom is cited 
partially or undergoes lexical or grammatical modifications such as nominalization (e.g. 
‘use of a mixture of sticks and carrots’ j
3. The non-existence of idioms in general-use dictionaries, whether monolingual or 
bilingual.
Two other lexical errors committed by the subjects of this study were inappropriate 
omission and addition. The total number of inappropriate omissions was 539. This high 
percentage of inappropriate omissions is a clear indication of the low level of the 
translators’ performance. Student translators had recourse to omission when they failed to 
unravel the meaning of the source language item. This can also be interpreted as a sign of 
carelessness or ignorance on the part of the translator who was asked to use all available 
dictionaries in the translation task. Though the translator is often obliged, by TL-specific 
conventions or other aspects of untranslatability, to sacrifice some of the items in the SL, 
he/she should normally do his/her best to render those omitted parts in order not to affect the 
propositional content, or other important aspects of the overall meaning of the ST. It is 
therefore advisable to use omission only as a last resort, when the advantages of producing a 
smooth, readable translation clearly outweigh the value of rendering a particular meaning 
accurately in a given context (Baker, 1992: 42).
On the other hand students’ errors involving inappropriate addition (214 in total) revealed 
that students used this strategy to add unnecessary information as in translating the 
culturally specific item ‘ale’ as:
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.AjjiaJl <j j jla iV I  AjuaJl J iL lj  Ax^il
Other unnecessary additions were made to improve the style of writing in Arabic, as in one 
student’s addition of an introductory phrase in her translation of “Drugs, urban decay, 
racism, "gangsta" rap and an absence of positive role models have all been blamed for the 
recent spate of gun deaths.. Text One, as:
J i l a i y i j  v l l l j O a - d !  : c r l3»] j t a i i V '  ' ¿ * 1  L fj ] t  J j  y « Jl ¿ y t
yi Jjj v_jL£ j CjUL-audlj <jSj*Jlj
The results also showed that student translators used alternative translations, providing the 
target language reader with translation choices. These errors (216 in total) may be attributed 
to the translator’s uncertainty about the appropriate translation of the item or items under 
discussion. However, student translators failed to use translation by addition to 
appropriately make what is implicit in the source text explicit in the target text. This failure 
can be attributed to a general tendency among student translators to translate literally and 
their lack of awareness of the TL norms and conventions. “Arabic tends to be more explicit 
than English: what is implicit in English has to be spelled out in Arabic” (Emery, 1987: 64). 
Proper nouns constitute a problem for the subjects of this study. The 116 errors found in the 
translation of proper nouns may be related to students’ lack of source language cultural 
knowledge such as their inability to distinguish between the personal feminine proper noun 
‘Jacqui’ and the masculine proper noun ‘Jack’ (cf. proper nouns, 5.2.11). Other errors 
related to proper nouns resulted from students’ unfamiliarity with text types. For example, 
the use of ‘the occupying state’ and cjtji ‘The Zionist occupying
forces’ as translation equivalents for in an expository descriptive text rather than the 
more neutral word ‘Israel’ shows the translator’s lack of awareness of text types and the two 
notions of managing and monitoring. “The translator’s lack of familiarity with the textual 
and structural differences displayed by different text types can result in inadequate or even 
erroneous translations” (Jabr, 2001: 310).
With 477 errors committed by the subjects of this study compounds proved to be one of the 
most difficult lexical problems encountered by Palestinian student translators. It is the 
complexity of the English word-compounding system and the variety of syntactic relations 
holding between the elements of the compound word that might explain the difficulty that 
Arab learners encountered in translating English compounds (Kharma and Hajjaj, 1989).
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Another reason may be related to the less significant role that the Arabic compounding 
system plays in the morphology of Arabic compared that to English. For example, 
compound nouns consisting of strings of adjectives proved to be more difficult to translate 
than those consisting of the adjective and noun type which have closely corresponding 
equivalents in the target language. The difficulty involved in translating English compounds 
may also be linked to students’ poor translation skills and lack of linguistic knowledge. 
Unlike idioms metaphors proved to be problematic for Palestinian student translators. The 
errors (75 in total) resulted in most cases from word-for-word translations. These erroneous 
translations not only fail to relay the metaphorical sense of the source language metaphor, 
but they deprive the target language reader of a deeper understanding of the cultural and 
mental aspects of the metaphor and reduce his/her awareness of the writer’s emotional 
experience and stylistic idiosyncrasies (cf. Shamaa 1978: 152).
Errors involving students’ inability to differentiate between two similar graphic forms 
resulted from lack of linguistic competence and translation skills, e.g. poor reading 
techniques.
7.3. Translation errors committed at the cultural level
The translations of culturally specific items have revealed large gaps in students’ cultural 
knowledge. The 327 errors involved in the translation of cultural items show that students 
are not familiar with the source language culture and the differences between the source and 
target language cultures. Their reliance on general-purpose dictionaries such as A1 Mawrid 
English-Arabic Dictionary resulted in translations that not only fail to relay the contextual 
meaning of the item, but also accentuate referential gaps that are not filled by such 
renderings due to cultural differences. The translations also revealed a lack of knowledge of 
the target language culture, as seen in students’ unfamiliarity with the geography of their 
own country. In addition, the translations have shown students’ unfamiliarity with 
translation techniques. For example, some students did not use translation by addition to 
provide the target language reader with additional information that would help him/her 
understand the cultural item nor did they use an in-text phrase explaining the cultural 
associations of the source text item. However, in some cases student translators showed 
awareness of some translation techniques such as the use of cultural transplantation. Others
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used translation by addition to translate religious expressions as in the use of honorific terms 
with religious personalities to show respect towards religious figures.
7.4. Translation errors committed at the grammatical level
The large number of translation errors committed at the grammatical level (4764 errors in 
total) show that student translators had difficulty in translating certain grammatical 
structures from English into Arabic. As English and Arabic belong to two different language 
families, the two languages are expected to employ different linguistic means to achieve 
various grammatical functions e.g. passivization, word order, connectivity, punctuation, etc. 
The translations of various grammatical features such as word order, passive and tense have 
revealed students’ unfamiliarity with the similarities and differences in these grammatical 
features in English and Arabic. In addition, the low level performance of the translators and 
their lack of awareness of the grammar of Arabic contributed to the high number of basic 
grammatical errors such as case endings, gender-number agreement, spelling, singular and 
plural, etc.
The most frequent grammatical errors involve punctuation marks (1829 errors). Examples 
of students’ erroneous translations show that some student translators followed the 
punctuation system of the source language text bringing into the TL features that violate the 
conventions of Arabic. Errors in punctuation can also be attributed to a lack of awareness of 
the punctuation system in English and Arabic and a lack of awareness of the semantic, 
grammatical and pragmatic implications of the proper use of punctuation (cf. El Shiyab, 
2001 and Ghazala, 2004).
The wrong use of discourse markers are among the most frequently committed errors in this 
study. The errors (611) revealed a large gap in students’ syntactic competence, which is one 
of the prerequisites of translation (Homeidi, 2000). The difference in connectivity between 
English and Arabic and the literal transfer of the source language word order have also 
contributed to these errors. By following the SL structure, the translator failed to convey the 
implicit textual relations of the SL, creating what, following Baker (1992: 54), can be called 
calquing, or perhaps better, calquing by omission, showing that the translator is very much 
engrossed by the SL structure. Other errors were a result of unfamiliarity with the target 
language norms and conventions. For example, students’ frequent use of the additive^ has 
revealed their lack of knowledge of other Arabic discourse markers. The overuse of the
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additive j  in argumentative texts also reflects the translators’ unfamiliarity with different 
types of texts.
Another major type of grammatical error committed by the subjects of this study involves 
word order. In translating the word order of the source language the translators have shown 
a tendency towards the use of marked nominal sentences rather than the grammatically 
unmarked and pragmatically more neutral verbal sentences. This tendency may be related to 
literal translation, such that students follow the source language word order and their lack of 
awareness of target language norms and conventions. Nominal sentences are properly used 
at the beginning of a text to indicate emphasis and importance. However, the use of nominal 
sentences in the subsequent sentences of the text is another indication of translators’ poor 
knowledge of the target language conventions. The translations of word order have also 
shown students’ unfamiliarity with some foregrounding devices such as the fronting of 
adverbs and the way fronting is used in English and Arabic. By fronting some adverbs 
translators have shifted the focus of the source language and produced sentences that have 
changed the intended meaning of the source language text. Fareh maintains (1995: 122) that 
“In many cases, a shift in the order of words in a sentence may indicate a different point of 
emphasis or perspective being adopted by the text producer”.
Articles proved to be problematic for the subjects of the study. The translations revealed a 
tendency among students to translate the English indefinite in the source text as definite in 
the target text and vice versa without any good reason. These errors show students’ 
unfamiliarity with the differences in the article systems of English and Arabic. Other errors 
resulted from literal translation and students’ commitment to ST forms, as seen in their 
translations of the English generic reference as zero generic reference in Arabic despite the 
fact that nouns used generically in Arabic, whether singulars or plurals, take the definite 
article J'. Errors in articles also included the addition of the definite article J> before the 
quasi-noun These errors, usually unnoticed by the target language reader, are breaches 
of the rules of Arabic grammar.
Other grammatical errors include case endings, number-gender agreement and spelling. 
These errors (900 in total), which constitute a considerable proportion of the total number 
of grammatical errors, may be attributed to poor translation skills and students’ lack of 
linguistic competence. Spelling errors can also be attributed to students’ carelessness and 
lack of proof reading skills.
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The translations of tenses have shown that tenses pose a difficulty for the subjects of this 
study. Unlike some previous studies such as A1 Ghussain (2003) and Deeb (2005), which 
claim that tenses do not seem to be a serious problem in English-Arabic translation due to 
the preference for the use of simple tenses in Arabic, this study has revealed that tenses 
proved to be problematic for Arab Palestinian translators. Errors in the translation of the 
present perfect tense, the past perfect and the past progressive can be attributed to the lack 
of equivalent forms in Arabic having the precision which these English tenses convey. 
Prepositions also pose a difficulty for Palestinian student translators who committed 94 
errors in this area. These errors may be related to the influence of colloquial Arabic in 
addition to students’ unfamiliarity with the differences between English and Arabic 
prepositions (cf. Hamdallah and Tushyeh, 1993, Kharma and Hajjaj, 1989). The analysis 
shows that some errors in prepositions do not affect the intended meaning of the source 
language while others result in communication breakdown.
In translating English passive sentences into Arabic several techniques have been used. The 
following techniques are arranged according to their order of frequency in the study:
1. Using other Arabic forms (e.g. Arabic nominals and active participles) (39.1 %).
2. Arabic passive without a ‘by’-type phrase (25.4%).
3. Translating by omission (14.7%).
4. Using passive-like forms (e.g. passive participles) (7.3%).
5. Using Arabic active (6.5%).
6. Dummy verbs such as plus a verbal noun (quasi-passive) (4.9%).
7. Arabic passive plus an agentive phrase (2.1%).
The use of these techniques in translating English passive into Arabic has shown that 
Khafaji (1996: 23) is right when he says: “The relatively free word order in Arabic, in 
addition to its rich verb morphological system, provides it with alternative means of 
expressing passivity other than by using the morphologically passive verb”. However, the 
translation of the passive has revealed erroneous translations due to students’ lack of 
awareness of the passive system in English and Arabic and their unfamiliarity with the 
various options available to them for translating the English passive into Arabic. For 
example, some students translated English agentive passive sentences into Arabic passive 
sentences in which the agent is overtly expressed. In Classical Arabic the passive has always
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been described as an agentless construction (Khalil 1993: 169). The occurrence of agentive 
passive sentences could be a result of literal translation (Khafaji 1996: 27). However, very 
recently, Modern Standard Arabic has also come to exhibit examples of these phrases due to 
the influence of translation (Badawi 2004: 385).
7.5. Gender differences regarding students’ translation errors
The results showed that male students committed more errors than female students. The 
total number of errors committed by male students is 5055 compared with 4198 errors 
committed by female students. Grammatical errors show the most significant gender 
difference: male students committed 2623 errors while female students committed 2141 
errors. However, male students made fewer cultural errors than females. While male 
students committed 162 cultural errors female students committed 165. However, these 
results are not intended to be conclusive as they represent a small number of subjects, i.e. 
twenty-eight subjects consisting of 14 male and 14 female students. This invites further 
research on this issue using more subjects. Most of the studies which have been carried out 
focused on gender differences in maths, English and writing achievement. For instance, 
Smith (1996) stated that after five years of study by boys and girls in co-educational and 
single-sex schools in Australia, girls remained significantly ahead of boys in English while 
boys remained slightly better in maths. Mourtaga (2004), who studied the writing errors 
committed by senior Palestinian EFL learners at the Islamic University of Gaza, Palestine, 
pointed out that female students made fewer errors than male subjects in all categories of 
error except punctuation. He attributed this difference to three reasons:
1. The tendency among Palestinian female students to study languages while their male 
counterparts prefer science and technology.
2. Graduate Point Average (GPA) at high school, where the mean school GPA for female 
students was 3.2 compared with 2.9 for male students.
3. Job motivation in Palestinian society: graduates of English Departments can easily get 
appointed at local schools where the working conditions (e.g. four to five hours a day) seem 
to be the most suitable for Palestinian women, who return home at midday, exhausted, to 
take care of their children.
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After reviewing the results of the General Secondary School Certificate in the Gaza Strip in 
the last three years (, i.e. 2006, 2007, and 2008) the researcher found that female students 
did better than male students. The results showed that the average score for female students 
was 85.3% compared to 79.3% for male students. These results were compared with recent 
statistics on languages in secondary education in England. According to the National Centre 
for Languages (C1LT), 69% of entries across languages achieved a grade A*-C at GCSE in 
2008. Girls achieved 73% of the grades compared to 64% for boys. By language the trends 
have been as follows:
1. French: 68% got A*-C grades (73% for girls, 63% for boys).
2. German: 72% got A*-C grades (76% for girls, 68% for boys).
3. Spanish: 71% got A*-C grades (75% for girls, 66% for boys).
4. Italian: 85% got A*-C grades (86% for girls, 83% for boys).
5. Other languages: 82% got A*-C grades (85% for girls, 79% for boys).
These results together with the results of students in the General Secondary School 
Certificate in Gaza might justify the gender difference in the translation errors committed by 
the subjects of this study.
7.6. Main contributions of the study:
The present study has contributed significantly to translation studies in general and to 
English-Arabic translation in particular. In discussing three types of translation problems 
encountered by Palestinian EFL learners in English-Arabic translation, the study has 
focused on four main points:
1. The large number of errors committed by Palestinian EFL students at the lexical, cultural 
and grammatical levels when they translated 18 texts covering three types of texts 
(expository descriptive, argumentative and instructional) into Arabic. The large number of 
texts involved in the translation test (18 texts) translated by a relatively large number of 
participants (28 students) gave a good degree of reliability to the findings of this study - 
much higher than that found in similar previous studies (e.g. A1 Ghussain 2003, and Deeb 
2005) . In addition, the linguistic context of the participants as Palestinians who have been 
living under the Israeli occupation for five decades has generated some specific lexical,
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cultural and grammatical problems. The total number of errors investigated in this study was 
9253. At the lexical level, the study revealed that Palestinian EFL learners committed 4162 
lexical errors. Some of these problems, such as wrong word choice or wrong lexis (28.7% of 
total errors), omission (12.9%), compounds (11.5%), colloquial Arabic or inappropriate 
register (9.7%), transliteration (7.3%), polysemy (5.7%), alternative translation (5.2%), 
addition (5.1%), collocations (4.1%), and metaphors (1.8%), have not been discussed 
thoroughly in previous studies. In addition, other lexical problems such as graphic 
ambiguity (1.00%) have not been empirically investigated at all before. At the cultural level 
the 327 cultural errors (3.5% of total errors) committed by student translators have revealed 
large gaps in students’ cultural knowledge and their reliance on general-purpose dictionaries 
which resulted in translations that not only failed to relay the contextual meaning of the 
item, but also accentuated referential gaps that were not filled by literal renderings due to 
cultural differences. In addition, the discussion of cultural translation problems has shown 
students’ unfamiliarity with some translation techniques such as the use of translation by 
addition and the provision of in-text phrases explaining the cultural associations of cultural 
items. At the grammatical level students’ tendency to translate literally and their preference 
to follow the source language word order have resulted in a large number of grammatical 
errors (4764, 51.5%). The lack of students’ linguistic competence and their unfamiliarity 
with the grammar of Arabic contributed to the high number of basic grammatical errors; 
errors in case endings, gender-number agreement, spelling, singular and plural totalled (986, 
20.7%). Unlike previous studies such as A1 Ghussain (2003) and Deeb (2005) the study has 
shown that tenses posed a difficulty for the subjects of this study, with students committing 
129 errors (2.7%). In addition, grammatical problems such as referential ambiguity (363, 
7.6%) and cataphoric and anaphoric reference (12, 0.3%) have not been empirically 
investigated in other studies. Furthermore, the detailed analysis of the translation techniques 
employed by the subjects of this study in analyzing lexical, cultural and grammatical 
problems was intended to draw the attention of those specialists in the field of translation 
training and syllabus design to the actual translation problems encountered by Palestinian 
students. The outcomes of this study will contribute to developing the teaching of 
translation in Palestinian universities in particular and in Arab universities in general.
2. By investigating the translation errors committed by 14 male and 14 female students, the 
present study has shed some light on the gender issue. The results of the gender difference 
investigated in this study were not intended to be conclusive; the study has revealed the
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need for more translation studies to be carried out on this particular issue, particularly in 
English-Arabic translation.
3. The use of three types of texts, namely expository descriptive, instructional and 
argumentative, has enabled the researcher to investigate some text-type specific errors such 
as those related to students’ unfamiliarity with the two notions of managing and monitoring. 
No previous study has looked at translation errors from this perspective.
4. The assessment of students’ translation errors was based on the linguistic judgments of a 
group of Arabic specialists including the researcher, the rater, the target reader assessment 
and the model translation provided by the professional translation. This gave more 
reliability to the findings of this study, and more lexical, cultural and grammatical problems 
were identified.
7.7. Suggestions for teaching translation
As the analysis has indicated, student translators experienced a large number of translation 
problems on three levels: lexical, cultural and grammatical. These errors are a clear 
indication of the low level of performance of students, reflecting serious gaps in their 
translation competence. In order to help Palestinian EFL learners cope with the various 
types of lexical, cultural and grammatical errors discussed in this thesis and to ultimately 
produce error-free translations, the researcher suggests that students’ translation competence 
be developed along the line suggested by a number of writers, as follows:
Kelly (2005: 32-3) lists a number of areas of translation competence required by a 
translator. These include:
1. Communicative and textual competence in at least two languages and cultures. This area 
covers both active and passive skills in the two languages involved, together with awareness 
of textuality and discourse, and textual and discourse conventions in the cultures involved.
2. Cultural and intercultural competence. Culture here refers not only to encyclopaedic 
knowledge of history, geography, institutions and so on of the cultures involved (including 
the translator’s or student’s own), but also and particularly, values, myths, perceptions, 
beliefs, behaviours and textual representations of these. Awareness of issues of intercultural 
communication and translation as a special form thereof is also included here.
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3. Subject area competence. The translator must have basic knowledge of subject areas 
he/she will/may work in, to a degree sufficient to allow comprehension of source texts and 
access to specialized documentation to solve translation problems.
4. Professional and instrumental competence. Use of documentary resources of all kinds, 
terminological research, information management for these purposes; use of IT tools for 
professional practice (word-processing, desk-top publishing, data bases, Internet, email, 
etc.) together with more traditional tools such as fax, and dictaphone. Basic notions for 
managing professional activity: contracts, tenders, billing, tax; ethics; professional 
associations.
5. Attitudinal or psycho-physiological competence. Self-concept, self-confidence, attention/ 
concentration, memory. Initiative.
6. Interpersonal competence. Ability to work with other professionals involved in the 
translation process (translators, revisers, documentary researchers, terminologists, project 
managers, layout specialists), and other actors (clients, initiators, authors, users, subject area 
experts). Team work. Negotiation skills. Leadership skills.
7. Strategic competence. Organizational and planning skills. Problem identification and 
problem-solving. Monitoring, self-assessment and revision.
It is worth noting that the above competences are specifically required of a professional 
translator. However, in ideal translation programmes some of these competences can be 
taught to future translators. Specifically, in addition to having knowledge in communicative 
and textual competence, future translators should be familiar with some aspects of 
professional and instrumental competence such as the use of IT tools and organizational and 
planning skills as main components of strategic competence.
Kussmaul (1995: 7) suggests a number of training courses including courses in the 
translator’s mother tongue, foreign language and text analysis. These courses not only help 
improve students’ bilingual competence but also improve their understanding of source texts 
and help them with their decisions when translating. In addition to developing the 
translator’s bilingual competence and improving his/her translation skills the translator 
should be familiar with proofreading techniques as the occurrence of basic grammatical and 
other errors in areas such as case ending, agreement and spelling (cf. sections, 6.5, 6.7 and 
6.8) has shown students’ unfamiliarity with these basic skills. In this regard, Dickins et al 
(2002, 217-221) distinguish between revision and editing as the final stages of the post­
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translation process. At the revision stage the main task is checking the TT for adherence to 
the ST in terms of accuracy. Errors of accuracy can be minor such as spelling mistakes or 
punctuation, or lexical and phrasal errors, or they can include more complex errors such as 
ungrammatical constructions or ambiguous configurations on the sentential and discourse 
levels. At the editing stage the editor’s main task is to focus on the TT, considering it from 
the point of view of style and terminology. To improve revision and editing skills students 
can be provided with unrevised translations and asked to work in groups to produce revised 
and edited TTs.
Student translators should have knowledge of text typology as such knowledge enables 
them to find the best equivalence at both the macro-and micro-textual levels of the text (cf. 
Hatim and Mason 1990: 150-3). They should be provided with a representative cross- 
section of subject areas and text types in order to properly prepare them for entering the 
translation profession (Snell-Hornby 1992:17). In addition, translation instructors can make 
use of some text-type specific problems found in this study and discuss them with students 
in class.
Students should be trained in how to use dictionaries in an appropriate way, bearing in mind 
the context which is the determining factor in searching for equivalence, whether it is 
lexical, grammatical, or discoursal. They should be familiar with the basic concepts of 
lexicography, which include structural semantic notions such as synonymy, hyponymy, 
polysemy, homonymy, collocation, connotation and distinctive features (Kussmaul 1995: 
124). They should also be encouraged to use specialist dictionaries such as dictionaries of 
collocations, idioms and proverbs in addition to specialist translation software.
Kussmaul lists some conditions for teaching creative translation (cf. Kussmaul, 1995: 51-3). 
One of these conditions is to develop students’ motivation towards translation. This, 
according to Kussmaul, requires that:
...students should be able to take a positive attitude toward their task. They should 
like their text (and maybe their teacher) or at least should like translating it. The 
problem must not appear too big for them, nor too simple either. As teachers, we 
should take care to select texts with an appropriate degree of difficulty for the specific 
stage of translator training.
Kussmaul adds that “When a text is being translated in class, criticism should never be 
harsh. We should try to create that atmosphere o f  sympathetic encouragement which... 
seems to be conducive to creative thought” (ibid: 51). In this regard Kelly (2005: 128) adds
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that getting translation trainees involved in choosing their own translation material helps 
them identify more with activities, feel more in control of their own learning, and become 
more motivated. She goes on to say that the activity of text selection is a rich learning 
experience which encourages students to acquire greater awareness of translation problems, 
and to reflect on different professional activities, with their relative difficulty.
The translations revealed that student translators did not look beyond the word border, 
resulting in an imbalance between top-down and bottom-up processes. According to 
Kussmau! (1995: 19), this imbalance may result from an attitude where individual parts of 
the text become more important than the text as a whole. As a solution, Kussmaul suggests 
that students should be made aware of the necessary balance between top-down and bottom- 
up processes.
7.8. Limitations of the study
The limitations of this study can be summarized as follows:
1. In the administration stage of the test the subjects of this study found difficulty in 
reaching the test venue due to the fuel crisis in Gaza. As a result, two students were unable 
to take the translation test, reducing the total number of participants to 28 students (cf. 4.4 
Subjects of the study).
2. On the first day of the translation test some participants were reluctant to participate in 
the test as they thought the test could affect their course grade. In general, human subjects 
might be careless or indifferent in their assignments when they are told that what they are 
doing will not be counted for their course grade. This might be true, especially regarding 
Palestinian students, who are discouraged by the general political situation, and also taking 
into account the poor quality of life of the Palestinian people who have been living under 
occupation for five decades.
3. Other limitations include the relatively small number of participants involved in the study 
in addition to the inevitably subjective nature of the raters’ assessments.
7.9. Recommendations for further research
Based on the findings of the study and taking into account the limitations of the study, the 
researcher makes the following recommendations:
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1. The high number of translation problems encountered by student translators in this study 
calls for more studies to be done on translation problems in general and English-Arabic 
translation problems in particular.
2. The low frequency of translation errors found in the translation of idioms due to the low 
occurrence of idioms in the STs (i.e. only two idioms) requires further studies to be done 
using more source language materials.
3. Other areas which require further investigation include metaphors and titles.
4. Since Arabic is one of the world languages which have come under the influence of 
translation from other languages, particularly from English, it would be worth investigating 
the effect of translation from English on Arabic in areas such as word order, passive and the 
translation of loan words. These studies could help establish a set of criteria of acceptability 
that might end the long-standing debate between the purists and the innovators in the Arab 
world.
5. It would be a good idea to further investigate gender differences in translation errors in 
general and in English-Arabic translation in particular as relatively few studies have been 
carried out on this particular issue.
6. It would be interesting to carry out a follow-up study using students from the Department 
of English at the IUG who have attended appropriate translation training and made use of 
the findings of this study. The results of the follow-up study could be compared with the 
findings of the present study to see how appropriate training and the application of the 
findings of the present study can affect the quality of translation.
7. The results indicated that the misuse of bilingual dictionaries has a great impact on the 
quality of translations resulting in many erroneous translations. It would be worth 
investigating the role existing bilingual dictionaries have on the quality of translation when 
compared with other dictionaries that are mainly used for translation purposes such as 
dictionaries of collocations, idioms and phrasal verbs.
8. The use of three types of texts (descriptive, instructional and argumentative) in this study 
has resulted in some text-type specific errors. It would be a good idea to further investigate 
other text-type related problems using the text-linguistic approach suggested by Hatim and 
Mason (1990).
9. The present study has investigated the translation problems encountered by senior 
Palestinian EFL learners translating into Arabic. Another study investigating the translation 
problems encountered by senior Palestinian EFL learners translating into English would
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shed more light on the issue of directionality in translation. The present study has shown 
that translating into the mother tongue is not as easy as one might think; the large number of 
basic grammatical errors in students’ translations reflects a gap in translators’ linguistic 
competence in the mother tongue.
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Appendices
Appendix A: The translation test
Dear Student:
This translation test is part of my PhD research. I would be very grateful if you could 
translate all the texts. After translating each text you will grade the text according to the 
level of difficulty by choosing the appropriate box below each one. Only one box is required 
for each text. You will be allowed to use English-Arabic or English-English dictionaries.
The researcher
Mohammed El Haj Ahmed
School of Languages 
University of Salford 
United Kingdom
1. Descriptive. Britain's gun culture 
www.bbc.co.uk/news.21/11/2007
During the past year the deliberate use of guns to take life has risen in England and Wales. 
According to the Home Office, there were 58 firearms-related homicides in 2006-07 
compared with 49 in the previous year -  an increase of 18%. Drugs, urban decay, racism, 
"gangsta" rap and an absence of positive role models have all been blamed for the recent 
spate of gun deaths, with Tory leader David Cameron going so far as to blame a "broken 
society".
1. Very difficult □  2. Difficult □  3. Moderate □  4. Easy □  5. Very easy □
2. Instructional: What we’re doing about gun crime 
http://www.homeoffice.gov.uk/crime-victims/reducing-crime/gun-crime/
Firstly, we should introduce a minimum five-year sentence for people convicted of 
possessing an illegal firearm. Secondly, we should make it an offence to possess an air 
weapon or imitation firearm in public without legal authority or reasonable excuse. Thirdly, 
we should increase the age limit for possession of air rifles to 17. Fourthly, we should 
prohibit certain air weapons that are easily converted to fire live ammunition. Finally, we 
should cut off the supply of firearms into the country by tightening security on import routes 
and international mail, and monitoring online firearm suppliers.
1. Very difficult □  2. Difficult □  3. Moderate □  4. Easy □  5. Very easy □
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3. Argumentative: The shocking truth 
Friday, 25 January 2008
http://www.independent.co.uk/opinion/leading-articles/leading-article-the-shocking-truth-
773842.html
It is an all too familiar paradox. The crime figures show the risk of falling victim to an 
offence is going down, but the public fear of crime remains as high as ever. Statistics 
released yesterday show that recorded crime in England and Wales fell by 9 per cent from 
July to September last year, compared to the same period in 2006. But nearly two-thirds of 
people believe crime is increasing. It is not credible to argue that the police figures do not 
reflect the reality of the situation. The authoritative British Crime Survey of offending levels 
shows the same trend. All crime is down 32 per cent over the past decade.
1. Very difficult □  2. Difficult □  3. Moderate □  4. Easy □  5. Very easy □
4. Descriptive: Middle-aged binge drinkers dying in record numbers 
http://www.independent.co.uk/life-style/health-and-wellbeing/health-news/middleaged- 
binge-drinkers-dying-in-record-numbers-774279.html Saturday, 26 January 2008
A report from the office for National Statistics published yesterday shows that 8,758 people 
died from excessive alcohol intake in 2006, twice the number in 1991. Death rates rose in 
all age groups but the biggest increase for both sexes was among people aged 35 to 54, a 
legacy of heavy drinking in their 20s and early 30s. Death rates for women in this age group 
doubled from 7.2 to 14.8 per 100,000, a larger increase than for women in any other age 
group.
1. Very difficult □  2. Difficult □  3. Moderate □  4. Easy □  5. Very easy □
5. Instructional: Revealed: Brown's secret summit to beat binge drinking 
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/revealed-browns-secret-summit-to-beat- 
binge-drinking-763945.html 9 December 2007
First, shops and supermarkets must stop selling alcohol below cost prices. This also involves 
reducing sales to under-18s by bars, off-licences and retailers. Second, there should be a ban 
on outdoor alcohol advertising within a certain distance of schools, as well as on drinks 
advertising on TV before the watershed. Third, university students should face a clampdown 
on drinks promotion, and parents of children caught drinking should be subject to fixed- 
penalty fines. Finally, there must be higher taxes on the most potent beers and mixers 
associated with binge drinking.
1. Very difficult □  2. Difficult □  3. Moderate □  4. Easy □  5. Very easy □
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6. Argumentative: Britain and binee drinking
http://www.express.co.uk/posts/view/8989/Are-we-a-nation-of-binge-drinkers-
Britain has always had a reputation as a nation of ‘Binge Drinkers’. Go back into history 
and there are complaints in Medieval Times about our love of quaffing vast quantities of 
Ale, and our love of rowdyism and violence.
The problem we have today is the cheapness of alcohol, and the numerous outlets where it 
can be obtained. It is possibly true that as a society, we are storing up massive health 
problems in the community, as happened in the 18th Century [...]. It is estimated that as 
many as 5 million Britons abuse alcohol on a regular basis. It is also true that more and 
more young people are turning up at Accident and Emergency units as a result of heavy 
boozing, or the related violence and accidents. There are probably as many as 3 to 4 million 
people in the UK who could be classed as ‘Active Alcoholics’. So there is a major problem 
now and it will continue. What is to be done about it, that is the ‘64 Thousand Dollar 
Question!’
1. Very difficult □  2. Difficult □  3. Moderate □  4. Easy □  5. Very easy □
7. Descriptive: Mortgage approvals dive as market cools 
http://www.thebusines.co.uk/news-and-anaIysis/368571 
Friday, 23 November 2007
The number of mortgages approved for homebuyers sank to a record low during October, 
according to figures released by the British Bankers’ Association that provide further 
evidence of a slowdown in the property market. The BBA said the number of customers 
granted home loans slumped by almost a fifth from 54,000 in September to just over 44,100. 
This represents a fall of 37 per cent year on year and was the third drop in consecutive 
months. Analysts said the data showed the "troubled housing market" was now "cooling 
significantly" and called on the Bank of England to cut interest rates.
1. Very difficult □  2. Difficult □  3. Moderate □  4. Easy □  5. Very easy □
8. Instructional: How to keep on top of vour cash 
http://news.independent.co.uk/uk/this_britain/article3300968.ece 
02 January 2008
First, keep an eye on your spending and check your bank statements. Second, don’t ignore 
the bills. Where you can, arrange to pay monthly so you can spread the cost. Third, be 
careful with the credit card -  if you’re tempted to overdo it, leave the card at home. Fourth, 
start to save, or save a bit more; there are some good offers as banks compete for your cash. 
Finally, if you think you are heading for difficult financial times, go and talk to your bank 
sooner rather than later.
1. Very difficult □  2. Difficult □  3. Moderate O 4. Easy □  5. Very easy □
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9. Argumentative: UK house prices set to tumble 
http://www.newstatesman.com/20071119000119 November 2007
Firstly, what happened is that speculators, who had driven up prices by buying, buying 
buying, stopped buying. Thus, prices dropped as demand fell away. Secondly, the Bank of 
England interest rate has risen 9 times since 2003 and 5 times since August 2006. The 
worldwide credit fiasco has resulted in the global credit crunch, the result of which is that 
borrowers can’t get the loans they obtained 6 months ago. And those who do get an offer of 
a loan, get it at higher rates than before. Thirdly, the Council of Mortgage Lenders forecasts 
45,000 home repossessions next year. That will depress the market. Fourthly, the amount of 
debt in our society is literally astronomical and this will impact hugely in the coming 
economic downturn. As a society we have little savings to see us through. Remember 
Joseph: "Seven years of plenty followed by seven years of famine”.
1. Very difficult □  2. Difficult □  3. Moderate □  4. Easy □  5. Very easy □
10. Descriptive: The Arab-Israeli Conflict
http://www.guardian.co.uk/intemational/story/0„2235606,00.html January 4,2008
Israeli troops today killed two Palestinian Flamas gunmen in Gaza, wounding three others. 
The killings came after Palestinian militants yesterday fired a Katyusha rocket at the 
northern part of the Israeli town of Ashkelon - the longest reach yet by a Palestinian rocket. 
Israel hit back with air strikes and ground operations in which nine people, including three 
civilians, were killed.
1. Very difficult □  2. Difficult □  3. Moderate □  4. Easy □  5. Very easy □
11. Instructional Text: End this punishment of the Palestinians
July 12, 2006 http://www.guardian.co.uk/israel/Story/0„1818345,00.html
We the undersigned call upon the British government:!) to immediately work for the 
restoration of EU aid to the Palestinian Authority; 2) to demand that Israel end its blockade 
and pass on taxes; 3) to demand that Israel cease all military action in the occupied 
territories; 4) to demand the release of all elected Palestinian officials and the instigation of 
a programme for the release of all prisoners held in violation of international law; 5) to 
apply pressure through the UN for Israel to respect the UN resolutions requiring its 
withdrawal from the territories it illegally occupied in 1967; 6) to end Britain’s arms trade 
with Israel until it abides by international law.
1. Very difficult □  2. Difficult □  3. Moderate □  4. Easy □  5. Very easy □
12. Argumentative Text: End this punishment of the Palestinians
July 12, 2006 http://www.guardian.co.uk/israel/Story/0„1818345.00.html
The Israeli government’s behaviour at present is to be condemned. The failure of our 
government to speak out against Israel’s oppression of the Palestinian population is 
complicit with those actions of the EU, the US and Israel. It is, in effect, a coordinated 
attempt to collectively punish the Palestinian people for electing a government of which 
they disapprove. Having lectured the people of the Middle East about democracy for 
decades, Europe and the US are seeking to trample upon the democratic rights of the 
Palestinian people.
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The suspension of aid by the EU and the US, the withholding of Palestinian taxes by Israel, 
and Israel’s illegal blockade are crimes against the Palestinian people. They are creating a 
humanitarian catastrophe in Gaza and the West Bank and have emboldened Israel to sustain 
an unrelenting bomb and missile barrage, which regularly kills innocent children and other 
non-combatants in violation of the fourth Geneva convention which protects civilians under 
occupation.
1. Very difficult □  2. Difficult □  3. Moderate □  4. Easy □  5. Very easy □
13. Descriptive : Record immigration sees UK population soar 
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/ 25/10/2007
Britain is currently experiencing its biggest influx of immigrants in history, according to the 
Office for National Statistics. With 520 new immigrants arriving every day, the ONS has 
predicted that the UK population will increase by five million to 65 million people within a 
decade, and that by mid century England’s population will increase by nearly 16 million - 
that is twice the population of Greater London.
1. Very difficult □  2. Difficult □  3. Moderate □  4. Easy □  5. Very easy □
14. Instruction!: Tougher rules for unskilled migrants 
http://news.independent.co.uk/uk/politics/articIe3226398.ece 06 December 2007
Jacqui Smith, the Home Secretary, announced the government’s new policy to address 
increasing immigration rates. First, low-skilled workers from the developing world will be 
barred from moving to Britain. Second, foreign nationals wanting to marry a Briton could 
also face a language test to prove their ability to integrate. Third, the government will set up 
a Border Police Force with powers to track down and remove illegal migrants. Finally, a 
new points-based system for economic migrants will be introduced in the spring, only 
allowing them to come to this country if they have sufficient skills and qualifications.
1. Very difficult □  2. Difficult □  3. Moderate □  4. Easy □  5. Very easy □
15. Argumentative: We must act now to cut immigrant numbers 
The Daily Telegraph on 24 October, 2007
The huge increase in the population will have enormous impacts on the future of our 
society. The new migration surges imply that new homes will have to be built to house the 
extra migrants. Already the glue of our society has been weakened under the impact of 
rapidly growing communities of very diverse cultures - some of whom have little intention 
of integrating with us.
The government has pointed to globalization as the cause, claiming that immigration may 
add £6 billion to production, but it adds a similar proportion to our population. As a result, 
the benefit to the native British population is trivial. Indeed, low paid British workers will 
pay the price of immigration, as they find that their own wages are held down by 
competition from the new arrivals.
1. Very difficult □  2. Difficult □  3. Moderate □  4. Easy □  5. Very easy □
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16. Descriptive: Global warming
Oshima, A. and Hogue, A. (2006) Writing Academic English. Pearson. USA
Global warming is one of the biggest problems facing humankind in the next few decades. 
In the past 150 years, global temperatures have risen approximately I°C (1.8° F). If 
temperatures continue to rise, the consequences could be catastrophic. As the earth’s 
temperature rises, polar ice will melt, causing the water level of the oceans to rise. Rising 
ocean levels, in turn, will cause flooding along the coasts. Global warming will also cause 
major changes in climate that will affect agriculture.
1. Very difficult □  2. Difficult □  3. Moderate □  4. Easy □  5. Very easy □
17. Instructional: Kyoto Protoco 
http://unfccc.int/kyotoj5rotocol/items/2830.php
First, developed countries must reduce their greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions below 
levels specified for each of them in the treaty. Second, emission reducing targets must be 
met within a five-year time frame between 2008 and 2012. Third, a total cut in GHG 
emissions of at least 5% against the baseline of 1990 must also be met. Fourth, developing 
nations must benefit in terms of technology transfer and investment brought about through 
collaboration with industrialized nations under the Clean Development Mechanism (CDM). 
Finally, review and enforcement of these commitments must be carried out by United 
Nations-based bodies.
1. Very difficult □  2. Difficult □  3. Moderate □  4. Easy □  5. Very easy □
18. Argumentative: Kyoto Protocol 
http://unfccc.int/kyotoj5rotocol/items/2830.php
The Kyoto Protocol is generally seen as an important step toward a truly global emissions 
reduction regime that will stabilize GHG concentrations at a level which will avoid 
dangerous climate change. As a result of the Protocol, governments have already put, and 
are continuing to put legislation and policies in place to meet their commitment; a carbon 
market has been created; and more and more businesses are making the investment 
decisions needed for a climate-friendly future. The protocol provides the essential 
architecture for any new international agreement or set of agreements on climate change. 
The first commitments period of the Kyoto protocol expires in 2012. By then, a new 
international framework needed to have been negotiated and ratified which can deliver the 
stringent emissions reductions the Intergovemental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) telU us 
are needed.
1. Very difficult □  2. Difficult □  3. Moderate □  4. Easy □  5. Very easy □
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Appendix B: The model translation
LpUajjJ t ji  4jS Alili 4ÌIÌj  t 1
IjilaAl yi j jU l l  ^ iU ll jAaxll fl.iVUVI jAxa ^liAjl j t  Stabilii 4Slaall 4jàlAll »j l j j  j t  jAUa» j j j j i i  aaìa 
07*2006  4iuJ if  jUll ^iivll ^ à U lA J31I vjaI j a  A Ac. j i  ĵ AJ Vp liuti 4jttnlall 4ivll J5 là  j l j j  4aJallaj 
j -Uj j VI Iàa <j j 6  J Ì j  ,% 1 8 U jAÌ »Alijj j i  4av»U1I Ìòvll y i  t*iU ■" Ìoitj  4 9  s -1 4ijlÀa 4lla 58 ¿Ìj J*
- vil jl l  CaIaUoC. j  4j jt^aixllj 4ÀjAall ^alfra J^laÀlj UiljAàall ,Jl) ^iUtlL JjiiSl UiAlja i jà j»  .l* jai»li 
jaVl 4a ¿L j j làila all v i ja  j a j i j  j j  jAalS AjJIaA AavJI j i  4a j i l  l i l ia li  ti! jlvll ^ÀUj tjL jt j  - 4 là'.«il jLvijall
.lilSiall <̂»1> a Ili »lavi U ,* j]  1̂)
?f-5lvll fù\ j»  Jlja . Jaxll IÀU ,2
f j  j a j  cviljiv ja a à  ¿¡fi. J ij  V j-a à ja ll jjé . j j l i l l  S jljaJ UjaII 4Aji*Jl J * ^  j *  4lat vU j U J j l  j )
4a ia  4;jakj 4. i>" j l  (^avj ja jjÌA  j jA  4al*Jl jSUVl j^i Aliali j  jlóll g itali j l  ^ Ij^ ll J'ilvll J a a  j a  JxaÀ 
. jaxll j a  jù c  4» il>ail (jJ) ijA jvJl (jAlull ^lUtlI Ó jLjal 4_)À jilill jv ll  j i  j j  j l  I ijlnj lillÀ Lai , j  jilill 1 jjlr. t j j l  » j 
^oaJ Ijaàl j  ,4_jall »jjfàill fi l i  "ititi UljjaA J$vA ^ 1  ¡^ilj^jl J aUjII j a  4Àtxa lei j j l  £Àaj j l  Ujlt via»j Ixjl j j
(̂ Jj AII A jjjJlj Aj j  jjll j  jla  Jjic  4ai«Vl Ja j jv ll AjAvIl Afilli ¡jll 4-jjlill 4 a La Vi AjjjA j ni^ (><i t  Jaxll Ujlt
t AAj j i jy  ' tauLê Luell 4a1j A]I 45u*1]I )̂JC. 4,j^U!l 4 % L..V 1 AÀ\ja j
46. j  >*)l 4Àjiall ,3
4^ (JJà;) aliijll _̂>aij ^ i j  4̂ aAo ^jtjll _̂ i»à ^  I ■ ini là il 4«jj^Jl ^Uijl 4̂-lóJ j^a 4ji lAa AĴ lLa (̂ Hailul 4jl
IjjVjI ^  4'>mi.«'I ĵl_>̂ Jl j l  ,j*4l (»j;| »jjjaull Cil»l«ai»ayi jjifi jj^a j*  jlS US liijja jj^a^Jl <—à̂ ik.
VIjllj U (Jjàj >2006 ò* »_>A*il (_>aàj 4jjli. 4jiJnl*ll 4iuJl ¡Jjijl J )  JJ4J ja  %9 ja  <"l>àil̂ il jljj 41 IniI«j  
fanali jl  tillÀ , Jlall ¿Slj ,jaS*J V  4jajalll ^U iji jU J a ^ J I  ^ a a a )  V J  . aL^A jl 4ajj^il jAaa j l  jjAÌLucj (jalill ^^515 
%32 4 Itali jjàaiàjl «Lvĵ all ^̂ lsll ,_f j u.iall j l  ja  ((Jjall (jaij j^iàj »IajcVI aljljJUn«' 4jpUa;ĵ )jl 4ajj^ll ĵ aaajll
»«niall AiùJl (Ĵ Ua
4jml jS aIac-Lj j jJ ja j 4AàUall Cigliali ^jjaàll ^ j S L l a  ¿ ¡a  jlafeSfl jlmaajAa ,4 
SA j*a v iiJ -y i  >, litui I jiU  Al Ital i  ili 8 ,758  ijl > l j  4^iLjll OleLtoayi VliSa jft jAUt» jjijij jUil
jS l 4jjaaJl vile.ja>all JS y ì  »lì^ll vJ^Axa CixÌjj l  ÀI . ]991  4-Ua J>t«all AAaJl vi»tAa ¿Lj U 2006  jja à ll
jjaàll (Jj Uj vil^ayi ja  liti j)aj j ĵSlóa 4jaxll ja  54j 35 ÓW U AljiVl (JaI jlS j jtaì>ll AÀfc ĵ SVl »Aljjll 
14.8 7.2 (j4 vicUìoA Ali 4j^aail 4c-ja^all «ÀI »lattili ilijll viVAxa Ul ,jjÀ5ljll jiljlj jj^taxll jaa
.iSj^y ' vAfcja»a.ll ^  »Utili (jAl Jlall j* Ut ĵ Ŝ  •■iWj Jf*il ^  100,000 J^l
jjaàll S jÌU a l U à U a ll a-lMi-JI 4 ^ 1  ja l 4j_>aH j l j j j  Uj j t  vltaSll ,5 
jal 4** il a Jlall J J ì j  IÀA ja tJ o ljj 4ÌlSjll jUaal j a  JS L  J ja S ll j t  ^¡jS^JI jljvV lj Uljjljall ¿Ài»J l)lj\ 
^  ¿4*11 cw4»4 ;L)ilj ,4 jjU lllj ù fx jM 'j (W ljU sl o * ilj) J > u j l  ¿¡yl Ìa a ià ja ll j^ U a llj  v tU la ll ^  ]8  J j J  
^  jc - jàuy i (jlft lj* ijil'y (_>tijlAall j a  4i)xa 4ÌUta AjAa ^  IfJ^la a  jr j l i  J>*àJl j& j^Uyi
vigila  ^ jit  .^ H jU j llSlli . j j j j i l i l l  ^ a lj j  »A lU U ) Jlila b U  llA ju  piatta) V  ^óll « j AÌII -  U lv a  4avUll J jI  S jilill 
,»AAaa 4jjjjaj viUIjxi jaàll j^Jaàj fAj jjUi.àij jjjUll Jlilayi IaIIj  ^tànij laS j^aàJl jil lAjlA vi'»al>Il 
4 li! .aulì vigliali SjttiViall viUj^vall Ja5làlj Ijjjjlj jlSVl 4a^Jt |JJt jaSl v ù l^ v a  (jà a ji j a  Aj V  >1 _^yàlj
.jaàll & jSUal
U 'jb Jl i^ì v i ja J  l^UtjJj .6
J j a  (J li.Éijll jjv » * ll  tjjlSv ll AftA ¿yjl^l li*4a j j l i  l"  j ja à J l  ^ jilx a "  j a  4al Ì+Lf UilA IjiUxjjJ vlj^AvI 
jlav i j a U j  ^  ĵ l̂l WU t^iUi ^  4lSvaltj .viixllj (<faàijill VuU lalla 4ju jl j a  Sj^S Cjl̂ aS vaia jV  lÀAa 
i j j^ a t jl  |_f a1 4 ajaa> 4|ata CjvlSva jàAi ¿al^aS UìIa J j i l l  ¿aaoaj Ua jj  ,l* jlt  Jjtaoall jAl Irta Alaij Vii jSvail 
JSaÌA j ja à l l  (»lAàiail j jj^ v J  ( îUa ĵJ jyl^a 5 J i j j  U j l  UiljpjClI jjjvA ÀI [ . . . ]  1 8 Ùj*l' ^  v̂ Aa US 
j i  vii jv y i »1 j a  j a  j  j l  jlall j  voi ja Jl ^Uill ^J] j j l ja ^  jjjÀil VlUll' AAt Ayl jJ J  Uaji J j i l l  ¿taajj .gialla 
»Aalall iSlaall jaaàv  j  j>la 4  4̂ ) 3 j i  j j  U j l  £ta ja ll j a i  .tillÀj 4jaAAjall vlAl ja ll  j  viixll j l  4 AI jtill
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( j À l I  j j l  ( J l j J l j  . j a u . i l  >— ¿j ^ i j  < j a J J j  4 Ì £ C a  iI I . h i .i  j V l  j u i i  f J  j a j  . " j a à l l  (^JljLa" ù > a ‘ * r> IjtC aj j l  j ^ “S
?l$Jlja. j j l t l i  ja i  IÀlaM ilijlc. 4aaài J a j
i. ij'.iTllI j  jan JbLCi ¿jjaliàiV ¡J  jlibtll i» ijL'ill CllAlaitl )jialiàil .7
j l l  J j S f l  v, Ua-a (Jjl j j j J a J  <J5là (Jjlaaa J l  C ijjJl ('f jìhìal «AaAaall ^  jliuJl . Ìj 'éJ ' 1 Ajic AAC ¡j^tail
CillS Ali .Cltjliall (jjjaa 4Jaiiii (jialiàjl J t  IjiLial I J i j a  (̂ Ja«’i ^ illj jjjiU aj J l  jjji jw ia ll 4-ja.a.a 
ijAxaJ (jiaiàjl (J jliall «1 j d  “LjjUit i. tjLii (jàa jjil Clljlaie-I J t  I J a a a  jjÀlI j - j j -!.aall AAC. j L  SjjSÀall 4 j»,aall
% 37 Ljaliijl ,«ijl Iàa J ìa j j  .J jljl J  <JjlL 44,100 ¿fi- ¿iji U J )  54,000 j*  ■!** u*òJl
"4jjln.inall J& *y\ jjaa" j l  j$ Jà j C ili j l  j L  jjlla a  J IÌj  .4jlljlall j j j  .111 J  4Ì -lajJ* CJlj j l£ j  4Ca Aaj 4iaa
.»filili j l * J  ^jilià J l  IjilloJjJ u jjjaaa I j&Aj ".là ja.la j j j j "  Sj j ÌJ j VI ja J
!_f Aitili OlaOaj kIÌ .»‘.aTi i—tjS ,8
aIAuIL Oljlc- j&al la jja j , j j jl ji l l  J a j j  Vi (. i>J |ai j a j  ,4jij*«aall jjjl ju ll j a  A&laltj OlÌliil u_lilJ j l  V jl 14jlp.
J  4jJliall CulSAj I j l j  Ì J^ a a l l  jU iy i  4ÌUaJ j a  jÀaJl Oljlc. Pillali filali J j  .AìlSall £• j j j  ( J  j j j l jt l l  ^ j$ d l
jjiaxj Aajj /'¡a ((JjÌ j a  Cil-ìj Cù£ j l  i j i  J j l  S-iLjJ) j t J j i l U  f Ajlt l u i j  Oljlc. j  .Cjjjll J  l j£ j j l  l^laàÓtil 
J j-ojI 4  ix ua  4jlLa ¡jlc- lilii ¿ ) J à j  alùi Ijl lj^i.ij  .-iLjii j j i c .  j j U j J  -— i j l . oa'l j t  killj »^&Jl ( jis jjx ll
V J  (*̂ *>« JLOUj tilt j j -oaJ
jl^jj »AaóJll 4£L JI i î Cjj^jJI j lu jl  ,9
jlxajl -" llnjA Ij£a j  fi ̂ Jill ijc. Ijii_jj ^alua-Jl fi ̂ Jill jic. lolle. l_j*J J  ¿yill »«haII ĵ! jlk 1« ;V jl
.gallali jlia jl ¿4 Cijjjuil
Jaj^-ll j i  -̂i>̂  j  ,2006 ^  >1 j *  2003 ¿ì* bill ja  ^ uj Ijjlaii b_ijéum «jjlill Jiv« ¿ tijl jiil ;lp\j
(jiajjill ĵic. J jKTb'l jjflaj2ull jS u  îc- j j l  U j_jlJ Col 4^allc. ¡LfiLaSil <L«ji J l  JÌ jLóiill ,̂ »11*11
ù V iu u  4̂ jlc- Uil ¡jJaj i l  l_yaJC- J t  MaJ I j j l  jjLaj ¿jjòll L«i ,JLÌÌ J 4-^l 4lui Aia l^jle. IjL a »  j l l
.tJjS (̂ À (ja J f t i  »Aiti
(jjaJl j l . >n>.il J j  (jA jjj-1 laa 4Llall 4àull Cljj 45,000 <C11aj «aIc-I jllall j*  J l  ^Ja J a  (jnl>a J j  ; lilii
,4,!jliall
j J L  j;jlj 4j (jjSL| o jjw  IÀ*j (*Jl* ^ j l  J j  J - “j )  j l  J -a j V J lla jjjll |» a1>all J  j j l  ¿lfa j l  ;U^lj 
ja  IbaJu j l  jSaj J ill Cll J-Aall ja  J J l l  Oliai jUa^>J ^ a~i>â  ja i j  , JS ll jA l. at*SV I j A j l l  4lljk J c  j j  
jj^iu I4« iti » j j l  ja  (»Î JC.1 4» i»it ;̂ ^Lall 4_jlc- laAuijj J j l  j^a. j,a>a Olla Lj j j  I ijlft (jL a ó j ,4ajVl
.iwìljkC.
^ • 10
j l  AaJ blolaJl ¿ ij ,^lJ3U j^Jb ì 4j5Ij IjjL -a lj »j t  J  (jnUak Ì S j »  ja  j j l  j ja l.ua f,jjll j j j l i l ju iVI J j J '  (J3
\ ̂  \. a-i~i 4ÌUaa AjuI #À* j  — ¿pULufr »Ai ja  J la d l b -ù ljl J t  LajjjlS j l  J a  ja  là jjL a i jjjijln.alt j ja l..a JJal
(jailùuil 4» I»1 4jLaal j c  C  Ju il 4^-lajl Clljlaft j  4jj^k CilljCaJ lu tila ja  (Jjjlj»ul C O j AÌj ,4jijln.alili ^ j j Ijm «11
, I jl3  jjA a  U J ^ J  ^ia.-ia ja
j jji jla.J i l l 4jlfca Ijg jl . 1 1
4jaLJl J l  .L jJjjjV ' CilAe-Uaall «Alc-j J c- I j j  (jaaJl (1 ; J l  4 jU a jJl <aj£LaJl IjC-Ai *UaI jja jja ll j v i  
«JlSj Jjilj-a ) J t  ... liliali (3 II4J  a jalaall J ljC a ll J ajj U  J,.aia j l  J lja a l J l  b,,,l'iill (2 Hjijla.aUll
CiaJlj jjjàVult jjjijlauUll jjlji.uall ^Jaa ^1 jai jjXlaU 4jlllaall (4 I4liutll ^̂ Ca IjV' J  ijju ax l! JlaC-V'
JJC. JajàCall 4a*jlaa (5 ♦ J J ^ l' j ji lill  s, tllàj laj jjja la a ll jjj'jln.alili ¿Jâ > jluil Olii Jtalij )  J t
» jlaall fl^jl (6 H 967  J  £  J J -*  JSCj Ijilla l J l l  j a  l+jluail j J j j l l  » baiali ^Sfl CjIj I J
, J jA ll  j j i l i l l  C llj J aj ójjà V l j. j i l i  Ja>  ( J l J " l  ^a 4 a LabU 4jiUaj J l
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jjj'ljlan's'l AaSlata IjASjl , ] 2
j j J j  4axl jwoa CiUail J  UaajSU <JCs jlijij la i ,1., >•> .iilLj ja ia  jC ila'I CaSjll Ajljál j*C)/l Áajiall CljLa j)  
.(Jailjialj ».lajall ClliY J j  ^ J J jV l  jlaaVI Cll»lj a l  ¿a jlal jail JjJJj ¿yt jj^ljJnj.alill jlÍ*ull Jjiljatl J a  ¿uà ¿üji 
Aaliill l, nul y IjJgtali'! L-aauCll J t  ^ l a a j l  L-llíxll Áwjlaal ÁLCa Á1jbxa Jbdl ¿Slj J  ujjiaaáll Ibk Jaajj 
b j  j j l  _̂jbs Colà. JjLil Allaij i a j l  J jst (la^jYI j  j d l )  Áu jxll i_ij» .all Ij SaCj j l  AjuS ,^J j j j j  V AajíU
Ijlnmlsll i, a .all 4jlal jïaa.lll (4,)t j d l )  jjbaJt J t  jlut jbá é¿aÚ*ll CaljYjllj
Aiajlaa J l  ÁíLial (Aaijlamlill l_úljaiall j>-yt Jjálju) JjSj alll̂ frl mall í  1-Call ClbY jll J ¡^ jjjV l -llvaYI í_¿̂ 1»-J j )  
» j t  £-UaS ^  Ájábajl »Lula jjjilhj billa ijlru.i'l't t-aauall h á  J  j *  ¿xj bilí (Ji I £• jjiaa  J jt jl .ai>i o jj¿Vl
»IjjaSfl (J3j >" let'll b» ^ 1  jj lj j* « llj  (JjUíll jljaj j a  J A U .lt  jUul j ia j í  J t  <_Jjpl̂ aal) I J» X .a b»Jj 4^ajxll ASCaJlj 
.(J^bxVI Ci»J j jji.lall ^ a l l  J l l  Axaljll i-,tjU ÁjÍliáY ¿jjiaa bllfÜil jjlilta'l j j t j  JliloVl ja
J lU j^  ¿)bbu J  »»ai i i j ,  j  /Jjáá <Hb*ll » » J 1 .13
¿le, V| Ita> Ají uaaiall ¿Sjíaj .¿ jjlíll ja j^ l^a ll (jjjbá jaila blbxjaa IjilLaja jla  ^ Ja jll » I.a» ix̂ l ubiia b il
65 J )  ¿Há̂ ba 4 ><iaA Jbxaa j j j b j j  l_jjii «baiali AÜaall jlim  jl* l-laxC 520 J * J  b*>) j j '-<M jahll j j  J^lfall
jlbjú a, tXaJn ¿lia La ^1 — bjjla 16 (j* V b » J  j j J b j j  a-ijaj (jbSaai j l  LaS tjLajll j<a bit J5bá. bj¿L
lLf  jA ll jb il jliaa
jjfc j l t  j g l  j £ l ¿  .14
sAjl jiall CaVjUualt ^  i_bLúll <-aj£»jl Ó.Ui>ll ÁaaLjaall v*’ij<,ia ^5 '>  Squali Á̂ jUaĵ all A_}lá>l̂ lt ‘ j i j j  últl 
rULbl ^ J  .LpUa ĵJ jj!) (»jbill ¿ja , -̂abll ^laJl j'^la ¿ja iJ(-a]l J¡>t jLaxJt ¿ja j j^ a lfa J l ^LaJ wjy .  J jV '
^ J jb i  Jjlt (Jjlvill Aitili I jb á il CAjyUaJju j ljS V b  j_jj¿ljll Aj.llxVl (Jjbl j i L l^  tillb£ Asal̂ jJ t-ijaa ^ lü l
j j t  jj^aalfa*ll ¿Jaál JjOxJl <ÜaJéii ¿JA ij í  AajSaJl ¡jaaajJ s_ijaa ballali âlLall j j j  ^  jrLaiiVI iafi t
j i t  jj-bll Jalü fß i  baLkj fililí ¿jtajll jxlai uj^aa ¿aljll Ü̂Lall ^»j ,j5bl' l>
.ÁaílS Ca5Uj^aj CaljlfAJ jjxlaáj ljál£ bl JaÜ LfáUxjjj J )  ^jJÍlb ^1 ¿’Laaall La* j jj.'il .aalSiVI j^jJal^-all
jjj»baall j l j t l  j* ¡ ±  LJe- jV l J*»ll Ujlt ,15
»Ua íjjjéJa Á^a^il »jata îl Calaí^í ,1 ut l̂aaa Jiii't.aa j i t  Áxjlí jlal ( ji t  jlLaall Áljfaall á jb jl'
J-ajJl jal (jit  (Jal j a  jk j l l  Ifjbaal Ü Aj»a1>«il l ik j l j j  jV  Ijliá j , jjjtl .áiyi j¡jjaalfall »Ijj)¡ jSlaaa
.laxa jrlaiiVI J* J^ja <p <pl V Ifa ix jj — Át jala <L)»ljU Jjaa»! j a  4jU a.ll Cal í al a" ¿ijaall
j j j L  >_»Vi Aáaaü ^lüyi ^ijá j l  jLaj Jiklbl ^ l  íjaa^ll j l  ftC-jßj biaa U jlfitla  ÁaljaJl ,̂ 1) ÁajSaJl Cjjb il bilj
J ^ 1  ábilill jU  CUÒI Aaajlij .^jlSaall Ujlaúl áialaa Áaaaá a àj.à-il CaS_jll ja b  íjfa^Jl ai* jS l j  tCjl^jiaJl j a
»jjá li jjJJaaj t-jjaa JJ>V ' ^»á ií iu  j jjáUttJjalt Jlaxll jU  jLaJl ¿ ílj  j i j  ,Alali jjjLoV ' j jjilUjjall jliaall ^^it
.Oi^Jl jaajlül j a  ÁaJUall »Ijaa (jiiaa fAjjaal j l  jji^a j Caja. »Jíafll »i*
L>a jV' * j ' j *  P'UijI .16
CabajJ Caxiajl bis , AaJliill AlaÜll Jjüxll jCall Aaaljá j^áll CaMLCall jaSI j a  j a  j}\ i j l  jjx ^Ua j l  AlSCia ixa 
CaUjJ Cajalutl jls ,i—• ] ,8 j l  Ajjáa á^xlj Ái. j J  ^JIj ä  4 j.,inalali jjjaabil j  Áálall Caljiuil yi j a  j i \  ¿láa & j l  ja . 
JiJéA j b j i  (jJl ^ J ja  (jajVI ¿lia  » j i ja  Á ajJ ¿Saja j j a j  .ÁjÜjlb ¿alai ^ J ja  uij*ai ¿láajVI ^  » jlja ll 
¿UajVI la i , j io l jd l  Cali! .áijill CajAaj Cal Itajvall alja ( j j la a  «Jljj »j j JU ^jxj laa ^  baili ’tjUIl
,t-aÍjill j^tl j j l l  JalCáll lafi t  Ááju jlal Cali 4jAl la Caljju Cal¿xl j a jVl ¿lia Ĵk ^ j l  ja il
a á i é i é e . 1 7
Ifáa (Jil íj^xall Caljjl.nail j j J  la ^1  4ájSbll Cal j l¿  Calamài ClV^*a já ú á  ^^it lj.il uniti Aa^Üall Jjbll (JaaJ ;Vjl
.yiavi
.2012 trU  20 0 8  ó 4 Uií Caljiui jA A Ó é ¿ JA  y Á A j jlL l JjOa ^  CaUaáVI j à * Ì ±  uilj*l J jaa jll VM  
,1990 4 -d  ^ L a V l  * j l  j -  %5 V a ia  J f r I  J e  S jjiJ l Cal j l ¿  C a U jV  J W )  já ú á  JjEaa vílbS W  ¡UlU
Ájll ( jS j 4 Jij't.^»lll âSn ¿a jjlaúll ja t  jiaóall jlaïLaVlj ÁáUtill Jiá J la a  J  ¿Üij j l  Ájalill ^aVl J t ; l » j l J
,CDM
.Calai jálVI »bk Jjtááj Aiualja Á. ull ».laáall âSfl CaVlij J e  I j j i l j  1 »aalá
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J jÌIuiaII j l i ì  ; jjjjS Ájíliíl , 18
j|jilujl (JJc. (_U«j  j l  ¿£xj 4ja11«JI CjlSluojyi ^Ikj jx j  sjLx  ,»lc. <J£21j Î-jÎUjI J1«J
<*Ìjxll CjL*j Üx 1I duuJaj <jSUj211 4%„mj , jjiax  ^xLu j 4*j ij!.ìx) j j j  J jxj (Jj¡Laa jjfr ¿il j lè  JySiJJ
¿ll£^>i£ll Cull Laj t̂ xÀl] ¿ixilt JÜ tl^jl.^ nn flìjll ìjànll ja  CjLuiL̂u j  ¿llxj^jíij £*joj jaI uJj  5l*i
»Jjliiirna <j_jL»ÌLuil ù l j l j l ü s î ^ l
> > £  <jìUjV J j V' f id iv i »jjì '■» i l  tali jjxillj All« ull á.lüxll i-jljJl vI iUUjVI ¿>* Áje. j a ^a jl jlijl
.l).lx ^ aIIc. jUa) <jàajliill ¿lifx p jh  <ji ¿)a (IPCC) lall Jjilllj <«J$»all ¿ila_)£xJl AiaJ Jlfilij ,20 1 2 fi*
, CjIjIxÚvU <ajL^ ^¡a>.i ¿LlaC (JjjÌxj Jxl j a  » jl ji) (JaaJlj
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Appendix C : Results of students’ responses to the questionnaire
No Descriptive Texts Very
difficult
Difficult Moderate Easy Very
easy
1 B r ita in ’s G u n  C u ltu re 0 8 14 5 1
4 M id d le -A g e d  B in g e  
D rin k e rs  D y in g  in 
R e co rd  N u m b ers
3 1 14 1 9
7 M o rtg a g e  A p p ro v a ls  
D iv e  as  M ark e ts  C oo l
9 12 5 2 0
10 T he  A ra b -ls ra e li 
C o n f lic t
0 0 5 7 16
13 Im m ig ra tio n 1 1 7 11 8
16 G lo b a l W a rm in g 0 1 5 9 13
T ota l 13 23 50 35 47





Difficult Moderate Easy Very easy
2 W h a t W e ’re  D o in g  
a b o u t G u n  C u ltu re
0 3 10 13 2
5 B ro w n ’s S ec re t 
S u m m it to  B ea t 




8 H o w  to  K eep  on  
T o p  o f  y o u r  C ash
0 4 7 10 7
11 E nd  th is
P u n ish m e n t o f  th e  
P a le s tin ian s
0 2 11 8 7
14 Im m ig ra tio n 0 2 15 9 2
17 K y o to  P ro to co l 6 12 7 2 1
T o ta l 8 36 58 47 19
P e rce n tag e s 4.8% 21.4% 34.5% 28% 11.3%
No Argumentative Texts Very
difficult
Difficult Moderate Easy Very
easy
3 T h e  S h o c k in g  tru th 1 8 14 4 1
6 B rita in  a n d  B in g e  
D rin k in g
3 7 11 5 2
9 P ro p e rty  M a rk e t 4 10 11 2 l
12 E n d  th is  P u n ish m e n t o f  
th e  P a le s tin ia n s
0 10 10 6 2
15 Im m ig ra tio n ; ‘W e M u st 
A c t n o w  to  C u t 
Im m ig ran t N u m b e r ’
0 8 11 6 3
18 K y o to  P ro to c o l 13 10 4 0 1
T ota l 21 53 61 23 10
P e rce n tag e s 12.5% 31.5% 36.3% 13.7% 6.00%
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Appendix D: Student consent form
I the undersigned fully agree to participate in the translation test being conducted by 
Mohammed El Haj Ahmed, a PhD student at the School of Languages, University of 
Salford. This test will be specifically used for academic purposes, with the intention of 
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